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Preface 

It is not, I think, mere chance that the first attempts at a 

history of modern Greek literature should have been written 

in other languages. The first, by the Phanariot J. Rizos 

Neroulos, was in French, published in Geneva in 1827, while the 

War of Independence was still in progress, and Europe wished to 

know something of what lay at the bottom of the Greek struggle 

for freedom. The same intention lay behind the later two-volume 

history by A. R. Rangavis, first published in French (1877) and 

later in German, with the collaboration of A. Sanders (1884). At 

the end of the last century and the beginning of this, many 

foreigners also wrote histories or studies of modern Greek litera¬ 

ture: R. Nicolai (1876), Juliette Lamber (1881), K. Dieterich 

(1902), D. C. Hesseling (1920). The work by the last-named, first 

published in Dutch and later translated into French (1924), is 

the first that is essentially modern. Later came the short works by 

A. Mirambel (1953) and Br. Lavagnini (1955; 3rd edn., 1969) 

and the lengthier work by B. Knos (1962, preceded by a shorter 

version in Swedish, 1952). It is strange that there has been nothing 

in English. In 1925 we have the first book on modern Greek 

literature in Greek by a Greek, A. Kambanis, which is rather 

short. (The works of G. Zaviras, 1872, and K. N. Sathas, 1868, 

were merly collections of biographies of authors.) The works of 

E. Voutieridis (1933) and J. M. Panagiotopoulos (1938) followed, 

also short, particularly the second, and in 1948 the compendious 

history by K. Th. Dimaras (4th edn., 1968), which is the fullest 

and most responsible presentation to date.1 

The present book owes much to those mentioned above, and 

above all to that of K. Th. Dimaras; my friendship with the 

author is close and of long standing, and our views on many 

points are similar. I have tried to indicate clearly each occasion 

1 For further bibliographical information see the Selected Bibliography at the 

end of the book. 
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on which I have made use of his ideas or means of expression 

(particularly in the chapters on Enlightenment and Romanticism, 

subjects which he has studied exhaustively). Nevertheless theie 

must be places where one cannot easily draw the line between 

similarity of view and an unconscious debt or reminiscence. 

Much in this book is due to the monographs and research of 

others, especially in those chapters which deal with subjects out¬ 

side my own particular field of work. I have already spoken of 

K. Th. Dimaras. In the chapter on the demotic songs I have 

relied above all on the work of J. Apostolakis, St. Kyriakidis, 

and S. Baud-Bovy; for Kavafis on the books of T. Malanos, 

S. Tsirkas, F. M. Pontani, and G. P. Sawidis; for Kazantzakis 

mainly on that of P. Prevelakis. For the last chapters, which deal 

with contemporary literature, I have thought it best to rely on 

the views of the most authoritative critics. Thus, apart from the 

books by J. M. Panagiotopoulos, A. Karantonis, G. Ghatzinis, 

and M. Vitti, I have read all the criticism for the last few 

years in literary periodicals, especially Nea Estia, Kritiki, and 

Epoches (criticism of A. Karantonis for poetry, of G. Chatzinis, 

A. Sachinis, and others for prose, and of M. Anagnostakis, 

N. Anagnostaki, and T. Sinopoulos for post-war poetry). Some¬ 

times I have not hesitated to quote an appropriate phrase, as my 

intention was to render accurately the critic’s point of view. 

In the Excursus I have been particularly helped by the books 

of G. Themelis, K. Stergiopoulos, M. Vitti, A. Sachinis, and 

D. Raftopoulos. In the Introduction the treatment of all that 

concerns the language is based on the Short History of G. N. 

Chatzidakis, the Historical Introduction of M. Triantafyllidis, and 

the Bericht of S. G. Kapsomenos. 

The aim of this book is to provide a synoptic and objective 

account of the history of modern Greek literature, from its early 

beginnings in the Middle Ages until our time. But history can be 

objective only up to a certain point; indeed I would say that an 

absolutely objective account, even if it could be written, would 

be without interest. The fact that the writer of the book is a 

Greek perhaps deprives it of an element of objectivity—even 

though he believes himself to be free from all chauvinism (and 

particularly literary chauvinism). Moreover the author is a 

demoticist, and must naturally look at the historical development 

of literature from that point of view. The fact that this point of 
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view is shared by the whole literary and practically the whole 

intellectual world of Greece removes the danger of subjectivity 

or one-sidedness—at least to the extent that the facts are 

seen from the historical-humanist standpoint rather than (for 
example) a Marxist one. 

The book is addressed to the educated English-speaking reader 

—which means that it is assumed that the Greek world and the 

ancient language and literature of Greece are not totally unknown 

to him. To him particularly are addressed the pages of the 

Introduction relating to the modern language, with details of its 

similarity to and difference from the ancient language, which 

might to others seem superfluous. For the same reason passages 

of poetry quoted in translation in the body of the text are 

given in the original in the Appendix. Naturally a classical 

education is not a pre-requisite for the reader. 

It gives me particular pleasure that the publication of this 

book has been undertaken by the Clarendon Press, for one of 

my main aims is to make modern Greek literature known to as 

many educated English-speaking people as possible. I am grateful 

to Zannetos Tofallis, who was among the first to urge me to 

write the book and who first tried to get it published. My wife 

has unfailingly provided me with moral support and practical 

assistance throughout the writing of it. I owe particular thanks to 

my colleague G. P. Savvidis, not only for useful advice on many 

points, but also for his help in ensuring the accurate rendering 

of delicate points of Greek phraseology. Mrs. M. Fatouros, 

Mrs. Ghr. Kliridis, and Mr. A. L. Vincent have also earned my 

gratitude for looking over the English version. I am deeply 

grateful to Mr. Robert Liddell, who undertook the heavy burden 

of translating the Greek text; he is one of the few men who 

combine a literary knowledge of modern Greek with the sensi¬ 

bility of a trained writer. Each chapter is the result of careful 

collaboration between us and the checking of every detail. His 

previous experience in translating modern Greek verse enabled 

him to enrich the text with poetical extracts, always rendered in 

the original metre. 

L. P. 
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Note on Transcription 

Unfortunately there is no accepted system for the transcription 

of Greek names into foreign languages, so we often find two versions, 

e.g. Calbo or Kalvos, Hadji or Chatzis, Yannopulo or Jannopoulos, 

Rhigas or Rigas, etc. I have proceeded on the double principle that 

transcription ought first of all to render the modern pronunciation and 

not the historical spelling (Politis not Polites), but at the same time 

that it should preserve the image of the word. This system (which 

can be applied to all European languages) is here carried out only 

with regard to proper names. (I ignore other transcriptions of the 

writers themselves, e.g. Calbo, Coray, Cavafy.) For Christian names 

it was not necessary to follow the same system, though here too I have 

generally preferred the forms nearest to the Greek: e.g. Andreas 

(not Andrew), Dionysios (not Denis). For geographical names I have 

kept the usual English forms: Athens, Corfu, Rhodes. 

I transcribe letters which do not correspond exactly in the Greek 

and Eatin alphabets as follows : /3:v,y:g (neitherg/z, nor y, nor j), 8:d, 

£,:z, rj:i (not e), 9:tk, K\k (never c), p:r (not rh even at the beginning 

of the word), a:s (also between two vowels), v.y, (f>:f (not ph), y.ch 

(not h nor kh), a>:o. The diphthongs ei and oi:z, at:ai, ov.ou; the 

double consonants ju.7r:mb, yy, ytcng, vrint (at the beginning of a 

word—or wherever else it is so pronounced—6, g, d), rcr.ts, r£,:tz. 

As for the accent, since the greater number of Greek names are 

accentuated on the penultimate, I put an accent only in the rarer 

cases where the name is accentuated on the last syllable. I do not 

particularly favour accents, but I thought it necessary, in order to 

avoid misreadings such as Palamas or Sikelianos. However, I thought 

it unnecessary for names accentuated on the antepenultimate, which 

are even more rare: such is the case especially for all names ending 

in -opoulos. 

Examples: Vikelas, Digenis, Giannopoulos, Makrygiannis, Drosinis, 

Kavafis, Korais, Rigas, Roidis, Vasiliadis, Vizyinos, Fotiadis, 

Chatzopoulos, Soutsos, Embirikos, Rangavis, Antoniou, Papadia- 

mantis, Beratis, Gatsos, Tsatsos, Kazantzakis, Solomos, Palamas. 





Introduction 

Modern Hellenism has the enviable but invidious fate 

of descending from a civilization so glorious as that of 

ancient Greece. But it descends more directly from 

another civilization also, that of Byzantium, less glorious indeed 

but one whose significance in shaping the Europe of today has 

been fully acknowledged. This weighty double heritage has often 

been a motive for lofty actions, but it has sometimes led to an un¬ 

realistic romanticism or to groundless boasting. And foreigners, 

in their exclusive devotion to the famous past, have often been 

unfair to the new nation and to its cultural contribution. 

Ancient Greek literature is thoroughly well known and well 

studied; it is one of the summits, if not the very peak, of 

the European spirit. Byzantium, with its history, its unrivalled 

art and its literature, has also interested scholars and men of 

letters; it is studied in universities, and special periodicals are 

devoted to it. As for modem Greek literature, it is so commonly 

associated with the Byzantine that the one term recalls the other, 

as if they constituted an undivided whole. Latterly in certain 

circles abroad (particularly in England) a lively interest has been 

shown in contemporary Greek literature, which revolves round 

a few outstanding poets whose work has had wide appreciation: 

Kavafis, Sikelianos, Seferis, Kazantzakis. But these poets could 

not have existed in isolation; they must have roots, and a tradi¬ 

tion behind them. What that tradition was, when it began, and 

how it developed through the years—that is the subject of this 

book. 

the beginning: periods 

When can we say that modern Greek literature began, and when 

did modern Greek civilization in general attain an existence of 

its own that differentiates it from that of Byzantium ? An artificial 

division is, of course, 1453. With the fall of Constantinople and 
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the annihilation of the Byzantine state, we may say that Byzan¬ 

tine civilization came to an end. But in history, and particularly 

in cultural history, there are no such abrupt and arbitrary breaks. 

The Rumanian historian Jorga spoke of‘Byzance apres Byzance’,1 

and scholars often employ the term ‘post-Byzantine’. This occurs 

always in transitional periods: the old coexists with the new—or 

on the contrary, we might say, the new has already made an 

appearance alongside the old. This, we shall see, is the case with 

Greek literature. 
I prefer not to use the term ‘post-Byzantine’ for literature after 

the fall of Constantinople. In contrast to what may have occurred 

in other cultural spheres, the Byzantine elements surviving in 

literature are of the slightest. Rather, in the last centuries of 

Byzantium certain elements of a marked character appeared, 

which we can without hesitation call ‘modern Greek’. When 

Constantinople fell, the people lamented its fall in a song in 

which we already find the technique and modes of expression 

that we shall later meet in the klephtic songs of the eighteenth 

century. We find the same characteristics in earlier songs which 

certainly belong to the Byzantine period, such as those of the 

Akritic cycle. The same phenomenon can be seen in learned 

poetry: the Erotopaignia, for example, written about 1450, have 

much in common with earlier Byzantine poetry, and at the 

same time pave the way for the poetry of the second half of 

the fifteenth century. From Digenis to Erotokritos there is a unity 

and an organic development that is unbroken, so that to make a 

division at 1453 into ‘Byzantine’ and ‘post-Byzantine’ literature 

would be an arbitrary falsification of reality. Krumbacher, 

acknowledging the continuity, reckoned Byzantine Vulgarliteratur2 

as existing until the fall of Crete in 1669. Other scholars have 

tried to classify things by speaking of ‘post-medieval’ or ‘Proto- 

neohellenic’ literature.3 It is more natural, and more in accor¬ 

dance with the facts, to admit that the modern Greek element 

appears underneath the literary veneer in Byzantine times, and 

to consider the Vulgarliteratur of the last Byzantine period—the 

1 N. Jorga, Byzance apres Byzance, Bucharest, 1935. 

2 K. Krumbacher, Geschichte der byzantinischen Literatur, 2nd edn., Munich, 1897, 

§§ 328 ff., pp. 787 ff. 

3 E. Kriaras, 'H /ueo-aiom/ci) iWrjVLKT) ypap.p.o.Tela (Ta opia, fxeptKa yapaKTT]- 

piariKa) [Athens, 195°1 • (Reprinted from AlyyAoeAAijvucij 'ETndcdtprjarj, 5 (1950—2), 

92-6.) 
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most vital part of Byzantine literature, with the elements of 

future development in it—as the beginning of genuine modern 
Greek literature. 

On this critical point, language should be the decisive argu¬ 

ment. In fact, in Digenis, and to a larger extent in the chivalric 

romances of the fourteenth century, we shall find the first 

attempts at a literary use of the spoken, common, i.e. modern 

Greek language. But the testimony of language has not as much 

weight as in the literature of other European nations. First 

because the Greek language is by nature conservative, and slow 

in its development (which prevents clear distinctions from being 

drawn), but chiefly (as we shall see) because Byzantium was 

dominated by a linguistic archaism which put difficulties in the 

way of an unadulterated use of the spoken language even in 

works of popular literature. For this reason the above-mentioned 

elements (such as the manner of expression of the demotic songs), 

genuinely modern Greek elements, are more conclusive than the 

testimony of language alone. 

Thus while some of the older and some of the more recent 

histories of modern Greek literature begin in 1453 (sometimes 

later still, with Cretan literature), most scholars are now agreed 

that the birth of modern Greek literature should be identified 

with the Epic of Digenis Akritas,1 probably written in the first 

half of the eleventh century, which is the first literary text in 

which the modern Greek language is used (though not quite 

purely). This poem moreover flows from the Akritan demotic 

songs of the same epic cycle and is in the same epic spirit that 

prevailed at that time both in the East and the West, and shows 

the same stirring of a new national consciousness. 

We need not in this introduction describe the periods into 

which the history of modern Greek literature is divided. The 

chapters of this book give the reader a sufficiently clear idea of 

this. But summarily we may say that there was a first phase 

which ends organically not (as we said) with the fall of Con¬ 

stantinople, but with that of Crete in 1669. The eighteenth 

century, as in the West an unpoetical age, was characterized 

more by strong intellectual activity and the development of 

1 All the later histories of modern Greek literature begin with Digenis Akritas, 

e.g. K. Dimaras (1948), A. Mirambel (1953), Br. Lavagnini (1955), B. Knos 

(1962). 

8157215 B 
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education, particularly under the influence of European En¬ 

lightenment. The centre was now the Uanubian provinces under 

their Greek princes. A new epoch begins in the last decades of 

the eighteenth century, with the development of education and 

the national orientation towards unity and liberation from the 

Turkish yoke. The revolution of 1821 and the creation of the 

new Greek state was a decisive point. For many years more, 

however, literature was to be divided between two separate 

streams or schools. In the Ionian Islands (under British occupa¬ 

tion till 1866) the literary school cultivated the demotic language, 

taking up the broken thread of Cretan literature, and (further 

back) of the Byzantine Vulgarliteratur. In the free Greek state and 

the capital (Athens) the Phanariot learned tradition of the 

Turkish period survived, and the poets (romantic in mode) wrote 

in katharevousa. About 1880 a new generation (that of Palamas 

and Psycharis) firmly introduced the demotic into literature and 

united the two traditions. These were the years of progress, often 

halted by reactionary forces or by political developments (the 

Balkan wars, the First World War, the Asia Minor disaster of 

1922). The writers of the 1930 generation (Seferis among them) 

introduced a new period which, with the reinforcement of a 
younger post-war generation, continues to this day. 

THE MODERN GREEK LANGUAGE 

If in literature there is no clear break between the medieval and 

the modern Greek periods, the same is even more true in the 

case of the language. Already Korais, and more definitely the 

great Greek linguist G. N. Ghatzidakis, have declared the unity 

of the Greek language and its continued development through 

the centuries. Particularly from the end of the fourth century b.c., 

when a unity of the Greek world was caused by the conquests of 

Alexander the Great, the Greek language, previously split into 

many dialects (Attic, Doric, Ionic, etc.), was united in the Koine 

(see below). In all this long period of 2,300 years (from 300 b.c. 

until today) linguists regard the Greek language as an organic 

whole, distinguishing two or three periods within it: the Hellenistic 

Koine (300 b.c.-a.d. 550), the medieval (550-1453), and the 

modern Greek language (from 1453 °n)> The dividing line 
between the last two is most difficult to draw, and many reckon 
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them as a single period. Others date the division between the 

Koine and the medieval language to a.d. 330. 

The great age of Greek literature in the fifth and fourth cen¬ 

turies b.c. had already made the Attic dialect a common Greek 

language. The loss of autonomy of the ancient Greek cities, the 

Macedonian and later the Roman domination, the creation of 

great urban centres in the Hellenized East, and other factors 

contributed to the formation of a single Greek language with the 

Attic dialect as its base, which linguists call the Hellenistic Koine. 

It is the language in which the New Testament is written, and 

that from which the medieval and later the modern Greek 

language stems. 

According to G. N. Ghatzidakis—the first to refute the earlier 

unscientific opinions and prejudices, and to put forward this 

theory—the ancient dialects altogether disappeared on account 

of the prevalence of Attic, and the Koine was formed on an Attic 

base, with the admixture of many Ionic elements (for which 

reason it is also called Attic-Ionian Koine).1 Of the ancient 

dialects the only one to survive was the Laconian, which is pre¬ 

served in the Tsakonian of today (in a limited region of the 

south-east Peloponnese, between Parnon and the sea). Mean¬ 

while later linguistic research has brought to light the existence 

of Doric remains in many modern Greek dialects, and arrived at 

the conclusion that at the time of the Koine some Doric elements 

—especially in the southern region—offered resistance to the 

encroachments of the new speech. The last refuge of this resis¬ 

tance was the region of Tsakonia. 

Characteristics of the Koine (which indeed did not all show 

themselves at the same time) are as follows. In phonetics, the dis¬ 

tinction between long and short vowels disappears; the diphthongs 

at, ot, and et become monophthongs (ai>e, and 01, ei>i); the 7? 

is equivalent to t; v in the diphthongs av and ev is heard as f 

or v; both voiced (/?, y, S) and aspirated (</>, 6, y) plosives lose 

their ancient pronunciation (b, g, d, ph, etc.) becoming spirants, 

as they still are (v, gh, d,f etc.). In accidence, many forms are 

simplified by analogy; the third declension tends to disappear, 

the dual number becomes extinct, and the optative mood falls 

into desuetude; verbs in -gu give way to verbs in -to, and in 

1 G. N. Chatzidakis, Einleitung in die neugriechische Grammatik, Leipzig, 1892. Id., 

MeoaiajviKa Kal via iXXrjviKa, 2 vols., Athens, 1905—7- 
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general many irregularities are smoothed out and the language 

becomes easier. Syntax becomes more analytic and the voca¬ 

bulary is greatly enriched, many words change their meanings 

(especially under the influence of Christianity, e.g. eWA?7<7ta, 

ayyeAo?), and others are replaced by their diminutives (ovs> 

cArtov); at the same time many foreign words, particularly from 

Latin and Hebrew, are introduced. Thus the Koine became ‘far 

more like our modern language than the ancient. .. . The change 

of Attic into the Koine may in a way be considered as a simul¬ 

taneous change from the ancient language to the modern.’1 

The Koine was a spoken and written language (translation of 

the Septuagint, New Testament, and numerous papyri). But 

at the time of Christ one may observe a strange tendency to halt 

this natural development as men of letters began to write accord¬ 

ing to ancient Attic rules. This phenomenon, known as Atticism,2 

created the first split between the written and spoken language. 

Here, we may say, began the fateful bilingualism (the diglossia 

or SiyAcoaata), which was to do so much harm in all its subsequent 
development. 

The principal theoretician of Atticism was Phrynichus of 

Bithynia (second century a.d.), but the man who made it more 

of a reality was the rhetorician and sophist Aelius Aristides, 

a pupil of Herodes Atticus. A characteristic symptom is the 

condemnation of certain words and phrases, denounced by 

Phrynichus as ‘barbarian’, ‘unacceptable’, or ‘illiterate’, although 

we find them in the N.T. : okL/iitovs A eye dAAd pdj xpdfifiaros 

~ apov rov Kpafifiarov oov (John); ep.eAAov y paipai, eVydrca? 

fiapfiapos rj crwra^t? ~ rf)? yvvatKos rrjs p,€\\ovcrr]s re/cefv 

(Apocal.); yprjyopdj* rdjv dp.adtdv, ypd(f>e iyprjyopa ~ pieivare 

d>8e Kal yp-pyope Ire (Mark).3 

The Byzantine empire was a continuation of that of Rome, 

and its official language for all state purposes was in the first 

centuries Latin. Therefore Latin exercised the greatest influence 

tj’ N. Chatzidakis, Evvrop,os laropta rrjs iXXrjviKijs yXwaarjs, Athens, 1913, p. 71. 

2 The most important book about Atticism is Der Attizismus in seinen Haupt- 

vertretern by W. Schmid, 4 vols., Stuttgart, 1887-97. See also M. Triantafyllidis, 

7a EvayyeXia Kal 6 Ai-tikio/ios (1913), now in Arravra, vol. 4, pp. 111-18. 

3 Many such examples, mainly from Phrynichus, along with the parallel 

quotations from the N.T., are collected by M. Triantafyllidis, op. cit., pp. 114- 

15 ’ c^' 3cL NeocXXTjviKT) ypafj,/xaTiKrj, 'laTopiKT/ Elaaytoyrj, Athens, 1939, pp. 405- 
l8. 
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on the formation of the new language (and Greeks in later years 

were called Romaioi and Romioi). But already from the time 

of Justinian (527-65) Greek was introduced into legislation (the 

Novellae of Justinian, written ‘in the Greek and common tongue’), 

and in a few centuries the linguistic and cultural Hellenization 

of the state was thoroughly established. Throughout the whole 

medieval period of more than a thousand years, however, the 

phenomenon of the diglossia can be observed. The written lan¬ 

guage of the learned was closely attached to the Attic dialect, and 

with the centralization of the Byzantine state Constantinople 

became the centre of linguistic archaism and ‘Attic’ culture. At 

the same time there was the living spoken language which also, 

owing to the existence of this centre in the capital, developed 

into a common spoken language. 

This spoken (Constantinopolitan) Koine has naturally dis¬ 

appeared ; few traces of it were preserved under the thick layer 

of Atticism. Such are, for example, some satirical verses of the 

people (from the sixth to the eleventh century) and some 

linguistically more popular texts such as the Chronicle of Malalas, 

the author of which was a Hellenized Syrian (sixth century), 

some lives of saints, the works written at the instigation of 

Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus (tenth century), the Strategicon 

of Gecaumenos (eleventh century), and some other works. From 

the eleventh and twelfth centuries works written in the vernacular 

abound, and the spoken language is used with purely literary 

intentions. They are the texts of the Vulgarliteratur, which, as we 

said, are the beginning of modern Greek literature. It is not 

without significance that the literary use of the spoken language 

increases in the period of Frankish rule, and flourishes particularly 

in Frankish-occupied areas, far from the linguistic influence of 

the capital. 
On the other hand, during the Comnenian and Palaeologian 

periods (eleventh to fifteenth centuries) we notice in the written 

language an intensification of archaism which is not unconnected 

(especially in Palaeologian times) with the cultivation of humanist 

letters. Anna Comnena (twelfth century) wrote a pure Attic 

language and Laonicus Chalcocondyles (fifteenth century) took 

Thucydides as his model for style and language. Often Byzan¬ 

tine writing is harsher and more difficult than that of the 

ancients. 
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The modern Greek language was already perfectly formed in 

the last Byzantine centuries, in the texts of the Vulgarliteratur. 

Thenceforward, separated from the medieval Koine, modern 

Greek dialects have been formed (see below). Subsequent de¬ 

velopment has been slow and the Florios, for example, or the 

Achilleid, of the time shortly preceding the fall, differ little 

linguistically from a modern demotic song. 
The modern Greek language is characterized by the following 

features, which distinguish it from the ancient (and medieval) 

language: phonetically, there is a simplification of many con¬ 

sonant groups, the change of kt, <j>d, cry, etc. into xr> <t>T> 4>K’ e^c- 5 

the final v is dropped (£uAo), and new diphthongs appear (vepotSa). 

In accidence the declension of nouns is simplified, there are only 

four cases, and there is a tendency to drop the genitive too 

(especially in the plural), and for the other cases to coincide. 

There are only two voices in the verb, active and passive, and 

only two verb stems, the present and the aorist. The future, the 

perfect, and the pluperfect are formed periphrastically, the in¬ 

finitive no longer exists, the participle, in most cases, has become 

indeclinable, and the augment, when not accented, has dis¬ 

appeared. Many prepositions have gone, and those remaining 

govern only the accusative. 
The vocabulary of modern Greek derives in great part from 

the ancient language: some words have remained almost un¬ 

changed (yaAa, £uAo, ypdcfxjj), most have changed in sound and 

form (TraTr)p^>TraT€pas, 7rafs'>77atSt). Contact with other peoples 

has enriched the language with many foreign words; as we 

remarked, the Hellenistic Koine already contained Latin and 

Hebrew words, and later many Italian and Turkish words were 

introduced from the language of the conquerors; there are very 

few Slav, Albanian, and Vlach words. In the nineteenth century, 

with the establishment of the independent state, many of the 

Turkish words fell out of use or became obsolete, while many 

learned words and scientific terms were introduced and (from 

the many contacts with Western Europe) a new range of foreign 

words came in (especially technical terms and words from an 

intellectual environment). 

In general, modern Greek is simple in its phonetics, having no 

aspirated consonants (such as sh, ch, dj), nor closed vowels (like 

the French u, eu, etc. or the English o, ow, etc.). There is also no 
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difference between long and short vowels, the pronunciation is 

homogeneous and clear, there are many polysyllabic words, and 

every word has a definite accent on one syllable (which makes 
this syllable somewhat longer). 

If we examine the development of the language in its entirety 

we find that Greek is essentially conservative. The pronunciation 

is certainly very different from that of classical times, but not 

very different from that of the Koine. Accidence has known no 

radical innovation, while vocabulary, in spite of all the new 

elements it has assimilated, has retained its ancient heritage. 

Statistics show that out of some 4,900 words of the New Testa¬ 

ment, almost half are employed in the modern spoken language. 

‘The expression “daughter of the ancient language” is a meta¬ 

phor inappropriate and false as applied to the modern language. 

It is the same language that has been spoken without a break by 

the Greek nation for thousands of years, passing from mouth to 

mouth and father to son, changing with speech . . . until it took 

the present form of the mother tongue, which will be a beginning 

for further development.’1 

As we noticed, the ancient dialects have disappeared (apart 

from that of Tsakonia) since the time of the Koine. But perhaps 

at the end of the Middle Ages certain dialects began to be 

distinguished—some conserved more ancient elements. Linguists 

have attempted to classify modern Greek dialects ;2 some, taking 

as a starting-point their particular characteristics, have distin¬ 

guished six basic dialects (Ghatzidakis), others have seen more 

or fewer. We may distinguish some more compact groups, 

e.g. a western and an eastern group, or, using other criteria, 

a northern and a southern. Another distinction is between 

{a) a central body of dialects closely connected (mainland Greece, 

the Peloponnese, and the surrounding islands), the basis of 

modern Greek (whether spoken or literary), and (b) some dialects 

from outlying regions, with their own individualities. Such are the 

dialects of the Greeks of Asia Minor (Pontus and Cappadocia) 

and the Greek spoken in southern Italy (Otranto and Bova). 

We may also add Tsakonian. The differences in the central 

dialects are mainly lexical; in syntax, phonetics, and morphology 

1 M. Triantafyllidis, NeoeXXrjvLKrj ypafj.fj.ari.Kri, 'IoropiKrf Elaaycoytj, p. 56. 
2 For a good bibliography on modern Greek dialects see G. Kapsomenos, 

Die griechische Sprache zwischen Koine und Neugriechisch, Munich, 1958, pp. 16-19. 
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they are not great, and from that point of view the Greek 

language has great continuity. 
In the literary texts up till the fifteenth century it is difficult 

to distinguish dialectical elements underneath the prevailing 

language. But already in Cyprus the local dialect was employed 

in writing (Assises, fourteenth century, Machairas, fifteenth 

century), and in the sixteenth century it was used with complete 

success in the Cypriot love-poems. Dodecanesian (Rhodian) 

elements are found in poems of the fifteenth century (probably 

in the Erotopaignia, certainly in Georgillas), but it was in Crete 

that a local dialect was fully established for the first time as a 

literary medium, and was written with unadulterated purity in 

the great works of Cretan literature (sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries). Later the school of the Ionian Islands based itself 

to a great extent upon the local dialect; and in the early years 

of demoticism (late nineteenth century) some prose writers used 

dialect forms from mainland Greece in their stories. The great 

development of creative literature at the beginning of this century 

brought about a unification of the written literary language, 

excepting only the peripheral regions, where some Cypriot poets 

have written in their local dialect, and some Greeks from Pontus 

(in Athens or Thessaloniki) have produced theatrical works in 

their dialect. But these are exceptions. 

THE LANGUAGE QUESTION 

The history of modern Greek literature, along with other aspects 

of intellectual and even political life in modern Greece, is in¬ 

comprehensible in its significance and consequences without a 

clear understanding of what is called ‘the language question’. In 

all civilized nations there is some difference between the written 

and spoken language. Other countries have to face the problem 

of the coexistence of two or more national languages, and Euro¬ 

pean literature at the end of the Middle Ages passed through the 

stage where there was competition between the vernacular and 

Latin. Yet the Greek language question—still unsolved and acute 

in our own day—is not like any other. In Greece today there are 

two languages (or let us say rather two linguistic branches) that 

differ from each other in all points that form the structure of a 

language: vocabulary, phonetics, accidence, syntax. One branch 
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is the common modern Greek language, the demotic, spoken 

by all Greeks and written by most of them; it is also the estab¬ 

lished language of literature. The other is the katharevousa, 

which is spoken by no one (at least in ordinary talk), but is 

the official language of the state; it was the common written lan¬ 

guage until fifty or sixty years ago, and is still used as a written 

language in a few quarters. It is odd and even comic that today, 

while anyone would at once be laughed at if he spoke in katha¬ 

revousa in a circle of friends, it is thought perfectly natural that 

a public speech or university lecture should be in katharevousa; 

it would be equally ridiculous to write a friendly or family letter 

in katharevousa, while this would not be so in the case of a letter 

to be published in a newspaper, or of a scientific book or article. 

This strange diglossia, which is not easily comprehensible to a 

foreigner (or to any reasonable man), is due to particular historical 

and national circumstances, and has played a decisive role in the 

whole development of modern Hellenism. Its effect on education 

in particular, and more generally on intellectual and even on 

political life, has always been and still is extremely important. 

If the diglossia is not to blame for all our misfortunes (as the first 

demoticists were simple enough to say) it is not, however, innocent 

of the disastrous upshot that a student who has finished at secon¬ 

dary school is not able to write his own language or to express 

himself in it clearly (whether it be demotic or katharevousa). And 

the fact that all the liberal and democratic governments (from 

Venizelos in 1917 to G. Papandreou in 1964) have supported the 

demotic (and its introduction in education) while all the con¬ 

servative and reactionary governments (with the single exception 

of that of Metaxas) have been hostile to it, shows the deeper 

political and social significance of the question. 

We have seen that this dualism in the language originated in 

the phenomenon of Atticism, and lasted through the whole 

Byzantine period for a thousand years. But it would be an error 

to say that the Byzantines had a ‘language question’.1 The first 

to be aware of the problem and to realize the general significance 

of the development of the popular language was the learned 

humanist N. Sofianos at the beginning of the sixteenth century; 

1 On this subject see E. Kriaras, Diglossie des demiers siecles de Byzance: Naissance 

de la litterature neo-hellenique, Oxford, 1966 (Thirteenth International Congress of 

Byzantine Studies, Main Papers, 9). 
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his preaching, however, was in vain. Throughout the Turkish 

period the learned wrote in ancient Greek, as their Byzantine 

forebears had done. Demotic was confined to literature (following 

an independent tradition), to books for the people, and to 

church sermons. 
The problem was posed again in the last decades of the 

eighteenth century when, influenced by the Enlightenment, the 

Greeks made an attempt to awake and educate the people and 

to bring to the country the new ideas and the scientific progress 

of Western Europe. Conservatives thought the ancient language, 

already formed and established, was the right vehicle for this 

purpose; a small group of progressive intellectuals, on the other 

hand, thought that this could be better achieved by developing 

the common language. Between the ‘archaicists’ and the ‘demoti- 

cists’, A. Korais (1804) sought a via media: a language based on 

popular speech, but ‘corrected’ and ‘embellished’ on the model 

of the ancient. He was thus the creator of the katharevousa. 

Arguments and disputes lasted for some thirty years (1789-1821). 

Finally the compromise and the realism of Korais prevailed. 

Perhaps it was still too early for the definite triumph of demotic 

(on the side of which the poets unhesitatingly ranged them¬ 

selves: Christopoulos, Vilaras, and above all Solomos). It was 

so much to the good that the ‘archaicists’ were altogether put 
aside. 

With the creation of the Greek state the katharevousa of 

Korais was used by writers (with the exception of the Hepta- 

nesian school) and established as the language of the state and of 

all aspects of intellectual life. Its domination was universal; the 

lively discussions during the three decades before the revolution 

were now over. In any case, the general spirit now dominant was 

that of archaism, and the dream of a return to ancient glory. 

Thus the moderate and elegant katharevousa of Korais was 

gradually transformed—contrary to the theory behind that 

system—to an increasingly pure form of linguistic archaism 

which reached its height about 1880 (K. Kontos). 

This exaggeration, however, produced fruitful reactions; in the 

ten years between 1876 and 1886 the language problem again 

became acute and topical, and it took a decisive turn with the 

appearance of Psycharis (see Chapter XI). Demotic again 

claimed its rights, and demoticism as a wider ideological 
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movement extended greatly, thereby dominating all subsequent 

cultural history. After the initial reactions the movement spread 

to wider circles (no doubt Psycharis’s fighting spirit had a lot to 

do with this); the years till 1917 have been called those of ‘militant 

demoticism’. Psycharis’s followers at home—the leader lived in 

Paris where he wrote his ardent articles and passionate pamphlets 

—carried on publishing their own periodical, the Noumas, and 

founding societies. The most important step was the foundation 

of the ‘Educational Society’ (1910) which linked the language 

question with the educational problem (‘educational demoti¬ 

cism’). Meanwhile the followers of the katharevousa also 

organized themselves, students caused riots in the streets of 

Athens, and in 1911 an article in the new constitution estab¬ 

lished the katharevousa as the official state language. 

Demotic won a significant victory in the educational reform of 

1917 which, for the first time, introduced the mother tongue into 

the three lowest classes of the elementary school. In the fifty-five 

years that have since gone by, demoticism, as a progressive move¬ 

ment (particularly in education), has known many ups and downs 

and internal crises. Successive governments have taken different 

sides over the question, and these switches have of course not 

been helpful to education. Besides, the (fatal) interference of 

politics, and particularly the wicked confusion of demoticism with 

communism, have held up natural development. The constitu¬ 

tion of 1952 retained the anachronistic article of 1911. The 

last constitution, that of 1968, added that the katharevousa is 

the official language also of education. The educational reform 

of 1964 established the equality in education of the katha¬ 

revousa and the demotic; the Emergency Law 129 of 1967 is 

a pitiful regression: the katharevousa was ordained as the exclu¬ 

sive medium of oral and written expression for teachers and 

pupils from the fourth class in the elementary school until the 

high school. 
It is unfortunate that such reactions have so often interrupted 

natural development, which, as facts show, can only be towards 

the final triumph of demotic. The demotic (even after the recent 

unnatural revival of the katharevousa) is still the medium of 

expression for the greater part of everyday life; that is, it has 

been unofficially established, thus forcing a solution. But this 

solution does not appear to be near at hand. 
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PRONUNCIATION AND SPELLING 

That the ancient Greeks did not pronounce Greek like the Greeks 

of today is a scientific truth, known from the time of Erasmus 

(1528). In the long period of time between antiquity and today, 

the sounds of the language changed every so often by a natural 

development. The more essential differences were already 

established by the time of the Koine (see pp. 5 f.). Most typical 

is the phenomenon of iotacism, i.e. the pronunciation of the 

ancient vowels tj, v, 1, and the diphthongs ei, 01, vi as iota (i). 

But though the pronunciation changed, the spelling remained 

the same; from being phonetic it became historical, with all the 

weight of a long history. Modern Greeks, for example, write 

rroLKiXrj, (filXeLp-qviKoi, and say ‘pikfli’, ‘filirinikT. This creates un¬ 

imaginable difficulties, to which may be added those of accents 

and breathings, which the ancients did not have, and which 

Alexandrian grammarians invented to mark the musical pro¬ 

nunciation (which had then been lost). Today accents and 

breathings have only a historical (or decorative) value. The 

printers, however, are compelled to use twenty-four alphas, 

children at elementary school are tormented with learning 

‘words with rough breathings’, and the most educated (for in 

Greece education is more or less identified with correct spelling) 

consult their dictionary to make sure about the accent of KpLvos 
or the breathing of dSpos. 

It should be mentioned, however, that while Greek employs 

a multitude of different letters to render the same sounds (as in 

the case of i), certainly many more than any other European 

language, yet only one sound corresponds to any one letter; 

we do not have the phenomenon (so exaggerated in English) 

of the same letter being pronounced in different ways. (The 

sole exceptions are cr, which in front of certain consonants is 

heard as o/t/co-—zvino, and v in the diphthongs av and ev, 

sometimes heard as/and sometimes as v: avros—aftos, airpa— 

avra.) 

In 1814 Vilaras wrote a book in phonetic spelling, and Solomos 

in his own writings adopted a kind of phoneticism. Previously, 

in the seventeenth century, it was common in Venetian-occupied 

places to write Greek in Latin characters; the system was used 

also in papal propaganda addressed to Greek Catholics in the 
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islands (‘Frangochiotika’)1—as recently in the Soviet Union in 

the case of the Greeks of the Caucasus. Such extreme solutions, 

however, are neither desirable nor practically feasible. Simplifica¬ 

tion of spelling, but within the historical framework, is an urgent 

necessity, particularly for purposes of education. Such simplifica¬ 

tions were introduced by ‘educational demoticism’, and they 

have been codified in the Modern Greek Grammar (1941) of 

M. Triantafyllidis. On the basis of the easily used rules of this 

Grammar we could do away with most difficulties, and bring 

order out of the orthographical chaos. But Greeks are individu¬ 

alists and in spelling each has his personal preferences. 

One of the difficulties would be overcome by a decisive dia¬ 

critic reform, that is, by getting rid of the breathings, and retain¬ 

ing only one of the three accents (which is indispensable). Such 

a reform would not alter the visual appearance of words, it would 

be painless, and it could be applied immediately. But it seems 

that these diabolical little marks of the Alexandi'ian grammarians 

have become a sort of fetish, and no one dare take the decisive 

step. A leading Greek scholar, Professor J. Kakridis,2 was cen¬ 

sured by the disciplinary council of the University of Athens 

(during the German occupation) because he had published a 

book without accents, and essentially on this ground lost his 

position at that University. 

MODERN GREEK PROSODY 

Modern Greek prosody—like that of most modern languages— 

is based on strong accentuation. Regular alternation of accent 

determines rhythm and metre. The two basic metres are the 

iambic (with the accent on the second syllable of the foot) and 

the trochaic (with the accent on the first). These are the only 

metres of demotic poetry. Learned poetry, influenced by foreign 

or ancient metrics, uses the anapaest, the dactyl, and the amphi¬ 

brach. In the iambic and trochaic, syllables due for accentu¬ 

ation are not always accented; since most words in the Greek 

language are polysyllabic, this is quite usual; however, if more 

than four syllables together remain unaccented there is a kind 

1 Sec Eug. Dallegio, ‘Bibliographic analytique d’ouvrages religieux en grec 

imprimes avec des caracteres latins’, Mi.Kpacna.TiKa XpoviKa, 9 (1961), 385-499. 

2 See “ 'H 81/07 r“>v tovcdv” {'H TrecdapxcKT) Stcoftyrov KadrjyrjTov K. I. 0. KaKpcSrj), 

Athens, [1942]. Cf. 'H avTiSiKta twv tovcov (<ek tow crvvfSpiaiv rrjs 0i\ocro<f>iKfjs 

XxoXrjs tov IJavfTTiaTrip.wv Adrjvwv), Athens, 1944- 
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of slackening of the metre, and often there is reversion of stiess. 

Naturally only the accents that are heard are reckoned, and not 

all that are written (for some of these, especially on the articles, 

are merely symbols). 

Examples: 

fkipia ftpovTodv, TriKpa fiapovv 

^ vx ' , ^ ',vx ' 

gto pppoxX-rjai tov Ar/pov 

(iambic) 

<x? >x ' , w >X , w ' 

<f>VGa /3opi.d, cf>voa Opaxia 

(iambic) 

Aevdepid, yid Xlyo rrdtfie 

(iambic) 

vx >x , ' vx , ' >x , ' vx 

Tiupa aipcoae kai itXaipe 

(trochaic) 

' ' vx, >x vx, ' >x 

ra. rpayodSia pov ra ’Aeye? oAa 

(trochaic) 

>x >x ' , 0 u ' , vxvx','-' 

dofa Se£id Gvvrpo<f>evei 

(anapaest) 

It 1 
Ax' W ? Ax' AA ? W 

^cpoj pad A dp’ d/cpijSdraTy 

(amphibrach) 

fit 
Ax' Ax' 5 W Ax' ? Ax' AA (dactyl) 

A very common phenomenon, particularly characteristic of 

modern Greek prosody, is synizesis, that is, the single pronuncia¬ 

tion in a verse of two vowels belonging to adjacent words: y adyy, 

vdyrd yrav. The modern (not ancient) diphthongs are pro¬ 

nounced in the same way (oi/re', vepaiSa; also 7ruxvco, 77-0109). e.g.: 

Tov rraTepa gov oral1 eXdrjs 

8e 6a I8rjs vapa tov racf>o, 

etpai opvpos tov Kal gov ypdcfxo 

pepa TrpujTrj tov Mayiov. 

(Solomos) 

t r r 
Ax' ? ? ^ Ax' 

11 1 
VJ ? W ? Ax' Ax' ? Ax' 

it t 
Ax' ? \J 5 A-/ KJ Ax' 

It I 

The commonest modern Greek line is the iambic decapente- 

syllable (of fifteen syllables). With a regular caesura after the 

eighth syllable, it is like two hemistichs of eight and seven 

syllables. 

■Zyju.ai.Vei o @10?, o-y/xaiVei y yy?, || Grjpatvow ra evovpdvia. (a) (demotic) 
Tov kvkXov ra yvptopara || 77’ dvefioxaTefialvovv. (b) (Erotokritos) 

The first hemistich may be oxytone (a) or proparoxytone (b). 
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The decapentesyllable is the usual veise of demotic song; 

with few exceptions all the poetry before and after the fall of 

Constantinople was written in it. After the mid fifteenth century 

(when rhyme came in) it is usually written in the form of couplets, 

and the fifteen-syllable couplet is the main verse form of Cretan 

literature. It is an adaptable line and capable of taking a variety 

of forms; in the hands of clumsy versifiers it becomes boring and 

monotonous, but the greatest Greek poets have given it depth 

and music. Solomos particularly cultivated it, especially in the 

great compositions of his mature period. Palamas tried to 

introduce rhythmic innovations in the form, and it knew its 

last creative use in the lines of Sikelianos and Seferis. 

The hendecasyllable came into Greek prosody through Italian 

influence; we first see it in the Cypriot love-poems of the six¬ 

teenth century, and later in Cretan poetry (the Voskopoula, and 

choruses from the Cretan drama). In later times it has been 

cultivated by poets brought up on Italian poetry, such as 

Solomos (in the Lambros) and Mavilis. They knew how to use the 

stress (or ‘discord’) on the third or seventh syllable (Dantesco), 

which breaks the iambic rhythm, but creates a particular tension. 

For example: 

KaOapoTaTov rjAio irrpoprjvovoe. (Solomos) 

Ovoaei t aepaKL pi avaAapprj popa. (Mavilis) 

Of other iambic lines the octosyllable is frequent (also in 

demotic song); in literary verse it is often used in combination 

with the seven- (or rarer) nine-syllable line. The short and pliable 

five-syllable line was used by the Phanariot poets (Christopoulos, 

Vilaras) and by Solomos; Palamas also used it skilfully in his 

collection The Five-syllables: 

IlovAaKL £evo 

i;€VLTepLevo. (Vilaras) 

The trochaic octosyllable seems to be very old. We find it in 

satirical Byzantine popular songs, and in one longer poem 

(Ptocholeon). In later times it has been used by the Phanariots 
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and Solomos, particularly in combination with seven-syllable 

lines: 

He yvojpt^Lo an6 rr]v Koifirj 

rov orraOiov rrjv Tpopeprj. (Solomos) 

The romantics of the Athenian school made a sort of unwieldy 

sixteen-syllable line out of two octosyllables: 

doAajoe Kal pavpr] rpeyei. || ' OSoenope rj t,(orj aov. (P. Soutsos) 

Solomos used the anapaestic decasyllable, under the influence 

of Italian prosody, particularly in elegiac poems (e.g. The 

Farmakomeni), and also the amphibrachic nine-syllable line: 

'H Ao£a 8e£ia awTpo<f)€V€L. w ' ej , ^ ^ ^ 

The amphibrachic metre was preferred by many poets because 

of its rocking rhythm. The dactyl, however, is not easily adapt¬ 

able to the modern Greek language, and therefore those who 

have tried to import the Homeric hexameter have not met with 

success. The principal impediment is the lack of long syllables 

in the modern language, and therefore the impossibility of using 

the spondee. 

Kalvos employed a prosody of his own; his odes are all written 

on a plan of five-line stanzas, with four seven-syllable lines and 

a final five-syllable line. Kalvos, the pupil of Italian classicists, 

was thus trying to imitate Sapphic or Alcaic stanzas. 

"As p-rj ppcifi nore 

to <jvvv€(f>ov, Kal 6 avepos 

ctkAtjpos as pr) OKopirLor) 

to xajpa to paKapiov 

ttov eras aKETra^ei. 

f 
KJ '] 
/ C C 

f 
v-/ 

/ 
'U 

/ c c K-J 

c c 'ej 

Kalvos always has a firm accent on the penultimate (sixth) 

syllable, and like his Italian models places his other accents in¬ 

differently on the first or second syllables of each foot. More¬ 

over (except for his final five-syllable line) his lines are indifferently 

oxytone, paroxytone, or proparoxytone (of six, seven, or eight 
syllables). 
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LITERATURE BEFORE THE FALL 

OF CONSTANTINOPLE 

(ELEVENTH TO FIFTEENTH 

CENTURIES) 

The years before iooo were the centre and climax of 

medieval history, both in the eastern and western world. 

Byzantium was at its glorious zenith under the Macedonian 

dynasty, especially under its three great emperors, Nicephorus 

Phocas, John Tzimiskes, and Basil II. Nicephorus was crowned 

emperor in 963 (after driving the Arabs out of Crete, and found¬ 

ing the monastery of Grand Lavra on Mount Athos), a year 

after the coronation of Otto I as Holy Roman Emperor. In 1071 

the eastern empire suffered two mortal blows; it finally lost its 

eastern provinces in Asia Minor after the defeat at Manzikert, 

and it lost control of Italy after the victories of Robert Guiscard— 

just five years after the battle of Hastings. The East and West 

went their parallel ways. With the first crusade, at the end of the 

eleventh century, the two worlds were to come into conflict, but 

also into closer touch. 

It was a critical time, a time of readjustment, of conflict 

between peoples, and of the creation of national consciousness; it 

was also the peak period of the medieval spirit, of the age of faith 

and chivalry. It is true that an Ottonian church is very different 

from Daphni or the Nea Moni of Chios, and a Frankish knight 

does not find his parallel in a Byzantine warrior, but the religious 

and militant spirit is the same. We know how this spirit, especially 

when brought into competition with foreign peoples, could give 

birth to legends centring upon outstanding characters, whether 

real or imaginary, and that these legends gradually turned into 

the material for epic, and later to definite poetical creation—- 
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this occurred, for instance, in Spain with the epic of the Gid and 

of Roland. 
At the other end of the western world (for Byzantium is also 

‘the West’), the Byzantines had to face the same dangerous 

enemy, the Arabs. There, at the eastern frontiers of the empire 

(which were not always stable, and from the eighth to the tenth 

century fluctuated between Cappadocia and the Euphrates), the 

external flank of the state was guarded by akrites (frontier guards). 

They were not a special military body; the central administra¬ 

tion gave them property and thus in this border territory a strong 

military feudalism grew up, comparable with that of the wardens 

of the marches in the West. The akrites fought the Arabs, par¬ 

ticularly the local rulers, the emirs, but they also fought the 

apelates, who as bandits and outlaws were famous for their 

prowess and seem to have had the same military tactics and the 

same ethical code as the akrites. 

Various legends began early to form round the akrites’ 

achievements, and there developed a cycle of popular songs 

(ballads) of an epic nature; a scholion by Arethas, the learned 

pupil of Photius (at the beginning of the tenth century), gives us 

definite information, that singers from Pontus and Cappadocia 

(‘accursed Paphlagonians’) sang of the akrites’ prowess ‘for 

money’.1 This epic cycle, the ‘akritic’ popular songs, was pre¬ 

served in the frontier districts (Pontus and Cappadocia), and 

also in Cyprus, Crete, and elsewhere, by oral tradition, and is 

still sung, (or was until very recently). It told of the daring, 

of the almost supernatural strength of the akrites, of the heroic 

deeds of Andronicus, Armouris, and Skleropoulos. We shall talk 

about these songs in another chapter (see Chapter V). 

Drawing principally on these songs and legends, but also (as 

we shall see) on other more literary sources, a poet composed a 

lengthy poem, The Epic of Digenis Akritas, the first text of modern 

Greek literature. We have shown in the Introduction why the 

beginning of modern Greek literature (that written in the spoken, 

popular, and therefore modern Greek language) must be placed 

so far back in time, in the heyday of the world of Byzantium. 

1 Tovs ayetpovras Xeyei, Tjroi dyvpras, wv vvv Setypa ol Kardparoi IlapXayoves 

wSas rivas oufj.TrXdaa.vTes TrdOrj nepieyovaas evSofcov dvSpdiv xal 7rpos ofjoXov dSovres 

Kad’ eKaoTrjv olxiav, Commentary by Arethas on Philostratus’ Vita Apollonii, see 

S. Kougeas, At eV TO is oyoXtois tov A pe9a Xaoypa<f>LKal clSrjoeLs”, Aaoyparfila, 4. 

(I9H). 239. 
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But the Digenis is not only ‘modern Greek’ in its language, but— 

like other epic poems of the East and West—it is the expression of 

the appearance of a new national consciousness, which we may 
call modern Greek. 

THE EPIC OF DIGENlS AKRITAS 

Until 1875 nothing was known about Digenis Akritas. In that 

year two scholars, K. N. Sathas and E. Legrand, published a 

first version of the epic from a manuscript at Trebizond. It was 

as if a signal had been given; three other versions were discovered 

in the following five years (in Andros; in Grottaferrata, the 

monastery of the Greek rite near Rome; and in Oxford). And 

c. 1900 two others were added to the list: one at the Escorial, 

and another (in prose) again in Andros. There is another recen¬ 

sion in Russian. We shall presently see what is the relation 

between these versions. 

The central hero is Basil Digenis Akritas. The first three books 

(the poem has eight or ten parts, as the case may be) relate the 

story of his father, the Syrian emir Mousour: his capture of the 

daughter of a Greek general, his pursuit by her five brothers, his 

duel with the youngest, his defeat, his conversion to Christianity, 

and his marriage with her. The son of that marriage (Digenis, 

i.e. of two races, Arab and Greek) is the hero of the epic, and the 

remaining books relate his achievements: his hunting of wild 

beasts, his love story (an elopement, with the girl’s cooperation), 

his retirement to the frontier where he became an akrite, and 

finally his death. In accordance with the old technique of epic, 

the hero’s own account of his achievements has a central place 

(Bks. v and vi in the Grottaferrata version, and vi and vii in the 

others): his battles with the leaders of the apelates, and above all 

his duel with the amazon Maximo—one of the finest episodes in 

the whole epic. 
An early text such as this, based on tradition and historical 

fact, open to many influences, and coming down to us in so 

many variant versions, inevitably raises a number of problems. 

Literary research, though vigorously pursued, has not yet given 

a final answer to most of them. In 1930-40 the attractive and 

bold, though really improbable, theories of Gregoire1 broadened 

1 He gave a synopsis of his theories in his book ' O Aiyevrjs Axplras, New York, 

1942 (see Selected Bibliography). 
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ihe horizon of the research, but went beyond the permissible 

limits. On the other hand, by contrast with the more historical 

and folklorist research of earlier scholars, the sober and strictly 

literary examination of the problems by John Mavrogordato 

(1956) has, in my opinion, yielded more satisfactory results. 

It is certain that none of the versions gives us the original text 

of the epic, which Gregoire dated between 928 and 944, basing 

his argument upon historical events, reflected (in his view) in the 

work. This date is undoubtedly rather premature. Mavrogordato 

places the original text in the peaceful years of Constantine IX 

Monomachus (1042-54), the last ruler of the ‘legendary’ Mace¬ 

donian dynasty. This is perhaps too late. The middle of the 

eleventh century is a firm terminus ante quem; then the new power 

of the Seljuks displaced the Byzantines in their turn from the 

eastern frontiers of the empire, and delivered the final blow at 

Manzikert (1071). Perhaps the most probable date is the end of 

the tenth and the beginning of the eleventh centuries, the peak 

period of the Macedonian dynasty and a time of perpetual war¬ 

fare on every front, years so suitable for epic treatment. 

However, as we have said, the original text has not come down 

to us. What then is the relationship of the different versions to the 

original text, and to each other? The Grottaferrata manuscript 

has many more learned and archaic elements in its language, and 

provides the most satisfactory text; Trebizond and Andros derive 

evidently from Grottaferrata, while the Escorial version is in a 

class quite by itself: its text is the worst and severely abridged, 

its language the most demotic. Earlier scholars thought that it 

preserved the original text; this, they believed, was written in 

the demotic and was later ‘translated’ into a more archaic lan¬ 

guage, as preserved in the other versions. Recent investigation 

seems to prove the contrary: the Grottaferrata version is closest 

to the original; its language, although essentially archaistic, 

is very near the spoken language of the time, with, naturally, 

many learned elements; later revisers continually adapted their 

language towards that of later times; the popular elements of 

the Escorial version (which so much attracted scholars) are 

only due to the reviser’s familiarity with the popular poetry of 
his time. 

The opinions of scholars are also divided on the subject of the 

relation between the written epic and the demotic songs of the 
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akritic cycle. It must be regarded as certain that these songs 

existed before the epic, and that they were one of its most impor¬ 

tant sources. On the other hand we must not exclude the possi¬ 

bility that the epic, becoming widely known, gave rise to its own 

series of songs. To this group must certainly belong those which 

refer to the hero by name; they are not numerous, they celebrate 

his death, and chiefly originate in Cyprus and Crete, where 

there are many popular traditions connected with Digenis. 

These akritic songs often attain a true poetic quality. This 

caused earlier scholars to underrate the written epic, and to con¬ 

sider it the redaction of some pedantic monk. They were wrong. 

If the poet of Digenis is not as great as the poet of the Chanson de 

Roland, his work is not without poetical qualities, and it faithfully 

renders the heroic spirit of the age and the environment in which 

it was born. His indubitable learning and his tendency to edify¬ 

ing exhortations (which may be due to a later recension) must 

not make us overlook the genuinely epic scenes of the first three 

books, for example, or the fights with the apelates and with 

Maximo. The composition is often purely descriptive or simply 

narrative; but the whole is neither a romance nor a court epic. 

It is a heroic epic, like its contemporary equivalents in the East 

and West. Perhaps its epic character was more manifest in its 

first recension. And there is something else that we ought not to 

forget: this unknown poet who lived far from the literary world 

of the capital, near the akrites and their army life, in Pontus or 

in Cappadocia, was the first to use the popular language for a 

poetical creation. To him we owe the first text in the popular 

(i.e. the modern Greek) language. 

THE COMNENIAN COURT 

We meet the group of poems which we are now to examine in 

quite a different atmosphere: in the capital, at the court of the 

Comneni, about the middle of the twelfth century. The most 

important poems are the Prodromika, thus named after Theodore 

Prodromos, to whom the manuscripts attribute them. However, 

everything persuades us to believe that these poems, written in 

a forceful contemporary popular language, have no connection 

with the well-known learned and prolific writer. They are a 

form of petition to the emperor, either John or his son Manuel 
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Comnenus, or to other members of the imperial family, asking 

their help. As Theodore Prodromos was well known for peti¬ 

tionary poems of that sort, the unknown writer or writers place 

their words in his mouth. 
In the first of the four poems (according to the numeration of 

the latest editors, Hesseling and Pernot) the ‘poor Prodromos’ 

complains of his poverty and of the way his wife grumbles about 

it; in the second he relates all the responsibilities which he has 

to face on account of his large family (thirteen in number). The 

third is rather different, a kind of poem popular in the Middle 

Ages: it is a satire against abbots, and their luxurious food, and 

the soaked beans and the ptisan of cumin that they give to 

others. The last is the eternal complaint of the ‘clerk’, or the 

teacher, against the poverty that torments him, and his lament 

that he would have fared far better had he learned any other 

trade. One line has become proverbial: 

A curse upon all learning, Christ, and cursed he who wants it! 

Is one or more poet hidden behind the pseudonym of the ‘poor 

Prodromos’ ? Until now the poems have mainly been studied 

from the point of view of linguistics or folklore (until the dis¬ 

covery of the akritic epic they were the oldest known text in 

modern Greek); they have been less studied from a literary angle. 

Like the Carolina Burana or the poems of Francois Villon (with 

which they have been compared)1 they give a picture of the 

society of the time with much clarity and humour, and with a 

satirical bent. The theme makes the poet use words from every¬ 

day life and lively expressions, all of which give an intensity and 

vigour to the work. Sometimes (though we do not know if this 

was intentional) he approaches social satire. 

The other two poems which are directly connected with the 

Comnenian court are not of comparable importance with the 

Prodromika. The Spaneas, modelled on Theognis, consists of advice 

addressed by an elderly courtier, possibly a member of the 

imperial house, to a young prince—it is an outline of court 

morals and etiquette. In its original form it may have been 

written by Alexios, the son of the emperor John Comnenos, who 

1 Sofia Antoniadi, “ nTajxorrpo8pop.LKa’, in Melanges offerts a Octave et Melpo 

Merlier, vol. i, Athens, 1953, pp. 13-23. 
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died before his father in 1142; the young prince to whom it is 

addressed may be the son of his sister, and of the Sicilian ‘Caesar’, 

John Roger. The original core was soon encrusted with addi¬ 

tional advice added by successive transcribers. From the middle 

of the sixteenth century it circulated as a printed pamphlet. 

We know the author of the other poem: he was Michael 

Glykas, a well-known man of letters of the Comnenian age, who 

has given us theological works, a chronicle, and other writing 

(naturally written in the archaic language of Byzantine writers). 

It is in a mixed language with many demotic elements. In this, 

his only demotic poem, Glykas addresses Manuel I Comnenus 

from the prison where (so he says) a neighbour’s slanders have 

cast him. The poem was perhaps written in 1159; in its better 

moments the energy of the style brings it near to the Prodromika. 

The language often gains in demotic colour from the popular 

proverbs that Glykas delights to insert in his work. Among his 

learned works moreover there is a collection of popular proverbs, 

with their theological interpretation. 

THE FRANKISH OCCUPATION: ROMANCES 

In 1204 the Frankish crusaders occupied Constantinople and 

dissolved the Byzantine state. They were only to remain in the 

capital till 1261, but the various small principates which they 

founded and organized after the western feudal manner were to 

have a longer life; most of them were to exist until the second fall 

of the city in 1453, and many were to survive even longer. The 

Frankish conquerors naturally came into violent conflict with the 

local population, and many were the battles in which they en¬ 

gaged, especially after the restoration of the Byzantine state in 

1261. But there were also peaceful and civil contacts, which were 

remarkably fruitful, as two peoples with great and very different 

traditions got to know each other more intimately. The West 

in the early thirteenth century was at a stage of remarkable 

creativity (this was when the cathedral of Chartres was built, and 

the national literatures were producing a flourishing poetry), its 

civilization was younger and more vigorous. Byzantium had 

passed the zenith, but the outstanding charm and delicacy of 

the art of the Palaeologi still retained much of the former glory. 

The Franks gave much, but what they took was not little. The 
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gothic churches at Andravida and in Crete, the sculptural decora¬ 

tion in the Byzantine church of the Parigoritissa in Arta still bear 

witness to the exchange between civilizations. Strong Western 

influence is also seen in the literary texts of the thirteenth and of 

the two following centuries. 
Many of the Franks who settled permanently in Greece were 

linguistically integrated, particularly in the second or third 

generation. Some of these were gasmules, i.e. sons of Franks by 

Greek mothers. One of the Greek-speaking Franks (not neces¬ 

sarily a gasmule) wrote c. 1300 in some 10,000 Greek decapente- 

syllables the Chronicle of the Morea. It is a narrative, from the 

conquerors’ point of view, and definitely anti-Greek and anti- 

Orthodox, of the occupation of the Peloponnese (the Morea) by 

the Franks, and of its rule under various lords or princes. The 

greater part is given up to the story of what happened under the 

rule of Guillaume II Villehardouin (1246-78), whom the writer 

admired and presented as the epitome of chivalric virtue. The 

story continues until 1292. 
The work has been preserved to us in several Greek manu¬ 

scripts and in three foreign recensions, one French, one Italian, 

and one Aragonese. This—and other valuable observations— 

brought the editor John Schmitt (1904) to the conclusion that the 

original was in Greek, and that the foreign versions derived from 

it. His views have recently been questioned, and it has been 

maintained that the original version was written in French.1 

This theory is open to doubt. The work is a historical, geo¬ 

graphical, and also linguistic monument of the first importance, 

as this Hellenized Frank is entirely uninfluenced by the Greek 

ecclesiastical and classical tradition, and writes more purely the 

spoken language of his time. We must not, of course, expect 

literary or poetic qualities; but they are not the only things that 

make interesting an early piece of writing. 

The Chronicle of the Morea belongs indeed to the history of 

modern Greek literature. It is written in Greek (and in verse, 

as was natural for a Greek but inconceivable for a Frenchman); 

but it expresses nothing of the new Greeks pirit, as it was 

first expressed in the epic of Digenis. We shall find the sequel to 

1 See G. Spadaro, ‘Studi introduttivi alia Cronaca di Morea’, Siculorum 

Gymnasium, 1959-61. H. Lurier, Crusaders and Conquerors, New York and London, 

1964. 
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this in a maturer and later phase, in which we also discern 

the strong influence of the western spirit, in a series of romances 

written in the last two centuries of Byzantium: the mid thirteenth 

to mid fifteenth centuries. We rightly call them romances of love 

and chivalry. They are love tales, because they are always the 

story of two lovers who are parted (generally after their union) 

and who suffer trials and adventures until they come happily 

together again. They are tales of chivalry, for western medieval 

chivalry has a marked influence on them, with the man a vassal 

to Love, with their single combats and tournaments, and the 

love of adventure in distant countries. At the same time we find 

in these romances the element of legend, of the supernatural 

and the magical (magic palaces, monsters who guard captive 
princesses, magic rings, etc.). 

In contrast with The Epic of Digenis, the romances represent a 

more lyrical and romantic orientation in modern Greek. The 

hero does not fight against Saracens or apelates, but against the 

monster who is tormenting the princess, or the foreign king who 

has stolen his wife. Fantasy, adventure, and descriptive narrative 

have taken the place of epic conflicts. The love element is every¬ 

where dominant, with its melancholy and oppression, but also 

with its sensual fulfilment. It is a charming and different world, 

like that represented in the French roman courtois and in the 
ballads of the Arthurian cycle. 

It was not only Frankish influence that was behind these 

medieval romances, though this was undoubtedly the dominant 

element. But also a strong eastern influence must be acknow¬ 

ledged, which is expressed in the love of wandering and adventure 

and in fairy-tale motifs used profusedly. Hellenism did not 

abruptly turn its face from the East to the West, and research has 

found at many points the influence of The Thousand and One 

Mights (for example), or of modern Greek fairy-tales. A third 

element, sufficiently marked in some of the stories, is the influence 

of the Byzantine literary tradition: they might write in the 

popular language of the time, and they might be influenced by 

the corresponding romances of western chivalry, but the creators 

of these works were still Byzantines, and under Byzantine literary 

influence. They knew (as the author of Digenis knew) the romances 

of the second sophistic age, they also certainly knew the Byzantine 

literary novels, scholastic and insipid works that flourished in 
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a strange way in the middle of the twelfth century. They have 

in common with them the ekphraseis (eKppdoeis): the lengthy 

rhetorical descriptions of a castle, a work of art, a garden, or even 

a person. Finally, there is a fourth most important component, or 

perhaps we should call it the soil upon which other influences 

worked creatively: this is the modern Greek element, the genuine, 

popular, demotic feeling, which we meet again here, further 

developed since the time of Digenis. In some romances we find 

katalogia (/caraAoyia), apparently independent demotic songs of 

the time. 
Of the romances of love and chivalry proper, five have come 

down to us. The longest and most characteristic, and certainly 

that which was most popular (it has come down to us in five 

manuscripts), is Lihistros and Rodamne. The story is very involved. 

The whole romance is related by a youth called Klitovos to his 

friend Myrtane. Once going for a walk, and feeling sad, he met 

another young man; this was Libistros, a Latin nobleman, prince 

of the land of Libandros. Libistros in his turn tells his story; after 

an allegorical dream he left his country and came to Argyro- 

kastron, where he fell in love with the daughter of the king, 

Rodamne. Much of the narration is taken up with the messages 

that Libistros sent her, shooting them on arrows up to the terrace 

of the castle. Finally the two young people were married, but 

after a short time Berderichos, king of Egypt, stole away Rodamne 

with the help of a witch, and Libistros went round the world to 

find her. At this point he met Klitovos. The two friends con¬ 

tinued the search together, they found the witch who had 

assisted the kidnapping, she gave them magic horses, they 

crossed the sea with them, found Rodamne, and returned happily 
to their country. 

The other romances develop in a similar way. In Libistros the 

narration flows on easily, as it should in a fairy-tale, without ever 

becoming tedious. Moreover the complicated technique (the two 

pairs of lovers, the partial narration of the hero’s adventures by 

himself to his friend, and by the latter to the woman with whom 

he is in love) shows an expert hand. The romance has also many 

poetical qualities, a pure lyric feeling and even a Mediterranean 

(or Oriental) feeling for nature, for the countryside, and for song: 

e.g. the songs sung by Rodamne and her attendants when they 

go out at night on to the castle terrace: 
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And late that evening when it shone and when the moon arose, 
There went out on the terrace the handmaidens of the lady, 
And there they stood, and they began to sing, my friend, a song: 
‘There was a youth, the slave of love, who left his parents’ home, 
And then he came and pitched his tent upon a lovely meadow; 
The daybreak never gave him sleep, nor did the night-time tire 

him . . 

The language and verse are more demotic and more like 

modern Greek; there is a quality and warmth that we have not 

met before. It is a significant work, by no mean poet, and it 

expresses more definitely that advance of modern Greek feeling 

of which we were speaking. Naturally we know nothing at all 

about the poet. In general, the date of the romances has not yet 

been accurately established. Some indications place the work in 

the fourteenth century, but it is still uncertain in which half of 

that century. My personal opinion is in favour of the first half. 

Nor have we any evidence as to where the works were written. 

Certainly it was somewhere where Frankish influence was strong, 

and had been long established; Crete and Cyprus have been 

suggested. We receive no help from the language, a primitive 

but common demotic (the text also is in a bad state). 

In Kallimachos and Chrysorrhoe there are even more abundant 

legendary elements. The Frankish influence is less pronounced, 

and the language is somewhat more literary. This has made some 

people think this romance earlier, perhaps of the thirteenth cen¬ 

tury. But the archaisms in a Byzantine work cannot be decisive 

for its dating. Indirect evidence leads us to the most probable 

conclusion that the writer was Andronicus Palaeologus, son of 

the Sebastocrator Constantine, and first cousin of Andronicus II.1 

This would place the work between 1310 and 1340, and would 

explain the literary character of the language. 

The work is half as long as the Libistros, and has come down to 

us in only one manuscript. It is doubtful if it was widely known. 

Still shorter (i,35° lines), and also surviving in one manuscript, 

is the Belthandros and Chrysantza. It has many likenesses and motifs 

in common with the others (e.g. the castle of Love), but also 

a number of differences; for example, here there are no super¬ 

natural elements as in folk-tales, and love has a more sensual tone, 

1 See recently Borje Knos, ‘Qui est l’auteur du roman de Callimaque et de 

Chrysorrhoe?’, 'EX\i)vu<a, 17 (1962), 274-95. 
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connected with the feeling of nature and of night, as in the Libi- 

stros. The language and verse appear to be an advance towards 

demotic and modern Greek. Other indications lead us to give it 

a late date, perhaps in the first half of the fifteenth century. 

The two other romances of love and chivalry are clearly 

adaptations (if not actually translations) of well-known and 

popular western originals. Imperios and Margarona is a version of 

the French Pierre de Provence et la belle Maguelone, whose first recen¬ 

sion dates from the end of the twelfth century. In many of its 

details the story reminds us of the genuine Byzantine romances 

(the acquaintance with the princess of Anapoli, and the duel 

with the German); but the element of legend is lacking, and so 

are the Byzantine ekphraseis. The narration is sober, and the 

central episode (the eagle which takes the amulet from the 

sleeping Margarona) in its realism is a step from the romance 

towards the prose tale (the novellistica which was later to flourish 

in Italy). It seems that this work was much appreciated by the 

Greek people, and had a wide circulation. It has come down 

to us in four manuscripts; later it was put into rhyme (like many 

others, as we shall see), and from the middle of the sixteenth 

century it circulated in popular editions printed in Venice. 

Florios and Platziaflora is also a recension of a French romance, 

Floire et Blanchefleur (whose first form dates from the twelfth 

century). The Greek adapter draws directly on a metrical Tuscan 

version (in ottave) of the early fourteenth century, II cantare di 

Florio e Biancifiore. Many medieval commonplaces are to be 

found (the duel symbolizing divine judgement, the foreign king 

who holds the princess prisoner, and the adventures of the 

separated lovers until their reunion). But there are a number of 

elements that herald a new spirit. There is a closer spiritual 

affinity between the hero and heroine, their love is youthful and 

pure. Florios does not only move us by his courage, but also by 

his nobility and his devotion to the girl whom he loves. The 

Greek adapter has overburdened the simple narration with 

‘lyrical’ expressions borrowed from the demotic songs, which 

give a somewhat empty effect. Here also we are certainly at a 

late period, perhaps a little before the middle of the fifteenth 
century. 

A love ol romance and adventure, and the exploitation of 

foreign originals, are characteristic features of other romances 
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of this period besides those of love and chivalry. Thus the Tale of 

Apollonius oj Tyre is an adaptation of a western romance: the one 

surviving manuscript states clearly that it is a ‘translation from 

the Latin [i.e. Frankish] into Romaic’. The earlier prototype, 

however, was a Greek sophistic novel (of the third or fourth 

century a.d.), now lost, which was early translated into Latin, 

and had a wide circulation in the West throughout the Middle 

Ages (the Historia Apollonii Regis Tyrii).1 The subject has nothing 

in common with the tales of love and chivalry, and is very 

reminiscent of the romances of Xenophon of Ephesus or of 

Achilles Tatius. Apollonius, his wife, and his daughter undergo 

various adventures, are parted, believe each other dead, and at 

the end are happily reunited. The action takes place in the Greek 

regions of the East, in Antioch, Cyrenaica, Ephesus, Tarsus, 

and Mytilene. It may be this that moved the Greek adapter to 

‘translate it from the Latin’. 

The Trojan War, a translation of the Roman de Troie of Benoit 

de Sainte-Maure (twelfth century), is of great length, and clumsy 

in its expression. It survives in many manuscripts, which indicates 

a large circulation. No scholar has yet had the courage to edit 

it.2 The Old Knight (which, on the contrary, survives in only 

one manuscript) is a short, dry version in literary language of 

the French romance Gyron le Courtois. 

Krumbacher’s term ‘romances with a national subject’ is not, 

as we shall see, organic, but it is convenient enough for use in 

referring to another class of writing. These romances are very 

unlike each other. The Life of Alexander is a metrical version, in 

the Byzantine literary language and dated 1388, of the well- 

known Hellenistic romance of Pseudo-Callisthenes; it derived 

directly from the ancient text. It is hard to bring this within the 

same rubric as the works we are examining. But later we have 

a rhymed version in the now usual demotic language, which was 

often printed from 1529 onwards by the Venetian presses. We 

have also a prose version, from the same or slightly earlier period 

(about 1500), in different redactions, transmitted by many 

manuscripts; and later on a prose version, more demotic in 

1 Edited by A. Riese, 2nd edn., Leipzig, 1893 (Bibliotheca Teubneriana). 
See E. Rhode, Der griechische Roman und seine Vorlaufer, 3rd edn., Leipzig, 1914, 

PP- 435-53- 
2 An edition is being prepared by Mrs. E. M. Jeffreys ot Cambridge and Professor 

M. Papathomopoulos of Janina. 
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form and language, the famous ‘Chap-book’ (.Phyllada) of 

Alexander the Great, a popular work, which circulated in cheap 

editions from about 1680 onwards until our own day, the 

Macedonian king is carried into the sphere of popular mytho¬ 

logy and collects a number of strange and marvellous stories 

around his personality. 
The Tale of Belisarius also gathers legends and fantastic stories 

round a historical personage, Justinian’s general Belisarius. It 

appears that these legends were of early invention. The Tale 

makes him the object of the courtiers’ envy, and they persuade 

the emperor to imprison him and finally to blind him. (The 

English reader may be amused to read that Belisarius, after his 

first release from prison, leads the army to make war on England, 

subjugates it, and returns to Constantinople in triumph, bring¬ 

ing with him the English king as captive.) The first recension 

cannot be earlier than the fifteenth century; there is another 

version by Georgillas of Rhodes (see p. 39), and yet another 

in rhyme. (The well-known western versions of the tale of 

Belisarius by Rotrou and Marmontel are independent of the 

Byzantine work.) 
The Tale of Achilles or the Achilleid, also of the fifteenth 

century, has quite another character. It is a love romance, 

on the lines of those which we have seen; the poet has simply 

taken the mythical Achilles for his hero. His Achilles is indeed son 

of the king of the Myrmidons and has a friend called Pandrouklos; 

but he has no further connection with the hero of the Iliad, and 

it may be doubted if the writer was acquainted with it. His 

Achilles is dressed like a Frank and is the hero of a love story, 

like Belthandros or Imperios. There are many correspondences 

between this and the other two romances, but one thing is of 

significance, the close dependence of this romance on Digenis 

Akritas. Achilles, like Digenis and like his father Mousour, runs 

away with the woman he loves, is pursued by her five brothers, 

and ends up in reconciliation and marriage. Perhaps this depen¬ 

dence gives the romance a purer Greek colour. There is not so 

exclusive an influence of western prototypes; it must date from 

the last age of Byzantium, shortly before the middle of the 
fifteenth century. 
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ALLEGORIES 

Allegorical and didactic poetry was always very popular in the 

Middle Ages, the greatest example being the famous Roman de 

la Rose. One example of this genre is the relatively short poem 

(756 lines) entitled A Tale of Consolation about Good and Bad 

Fortune. A young man afflicted by Bad Fortune walks towards her 

castle. On the road he meets Time; he enters the castle of Bad 

Fortune and thence is led to that of her sister, Good Fortune, 

where a pittakion (a charter properly sealed and signed) releases 

him from his troubles. The personifications have certainly some¬ 

thing artificial about them; nevertheless the whole narration 

(which is all in the first person) is not without interest. The work 

is clearly influenced by the romances of which we have been 

speaking, and perhaps it follows one of them (the Libistros) 

fairly closely. It belongs to the fourteenth century. 

Equally early, and perhaps earlier (it probably dates from 

before the Frankish occupation), is the Story of Ptocholeon. The 

verse form, in the less common trochaic octosyllables, may well 

be a mark of early date. Behind it is an oriental (perhaps Indian) 

story. A rich, wise old man loses all his property in a raid by 

corsairs and is himself sold as a slave into a palace where he has 

many opportunities of displaying his wisdom—he even reveals 

the illegitimate origins of the king. We find the same motif in 

the Eracle (the Byzantine emperor Heraclius) of Gautier d’Arras 

(twelfth century), in the Russian song of Ivan, and in a Turkish 

legend. 

There are other lesser poems of varied character, and of un¬ 

determined date. The few lines of the Sinner's Prayer are genuinely 

moving. The short Drunkard's Philosophy is satirical (of the type 

of the Prodromika). And (in its better parts) the poem on Exile is 

very near to the popular feeling about absence from home; 

linguistic elements allow us to place it in Crete in the fifteenth 

century. At the same time Leonardos Dellaportas (c. 1350- 

1410/20) was writing at Ghandax in Crete; a man of many 

activities, he was a lawyer at home, and acted as ambassador 

for Venice on various missions. In his old age he was sent to 

prison, where he wrote a long poem in the form of a dialogue 

between the poet and Truth, with many autobiographical 

elements, but strongly influenced by the romances, above all by 

8157215 D 
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Libistros. He is the one poet of the age whom we know by 

name, and the fact that he was a Cretan links him with the 

Cretan literature which followed the fall of Constantinople, and 

particularly with Stefanos Sachlikis, not much his junior, who 

like him was a lawyer and also suffered imprisonment. 

From Aesop to La Fontaine animal stories have been widely 

enjoyed, whether in the form of popular amusing tales, or in 

a more literary form with a didactic and edifying character. The 

Paidiophrastos Tale about Quadrupeds (the title means ‘playful’ or 

‘witty’; but in some manuscripts the work is entitled Pezo- 

phrastos, i.e. written in popular speech) is a work of some length 

(1,000 lines and more), and certainly dated to 1364. A meeting 

of all the animals, harmless and bloodthirsty, at the invitation 

of their king, the lion, is related with much humour. After they 

have sworn mutual friendship, each animal speaks separately, 

and relates his merits and the faults of one of the others. At the 

end the lion suddenly decides to dissolve the friendship, and the 

meeting turns into a Homeric battle in which the beasts eat one 

another. There is no doubt that there is some didacticism at the 

beginning, and perhaps the writer meant to try to write a popular 

handbook of zoology. But the ‘war of words’ among the beasts 

goes far beyond this intention; it has vigour and genuine humour, 

and sometimes is piquant and very free. Humour and wit domi¬ 

nate the descriptive and didactic elements. 

The Poulologos, a poem corresponding to the Tale about Quadru¬ 

peds but about birds, also has great quality. It does not necessarily 

derive from the latter work; indeed it is probable that the de¬ 

pendence is the other way round. Here the eagle, ‘the great 

king of all the birds’, invites them to the marriage of his son. The 

birds appear two by two, and (like the quadrupeds) speak their 

own praise while disparaging the others. Finally the eagle tells 

them to leave off their quarrel and to eat and drink at his feast. 

Here we find the humour of the tale at its best; the descriptions 

of the creatures and their insults are most apt, and the satire very 

much to the point; the language is more demotic and vigorous. 

Here, for example, is the address of the dove to the crow: 

fell me, you evil-visaged crow, what is it you are saying? 
With raucous voice and ugly face and very little sense, 
You’re an Egyptian in your cloak, an old witch in your mantle. 
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But do not tell lies all the same, they all know where you come from: 
You are a charcoal-burner, and you come from the Black Mountain. 

The Synaxarion of the Estimable Donkey is limited to three beasts 

beloved of fabulists, the wolf, the fox, and the donkey. The title 

is comic, for Synaxarion means the brief life of a saint. This little 

work in verse also dates from the end of the Byzantine period, 

but had the good luck to be rewritten in rhyme at the beginning 

of the sixteenth century by a competent Cretan versifier; we shall 

therefore examine it in the following chapter. There is also the 

Porikilogos (about fruits) in prose, a parody of the official language 

of the Byzantine court. ‘In the reign of the all-glorious Quince, 

and the generalship of the distinguished Citrus, at a meeting of 

Peach the treasurer, Pear the protonotary, Apple the logothete, 

and Orange the protovestiarius . . Oddly enough the work was 

liked, and had a wide circulation in manuscripts and popular 

editions, and was even committed to memory. The Opsarologos 

(about fish) is a rather unsuccessful imitation of it. The Office of 

the Beardless Man is a parody of the church service; this was 

often printed in Venice. The humour is strong and successful, 

but the freedom of speech (and the obscenity) passes all bounds. 



II 

AFTER THE FALL OF CONSTANTINOPLE 

(FIFTEENTH TO SEVENTEENTH 

CENTURIES) 

LITERATURE IN THE FRANKISH-OCCUPIED REGIONS The fall of Constantinople was a national disaster. 

After a thousand years and more, Hellenism was without 

the background of a state, and without political leadership. 

The scholars fled to the West (mainly to Italy) where they were 

to develop their talents in the fifteenth and the sixteenth cen¬ 

turies as teachers of Greek and emenders or editors of classical 

texts (see below). The people, however, were to remain helpless, 

without intellectual leadership, and there are very few signs of 

intellectual activity during the two first centuries of Turkish 

domination. The one comforting sign is that now, after the last 

Byzantine centuries, the national, modern Greek consciousness 

had at least completely matured, and this was to hold the people 

together under their trials. They were to express their woes in 

the demotic song, which has now formed its own language; the 

song lamenting the fall of the city ends with the consoling words: 

And after times and seasons too again it is our own. 

As for the development of literature proper in these early 

years, neither the Hellenism under Turkish domination nor the 

deracinated scholars of the diaspora were a suitable soil. But in 

those places which remained in Frankish possession after 1453 

(chiefly on the coasts and islands) literary production continued, 

without apparently being affected by the great disaster. From 

the last Byzantine tales of the fifteenth century we pass, without 

a noticeable gap, to the lyric songs of the second half of the 

fifteenth and of the first years of the sixteenth centuries, whether 
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demotic songs or conscious works of art. Some manuscripts pre¬ 

serve such collections of love songs. In expression they are very 

near to the demotic love songs (composed at the same time and 

in the same places), though we cannot call them genuine 

demotic songs; some of them have the same atmosphere as the 

late medieval katalogia, while in others we perceive the new fresh¬ 

ness of the Italian Renaissance. The earliest and most remarkable 

collection is that in a British Museum manuscript (known by the 

name Erotopaignia, given to it by editors). It may be a collection 

of entirely demotic lines or, more probably, the original works of 

a learned poet. But the learned poet is so near to the people that 

he does not hesitate to borrow whole demotic lines to express 

his own sentiments, without allowing their guileless demotic 

charm to fade. In the second collection (a Vienna manuscript) 

we reach the end of the fifteenth or even the beginning of the 

sixteenth century. What is new is here in a more advanced state, 

and rhyme makes its appearance, while the half-way position 

between demotic song and learned writing is preserved. 

From the end of the fifteenth century onwards we must men¬ 

tion several poets, of lesser or greater importance, whose names 

we know, and who were active in the islands or in Italy. 

Emmanuel Georgillas of Rhodes (which was to remain in the 

hands of the Knights of St. John until 1522) wrote a metrical 

chronicle of the plague which attacked that island in 1498. The 

verses are mediocre; but they warm up when he speaks of the 

great ladies of Rhodes and gives a detailed description of their 

dress. A similar disaster, the great earthquake of 1508, is described 

by the Cretan Manolis Sklavos, while another Cretan, George 

Choumnos, composed in simple verse a popular Old Testament 

narrative of Genesis and Exodus. The Mourning for Death of 

Gioustos Glykys, from the Venetian-held Korone, has a religious 

and edifying character, and follows the lines of similar medieval 

work; it is one of the first literary works printed in Venice (1524). 

An uneven work, it had, however, a wide circulation and echoes 

of it are heard in Erofili and Erotokritos. The Corfiot Jakovos 

Trivolis, who lived in Venice, published two very dissimilar 

works there about the middle of the sixteenth century. One is 

a panegyric of the Venetian admiral Tagiapiera, in short, 

demotic, eight-syllable lines; the other, The History of the King 

of Scotland and the Queen of England has nothing to do with any 
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Scottish king or English queen, in spite of its title; it is a rather 

scandalous tale taken from Boccaccio (or one of his imitators). 

The rhymed fifteen-syllable lines here flow with greater ease; 

for all its imperfections, the poem is not without interest. 

RENAISSANCE POETRY IN CRETE 

From now on, however, the island which offers the most promis¬ 

ing signs of a flourishing literature is Crete. The Venetians occu¬ 

pied the island immediately after the Fourth Crusade; their rule 

was already established there in 1211 and lasted until 1669, more 

than 450 years; throughout this long period Crete was a basic 

centre of Venetian colonialism, and in time experienced con¬ 

siderable commercial and economic development. In the first 

two centuries of Venetian domination, the Greek inhabitants 

made frequent attempts to shake off the Venetian yoke by blood¬ 

stained risings, but in the fifteenth century, and particularly after 

1453, circumstances led to the peaceful coexistence of the two 

elements and in consequence to a deeper infiltration of western 

civilization—now the civilization of the Renaissance. At the 

same time many Byzantine scholars fled to Crete, where we find 

a humanist development which often unites the last flourishing 

in Byzantium with the development of ancient Greek scholar¬ 

ship in the West. 

Before the fall of Constantinople we met with Leonardos 

Dellaportas in Crete, and we saw that some of the last Byzantine 

poems were perhaps Cretan (see p. 35); in the period with 

which we are concerned (late fifteenth and early sixteenth cen¬ 

tury) we have already spoken of Choumnos and of Manolis 

Sklavos. A far more interesting personality is their contemporary, 

Stefanos Sachlikis. Many of his poems have an autobiographical 

character, so we learn many details of his prodigal life: how he 

passed some time in prison after quarrels with the courtesan 

Koutagiotaina, how later he lived on his property in the country, 

or as a lawyer in the capital (Kastro or Chandax). Though the 

expression is still uncouth, the verse has nerve and humour, both 

in the purely autobiographical parts (Strange Story), and where he 

satirizes the courtesans and gives a very piquant account of their 

conversation, and finally when he advises a young friend of his 
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not to roam about at night, not to play dice, and, above all, not 

to associate with the courtesans—things which he had learnt from 

experience. In his poems we feel something of the turbulent life 

of the world and of the underworld of a great harbour, a distant 

colony of Venice. He is charming when he describes his boorish 

jailer, and quotes his Venetian speech; but he is at his best 

when he speaks of courtesans; something between Villon and 
Aretino. 

The poems of another poet, Marinos Falieros, are set in another 

world. He has no connection with the ill-famed Doge of Venice 

of the same name, nor do we know exactly when he lived (but 

it must have been about the time that we are now studying). Of 

the five poems that have come down to us under his name, two 

are admonitory or consolatory (a parallel to those of Sachlikis); 

another falls quite outside the normal categories: it is short, and 

is a kind of dramatization of the Crucifixion (an elementary 

mystery play). His two erotic poems, closely akin to each other, 

have much greater importance. The poet sees in his dreams (one 

of the poems is entitled History and Dream) his beloved together 

with Destiny and Pothoula (the personification of love). The 

strong and sometimes realistic erotic element, together with the 

allegorical mood and the dream narration, give something quite 

original and most pleasing to these poems. But much concerning 

this poet is still obscure and we have as yet no satisfactory edition 

of his work. 

A dream is also the basic material of the Apokopos of Bergadis, 

though the theme is entirely different. Its curious title is due to 

the first line [Miav avd kottov ivuara^a—‘Once I grew sleepy after 

toil’), and we know nothing of the poet, not even his Christian 

name; we only know that the poem was first printed in Venice 

in 1519, and was the first modern Greek literary work to be in 

print. The poet (or rather, the narrator) has a strange dream: 

he is hunting a doe, and suddenly finds himself up a tree, and 

finally in Hades. The dead ask him how he comes there ‘all 

alive and living’, and two young men come into the foreground 

and eagerly ask him for news of the world above: 

And are there trees and gardens still, and are there birds that sing ? 
And do the mountains still smell sweet, do trees flower in the spring ? 
And are the meadows still so cool, and does the sweet breeze blow ? 
And do the stars in heaven shine, and does the day-star glow ? 
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They are anxious to know whether the living remember the 

dead, but get no answer. Asked in turn by the poet, the youths 

relate their story, their noble origin, every detail of the equipping 

of a ship for a journey, the shipwreck which cost them their 

lives, and their meeting in Hades with their sister, who died at 

the same hour. 
The poet set out to write a didactic, admonitory poem, a 

memento mori in accordance with the custom of the time. But his 

tone has undergone a strange alteration, and instead of speaking 

of the darkness of Hades he speaks of the joy of life; his lines are 

full of light and spring. And instead of wasting time on counsels 

and edifying admonitions he concentrates on one point, giving 

the strange story of the two youths with its inexplicable charm; 

his love of detail, and the warm, golden tones of his description 

remind us of pictures of the early Renaissance (e.g. of Benozzo 

Gozzoli or of Melozzo da Forli). The Apokopos (together with the 

Cypriot love-poems) is the most poetical work of the sixteenth 

century. It was much read and loved by the people, as is shown 

by the many editions, right into the nineteenth century. In Crete 

many of its lines passed into folk poetry, and are still sung as 

laments for the dead. 

In contrast, Joannis Pikatoros of Rethymno, though dealing 

with the same theme, a descent into hell, and perhaps imitating 

the Apokopos, has none of the latter’s virtues. It appears, more¬ 

over, that the work did not have a large circulation as it is 

preserved in only one manuscript. It has a strong religious 

and exhortatory character and, unlike the Apokopos, the tone is 

gloomy. The lines seldom attain more than mediocrity. 

We are in a more lyrical atmosphere with the Rimada of the 

Girl and the Youth (which Legrand called La Seduction de la 

jouvencelle). The song is distinguished by its narrative skill and 

its genuinely demotic expression and also a sensual realism which 

never loses its freshness and grace, and which is paralleled in 

some demotic love songs. Some critics, perhaps for this reason, 

have mistakenly thought it a demotic song. 

Literary quality shows itself in another work, which also had 

a wide circulation and was first printed (also in Venice) twenty 

years after the Apokopos, in 1539. It is The Delightful Tale of the 

Donkey, the Wolf and the Fox, or (as it was popularly called) The 

Chap-book of the Donkey. It belongs to the very much appreciated 
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type of tales about animals, and its immediate prototype is 

the late Byzantine Synaxarion of the Estimable Donkey (see p. 37). 

The poet arranges his prototype in the rhymed lines that are 

now the fashion of the time; this he does in a masterly way, and 

rhyme, which is such an encumbrance to other adaptors, becomes 

in his hands an instrument of poetic expression: 

vd pas to papovXopvXAov ckclvo xibpis £i8i— 

Kat 7ru>s 8ev inviyrjKap,e ere touto to Ta£l8i!1 

The plot is the adventure of the wolf and the fox (they had 

become friends and gossips), who wanted to take in the donkey 

and eat him, but in the end he was the victor. It is a purely 

popular poem, with popular wisdom and a humour that is not 

afraid of coarseness or impropriety (though it is always whole¬ 

some). This, and the symbolism of the guileless donkey who is 

victor in the end, (together with its superior literary quality), 

explains why it has been such a favourite. 

All the above-mentioned works, whether from Crete or else¬ 

where, belong to the first half of the sixteenth century. In the 

second half, and towards the end of it, we reach the period when 

literature most flourished in Crete, as it continued to do until 

1669, the year when the island fell to the Turks (see the following 

chapter). In the years between we have nothing of significance. 

We shall only make brief mention of a verse chronicle, which in 

20 chapters and 2,500 lines describes the siege of Malta by the 

Turks in 1565, when the island was held by the Knights of St. 

John, driven out of Rhodes in 1522. Writen by Antonios Achelis 

of Rethymno, it was published in Venice in 1571, and is merely 

3 version of the French chronicle by Pierre Gentil de Vendome 

(which first circulated in Italian in 1565). The original chronicle 

was of course in prose; the metrical version of the Italian shows 

that verse continued to be the most natural form of expression 

in modern Greek literature. 

PETRARCHISM IN CYPRUS 

At the same period in Cyprus, and in particular just before its 

fall to the Turks in 1571, we have a series of love-poems which 

are certainly among the most beautiful lyrics of early modern 

1 Did you really eat that lettuce-leaf with no vinegar? 

It is a miracle that we have not been drowned in this our voyage! 
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Greek literature. They are written in the markedly characteristic 

local idiom of the island, and not in the conventional popular 

decapentesyllable, but in the Italian hendecasyllable and in a 

variety of forms familiar to the Renaissance: sonnets, octaves, 

terzinas, even canzones, sestinas, ballades, barzelettas, etc. The 

Italian influence on these poems is marked; some are direct 

imitations of Petrarch or of his followers (such as J. Sannazaro 

and P. Bembo); while others, which cannot be imitation, are 

in the full spirit of Petrarchism. The poet brings into Greek (into 

the local idiom, which he raises to the level of a literary language) 

the language, the forms of expression, the metrical forms of the 

Petrarchan originals, and moves with ease in the same poetical 

world. His diction has not yet become a burden, and the poet 

takes delight in playing with it, in an artificially constructed 

dialectic; words give rise to correspondences or antitheses, as in 

the music and dances of the time. Of all the prosodic forms, it is 

perhaps in the octaves that we find the most successful blending 

of the foreign influence with what is personal to the poet; in 

this limited form there is a freer semantic play, whether on one 

word or on two which are opposed or brought into connection 

(as hert, flame, heat, cold, and snow). 

Nature it is that gives its heat to fire, 

Nature it is that makes snow cold and white; 

And makes one flame spring from another pyre, 

And with the snow makes sharper winter’s bite. 

Quenched by the snow, the flame must needs retire, 

Before the flame the cold must vanish quite. 

Me only never doth consume a flame 

That rises from a fair but frozen dame. 

1 he love-poems of Cyprus are one of the highest points of 

Renaissance literature in Greece, in its purest form. Unfortunately 

they had no sequel after the fall of the island to the Turks. 

INTELLECTUAL LIFE IN THE DIASPORA AND IN 

TURKISH-OCCUPIED GREECE: DEMOTIC PROSE 

After the fall of Constantinople the retention of the Patriarchate 

and ecclesiastical hierarchy was of great importance to Hellen¬ 

ism, especially the Hellenism under Turkish rule, which was thus 

strengthened in its faith and nationalism. But in those parts of 
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Greece occupied by the Turks one cannot speak of the existence 
of literature or of any intellectual life for at least a hundred years. 
Literary activities were confined to the regions held by the 
Franks, and came to their zenith in Crete and Cyprus. We have 
explained the reasons for this. 

The third section of Hellenism, that of the diaspora, was not a 
fruitful field for creative literature; nevertheless some intellectual 
activity is there to be observed, especially in Italy, where many 
scholars had taken refuge, some before the fall of Constantinople, 
many more after it. It was there that the early humanism was 
concentrated, which had shown itself so richly in the last years 
of Byzantium. The contribution of the Greek scholars to the 
Italian Renaissance is well known. It is not that they created this 
intellectual movement (the contrary is the case: it was because 
this movement was in existence that scholars fled there rather 
than elsewhere). But these Byzantine refugees had something 
of inestimable value to reveal to the West, which was now dis¬ 
covering ancient Greece: the knowledge of ancient Greek and 
the writings of the ancients, which—unknown to the West— 
they had preserved through all the centuries, and knew how to 
interpret. 

Therefore most of them worked, in the foreign land that gladly 
received them, either as editors of classical texts, or as teachers of 
the Greek language. Many received great honour among learned 
humanists and cultivated rulers; they obtained high positions, 
and undertook diplomatic missions. In the first years many were 
moved by the hope of organizing a crusade for the liberation of 
their enslaved nation. 

Perhaps the most important of the intellectuals abroad was 
Bessarion. He was born in Trebizond towards the end of the 
fourteenth century, and studied with Gemistos Plethon in the 
Peloponnese, but went early in life to Constantinople, where he 
distinguished himself in church circles. In 1437-9 he was with 
the emperor and a large mission at the councils of Ferrara and 
Florence (which declared the union of the Eastern and Western 
Churches), and pronounced himself on the side of union. He 
settled in Italy, where the Pope gave him the rank of cardinal, 
and gathered round him many pupils, both Greek and foreign 
(such as Filelfo). He also collected a fine library which on his 
death (in 1472 in Ravenna) he left to the Marciana at Venice. 
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Janos Laskaris (1445-1535) was a pupil of Bessarion, and his 

career was almost equally important. He lived and taught in 

Florence under Lorenzo Medici, also in Rome, and in France 

under Louis XII and Francois I. A pupil of his was the Cretan 

Markos Mousouros (1470-1517), professor at Padua and col¬ 

laborator with Aldus Manutius. Many ancient texts were edited 

by him, notably the Aldine edition of Plato (1513), preceded by 

an inspired ode (naturally in ancient Greek) to Plato, in which 

he begs the Pope, Leo X, to liberate Greece. Such poems (more 

often epigrams in elegiacs) were a common literary exercise 

among Greek scholars (as they were among the humanists of the 

Renaissance); it is not without interest that Laskaris (for example) 

composed a similar epigram on the death of Raphael (1520), and 

the Cretan Frankiskos Portos on that of Calvin (1564).1 

Among these Renaissance humanists who in the first half of 

the sixteenth century wrote in the ancient language, a special 

place belongs to Nikolaos Sofianos of Corfu. While he indubitably 

belongs to the same group of learned humanists, and was brought 

up on the classical ideal, at the same time he shows (for the first 

time) an interest in the modern Greek tongue and the education 

of the subjugated people. Working in Venice, he wrote a grammar 

of the modern Greek language (which was not printed at the 

time)2 and—still more remarkable—with an educational aim (for 

the enlightenment of the people) he endeavoured to translate 

ancient authors into the modern language. In 1544, at the press 

he had himself founded in Venice, he issued, under the title 

Pedagogue, a translation of the Pseudo-Plutarchan treatise on the 

Education of Children. Apart from pedagogics, he showed his 

modern and enlightened spirit in his interest in geography and 

the natural sciences; he wrote a commentary on the Geography 

of Ptolemy and printed a study (in ancient Greek) on the ringed 

astrolabe, which he dedicated to Pope Paul III. 

In Venice it seems that a small intellectual circle united by 

the same interests had gathered round Sofianos (he himself men¬ 

tions, for example, Jakovos Trivolis, whom we know as a poet). 

Perhaps it is no accident that it is in Venice at this time that we 

1 The collected epigrams of Janos Laskaris were edited in one volume in 1527. 

The two epigrams mentioned above appear in L. Politis, AvdoXoyta, 

vol. 2, pp. 140 and 148. 

2 It was edited for the first time by £. Legrand, Paris, 1870. A second edition 

in E. Legrand, Collection des monuments, Nouvelle serie, vol. 2, Paris, 1874. 
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meet with the first prose works written in the popular language. 

It is the first time that we encounter a demotic, modern Greek 

prose. During the whole Byzantine period prose remained 

exclusively the territory of learned archaistic literature, even 

when the works were of a ‘popular’ nature, e.g. the tale of 

Barlaam and Josaphat and Syntipas the Philosopher. It was only on 

the periphery, and in quite particular circumstances, that the 

popular language was used for prose during the Byzantine period. 

Such places on the periphery were above all southern Italy 

and Cyprus. From southern Italy we have only charters in the 

popular language, but from Cyprus we have documents of greater 

interest: first of all the Assises, i.e. the jurisprudence of the 

kingdom of Cyprus, which early needed to be translated into 

the Cypriot dialect, to be understood by the people. The text 

preserved to us is of the fourteenth century. It is strange that 

the first extensive document in modern Greek prose should be 

a legal text. 

In the Cypriot dialect (which we saw become in the second 

half of the sixteenth century a vehicle for the expressive poetry 

of the unknown author of the Cypriot love-poems) Leontios 

Machairas wrote his Chronicle, The Tale of the Sweet Land of 

Cyprus, in the first half of the fifteenth century. He had a post 

at the court of the Lusignan kings, and wrote the history of his 

island and of his times. Unlike the Byzantine historians, his con¬ 

temporaries, who tried to imitate the language of Herodotus and 

Thucydides, the Cypriot chronicler wrote in simple language 

and in a plain, paratactic style, providing always a careful 

and accurate relation of the events. The fact that he wrote in 

prose and not—like so many other similar chronicles—in verse, 

is not perhaps unconnected with the great tradition of the 

French chroniclers, which could not be unknown in French- 

occupied Cyprus. Chronologically Machairas comes between 

Froissart and Commines. 
This, however, was an isolated instance. The popular language 

really began to be used in prose for the first time at Venice, in 

the first half of the sixteenth century, and this was definitely con¬ 

nected with Sofianos’s educational efforts. The first works were 

not indeed literary, they were written in the popular language 

because they were addressed to the people, and are mainly 

theological (popularization of Christian teaching, and sermons), 
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or practical. Thus the Corfiot Joannikios Kartanos (fellow- 

countryman and contemporary of Sofianos) published in 1536 at 

Venice the Flower and Essence of the Old and New Testament. A 

cleric, and later a bishop, and closely connected with the patri¬ 

archate, Damaskinos Stouditis, published, under the title of 

Thesaurus, ecclesiastical homilies in a very simple language and 

style, and he translated the Physiologus into modern Greek. 

Alexios Rartouros, another Corfiot, followed Damaskinos in his 

attempt at popular preaching (Sermons, 1560), while yet another 

Corfiot, Nikandros Noukios, translated Aesop’s Fables (1543). 

We must at the same time mention the Calculus (1568) of the 

Chiot Emmanuel Glyzonios—a popular work of practical arith¬ 

metic. All these, of course, were printed at the presses of Venice, 

where there was now intense activity. 
Many of these works have already brought us into the second 

half of the century. The subjugated nation was now gradually 

beginning to recover from its intellectual lethargy; foreigners, 

particularly German protestants, began to take an interest in 

modern Hellenism, in its language and education. The patri¬ 

archate, headed by an admirable prelate, Jeremias II (‘the 

Great’, 1572-95) established contact with them, under pressure 

from many opposing forces, particularly Catholic propaganda. 

Martin Grusius, professor at Tubingen, corresponded with two 

learned men at the Patriarchate, Joannis Zygomalas and his son 

Theodosios, who sent him abundant information, and even manu¬ 

scripts of works in the modern language. Crusius incorporated 

this material in the eight books of his Turcograecia (Basel, 1584). 

The personality of Sofianos was reflected in many directions—- 

most importantly, perhaps, in education. From his works it is 

clear he had conceived a wide programme of language and 

education, which aimed at the instruction of the subjugated 

people, and began with the study of the popular language 

and the translation of the classics, ‘since our once happy nation 

of the Greeks has fallen into such an evil state, that one can 

scarcely find a teacher able to teach the young even the art of 

grammar . . .V The words of Sofianos are no exaggeration. It is 

true that immediately after the fall the patriarchate took care 

to found a kind of elementary school near it, for the education of 

the clergy, but in the rest of the subjugated country, at least for 

1 From the epilogue of the Grammar, Legrand, Collection, p. 84a. 
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the first hundred years, there were almost no schools, and only 

occasionally priests taught children to read and write out of 

church books (hence the later legends of ‘secret schools’). 

1 he first attempts at modern Greek education began again 

in the West. At the instigation of Janos Laskaris Pope Leo X 

founded a Greek Gymnasium in Rome, and brought boys from 

Greece to study there. The school was short-lived, from 1513 to 

1521 (when Leo died). But its career was distinguished, and 

it seems that the intentions of its founder, the last pope of 

the Renaissance, were generous and disinterested. On the other 

hand Gregory XIII’s foundation (by a bull of 1577) of the 

Greek College of St. Athanasius (still functioning in Via del 

Babuino) had an obviously proselytizing character. Nevertheless 

many Greek clerics and learned men were educated here; they 

were indeed devoted to the Catholic Church, but they were 

distinguished in letters, and in their way contributed to the 

enlightenment of the nation. 

The Ghiot Leon Allatios (1588-1669) was a multifarious 

writer, with an entirely western education, but always with an 

interest in Greek matters; the role of the learned humanist of the 

Renaissance was more fully expressed by the Athenian Leonardos 

Filaras (d. 1673), who was active at the side of Richelieu, and is 

known for his friendship with Milton, whom he knew personally 

in London (the latter’s letter to him of 1654 is the most authentic 

source of information about his blindness). He also wrote many 

epigrams in the ancient language; we are more moved by four 

lines of modern Greek, which he sent to his mother with his 

portrait, in clothes of the fashion of Louis XIII’s time.1 

It was natural that there should be a reaction against Catholic 

influence. In 1593 the Greek community of Venice founded a 

Greek school, which was not to last long. Venice was an im¬ 

portant centre of Hellenism. There from the end of the fifteenth 

century an important Greek colony had been formed, with its own 

quarter and its church, San Giorgio dei Greci. The domination 

of Venice in most of the Greek islands and its well-known 

religious toleration enabled the commercial and intellectual life 

of this community to develop. We have already spoken of the 

learned circle of Aldus Manutius, of Sofianos and his friends, 

1 On Filaras see E. Legrand, Bibliographie hellenique du XVIIe siecle, vol. 3, 

pp. 407-16. Milton’s letters to him, ibid., pp. 412-15. 
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and of the popular books issued from the presses. In 1648 the 

Corfiot lawyer Thomas Flanginis bequeathed money to found 

a Greek school (and seminary) for Greek boys, clearly in rivalry 

with the College at Rome. Another scholar, Joannis Kottounios 

(d. 1658) did the same thing at Padua, where he had been pro¬ 

fessor. The Flanginianon Hellenomuseion worked without inter¬ 

ruption till 1797 and played an important role through all this 

long space of time (in the baroque building which now houses 

the Greek Institute of Byzantine and Post-Byzantine Studies). 

THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY 

Even in Turkish-occupied Greece a ray of enlightenment began 

to dawn from the middle or end of the sixteenth century. The 

Church played an important role, for, being attacked on many 

sides, it struggled to keep nationalism and orthodoxy alive, and 

sought to strengthen the nation by education: a ‘religious 

humanism’, as it has been well defined. We spoke of the impor¬ 

tant personality of the Patriarch Jeremias II. Another outstand¬ 

ing character was Maximos Margounios (1530-1602), a Cretan 

who studied at Padua and had an active career in Venice. His 

work includes theological books in the ancient language; but it 

is no less worthy of mention that he translated lives of the saints 

and wrote sermons in the popular language. His friend and 

fellow countryman Meletios Pigas (1535-1602) was one of the 

most enlightened clerics produced by the Orthodox Church at 

the time. He also studied at Padua; most of his active career 

was spent in Greece, in Crete, and in Constantinople, and in 

1590 he became Patriarch of Alexandria. As well as writings in 

the ancient language he wrote sermons in a lively demotic. This 

cultivation of a demotic rhetoric, which began with Stouditis and 

Rartouros, was, as we shall see, to have an important develop¬ 

ment ; in the case of Margounios and Pigas the parallel cultiva¬ 

tion of demotic language and poetry in Crete must have had 

some influence (both were contemporaries of Chortatsis). 

The pupil and friend of them both, especially of Pigas, was 

Kyrillos Loukaris (1572-1638), the most striking personality of 

this ‘religious humanism’. He also was a Cretan and had studied 

at Padua. He succeeded Pigas on the patriarchal throne of 

Alexandria, and in 1620 he was ordained patriarch at Con- 
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stantinople. The times were troubled; Loukaris was to hold the 

patriarchate three times, with intervals between them, till he was 

executed by the Turks in 1638. He was the first patriarch to suffer 

that fate. He was an energetic champion of Orthodoxy, but 

his activities produced a violent reaction, particularly in his 

relations with the Protestants, which ended in the signing of a 

‘confession’ (whose authenticity was formerly doubted, though, 

as it appears, for no cogent reasons). But Loukaris’s main interest 

was to guard Orthodoxy against its most dangerous enemy, 

Catholicism. In this he was successful. After Loukaris, Catholic 

propagandists abandoned the scheme of a mass proselytism of 

the Greeks, and limited themselves to individual cases. 

Loukaris was progressive; he founded a printing press at the 

patriarchate (the first in the subjugated Greek world), he en¬ 

couraged a translation of the Gospels into demotic (1638), and 

modernized the Patriarchate School, wishing to make it a school 

for more advanced studies. He therefore summoned there as a 

teacher the most important philosopher of the age, Theophilos 

Korydaleus (1560-1645), the chief representative in Greece of 

the Aristotelianism of the school of Padua, where he was edu¬ 

cated. His work consists almost exclusively of commentaries on 

the works of Aristotle, which were the most important school¬ 

books throughout the Turkish occupation (some were printed, 

but most of them were in manuscript). Korydaleus taught in 

many of the schools that were now being founded in a number 

of Greek cities and were already vying with each other. They 

were to increase in number in the following century, the century 

of ‘enlightenment’. 
‘Korydalism’, with its philosophy and also its undoubted 

pedantry, exercised a great influence. The commentaries on 

Aristotle had many imitators. Nikolaos Koursoulas of Zakynthos, 

a contemporary of Korydaleus, wrote commentaries on almost 

the same selection of Aristotle’s works, in competition with him; 

so later did Alexandras Mavrokordatos and George Sougdouris 

(of Janina); many manuscripts of their commentaries exist in 

libraries. 
Eugenios Giannoulis of Aetolia is a pleasing personality 

among the pupils of Korydaleus; he too was closely attached to 

Loukaris and combines the scientific spirit of Korydalism with 

Orthodox piety and a disposition towards asceticism. After the 

8157215 E 
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death of Loukaris he retired to his own province and taught 

in the small village of Vraniana. His letters, often written in 

demotic, are important, and ‘one admires the simplicity, the 

sweetness combined with a natural dignity, and an ascetic hard¬ 

ness and inflexibility’.1 Eugenios took a lively interest in the 

foundation of schools in the country. Under his inspiration a rich 

fur merchant of Kastoria, a typical character of the changing 

times called Manolakis Kastorianos, gave generously towards 

the founding of schools. 
The works of Korydaleus are naturally written in the ancient 

language; and the revived education was to remain in that 

language. The linguistic interpretation of the ancients (by the 

oddly called ‘psychagogic’ method of scholastic juxtaposition of 

synonyms) was its main objective. Nevertheless at the same time, 

on the fringe, as it were, the popular language continued to be 

used—-not always so purely as by Sofianos—in works addressed 

to the people. 
In 1631 the first edition of the Historical Book appeared in 

Venice; this was a patchwork chronicle made up of various 

Byzantine and post-Byzantine chronicles, beginning with the 

creation of the world and going down to somewhere about the 

end of the sixteenth century. The language is fairly simple, not 

pure demotic; the writer is said to be Dorotheos, Bishop of 

Monemvasia, a non-existent personage. The chronicle of pseudo- 

Dorotheos had a wide circulation among the people, for it 

satisfied their desire for marvellous stories as well as for historical 

knowledge. Recent research has listed among the sources of these 

chronicles some Italian works, e.g. those of Paolo Giovio.2 We 

have another Italian work in Greek translation, the Annali 

Turcheschi of Sansovino, in a manuscript of the late sixteenth 

century;3 the anonymous translator writes in a pleasing and 

unadulterated popular idiom; this is one of the best specimens 
of early demotic prose. 

1 K. Dimaras, 'IoropLa rrjs veoeXXrjviKrjs AoyoTcxv/as, 4th edn., Athens, 1968, 

p. 62. 

2 Elizabeth Zachariadou, “Mia iraAi/oj irt]yr] tov ipevSo-Acopodeov yia ttjv laropta 

tcov ’ Odcop.avcov”, IJeXoiTovvrioi(u«l, 5 (1962), 46—59. 

3 Edited by G. Zoras, Xpovucov nepl tcov TovpKcov aovXrdvcov Kara tov Bapfiepivov 

f'AArivikov KcoSiKa hi, Athens, 1958. See Elizabeth Zachariadou, To Xpovucov tcov 

TovpKcov oovXto.vcov Kal to iTaXiKo tov TrpoTVTTO, Thessaloniki, i960 ('EXXrjviKa, 

Supplement 14). 
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As well as history (in the form of the popular chronicle), 

popular religious literature also used the demotic. The work 

of the Cretan priest Joannis Morezinos was until recently not 

sufficiently known; about 1595 he wrote, also in excellent demo¬ 

tic, a very extensive work, much read in his time (we have a 

large number of manuscripts); it includes theoretical chapters 

devoted to the praise of the Blessed Virgin Mary, each one 

followed by an account of a miracle (the latest happened in 

his own time). Morezinos also derives from western sources, from 

various books of miracles of the late Middle Ages and the 

sixteenth century. Much better known is a similar work, the 

Salvation of Sinners by Agapios Landos, first published in 1641, 

a Cretan who was a monk on Athos, and who, as it clearly 

appears, relied upon Morezinos and also on Italian sources. 

His language is simple, despite a tendency towards the literary 

form, while his narration is unaffected and natural. This work 

was much loved by the people, and made edifying reading up to 

our own times. We have other religious works by the same writer, 

and a charming Agriculture (1643), a sort of popular handbook to 

that subject. 

As was natural, the popular language was also used for pro¬ 

paganda by the Catholic Church. Among such writing the work 

of Neofytos Rodinos of Cyprus (c. 1570-1659) is noteworthy. He 

was first an Orthodox monk (and an assistant to Margounios); 

later in life he went to the College in Rome and undertook many 

missions to the East (for example, to Poland and Russia), where 

his fanatical zeal often caused violent opposition. He was a very 

prolific writer, and his many works were issued from the office 

of the Propaganda in Rome: Spiritual Armour, Spiritual Exercise, 

etc. His language is completely popular, without any admixture 

of literary elements, as Rodinos remained entirely uninfluenced 

by the tradition of the Orthodox Church. 
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THE GREAT AGE OF 

CRETAN LITERATURE 

(1570-1669) 

after Cyprus also had fallen to the Turks (157°) an<^ 
f\ we know what that loss meant to all Europe—almost the 

JTX. only Greek lands left under Venetian domination were 

Crete and the Ionian Islands. Both were to play an important 

role in literature, Crete at once, the Ionian Islands later. In 

Crete, in the century between 1570 and 1669 (when it too fell 

to the Turks), that great age of literature (which we saw begin¬ 

ning in the previous period) was to develop and to reach a high 

degree of excellence. Cretan literature of the late sixteenth and 

of the seventeenth centuries is a golden period in the history of 

modern Greek literature. 

THE THEATRE 

This is also the zenith of Renaissance literature in Greece. Its 

principal characteristic is that, apart from the early Voskopoula 

(Shepherdess) and the more mature Erotokritos, all the works of 

this period are dramatic. This is of fundamental importance; for 

as the drama is the most social of all forms of literature, addressed 

to and necessarily presupposing an audience, this development 

of the theatre in Crete means that the social conditions which 

obtained at that time lent themselves to such a phenomenon. 

Drama, which reached its climax in fifth-century Athens, 

declined and gradually became extinct in later antiquity. For 

all that has been written, the art of the theatre never existed in 

Byzantine times. Nor did it exist in the West during the Middle 

Ages (apart from the peculiar form of the ‘mysteries’ or sacre 
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rappresentazioni at the end of the period). The theatre presupposes 

the clash of characters, the Aeschylean ‘suffering and knowledge’ 

(rrados and /.tados); it presupposes the free individual, liberated 

from myth or dogma. Such was not the human type of the seventh 

century b.c., or of the Middle Ages. Only the return to the same 

ideals at the Renaissance could bring the theatre back to Europe. 

First, naturally, it came to Italy—though it did not there achieve 

the development that we might have expected; Petrarch, Ariosto, 

and Tasso were none of them concerned with the theatre, except 

very occasionally. Yet, setting out from Italy, the theatre was to 

reach its peak in other countries of Europe, in France, Spain, 

and England—and finally in Greece, at least in that part of 

Greece that had not yet fallen into Asiatic hands. George 

Chortatsis, who introduced the theatre into Crete, was more or 

less contemporary with Shakespeare. 

We must emphasize another feature of the Cretan literature of 

the seventeenth century: the pure and elevated literary language. 

The poets of this period use the spoken Cretan dialect, entirely 

purified of medieval residue and of other learned elements; the 

local idiom is elevated into an elegant literary language, adequate 

to render the finer shades of the poet’s thought, a language 

formed by the artist’s will. Perhaps demotic has never been 

written with such purity and consistency at any other period in 

Greek literature. 

The poetic personality at the beginning of this development, 

the man who introduced the theatre to Crete and, with his 

superior poetical consciousness, unquestionably transformed and 

elevated the local idiom into a literary language, was George 

Chortatsis. Contemporary, as we have said, with Shakespeare, 

he was also the contemporary of another great genius from his 

own island: Domenico Theotokopoulos (El Greco). Today, after 

recent discoveries, we are in a position to know rather more 

about the life and work of Chortatsis. Coming from a noble 

family of Rethymno (the small aristocratic town between Kastro 

and Chania), he must have been born about the middle of the 

century, and must have gone in youth to Italy to study, as did 

so many of his fellow countrymen. We are unable to say whether 

he studied at the famous University of Padua, but from his work 

it appears that he had received no mean education; he knew 

the ancient (particularly the Latin) authors, and shows great 
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familiarity with contemporary Italian literature (especially the 

theatre). We now know definitely that he wrote three dramatic 

works: Erofili, Katgourbos, and Gyparis. He wrote them c. 1585- 

1600 at the height of his maturity, when he was between thirty- 

five and fifty years of age. The fact that these works are examples 

of three different types of drama, of tragedy, comedy, and 

pastoral (precisely the three kinds of play then written in Italy) 

surely cannot be an accident. Ghortatsis is a dramatic writer 

and poet of the first rank. His verse is distinguished by its 

delicacy and refinement; yet at the same time there is a certain 

artificial coldness. In spite of the completely demotic language, 

the fifteen-syllable lines do not have the same internal rhythm 

as those of the demotic song, and make too much use, for example, 

of metrical enjambment, which is unknown to demotic poetry. 

In the choruses of Erofili he also makes use of the hendecasyllable, 

in the form of the Dantesque tergina, a thing which further 

removes him from demotic verse, and brings him nearer to the 

poet of the Cypriot songs. 

His masterpiece is Erofili, a classical tragedy on Italian lines. 

The immediate prototype is the Orbecche of Giambattista Giraldi 

(1547), the first Italian classical tragedy. The poet follows the 

general lines of the plot, but handles his material with complete 

originality, and has also removed from his work many of those 

elements of blood and thunder in which the tragedy of that age 

delighted. The three pseudo-Aristotelian unities are of course 

preserved. The chief characters are Erofili, daughter of King 

Philogonos, and the brave general Panaretos; they have been 

secretly married, and when the king learns this he lets his wrath 

flow at this unsuitable marriage; he will kill Panaretos by a cruel 

death and (pretending to forgive her) he will present his daughter 

with her lover’s severed limbs in a golden bowl, for a wedding gift; 

Erofili laments and commits suicide, but finally the chorus of 

girls kill the heartless king. Gharos (a popular personification 

of Death) speaks the prologue, and the ghost of the king’s 

brother—whom he killed in order to seize the throne—appears 

on the scene as an instrument of divine justice. 

The merits of this work are many: first, among its purely 

literary virtues, are its elevated language, skilled versification, 

and a literary competence which is far above the ordinary level 

of the works of the first half of the century. Nor are its purely 
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theatrical virtues few, if we ignore the defects common to all 

tragedies of this time. The poet knows how to create fantasy, and 

as the action advances, the interest grows. The great scene of 

the fourth act, in which Erofili and her father face each other, 

brings the two different worlds of this work into collision and is 

full of strong dramatic pathos. In other scenes (e.g. in the laments 

of Erofili or the nurse) a higher lyric feeling dominates. In this 

connection, we must give a special place to the wonderfully 

polished Dantesque terginas of the four choruses. 

Between the acts are four intermezzi, with an entirely different 

theme: a dramatization of the episode of Rinaldo and Armida 

from the Gemsalemme Liberata of Torquato Tasso. Here is a highly 

skilled and completely successful blending of poetry, music, and 

dance, which gives rise to a peculiar enchantment (in the original 

sense of that word, like the enchantment by which the Oriental 

witch enticed the brave knight). It is the work of a masterly 

hand, and there is no doubt that the intermezzi are by Chortatsis 

himself. Moreover we know two other sets of four intermezzi, 

certainly written by him, and very probably for his other two 

dramatic works. These, however, cannot attain to the quality of 

the intermezzi of the Erofili. 

The other two tragedies that have come down to us, are later 

than Erofili, and inferior in poetic worth. King Rodolinos was 

written by Joannes Andreas Troilos of Rethymno, and printed 

in Venice in 1647. Its original is II Re Torrismondo, the late 

dramatic work of Tasso (1587), and its theme is its hero’s con¬ 

flict between love and friendship. The tragedy has some of the 

merits of Erofili (by which it is obviously influenced), particularly 

in the handling of the language and the verse. The choruses are 

worth mention; two of them are written in sonnet form. 

It is doubtful whether the third tragedy, gfinon, should be 

thought Cretan. A young scholar who is also a theatrical director, 

Mr. Sp. Evangelatos, has recently argued persuasively that the 

work was written and performed in Zakynthos in 1682-3.1 But it 

remains to be shown whether the unknown poet was a Zakynthian 

(as is more probable) or a Cretan. It is an imitation of the Latin 

tragedy of the same name by the English Jesuit Joseph Simeon, 

printed in Rome in 1648, and it follows the rules laid down for 

1 Sp. A. Evangelatos, “XpovoXoyTjorj, tottos ovyypa(f>rjs tov ‘Zrjvcovos’ xal eptvva 

yta tov TroirjTrj tov”, @7]oavpiop,aTa (Venice), 5 (1968), 177-203. 
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the dramatic works of the Jesuits, written to be played in their 

seminaries. Its plot is concerned with the intrigues of Zenon, the 

Byzantine emperor of the fifth century, and of his cousin Longinus, 

to get the throne, and their final punishment. The tragedy, like 

its prototype, is a gloomy work, a typical tragedy of blood and 

thunder, without any relief, and in a clerical and fanatical tone— 

in fact it is a work of propaganda. Such merits as it has are the 

perfection of the verse-writing, some lyrical passages, and the 

knowledge of theatrical practice and scenery design shown by 

the author at certain points. 
Chortatsis also wrote the best of the three comedies of the 

Cretan theatre that have come down to us: Katzourbos (or perhaps 

Katzarapos) which is certainly dated between 1595 and 1600 and 

is his most mature work. The three comedies have similar plots, 

revolving round a theme very common at that time, the recogni¬ 

tion of lost children. In Katzourbos two young people, Nikolos 

and Kassandra, are in love, but the girl’s foster-mother (Poulis- 

sena) wants to give her to the old man Armenis to get money 

from him. Finally it appears that Kassandra is his daughter, who 

had been carried away by the Turks, and the comedy ends with 

the marriage of the two young people. But apart from this thin 

plot, the stage is filled with a number of comic types who give 

the play its special colour: the braggart Koustoulieris (the miles 

gloriosus), courtesans, bawds, the schoolmaster who mixes up 

Greek, Italian, and Latin, and produces a number of mis¬ 

understandings, and different slaves, one of whom is a glutton 

(the type of the parasite), another a cunning thief, and another 

a clown (ridicoloso as he is called in the dramatis personae). 

Anyone at all familiar with the Italian theatre of the Renais¬ 

sance will have no difficulty in recognizing that this comedy has 

its origins in the Italian comedies of the sixteenth century, 

particularly in the type known as commedia erudita. This is the 

source not only of the main theme, the recognition of the lost 

children, but also of the stock comic characters. The second 

type of Italian comedy, that which was to be so widely per¬ 

formed and to have so much success in the seventeenth century, 

the commedia delVarte, seems unknown in Crete; its essential 

elements, masks and extemporization, are lacking. However, 

Chortatsis, as we have seen, was in all probability in Venice as 

a young man, precisely at a time when three talented poets (who 
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were also actors) Ruzzante, Calmo, and Giancarli, were renew¬ 

ing and reviving the conventional commedia erudita. He thus did 

not merely use its old form in his comedy, but was able to lay 

claim also to many of the new elements. 

Katzourbos is, like Erojili, a masterpiece; it has swift action and 

comic invention and a real sense of the humorous, and creates 

a living theatrical atmosphere; it has a fine, nervous verse and a 

cultivated poetical language which never becomes feeble-—both 

literary and theatrical merits of a high order. 

As for other Cretan comedies, we do not know who was the 

author of Stathis, nor can we say exactly when he wrote it; our 

only certainty is that it was written before 1648 (the year when 

the great siege of Kastro began). The main plot is more or less 

the same, only we have here two pairs of lovers whose love is 

somewhat strange: Phaedra loves the youth Chrysippos, who in 

turn loves Lambrousa, while Pamfilos loves Phaedra. Here again 

is the old man Dottore, a lawyer, and at the end there will be 

the recognition of the lost child, and the double marriage of the 

young lovers. Much of the development is difficult to follow, for, 

as it would seem, we have not the original work but a later 

adaptation (and abridgement) in three acts. If we had the whole 

work, it might be on a level with Katzourbos. 

We have Fortounatos, the third Cretan comedy, in the auto¬ 

graph manuscript of its author, Markos Antonios Foskolos. The 

poet, who had an important position in the Cretan community, 

died (as has recently been shown)1 in 1662 ; the comedy should be 

dated shortly before. It is clearly indebted to Katzourbos, which 

it imitates both in its general structure and more directly in 

individual scenes. The basic plot is the same: there is the pair of 

young lovers, the old fool, who here combines that function with 

that of the comic doctor, and the recognition of the lost child 

at the end. Foskolos seems less literary than the other writers, 

and his comedy is the most bawdy, though (strangely) the 

least dissolute. He may have wished to escape from the influence 

of Italian comedy, and to give a more faithful picture of the 

society of his time. Had he been a gifted poet this might have 

led to a new development of comedy. 

1 A. L. Vincent, “ ‘O tou ‘ <t>opTovvdrov ”, 0rjaavpiap.aTa, 4 (1967), 

53—84. Id., “Nda aTo^fla yia to MapKO Avrwvio &u>okoAo”, ibid. 5 (1968), 

119-76. 
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PASTORAL POETRY 

Apart from one tragedy and one comedy, Chortatsis, as we have 

said, also wrote a work of the third dramatic kind, a pastoral 

play, Gyparis (or Panoria). It appears to be his earliest work, 

written c. 1585-90. We have also another example of pastoral 

from Crete, The Voskopoula (Shepherdess). We do not know the 

name of the author, nor its exact date. When it was first printed 

in 1627 ^ appears already to have been quite well known; 

perhaps it is of the same date as Gyparis or more probably a little 

earlier. It is not a play, but a short narrative poem. The story 

is simple, even naive: a shepherd sees a shepherdess and is so 

much smitten by her beauty that he faints. They go together into 

the cave where she lives, and pass happy days and nights of 

love. The shepherd has to go away, and promises to return 

within a month, but he falls ill and cannot keep his promise; 

when he returns he learns from the father of his beloved that she 

has died of grief. The style and the narration are as simple as the 

plot; the verse is not the well-tried popular fifteen-syllable line, 

but a simple hendecasyllable fitted to the rhyming couplet. The 

language and style are of a clumsiness which, by its very genuine¬ 

ness, gives a simple charm to the poem. 

At one time it was believed that Voskopoula was based on a true 

story; this is an error. There is no doubt that it has a prototype 

among the innumerable Italian ‘idylls’ of the Renaissance. The 

simple Cretan shepherdess must there be a nymph, and the 

shepherd a hero with divine ancestry, and the action must surely 

have been set in ancient Arcadia. The cave where the shepherdess 

lives is certainly borrowed from the original; and similarly the 

days and nights full of love are not consonant with the traditional 

life of the Cretan countryside in the sixteenth century. It is ob¬ 

vious that the Italian prototype has suffered a radical change. 

We see all this more clearly in the case of Gyparis. The theme 

follows the typical pattern of Italian tragicommedie pastorali, with 

the characteristic peculiarity that we have two pairs of shepherds: 

Gyparis loves Panoria and Alexis, Athousa: the shepherdesses, 

however, do not accept their love and wish to live without ties, 

hunting in the woods and in the mountains. Old Giannoulis, the 

father of Panoria, and the elderly woman Frosyni, both comic 

characters, try in vain to change the obstinate mood of the 
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young shepherdesses. Finally the shepherds supplicate the god¬ 

dess Aphrodite, and her son Eros shoots the girls with his bow 
and thus brings about a favourable solution. 

In contrast with that of the Voskopoula, the immediate proto¬ 

type of Gyparis has (in all probability) been established;1 it is 

La Calisto, ‘nova favola pastorale di Luigi Groto Gieco d’Adria’, 

a poet forgotten today, but known and esteemed in his time. 

La Calisto was first published in Venice in 1583. The whole 

subject is taken from ancient mythology (from the Metamorphoses 

of Ovid). Calisto is the daughter of Lycaon; Zeus falls in love 

with her and takes the form of Artemis in order to obtain her, he 

takes Hermes with him, metamorphosed into a nymph. Many 

comic misunderstandings arise between the metamorphosed gods, 

the nymphs, and the two shepherds who love them (Gemulo and 

Silvio). The gods, cunning as they are, lose no time in obtaining 

what they will from the nymphs (Calisto and her companion 

Selvaggia), while the shepherds believe that the change in the 

nymphs (who make a virtue of necessity, and yield to their love 

after this experience) is due to their prayers to Aphrodite. The 

same basic theme is discerned in the two works (with the un¬ 

common motifs of the two pairs of shepherds and the invocation 

of Aphrodite). But there are also radical differences. The chief 

of these is the total disappearance in Gyparis (as in Voskopoula) of 

the mythological setting: there are no metamorphosed gods, no 

nymphs, and no Arcadia. The nymphs have become simple 

Cretan shepherdesses and have even lost their conventional 

ancient names, and have received popular Cretan names instead. 

The action takes place in Crete. Inevitably, the only ancient 

motif remaining is the goddess Aphrodite and the invocation 

to her. 
There is a particular significance in this. Pastoral poetry in 

Italy, born of classical imitation, cared little about a faithful 

rendering of the countryside and the real life of shepherds. It was 

rather an escape from reality into an idyllic dream-world, 

Arcadia, where sophisticated gods and heroes moved about in an 

archaistic setting. The far-fetched poetical style corresponded to 

the tastes of a most select society in the courts of Ferrara or 

Mantua. The Cretan public, however, was entirely different; 

the countryside and the shepherds of Ida were far too near and 

1 Linos Politis, ‘La poesie pastorale en Crete, etc.’ (see Bibliography). 
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far too real to become mere conventional patterns. Thus the 

Cretan pastorals, both the simple Voskopoula and the more elabo¬ 

rate Gyparis, though they imitate Italian originals, free them from 

their mythological setting, and bring into this far-fetched con¬ 

ventional genre a new and unexpected freshness and simplicity. 

The nymph of the Italian ‘idyll’ would certainly never stir our 

sympathy as much as the guileless simplicity of the Cretan 

shepherdess; and the intervention of Aphrodite, which is only 

a simple pretence in the Italian work, really brings about the 

happy ending in the Greek work and makes the shepherdesses of 

Chortatsis far more human and lovable than their counterparts 

in the work of Groto. 

THE SACRIFICE OF ABRAHAM AND EROTOKRITOS 

In the Cretan theatre a quite unique position is held by The 

Sacrifice of Abraham, a dramatization of the well-known Old 

Testament episode. The action begins with the appearance of the 

angel to the sleeping Abraham, there follow dramatic dialogues 

with Sarah, the journey to the sacrifice, and the happy ending. 

The work, first published in 1696, must have been written in 

1635, and has always been favourite reading amongst the people, 

as the succession of editions proves. 

The poet has exploited most advantageously the drama of the 

story; and he has convincingly portrayed the human characters: 

the father, the mother, and the son, and the warm love that 

unites them, and also the violent conflicts into which they are 

brought by inexorable fate. Isaac’s gentle disposition is wonder¬ 

fully rendered, and the minor personages (menservants and 

maidservants) are complete characters. Some passages, such as 

Sarah’s laments or Isaac’s waking, are infused with moving 
tender lyricism. 

For all its dramatic plot, and its conflict, the Sacrifice cannot 

properly be called a tragedy because of its happy ending. Nor is 

it really a ‘mystery play’, as it used to be called (and perhaps still 

is by some); this work, so full of dramatic tension, has nothing 

in common with those static representations of episodes from 

Holy Writ. The Sacrifice is indubitably drama, a religious drama. 

We know its immediate prototype, Lo Isach by the same Luigi 
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Groto1 of whom we have been speaking. The Greek work is in 

every respect superior to the insignificant Italian original. But 

the difference is not only in quality. The Sacrifice has peculiarities 

which place it apart not only from its original but also from all 

other Cretan dramatic works. For instance, it is not divided into 

acts and scenes, and does not observe the conventional unities: 

the action begins in Abraham’s house, the personages set out and 

walk for three whole days before they reach the mountain of 

sacrifice, and then they go back to Abraham’s house again. Nor 

are there choric passages, as in the other Cretan works (and as in 

the original by Luigi Groto). 

Formerly the failure of the Sacrifice to conform to the sanc¬ 

tioned conventions was put down to its primitive character; now 

that we are better informed—and know its original—we cannot 

accept that explanation. It is not a primitive work; on the con¬ 

trary, it is obvious that we have something quite new, a bold 

and individual poetic personality who seeks ‘new wine-skins’ for 

his message, and therefore does not hesitate to disregard every 

theatrical convention (even those that are necessary). Thus his 

personages acquire a greater human warmth, and seem nearer to 

us. Panaretos and Panoria, for all their genuineness, were still 

dramatic types; the footlights are between them and us. In the 

Sacrifice there are no footlights and Isaac and Sarah move us by 

their entirely human appearance. Erofili was more conventional 

theatre, the Sacrifice more human drama. 

There is a warmth not only about the characters but also about 

the language, a warm and more popular spirit. While (as we saw) 

Chortatsis is more aristocratic and learned, the poet of the 

Sacrifice comes nearer to real folk verse. Metrical enjambment is 

severely restricted, and the laments of Sarah are exactly like 

demotic laments or mirologia (/.loipoAoyta): 

For nine long months I carried you, my precious little one, 
Within this dark, unlucky womb of mine, my only son. . . . 

And tell me now, what pleasure you will give to me, my dear ? 
Like thunder and like lightning you are going to disappear. 

The same warmth of verse and language are paralleled in the 

greatest work of Cretan literature, the Erotokritos. That is not the 

1 The first to identify it was John Mavrogordato, Journal of Hellenic Studies, 
48 (1928), 243 (A Postscript)—see Bibliography. 
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only thing the two works have in common; they use similar 

modes of expression, and we find lines repeated from one work 

to the other. Scholars have from early days noticed these 

resemblances, and have concluded that the poet of the Sacrifice 

is the author of Erotokritos, Vitsentzos Kornaros.1 The dramatic 

work was written in his youth, and thus its bold and revolu¬ 

tionary character is explained. Erotokritos is the poem of his 

maturity. 
‘A love-poem’, its first editor calls it. Some later scholars, 

looking simply at its length, have called it, somewhat thought¬ 

lessly, an epic. We shall do better to call it a narrative poem, or 

a verse romance. In his introduction the poet tells us that he is 

going to speak of ‘the power of love’ and ‘the troubles of arms’. 

The poem turns on these two favourite and eternal themes, love 

and valour, and relates (in five parts and more than 10,000 lines) 

the love story of Erotokritos and Aretousa, their toils and troubles 

until the final happy ending. As a man of the Renaissance, and 

also a Greek, the poet sets his story in antiquity, and in Athens. 

Aretousa is the only daughter of the king, Herakles, and Eroto¬ 

kritos the son of his counsellor. Erotokritos feels a strange love 

for Aretousa, which is unsuitable (on account of their difference 

in rank), and in the first part we watch the same feeling slowly 

ripening in her as well. The poet, who is particularly sympathetic 

to his heroine (who is thirteen or fourteen years old, Juliet’s age), 

shows us in a wonderful way the blossoming and gradual trans¬ 

formation of the innocent child into a woman who is entirely 

obsessed by her passion. The second part consists of the descrip¬ 

tion of a tournament organized by the king for his daughter’s 

amusement. Youths from all parts of Greece come to take part 

in this savage game. Of course Erotokritos is the victor; but the 

son of the King of Byzantium, the prince of Cyprus, and the 

Cretan are also given a distinguished place. We must particu¬ 

larly mention the later added episode of the duel between the 

Cretan and the Karamanitis (Oriental) ‘who with the isle of 

Crete was long at enmity’. In the third part the two lovers 

manage to meet at midnight by the iron window of the palace, 

1 Stefanos Xanthoudidis was the first to arrive at this conclusion in the Intro¬ 
duction to his edition of Erotokritos (1915). See Linos Politis, “ 'O ’EpojTOKpi.Tos xal 
r) &voia TOV BltugvtCfOv Kopvapov”, in A(f>i€pwp.a. OT'q p.vrjp.ri tov MavoX-q Tpiavra- 
<f>uXXlStj, Athens, i960, pp. 357-71. 
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he outside and she within. When the king finds out, he is furious, 

and sends Erotokritos into exile and shuts Aretousa up in prison. 

Meanwhile war has broken out between the Athenians and the 

Vlachs; Erotokritos, blackened in face and rendered unrecog¬ 

nizable by a magic philtre, comes to the help of the king, and is 

finally victorious in a decisive single combat with Aristos, nephew 

of the Vlach king (fourth part). The end is now at hand. King 

Herakles gives his daughter and his kingdom to the unknown 

warrior who has saved him, and the hero at last reveals his true 
identity. 

The poet is first of all an excellent story-teller. He takes his 

subject, as we shall see, from a French romance of chivalry, and 

relates it with an ease that fascinates with its spacious flow and at 

the same time with an accuracy of description and an insistence 

on the concrete. He further delights us with repetitions which 

take up the same theme in a series of parallels with inexhaustible 

inventive fantasy. And this throughout the whole work; open the 

book at random, and you need never fear to light upon a boring 

or even a less interesting passage; the poet always conserves his 

highest powers, which spring from a rich source. Besides, he has 

the skill not to confine himself to simple narration, but (influenced 

perhaps by the drama) to bring to life the dialogues of his per¬ 

sonages, who in this way show more clearly their passions and 

sentiments. He knows also how to introduce frequently proverbs 

or gnomic sayings drawn from his experience of life, and how to 

address his characters: ‘Vain were it, Erotokritos, to act in such 

a way . . .’, or ‘Frosyni, thou unhappy one . . This narrative 

ease is accompanied by absolute surety in language and expres¬ 

sion. Seferis observes:1 ‘There is no trace of linguistic inflation, 

or of any sort of rhetoric.’ The verses are among the most 

melodious decapentesyllables in modern Greek literature, and 

have a lyrical colouring which is never sentimental. He is an 

artist in words, with complete consciousness of his powers, a fact 

which we can read between these lines: 

Of all that man has good on earth, ’tis words that have the power 
To give to every human heart their comfort in its hour; 

And he who has the gift to speak with knowledge and with style 
Can make the eyes of other men to weep, and make them smile. 

(i. 885-8) 

1 G. Seferis, “ ’EpcoTOKpLTos”, in AoKLp.es, 2nd edn., Athens, 1962, p. 219. 
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The fine epilogue reveals who the poet is: ‘Vitsentzos is the 

poet’s name, his family’s Kornaros . . and that he is from Sitia 

in eastern Crete. Yet we know nothing about him but his bare 

name. The attempts of scholars to identify him with this or that 

member of the aristocratic Venetian family of that name 

(Cornaro, Corner) have been without any real success. It is 

unlikely that this poem, so full of genuine Greek feeling, could 

have been written by a foreigner, and we hear of many Greeks 

with the names Vitsentzos or Kornaros (e.g. the man who wrote 

his name in 1677 on the wall of a chapel at Mochlos near Sitia— 

may he not have been the poet?). Nor are we sure of the date; 

most probably it was written between 1640 and 1660. Possibly 

the poet wrote a first draft at Sitia and completed it at Kastro, 

after the beginning of the Turco-Venetian war and the siege of 

the city (1645-69). The added episode of the Oriental as a foe 

of the Cretan is indicative here. 
Much research has also been done into the question of sources; 

most scholars (as was natural) sought for a prototype in Ariosto 

or Tasso. But the prototype has now been established as the 

medieval French romance by Pierre de la Cypede, Paris et 

Vienne.1 The Greek poet, who must certainly have got it from 

an Italian translation, follows the basic development of the plot 

but makes radical alterations at critical moments (all the war 

between Athens and the Vlachs is his own invention). More 

important, almost nothing of the world of the French medieval 

romance is left; the Greek work breathes the air of the Renais¬ 

sance, with its ease, its nobility, and its human dignity. If the plot 

is that of Pierre de la Cypede, the spirit is surely that of Ariosto. 

And combined with it is the spirit of Greek popular mytho¬ 

logy. In speaking of the Sacrifice of Abraham, which has been shown 

to be a work of Kornaros’s youth, we said how close the poet 

was to the folk spirit, close in prosody and in expression to the 

demotic song. We find here the same elements in his work, but 

to a more marked degree. He has now mastered his mode of 

expression, and advances with a longer, easier stride. He has now 

experience of life, and wisdom, and follows the doings of his 

1 The identification was established by N. Cartojan, ‘Poema cretana Erotocrit’, 
Bucharest, 1935 (Academia Romana, Memor. Sect, liter., 3rd Ser. vol. 7, mem. 4). 
Id., ‘Le modele fran^ais de l’Erotocritos’, Revue de litterature comparee, 1936. Cf. 
E. Kriaras, MeXeTr/para nepl ras ir-qyas tov 'EpwroKplrov, Athens, 1938. 
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youthful hero and heroine with the sympathy of a mature man 

‘knowing what sort of temper possesseth man’1 and optimistically 

believes in the happy ending. Erotokritos is the masterpiece of 

Cretan literature; it is also a high point in all modern Greek 

poetry, a milestone. It marks the end of the first phase of modern 

Greek poetry, which (as we have seen) begins in Byzantine times 

with Digenis. Thereafter there is a decline in poetry for a century 

and a half. 

‘Habent sua fata libelli.’ The fall of Crete delayed the publica¬ 

tion of this work; the first edition was printed in Venice in 1713. 

From then on, however, there were frequent editions and it 

quickly became a popular book. Until the beginning of our 

century, the pedlar, going round the villages, used to sell 

Erotokritos with his other stock-in-trade. Naturally the poem had 

its widest circulation in Crete, where the people learned whole 

passages by heart, and collected in the evenings to recite it, or 

rather to sing it (as they still do) in a sort of recitative which 

slightly changes from one region to another. It is an example of 

a work of conscious art being assimilated by a popular audience, 

and almost becoming a demotic song. 

1 Archilochus, frag. 67a Diehl. 

8157215 



IV 

THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY 

MODERN GREEK ENLIGHTENMENT 

The occupation of Crete by the Turks in 1669, after 

a twenty-two-year siege of Chandax, marks the end of 

Cretan literature. It was one of the most vital breaks in the 

history of modern Greek literature. After the brilliant flowering of 

Cretan literature we find ourselves, in 1669, in a poetical desert. 

But also from a more general point of view, 1669 is an important 

moment in history. A new order of things had come about in the 

Greek world in the two centuries that followed the fall of Con¬ 

stantinople. Essentially the people remained disunited nation¬ 

ally, and divided into three distinct groups (the Turkish-occupied, 

the Frankish-occupied, and the Greeks of the diaspora). But now 

the Frankish (i.e. Venetian) territory (after the fall of Cyprus 

and Crete) was limited to the Ionian Islands (apart from a short 

period of Venetian rule in the Peloponnese from 1684 to 1714), 

and the Turkish occupation had spread all over Greece. More¬ 

over these groups were no longer to have the mutual indepen¬ 

dence that they had in the first centuries. Between Venice (the 

most important centre of the Greeks of the diaspora) and the 

Ionian Islands there was more contact than before, so that they 

may almost be considered as one group. The type of Greek who 

emigrated was now also very different; in the fifteenth century 

Greeks went to the West to teach, now they went to be taught. 

The universities of Italy (especially Padua) were educating a 

number of young men, not only from the Venetian-occupied area, 

but also from the rest of Greece; these returned home to teach 

what they had learned. We have seen that schools began to be 

founded in different towns in Greece even before 1669; now 

education was much more extensive, and intellectual life was 

secured by a firmer foundation. This lively movement in the 
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Greek regions had its centre in Constantinople, in the circle of 

the Patriarchate and the Phanariots; it was later to be trans¬ 

ferred to the Danubian principates, to the courts of the Greek 

princes. These were critical and decisive years for Hellenism, 

which at first by gradual and later by firmer steps was advancing 

towards a synthesis of its scattered members and the re-establish- 

ment which was finally achieved by the rising of 1821. 

With this as our guiding line, we may divide the 150 years 

between 1669 and 1821 into two main periods, the division 

coming c. 1770-80. About that time the situation altered radi¬ 

cally; the Russo-Turkish treaty of Kutchuk Kainardji of 1774 

gave special privileges to the Greeks in the Turkish empire, and 

thus ensured the rise of a new urban class, and material pros¬ 

perity. In all fields during the following fifty years, and naturally 

in the intellectual life too, a new energy was manifested, which 

was leading rapidly to a climax. 

FIRST PERIOD: 1669 TO 1770-80 

As we have seen, Cretan literature abruptly ceased to flourish 

with the fall of Crete. Possibly that historical event was not the 

only reason for this. Cretan literature had run its course: the 

Erotokritos, its peak, was also an end (see p. 67). The same thing 

has happened in other European literatures, with which Greek 

has made parallel progress. There too poetry has had an early 

phase, beginning with an epic cycle and ending with the great 

works at the end of the sixteenth or in the seventeenth century— 

we may think of Torquato Tasso, of Racine and Moliere, of the 

Elizabethans and Milton. What follows in poetry is a decline. 

All over Europe the eighteenth century is anti-poetical. Lyricism 

will not revive until the end of that century or the beginning of 

the nineteenth, and then a lyricism altogether different from that 

of the earlier poetical period, more subjective, and isolated in 

individual sensitivity, more personal and introspective. We think 

of Holderlin, Keats, and Shelley. The development in Greece 

was not dissimilar. Solomos is the first genuine representative of 

the new lyricism; Vitsentzos Kornaros was the last representative 

of the first phase of poetry. 
A refugee wave followed the events of 1669, like that which 

followed those of 1453. Although the Venetians had been 
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foreigners, the Cretans felt the Turkish occupation as a real 

enslavement; they fought bravely on the side of the Venetians, 

and many fled with them to Venice after the disaster, or to the 

Ionian Islands. With them they brought their literary tradition 

and something more tangible, the manuscripts of the poetical 

works. In 1713 the Erotokritos was first printed at Venice, ‘an 

ancient poem much praised and honoured in the islands of the 

Adriatic’, as the publisher wrote. In 1725 Edward Harley, second 

Earl of Oxford, bought in Corfu the one known manuscript of 

the Erotokritos, written by a Heptanesian fifteen years earlier.1 

Thus the tradition of Cretan literature was transplanted to the 

Ionian Islands after 1669. There it was preserved, but not con¬ 

tinued. First it was in the hands of the Cretan refugees, and then 

it passed into those of the Heptanesians. In 1681 Marinos Tzanes 

Bounialis of Rethymno published a long metrical chronicle of the 

war and fall of Crete; the curious thing is that he copies the 

chronicle of a Cephalonian, Anthimos Diakrousis. 

As a verse-writer, Marinos is clumsy, as is shown by another 

pamphlet of his with religious verses (Venice, 1684). His brother 

Emmanuel Tzanes, priest in charge of San Giorgio dei Greci at 

Venice, was also a clumsy verse-writer, but one of the most 

remarkable hagiographers of the ‘Cretan school’. 

Even before 1669 there had been close contact between Crete 

and the Ionian Islands. In 1646 Theodore Montseleze, from 

Zakynthos, published a strange and rather awkward theatrical 

work, Eugena, clearly influenced by the Cretan dramas, and 

in 1658 another Zakynthian, Michael Soummakis, translated 

the Pastor Fido of G. B. Guarini, into decapentesyllabic verse, 

which has much of the quality of the Cretan poems. The same 

work had been translated at the beginning of the century by an 

unknown Cretan who seems to have lived in Venice, isolated 

from the literary activity of his island. His translation remained 

unpublished until recently.2 In all probability the author of the 

Zenon, played in Zakynthos (see p. 57) in 1682-3, was also a 
Zakynthian. 

The Cephallonian Petros Katsa'itis was also nourished by the 

crumbs that fell from the Cretan table. He was a late descendant, 

1 British Museum, MS. Harleian 5644. In the beginning: Apxh tov Pwtokpltov; 

1710. 

2 P. Ioannou, '0 ttiotikos j8ookos, Berlin, 1962—see Selected Bibliography. 
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of doubtful value. His work is preserved in only one manuscript; 

it is a metrical chronicle, in rhymed hendecasyllables, about the 

fall of the Peloponnese to the Turks in 1715, after the second 

Venetian occupation (.Lament of the Peloponnese, 1716), and two 

tragedies, Iphigeneia and Thyestes, poor reflections of the Erofili. 

The editor, E. Kriaras, has proved that they are direct imitation 

of tragedies of the same title by Lodovico Dolce. A curious 

element, which does not occur in the original, is the use of comic 

personages and situations in the last act of the Iphigeneia, which 

transform the work into a tragicomedy. 

An isolated work, without cohesion or continuity, is the Flowers 

of Piety (‘poured out for the glorious transmigration of Mary, the 

Mother of God’), a little pamphlet issued in 1708 by the students 

of the Flanginis’s School of Venice. It is a school album, with 

epigrams in ancient Greek and in Latin, Sapphic odes, and 

Italian sonnets, but also prose and verse compositions in modern 

Greek. Far from the learned tradition of the Phanariots, the 

students of the school of Venice, under the supervision of their 

teachers, also wrote rhetorical and poetical compositions in the 

modern language. It is worth special mention that four of the 

poems are sonnets—the third collection we ha^e met with, after 

the Cypriot love-poems and the choruses of Rodolinos. Naturally 

there is no question of influence or continuity; it is the Italian 

tradition working independently in three different places and at 

three different times: in Cyprus in 1570, in Crete in 1647, and 

in Venice in 1708. 

Though poetry is so wretchedly represented in the Ionian 

Islands and among the Greeks of the diaspora, nevertheless a new 

thing was to develop there after 1669: literary prose in the 

demotic language. We meet with the first prose works in demotic 

even before 1669 (see pp. 52-3); but there was no question of 

literary prose. They were works destined for the people (the 

Historical Book or the Salvation of Sinners), and therefore written 

in simple and easily comprehensible language. But now the 

language is employed as a vehicle of literary expression, and not 

for the popular chronicle or the theological work of edification, 

but in a higher form, that of ecclesiastical rhetoric. 

We saw the beginning of this earlier, in Venice and in Crete, 

with the sermons of Margounios and of Pigas. Two Cretans, 
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a little later in date, Gerasimos Vlachos (who became ‘Metro¬ 

politan of Philadelphia’ in Venice in 1679) and Athanasios 

Varouchas (d. 1708) who fled to the Ionian Islands after the fall 

of Crete, as well as their theological works in the ancient 

language, wrote ‘Sermons’ in a polished popular idiom. So 

also did another Cretan, Gerasimos Palladas, who was patriarch 

of Alexandria (1677-99). 
But the man who above all developed ecclesiastical rhetoric, 

in whose hands the language could equal the highest demands of 

the literary rhetorical speech, was Frankiskos Skoufos (1644-97). 

He was a child one year old when the Turks took Chania in 

1645, and his parents fled with him to Italy. He studied at the 

College at Rome, and was active in Italy and the Ionian Islands, 

always devoted to the Catholic Church. In 1670 he published 

a ‘panegyric’ on the birth of St. John the Baptist, in Venice. 

His chief work is the Art of Rhetoric (1681), a manual, that is, in 

which one by one all the rhetorical devices are given with 

examples of each (drawn from his own work). Skoufos is an 

artist, with the highest artistic conscience. He learned his art in 

Italy (certainly his first lessons were at the College in Rome), 

where especially in Catholic circles ecclesiastical rhetoric was 

particularly cultivated. (The most important representative of it, 

the Jesuit Paolo Segneri, was almost contemporary with Skoufos.) 

Skoufos’s style is elaborate and flowery, like that of his Italian 

masters; in his case we may speak of the modern Greek ‘baroque’. 

But this style, adapted to a language used for the first time for 

literary prose, has neither the worn-out quality nor the exaggera¬ 

tion of the Italian seicento. It is much fresher, as we observed 

in the case of pastoral poetry. It is the freshness of a simple 

language, which is not destroyed by the artificial style. 

The Heptanesian Elias Miniatis followed the line set by 

Skoufos. He was born in 1669 at Lixouri in Cephalonia; his 

father was a priest, and he studied at the Flanginianon Helleno- 

mouseion; his career was spent in the Ionian Islands and Venice, 

and also in Constantinople, where he was appointed by the 

patriarch as ‘preacher of the Great Church’. He was the Ortho¬ 

dox counterpart of Skoufos. Towards the end of his life we find 

him in the Venetian-occupied Peloponnese, where he became 

a bishop in 1711 ; he died, comparatively young, at Patras in 

I7I4- 
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Miniatis acquired great fame during his lifetime. Even the 

Venetians went to hear him at Nauplia; and a later writer tells 

us that in his birthplace ‘many people recite by heart many 

parts’ of his speeches.1 Though Skoufos was not actually his 

teacher, Miniatis can certainly be described as his pupil. In a 

youthful speech in 1688, when still a scholar at the Flanginianon, 

he ends with a moving apostrophe to the Mother of God, praying 

for the deliverance of the Greek people, an apostrophe which 

we find word for word in the (then already printed) Rhetoric of 

Skoufos. Plagiarism? Or rather a deliberate manifestation of 

influence and admiration? We cannot know. On the other hand 

the style of Miniatis is the same as that of Skoufos, though even 

more baroque in spirit, more artificial and carefully calculated. 

The language is always demotic, but warmer and more vigorous 

than that of Skoufos. The warmth of the speech is indeed the 

chief characteristic of his sermons, and the secret of his charm. 

Beneath the artificial construction, skilfully established and 

articulated, there is yet a warmth of language, which reflects 

the warmth of his faith, a faith both moral and religious. 

The cultivation of demotic as literary prose did not have a 

sequel. In Turkish-occupied Greece the cultural atmosphere 

favoured a more literary language. But in the Ionian Islands 

the tradition of Skoufos and Miniatis never entirely died out. 

In 1718 the Corfiot Petros Kasimatis published Most Useful 

Thoughts for Acquiring the Fear of God, and the sermons preached 

in Corfu and Venice in 1745-55 by the archimandrite Spyridon 

Milias, also a Corfiot, follow the lines of Miniatis. A Pelopon¬ 

nesian painter, Panagiotis Doxaras, who lived and worked in 

Zakynthos (1670-1729), translated the Art of Painting by Leonardo 

da Vinci, and wrote an original work On Painting in a simple 

and fluent demotic. And the Cephalonian Vikentios Damodos 

(1700-52), who had studied at the Flanginianon and at Padua, 

tried to break the influence of ‘Korydalism’ (though he himself 

wrote a commentary on Aristotle) and wrote his philosophical 

handbooks in simple demotic language. 

Already from the end of the sixteenth century there was, as 

we saw in a previous chapter, some intellectual activity in 

1 Anthimos Mazarakis, ’H\ta Aihaxat, 2nd edn., Venice, 1870, Intro¬ 

duction, p. Ka . 
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Constantinople round the Patriarchate, reaching its peak with 

Kyrillos Loukaris. At about that time (1603) the Patriarchate 

was established deep in the Golden Horn, in the quarter of the 

Phanar, where it is still to this day. There gathered the clergy in 

the services of the Patriarchate, and laymen to whom it gave 

titles and offices. These ‘Phanariots’ were now to play a most 

important role both in political and in intellectual life. They 

began to become prominent and to receive important titles and 

posts from the Sublime Porte, particularly that of Great Inter¬ 

preter (who was almost in control of foreign affairs). Much has 

been said for and against this class, and in it we find examples 

both of nobility and baseness, brave actions and contemptible 

intrigues. It is hard for us today to understand the mentality 

and the strange position of these people, who, though slaves, 

had held such powerful posts, being always in danger of losing 

their heads at the conqueror’s nod. It was a peculiar world that 

set its seal on the whole of the eighteenth century—which has 

well been named ‘the century of the Phanariots’. 

The first Greek to receive the office of Great Interpreter was 

Panagiotis Nikousios (he was at the side of the Gapudan-pasha 

when the Venetians surrendered Crete to him). He was suc¬ 

ceeded by Alexandras Mavrokordatos of Chios (1641-1709), 

the progenitor of the greatest Phanariot family. He had taught 

at the Patriarchal Academy, where he succeeded Korydaleus, 

and had himself written commentaries on Aristotle. His son 

Nikolaos (1670-1730) was the first Greek prince in the Danubian 

principates of Wallachia and Moldavia—whither the Phanariot 

activity was transferred, and where for a hundred years (till 

1821) the courts of the Greek princes became centres of Greek 

education and enlightenment. 

The Phanariot climate was erudite, and in favour of the ancient 

language, unconnected with that of Venice and the Ionian 

Islands. The Mavrokordati wrote their works in the official 

language, and their interests revolved round their new political 

experience: Political Thoughts and Political Theatre. Students 

of this age pick out the Parerga of Philotheos by Nikolaos Mavro¬ 

kordatos (written in 1718, but not printed until 1800), a sort 

of novel where the progressive European spirit of the time, 

which had reached these enlightened princes through France 

and the French language (now widespread and influential), is 
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faithfully reflected. This is the beginning of Greek enlighten¬ 
ment. 

Mr. K. Dimaras, the most authoritative student of the modern 

Greek Enlightenment, divides the movement into three periods, 

corresponding to those of the French Enlightenment.1 The first, 

which is preliminary, is that of the period we are now examining 

(up to 1774)5 and is principally dominated by the influence of 
Voltaire. The chief proponent of this spirit was the Corfiot 

Eugenios Voulgaris, who passed his long and troubled life (1716— 

1806) in the subjugated Greek area, and after 1770 at the court 

of Catherine II of Russia. In his youth he was a progressive and 

an admirer of Voltaire and then turned towards the conservatism 

that characterized the intellectual development of that time, 

particularly the years that followed the French Revolution. 

The eighteenth century is the age of thought, of intellectual 

change and development. The part played by literature is small. 

In the Phanariot region the poetic desolation is even more dis¬ 

heartening than in the Ionian Islands. There is not even the 

recollection of the Cretan tradition, which, with its cultivated 

language, gave some freshness to the Ionian poetical exercises. 

In the Phanar the language has not passed through this phase 

of cultivation; it is either colder and more learned, or flat- 

footed and uncultivated in the realm of popular speech, where 

it often has an admixture of Turkish words which had come into 

common use. 

Naturally the content is not different; neither the relatively 

short Stoicheiomachia (1746) of Joannis Rizos Manes, nor the 

lengthy Bosporomachia influenced by it (the latter is by Momars, 

the doctor and interpreter of the Austrian ambassador at Con¬ 

stantinople), is of any value as poetry or as anything else. More 

interesting is Konstantinos Dapontes (Kaisarios as monk) from 

Skopelos, who joined the monastery of Xeropotamou on Mount 

Athos in 1757 and died there in 1784. A singularly voluminous 

writer, his output is amazing. He put all he heard or saw or 

read into thousands of careless, prosaic lines. Many of his works 

were printed in his lifetime, and loved and admired by his con¬ 

temporaries (The Mirror of Women, 1766, the Chrestoetheia, 1770, 

the Spiritual Table, 1770), others were published after his death 

1 K. Dimaras, 'Iaropla etc., part 4, pp. 143 ff. Id., '0 iXXrjvcKos 8ia<f>coTiop.6s, 

Athens, 1964, pp. 23-5. 
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(the Garden of Graces, 1881), and others remain still unpublished. 

It is of course not poetry, nor has it even the most elementary 

literary polish. Nevertheless, in this endless flow of verses we are 

sometimes made to pause by a sharp observation or an accurate 

description, and more often by a genuine sense of humour and 

a wit that is frequently apt, for example in the parodies of 

ecclesiastical hymns. It is not without surprise that we read, 

beautifully engraved on the great marble fountain that Dapontes 

brought from Chios and placed in the severe court of his Athonite 

monastery, these very unmonastic lines of his: 

I am a Chian girl, a Chian, Father, why ask me? 
And that is why, good Father, I am pretty, as you see. 

Prose, in the sense of a cultured literary language (as we found 

in the Ionian Islands and among the diaspora) is almost non¬ 

existent in Greece proper. The learned wrote in the ancient 

language, as in the case of the Mavrokordati. Certainly 

preachers must have used a simpler language in the pulpit; in 

libraries we find many manuscripts of such sermons, anonymous 

for the most part. They have no connection with the tradition 

of Skoufos and Miniatis; if they may be compared with anything 

it is rather with the uncultivated and more popular style of 

Dapontes. 
This uncultivated popular style, when genuine and unadul¬ 

terated, can sometimes have a special interest. Such a case is 

the Chronicle of Galaxidi. Galaxidi is a small village in Roumeli 

on the Corinthian gulf where shipping once flourished. In 1703 

a monk called Euthymios wrote the chronicle of his village 

in simple, popular language. He had little education, and his 

language is popular demotic. His intention is purely historical: 

he says he has studied ‘old vellum manuscripts, and authentic 

patriarchal and imperial letters’ which he had found in his 

monastery, and there is no reason to disbelieve him. But in his 

simple imagination historical events have become mixed up with 

legends, miracles, and fantastic tales that he narrates with the 

same attention to detail, and the same faith in their reality. 

‘Then St. Euthymios appeared to them and comforted them and 

said . . .’. We are in the world of popular mythology. 

Towards the end of this period another man leads us into this 

same world. He is not uneducated, like the monk Euthymios, 
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nor has he the same credulity, though he has the same faith. 

This is Kosmas the Aetolian. He was born in 1714 in a village 

in Aetolia; he seems to have been a pupil of Voulgaris, and 

from 1760 he started going all round Greece preaching. We find 

him principally in Roumeli and Macedonia, but also in Epirus, 

the Ionian Islands, and Thrace. Memoranda in old books 

and manuscripts testify to the astonishing impression that he 

left among the simple people whom he addressed. Those were 

difficult years for the Greek people, especially for those who 

lived in the country in remote and mountainous regions, where 

many were forcibly converted to Islam. Kosmas the Aetolian 

strengthened these people in their Christian faith, and encour¬ 

aged them to found schools. He seems not to have written his 

sermons but to have improvised them; they were later written 

down from memory by his devoted followers; they have there¬ 

fore the spontaneous and unstudied character of spoken speech, 

without literary or rhetorical ornament; there is a roughness and 

directness which is both Doric and Roumeliot, and which con¬ 

ceals a surprising force. Kosmas combines in the highest form 

the spirit of education and enlightenment with religious faith and 

national consciousness. He may be considered as one of the pre¬ 

cursors of the awakenment of the nation, like Rigas. They met 

with the same fate; in 1779 the Turkish authorities arrested 

Kosmas and executed him. 

Kosmas the Aetolian and the Chronicle of Galaxidi bring us into 

another world, far from the learned world of the Phanariots and 

the literary culture of the Ionian Islands; it is the world of the 

countryside, the backbone of Hellenism. Without education or 

other culture it created its own world, which was so wonderfully 

expressed by the demotic song. At this time, and particularly 

on the mainland, demotic poetry finds a new stimulus in the 

‘klephtic song’. We shall speak of this, and of the demotic song 

in general, in the next chapter. But first we must follow the 

further development of modern Greek Enlightenment. 

second period: 1770-1820 

Greek Enlightenment, according to the distinction we have 

already made (p. 75), after a first introductory phase, entered 

into its peak period in the last decades of the eighteenth century. 
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It was decisively influenced by French culture, and particularly 

by the circle of the Encyclopedistes. We note a greater intellectual 

maturity, which will lead gradually and firmly towards union 

and rehabilitation. 
Josephus Moisiodax (c. 1730-90) was a pupil ofVoulgaris, but 

he also studied abroad and taught in the schools of the princes 

at Bucharest and Jassy. He was distinguished for his progressive 

ideas, especially in relation to the language; he spoke of a 

‘common style’ which he thought, if suitably cultivated, would 

be suitable for any subject. He was interested in mathematics 

and the sciences, and also in ancient literature; but special men¬ 

tion must be made of his concern for educational problems. His 

Education, printed in Venice in 1779, is directly dependent on 

Thoughts Concerning Education by John Locke. 

The increase of intellectual interests, the lively movement of 

ideas, and the ever growing circulation of books that charac¬ 

terized this period naturally raised the language question again. 

What language should be the vehicle for the ‘enlightenment of 

the nation’? The established idea (that ofVoulgaris and his 

followers) was that it should be the ancient language; Moisiodax 

proposed ‘the common style’. In 1789 two learned men at 

Bucharest, one the headmaster of the Academy and the other a 

High Court judge, exchanged a correspondence on the subject, 

taking diametrically opposite sides.1 The headmaster, Lambros 

Fotiadis, was the archaist, and the demoticist was Dimitrios 

Katartzis. For three decades, until 1821, the language struggle 

was kept up with intensity. 

Katartzis (c. 1720/5-1807) has a central place in the debate, 

and indeed through this whole period of the Enlightenment. 

Those who came after forgot his teaching, or allowed it to be¬ 

come forgotten. Most of his work remained unprinted; one of his 

works was printed after ‘translation’ into the learned language. 

Later research (particularly that of K. Th. Dimaras)2 reveals him 

as a distinguished personality, one of the most remarkable of the 

years preceding the revolution. On the language question his 

1 The letters have been printed by N. Doukas, 'H koit’ iiTLTopriv ypap.jxaTiK.ri 

Tept/xidea, 3rd edn., Vienna, 1812, pp. 53-84, and reprinted by K. N. Sathas, 
NeoeWriviKfjs <Pi\o\oylas rtapapTrpxa, Athens, 1870, pp. 154-76. Extracts: A. E. 
Megas, *loTopta tov yXwaaiKov £rjTrjpa.Tos, vol. 2, Athens, 1927, pp. 23-33. 

2 He has written many monographs about Katartzis, and has recently edited 
his EvpioKopeva—see Selected Bibliography. 
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views were radical and sensible; he was also a man of deep 

reflection and progressive vision, a representative example of 

the beneficial effect of the Enlightenment on education and the 

awakening of the people. He exposed his philosophical system 

in the Know Thyself. Katartzis wrote in the popular language 

(as it was spoken in Constantinopolitan circles) without any 

compromise with the learned tradition, and in an individual and 

personal way; and he wrote it systematically and with persistence. 

Perhaps he was ahead of his time; eight years later he was 

obliged to accept a mixed, ‘selected’ language, rather than the 

‘natural’ language he had written up till then. This was really 

a tactical retreat and not a defeat. At all events his main aim 

was a higher one: ‘to help the nation’. 

Though forgotten by those who came after, Katartzis exer¬ 

cised a significant influence upon his contemporaries. Many 

people who were to be important in other fields came from his 

immediate circle and were influenced by his ideas. Of these, the 

most distinguished was, without doubt, Rigas. We have clear 

evidence that Katartzis was fascinated by the qualities of the 

young Rigas, loved him like a father, and helped him with his 

wisdom and his knowledge of politics. In 1791 two scholars 

from Thessaly, G. Konstantas and Daniel Filippidis, published a 

Modern Geography in which the influence of Katartzis is obvious 

not only in the demotic language but also in the general spirit, 

the realistic facing of problems and the desire for knowledge of 

the immediate environment. Athanasios Christopoulos also came 

from the close circle of Katartzis. We shall examine his place 

in modern Greek poetry in another chapter; his contribution 

to the language problem was significant. In 1805 (five years 

before the publication of his Lyrics) he placed himself on the side 

of the champions of the demotic with his Grammar of Aeolo-Doric 

(‘or the Greek language now spoken’). His theory was that the 

modern Greek language was one of the dialects of ancient Greek, 

a mixture of Aeolic and Doric; it had therefore as noble an origin 

as the Attic which the archaists wished to write. This theory was 

altogether mistaken and unscientific, but it strengthened the side 

of the ‘demoticists’ and for a long time ‘Aeolo-Doric’ was used 

as a synonym for modern Greek (or ‘Romaic’ as it used to be 

called). Later, together with the Lyrics, a prose work was printed, 

the Dream, a sort of dialogue between the writer and two ugly 
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painted women, who are the ‘Mixed Barbarian Language’ and 

‘Orthography’. The work, a satire on the theories of Korais for 

the most part, is written in warm, lively language and has 

considerable literary quality; it is not by Christopoulos, as many 

people thought, but must have some connection with his circle. 

Other similar literary or satirical works that take sides in the 

sharp linguistic dispute of the thirty years before the revolution 

are The Most Learned Traveller of Vilaras,1 and the comedy 

Korakistika (1813) by the Phanariot Jakovakis Rizos Neroulos, 

which is written with wit and feeling for the theatre; in the 

latter there is satire obviously directed against Korais. 

The name of Adamantios Korais has been mentioned in the 

foregoing pages. He only entered the linguistic dispute in 1805, 

when he put forward his theory in the preface to one of his books ;2 

its appearance at once gave another turn to the contention. 

Korais proposed a via media to the two parties, the ‘demoticists’ 

(or the ‘vulgarizers’ as they were contemptuously called) and the 

‘archaists’; and he drew the fire of both sides. 

Korais lived eighty-five years, holds a large and important 

place in the history of Greek culture, and marks the third phase 

of modern Greek Enlightenment, in the two decades before the 

revolution (1800-20). He was of Chian descent, born in 1748 in 

Smyrna where he received his elementary education; after a few 

years in Amsterdam, where he helped his father in a commercial 

enterprise, he went to France, studied medicine at Montpellier, 

and after 1788 settled definitely in Paris. He lived through the 

French Revolution and accepted its liberal ideas, he took a keen 

interest in the liberation of his country, and published anonymous 

pamphlets with political tendencies (1798-1803); but at the same 

time he devoted himself to his main work which was his philo¬ 

logical studies and the editing of ancient writers. The Revolution 

found him at the advanced age of seventy-three, and though he 

was not in complete agreement with the outbreak of the move¬ 

ment, he followed the fortunes of his country with a warm and 

youthful ardour, and never ceased to give counsel till his death 
in 1833. 

Korais is first of all a philologist, the first Greek philologist of 

1 Edited posthumously, in the 1st edn. of his works, Corfu, 1827. 
2 IlpoSpoixos 'EWrjVLKijs BifjXioOrjKrjs, Paris, 1805. 
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European authority, completely part of that great advance in 

classical scholarship and in the study of antiquity which charac¬ 

terized the Europe of his time, a friend of Villoison and other 

European savants. He published editions of, and commentaries 

on ancient writers and studied the modern language which he 

rightly saw as the last phase in the history of the same language, 

from ancient times until today. But the significance of Korais in 

modern Greek civilization is not limited to this. With his powerful 

personality and his great authority he influenced a whole age of 

modern Greek letters. On the way towards unity which modern 

Hellenism was then treading, Korais marks the first step. 

It would be a mistake to regard him as a savant, isolated in 

his study; we have seen how closely and intensely he shared in all 

the movements of his time. Fundamentally he was ardent and 

enthusiastic, but his classical education, his experience of life, 

and his liberal and democratic ideas led him towards moderation 

and intellectual balance. The via media, the solution which he pro¬ 

posed for the language question, was also a democratic solution, 

in accordance with his ideas. To depart too far from common 

speech was ‘tyrannical’, while to ‘vulgarize’ was ‘demagogic’. 

Between oligarchy and ochlocracy, Korais stood for democracy 

in its true sense. All members of the nation ought to share in the 

language with ‘democratic equality’. 

Therefore he takes the common spoken language as the basis 

of the written language; but he says that nations can only be 

called enlightened when ‘they bring their language to perfec¬ 

tion’. This is brought about by the ‘beautifying’, the ‘tidying and 

the adorning of the language’. Up to this point, no one will dis¬ 

agree with him; all of the second part of Solomos’s famous 

Dialogue develops this theory of the beautification and cultiva¬ 

tion of the language. But a poet approaches language differently 

from a savant, no matter how profound or how vital he may be. 

While Solomos desired an interior deepening and enrichment of 

the language, the end desired by Korais was merely grammatical 

and limited to the re-establishment of ancient forms of popular 

words (fidri—o/xyuartov, i/japL—oipapiov, etc.). Nevertheless, the 

language of Korais remained much closer to common speech, 

and those whom he most attacked and who most attacked him 

were the ‘mixed barbarian’ archaists. The katharevousa of the 

first years of the Greek state was modelled on the language of 
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Korais. But Korais’s ‘solution’ did not lead to a real solution. 

Its basis was artificial and grammatical; and apart from this, 

the learned writers of the liberated nation more and more 

abandoned his moderate principles as the years went by, and 

returned towards archaism. 



V 

THE DEMOTIC SONG 

The demoticsong has a place of its own in modern Greek 

literature and, more generally, in the intellectual life of 

modern Greece. This not only on account of its undoubted 

poetical quality, which places it much higher than the usual 

popular song of the village or town, but also because it always 

remained near to learned and personal poetry, had a strong 

influence upon it, and often determined its modes of expression. 

We have seen how The Epic of Digenis Akritas, the first monument 

of modern Greek literature, was closely connected with the 

‘Akritic’ demotic songs; we have followed the constant presence 

of the demotic songs in the romances of chivalry or the kata- 

logia, and we have emphasized the demotic character of Cretan 

poetry, in the sense that in verse and expression it was close to 

the established modes of the demotic song (Chortatsis was less so, 

Kornaros more). Solomos was to give a new urge to his poetry, 

because of what he learned from the demotic songs, and we 

may follow its continuous presence and influence up to the poets 

of our own time. It is not too much to say, that the advance 

of the poets towards complete expression in modern Greek is 

a continuous and constantly revised adaptation to the modes of 

expression of the demotic song. 

The demotic song is also without doubt the means by which 

the people gave the most authoritative expression to its world and 

to its personality. What we call the soul of a people, its griefs, 

and its desires, and even its historical adventures are to be found 

crystallized in the poetical expression of the song. It is natural 

that it should invite the enthusiasm of all who have approached 

it, from Fauriel, who first made it known to the western world, 

until our own days. Goethe in a letter to his son in 1815 speaks 

of the modern Greek demotic song as ‘the finest that we know, 

8157215 G 
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from the point of view of lyric, dramatic, and epic poetry’.1 He 

also translated one of the finest: 

Olympus and Mount Kissavos, those mountains were at 
strife . . . 

The demotic song, then, is something that appears parallel 

with other poetry throughout the ages, and cannot be classed 

with the works of any determinate period. Certain songs, such 

as the Akritica, are older than the first monument of learned 

literature; the roots of the demotic song perhaps go back 

even further; and yet the songs are still performed. However, 

although the demotic song still survives and is sung, it is a sur¬ 

vival, kept up as a ‘tradition’, in the folklore sense of the word. It 

is still sung at weddings and village feasts and on other occasions 

of social life, mainly in remote districts and in small provincial 

towns (how long this will go on, and how far it will remain 

genuine and unchanged by foreign influence or by tourism is 

another question); but it does not live creatively, and new songs 

are not composed (apart from odd couplets in the islands and 

elsewhere). The demotic song flourished for the last time with 

the ‘klephtic song’ of the eighteenth century and the years 

immediately preceding the War of Independence, and chiefly in 

mainland Greece, where we have found the Chronicle of Galaxidi 

and Kosmas the Aetolian (see pp. 76-7). 

For this reason it has seemed better to treat the demotic song 

in its entirety at this point. It rises to its height after a long 

development and expresses the robust and warlike spirit of the 

mountain dwellers of Epirus and of mainland Greece who as 

‘klephts’ or armatoli were generally under arms and were perhaps 

the most significant element in the struggle for unification and 

the re-establishment of Hellenism. It is indeed true that the 

learning of Korals and the political experience of the Phanariots 

and many other elements united to produce the happy result, 

but the burden of the war fell on these hardy and warlike 

mountaineers who sang and were sung of in the klephtic 

songs: Kolokotronis, Makrygiannis, Kara'iskakis. Makrygiannis, 

1 In a letter to his son, August, 5 July 1815: ‘Ein Freund der Neugriechen war 
bei mir, der Lieder dieses Volkes mit sich fiihrt, das Kostlichste in dem Sinne 
der lyrisch-dramatisch-epischen Poesie, was wir kennen.’ For his translations see 
K. Dieterich, ‘Goethe und die neugriechische Volksdichtung’, Hellas- Jahrbuch 1929, 
pp. 61-81 (cf. S. Kougeas, Nea 'Earla, 11 (1932), 621 ff.). 
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besieged on the Acropolis, gave expression to his grief by im¬ 
provising a klephtic song: 

The sun is set—friend Greek, it’s set— 

the moon is lost to sight, 

And the clear morning star that seeks the Pleiades, 

The four are talking secretly . . d 

Not all the songs are of this high quality. Folklorists have 

rightly divided the songs into two main categories, the ‘songs 

proper’ which ‘accompany all the expressions of people living 

a natural or a civilized life’, and the narrative songs or ‘ballads’, 

which ‘presuppose considerable poetical preparation, maturity, 

tradition, and art’.1 2 The people call the latter paraloges (vapa- 

Aoyes) and they are more perfect from a literary point of view, 

and more interesting. 

The simplest of the ‘songs proper’3 are the work songs, those 

which maintain the rhythm of some human task, for instance 

rowing, and those which accompany various feasts or popular 

customs, for instance the kalanda (carols). The swallow songs are 

interesting; they are sung on 1 March by small children from 

door to door, holding a toy swallow in their hands. The custom 

has come down from antiquity; a ‘swallow song’ by Athenaeus 

is like those sung today: 

The swallow is here 

Bringing good seasons 

Bringing good years. 

(Athenaeus viii. 60) 

The swallow is here, 

And the nightingale dear; 

She sat and gave tongue, 

And sweet was her song. 

(A. Passow, Tpayovoia 

PcopauKa, no. cccvii) 

Another large class is that of children’s songs, whether to be sung 

by children themselves or to them by their elders; such are the 

raxrapLG/jiaTa (sung by mothers when they rock the baby in their 

arms) and the cradle songs or lullabies; some of them are remark¬ 

able for their lyrical quality: 

1 General Makrygiannis, ATrofj.vrjfj.ovevij.aTa, ed. J. Vlachogiannis, 2nd edn., 

Athens, 1947, vol. 1, p. 285. The Memoirs of General Makriyannis, edited and trans¬ 

lated by H. A. Lidderdale, London, 1966, p. hi. 

2 St. Kyriakidis, 'EAArfviKij Aaoyparf>la, vol. 1, Ta fivrffieia tov Aoyov, 2nd edn. 

Athens, 1965, pp. 48-9. 

3 For the division of the ‘songs proper’ see ibid., pp. 52-99. 
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O sleep my star, o sleep my dawn, o sleep my small new moon, 
Sleep to make glad the eyes of him who’ll take you for his own. 
I’ve sent unto the City for the gold you are to wear, 
To Venice for your gown, and for the diamonds for your hair.1 

Among the ‘songs proper’ are grouped those that are bound 

up with the most significant events in a man’s life, love, marriage, 

and death, and exile, which the Greek people have always felt 

to be a great misfortune. The marriage songs are more closely 

connected with ritual, but in the love songs a pure lyricism 

wells out freely, which surprises us with its freshness and grace. 

They are often confined to distichs, lianotragouda or amanedes, 

patinades or mantinades, but many are longer and more consciously 

composed, differing little from the ballads. 

The songs of death are of a higher lyricism; these are the 

mirologia (the word is Byzantine), according to Fauriel ‘the 

richest vein of modern Greek popular poetry’.2 This sort of 

lament is customary among all peoples. We find it widespread in 

ancient Greece; in the Iliad (xxiv. 719) some ‘minstrels, leaders 

of mourning’, come and sit near the corpse of Hector, and women 

accompany their songs with wailing, something in the manner of 

the professional mourners of today. The people have preserved 

the ancient Greek feeling in their laments, quite uninfluenced by 

Christian eschatology. There is no distinction between heaven 

and hell; the dead go to the ‘underworld’ which is black and 

decaying, and no longer rejoice in the ‘world above’ with its 

grace and beauty; many of the mirologia, while lamenting the 

dead, hymn the beauties of nature and the spring: 

It did not fit, it did not suit you to be laid in earth, 
A garden in the month of May is what was meant for you, 
Between two apple trees to lie, between three orange trees, 
That blossom might fall over you, and apples at your feet, 
And round your throat carnations dark and crimson should 

be growing.3 

Like this is the laconic distich, that Athanasios Diakos is said to 

have sung as he was led to his martyrdom: 

See what a time Death chose for you, to take you to your doom, 
Just when the earth grows green again, and branches are in bloom.4 

1 N. G. Politis, 'ExXo-yai, no. 153. 

1 C. Fauriel, Chantspopulaires de la Grice moderns, vol. 1, Paris, 1824, Introduction 

p. cxxxv. 3 Politis, 'ExXoyal, no. 196. * Ibid., no. 212. 
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A particular class of mirologia, called those ‘of the Under¬ 

world and Chares’, revolves round Chares, the tragic personifica¬ 

tion of Death created by popular thought out of Charon, the 

ancient ferryman of the Styx. He is commonly imagined as 

gigantic in height, invincible, generally clad in black, a horseman 

who pulls the dead on to his horse, and sheds terror all around: 

Why are the mountains all so black, why do they stand in tears ? 

Is it the wind that beats on them, is it the rain that lashes? 

’Tis not the wind that beats on them, ’tis not the rain that lashes, 

But it is Charos that goes by, with his dead passengers, 

He puts the young in front of him, he puts the old behind him, 

The tender little babes he takes, he puts upon his saddle.1 

He is deaf and unrelenting to the prayers of the living. Popular 

imagination represents him dining with his wife, the Charontissa, 

and a young girl entertaining them; it also gave him a mother, 

who is sorry for the dead, and in vain beseeches her son to have 

pity on them. One of the most beautiful and most widely known 

songs about the slender girl who ‘boasted that she had no fear 

of Charos’, attains the perfection of the ballads and a really 

tragic profundity: Charos, as representative of inexorable fate, 

punishes the hybris of the young woman.2 

The mirologi was particularly cultivated in the Mani (southern 

Peloponnese), where it acquired a character of its own. It is sung 

by professional mourners, following a strict convention; the verse 

is not the common decapentesyllable, but a shorter, eight- 

syllable line. The Mani, that wild, isolated, warlike region, re¬ 

tained a character of its own and an austerity in its social and 

family life, which springs from its customs (and from the practice 

of the vendetta). The Maniot mirologia have not the character 

of relief for sorrow which is found in other Greek laments; they 

are heavy and oppressive and hardly go beyond relating the 

circumstances. ‘What distinguishes the Maniot mirologi [writes 

J. Apostolakis]3 is the flood of sentiment and the lack of imagina¬ 

tion. The Maniot faces life with its events naked and unadorned, 

and his bare, almost materialistic expression of them is a physical 

relief to him.’ A peculiar region, with an interest all its own. 

1 Passow 409; Politis 218. 

2 A very popular song, with many variations: Passow 413-19; Politis 217. 

3 J. Apostolakis, To kAc^tiko rpayovSi, Athens, 1950, P- 103. 
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There are many things in common between the mirologia and 

the klephtic songs. Often a klephtic song is a mirologi, and vice 

versa; they are both the most lyrical form of the demotic song. 

We shall speak of the klephtic songs later on. Of the other non¬ 

ballad songs we must mention the satirical songs (often charming 

on account of their popular humour), the gnomic songs, and 

above all the historical songs. These, too, often come near to the 

mirologia in expression (as in the famous ‘St. Sophia’ song about 

the fall of Constantinople); others recount events along more or 

less formal lines. The most ancient are of Byzantine times, about 

events in Pontus at the beginning of the twelfth century, about 

the sack of Adrianople in 1361, and a whole series celebrates the 

conflicts of the Suliots against Ali Pasha; these are the last that 

are of interest. The songs about the War of Independence are 

insignificant, and those later are much inferior. Sometimes the 

song broadens into a sort of metrical chronicle, half demotic and 

half learned, especially in Cyprus and Crete, where a class of 

poets still exists, the piitarides (voLrjTdprjSes). Such a song, by the 

Cretan Pantzelios, relates the actions and the violent death of 

Daskalogiannis, leader of a revolution in Crete after the Orloflf 

rising (1771); we are on the frontier line between popular and 

personal poetry. 

We placed the narrative songs at the topmost rung of demotic 

poetry. We can divide these also into categories, into the Akritica 

and the narrative songs proper—those which are popularly 

called paraloges. S. P. Kyriakidis1 produced strong reasons for 

finding their origins in the last period of the ancient world. The 

very word tragoudi [rpayovSt = song) takes us back to antiquity, 

and we know that by the first century a.d. the word tragodia 

(rpaycpSla = tragedy) meant song. But the word paralogi (and 

the medieval katalogi) also has an ancient origin. At the end of 

the ancient world its highest literary creation, tragedy, had 

become dissolved into its component elements; the actors pro¬ 

duced the dialogue only, and not all of it, others sang only the 

choral parts. (‘To sing a tragedy’ or rpaycpSeiv came simply to 

mean ‘to sing’). Apart from this division between the sung and 

spoken part, another division grew up between singing and act¬ 

ing. The actor was gradually displaced by the gesticulator, who 

1 In his excellent study: Al laropiKal apxal T-fjs 8rjp.d>Sovs veoeW-qviKrjs voirioecos, 

Thessaloniki, 1934; 2nd edn., 1954. 
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expressed himself only by mime. In the later centuries such silent 

performances were widespread; this was the ‘tragic pantomime’, 

whose subject was most often taken from mythology. The per¬ 

formance was accompanied by a song specially written, and 

adapted to the requirements of the pantomime, and naturally it 

related or ‘sang’ (eVpaydjSei) the events of the myth. These songs 

and dances became very popular and were sung (as Libanius tells 

us in the fourth century a.d.)1 by children or young servants 

going along the streets to do the shopping, while the dancers 

were invited to private houses, to banquets, and weddings, for 

which St. John Chrysostom severely castigates the Christians. 

These songs and dances are the remote origin of the paraloges 

according to Kyriakidis’s theory. It is not without interest that 

until quite recently the paraloges were sung by the people, 

especially at weddings, as dance songs. 

Some of the narrative songs sung by the people are distin¬ 

guished by their tragic myth, and thus give further support to 

Kyriakidis’s theory. But the question is when they really took the 

shape in which they have been handed down to us by tradition. 

It would be of extreme interest if the time and place at which 

each song took form for the first time could be ascertained, and 

the way in which it spread across the country. The Swiss scholar 

Samuel Baud-Bovy attempted this in his admirable study La 

Chanson populaire grecque du Dodecanese (1936), and his conclusions 

are convincing and enlightening. 

Thus the earliest narrative songs that have been preserved 

must be considered to be the well-known Akritica. They are 

immediately recognized for their antiquity by their mention of 

Arabs and Saracens and above all by their heroic and epic con¬ 

tent. We are in a world of single combat and personal bravery, 

and what is outstanding is the courage and physical strength of 

the heroes, which attain a supernatural degree: 

He slew a thousand as he went, two thousand as he came, 
And at his joyful coming back there was not any left.2 

The supernatural element is everywhere present. The warrior 

converses with his horse, and the horses (the warrior’s com¬ 

panions) are also exalted to a noble and heroic level. The songs 

1 Libanius, Oratio Ixiv pro saltatoribus, ed. Foerster, vol. 4, p. 493 (Teubner). 

2 Politis, 'ExXo-yaL, no. 70, vv. 37-8. 
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were created among men whose sole occupation was war; the 

same world as that of the Iliad. There is no softer note in their 

rough life. Love plays no part; the woman belongs to the same 

warlike environment, sometimes she is ‘the slender heroine’, like 

Maximo of the epic. The songs must have come to birth in the 

heroic age of Byzantium, in the ninth and tenth centuries, and 

in Asia Minor, whence they spread all over Greece and into 

the neighbouring Slav countries. The best-known are those of 

Armouris, of the Sons of Andronicus, of Porfyris, of the Castle of the 

Fair Lady (this in dodecasyllables), and the cycle of songs about 

the death of Digenis (these last seem to have taken on their final 

form in Cyprus). 

Baud-Bovy places in the same period and place (Asia Minor) 

two of the ballads most widely known in all Greece, The Bridge 

of Arta and The Dead Brother.1 Here the same manly and in¬ 

exorable world dominates as in the Akritica, with an admixture of 

supernatural and also of tragic elements, and the appearance of 

an implacable fate. It is of no significance that the first song is 

best known as The Bridge of Arta; the most authentic versions, in 

fact, call it The Hair Bridge and come from Asia Minor. It is the 

tragic story of the master-builder’s wife who must be sacrificed 

to make the bridge stand firm. The song of the Dead Brother 

is even more startling in its tragedy; it is the ghostly story of 

‘The Mother with nine sons of hers, and with her only daughter’, 

and the dead brother raised from the grave by the mother’s 

curse to fulfil his promise and bring back her daughter who 

has been married in foreign parts—a theme similar to that 

of the well-known Ballad of Leonora. This song spread from 

Asia Minor, where it was composed, all over Greece and, as 

research has shown, passed later into the Slav countries and 
elsewhere. 

Another well-known and widespread ballad, that of Chartzianis 

(or the Sun-born Maiden)2 is inspired by a different spirit. Here 

the erotic element makes its first appearance, connected with that 

of fraud; the hero dresses as a woman and presents himself to 

the woman he loves as her cousin, in order to obtain her. No 

version of it has come to us from Asia Minor. Baud-Bovy places 

it in the Dodecanese in the twelfth century. 

1 S. Baud-Bovy, La Chanson grecque, pp. 163-74. Politis, nos. 92 and 89. 

2 ‘‘‘'Trjs Aioyevi’TjTTjs”, Politis no. 74. 
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Here, in the Dodecanese, and more generally in the islands of 

the Aegean, a whole series of songs had its origin; they are very 

different in spirit from those we have previously mentioned. They 

are mainly love-songs, with a young girl as the central figure and 

love as the main sentiment: The Abandoned One, The Bridesmaid 

Who Became a Bride, etc.1 They belong to the time of the Frankish 

occupation, from the thirteenth to the fifteenth century, the age 

of the romances of love and chivalry, among which we found 

many katalogia of the same sort. Here the Frankish influence is 

strong and easily discernible, the tone is mainly lyrical, and 

there is a sweetness which fits well with the climate of the islands 

and the character of the people—the same tone which is reflected 

in the Erotopaignia. 

Among the love-songs, Baud-Bovy distinguishes a group in 

which the central figure is a girl, not the typical virgin, but the 

mistress or the unfaithful wife. These songs show a relaxation 

in morals and an environment like that which we meet in 

the poems of Sachlikis; their origin must be Crete, from the 

thirteenth and fourteenth centuries (the earliest songs) to the 

sixteenth. Others again, including the few nautical songs [Kyr 

Vorias and The Travelling Girl),2 3 come from islands which obtained 

a nautical pre-eminence in the seventeenth and eighteenth cen¬ 

turies. There is a strange shifting of the centres of the demotic 

song from east to west; finally several ballads, such as the most 

tragic Murderous Mother3 (older than the sixteenth century) may 

be placed in mainland Greece. But it was here, mainly in the 

eighteenth century, that an outstanding type of demotic song- 

developed, which was also the last stage of its creative evolution : 

the klephtic song. 
Throughout the Turkish occupation the loss of liberty and the 

misery, particularly of the mountain people, impelled the in¬ 

habitants of Greece to acts of resistance against the occupiers. 

Thus the ‘klephts’ camt into existence; the word simply means 

a thief, but the original depreciatory meaning was lost and the 

klepht came to mean the man who never submitted and the 

combatant for liberty. 

1 “Trjs lA'noXrjap.ovrjjj.ivrys’'', “Tfjs KovpTrdpas ndyivt vv<f>T)”, Politis nos. 82, 83. 

2 “Tov Kvp Bopia”, Politis no. 88; “Kopr) Ta^iSevTpia”, Fauriel, vol. 2, 95, 

Passow 476 (cf. Baud-Bovy, La Chanson grecque, pp. 266, 258). 

3 Passow 462, 463; Politis 41. 
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Against these dangerous guerillas the Turkish authority or¬ 

ganized the armatoli, a regular body, often composed of former 

klephts, who were responsible for order in each district. Even 

before the fall of Constantinople the Sultan Murad II had been 

obliged to form the first headquarters of armatoli in Agrapha, the 

dangerous mountain region in the west of mainland Greece. The 

next seems to have been that on Olympus, the highest mountain 

in Greece, which became the chief home and refuge of the 

klephts, and is frequently named in klephtic songs. Klephts and 

armatoli, though opposed, were both warriors, lived the same 

rough life, and created a wild, heroic world of their own, whence 

sprang the klephtic song. 

In some respects, the conditions now obtaining were like those 

in which the akritic songs came to birth. But the klephtic song 

is, in spirit and in form, quite different from that of the akrites. 

It is not a narrative song, but belongs to the category of ‘songs 

proper’. It does not relate events, nor do the klephts perform 

supernatural or improbable actions. If the akrites were dis¬ 

tinguished by their bodily strength, the klephts are distinguished 

by their brave spirit, as the most authoritative student of the 

klephtic song, J. Apostolakis, has well observed: ‘The demotic 

poet does not base his song on the data of time and place and 

psychology, so much as on the outstanding spirit of the hero, 

and still more upon his conception of Man.’1 Formed during a 

period of preparation for liberty, the klephtic song is ‘the robust 

pattern of a new type of Greek’,2 that which was to be brought 

to birth by the revolution of 1821. According to Apostolakis we 

are not to seek the successor of the klephtic song among the 

insignificant historical songs of the War of Independence, but 

in Solomos’s Hymn to Liberty.3 

In its most genuine form the klephtic song is, therefore, lyrical. 

‘A deep emotion lies behind the conception of the song’,4 and 

this emotion takes lyric form. A common device is the dialogue 

between the chief characters themselves or with other persons, 

purposeless questions, or situations in which mountains, clouds, 

and birds speak, and contribute to the moral tone: 

What ails the mounts of Zichna that they stand so bare and sad ? 

Is it the hail that beats on them, is it the stormy winter? 

1 To K\e<t>Tu<o rpayovSi, p. 106. 2 Ibid., p. 96. 

3 Ibid., p. 145. * Ibid., p. hi. 
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The hail it does not beat on them, nor does the stormy winter, 

It’s Nikotsaras who is fighting with three vilayets.1 

Or 

Thus says the cuckoo on the branch, the partridge on the hill 

And thus the women of Plagia say in their black lament.2 

An entirely individual motif, a most genuinely lyrical invention 

which became the formal beginning of most klephtic songs, is 

the three birds which ask after the klepht or lament him: 

Three little birds were sitting on the ridge, the hiding-place; 

And one looked towards Almyros, the other towards Valtos, 

The third one and the best of them spake this lament and said . . ,3 

The music of the klephtic songs is of the same sort, in lyrical 

stanzas with an entirely free rhythm; they are therefore sung 

seated (they are ‘songs of the table’) and never danced. 

By and large we may divide the klephtic songs into two main 

categories: those which refer to one person (to a klepht, such as 

Zidros, Stournaris, or Gyftakis) or to one event, and those which 

speak generally of the life of the klephts with its joys and diffi¬ 

culties. Apostolakis4 only considered the first group genuine, in 

the sense that it was composed at the time of and with a lively 

feeling for the events; the later group was composed at a sub¬ 

sequent period when the life of the klephts was no longer a 

reality, but something distant which was idealized by men who 

were no longer themselves heroic. 

THE TECHNIQUE 

The most usual form of verse in the demotic song is the 

decapentesyllable, which we have seen is used almost without 

exception even in personal poetry. There is no rhyme in the 

demotic song, with rare exceptions, and these are generally 

much later. Rhyme was used only in one genre, and was the 

cause of its creation: the distichs or lianotragouda, widespread 

throughout all Greece, but especially in Crete and the islands, 

where they are living till this day and are still a creative form. 

In their terse form they express their meaning succinctly: some 

are gnomic, but most of them are erotic: 

He who is young and does not fly with clouds when they are driven 

By the north wind, one wonders why life to him has been given. 

1 Passow 78-9; Politis 61 b. 2 Passow 120, etc. 

3 Fauriel, vol. 1, p. 4; Politis no. 49. 4 Op. cit., pp. 88 ff. 
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Ah wert thou but the lemon tree and I the mountain snow, 

That I might melt and over your cool branches I might flow. 

You left me and you went away and now my poor heart grieves, 

Just like an abandoned church, in a city sacked by thieves.1 

The age-old tradition and cultivation of the demotic song 

created some conventional motifs, certain forms of expression, i.e. 

a special language with its own rules. One of the most funda¬ 

mental is the isometrical or symmetrical correspondence of form 

and content (Kyriakidis),2 a principle obtaining in all forms of 

popular art: every unit of sense corresponds to a unit of form. 

Metrical enjambment is a thing unknown in the demotic song. 

And as the decapentesyllable, the usual form of verse, is divided 

into two half-lines of eight and seven syllables, the principle of 

isometry also determines the relations of the two half-lines to each 

other; we have a kind of balance between them: 

In the night the armatoli, and at the dawn the klephts— 

O ye trees blossom if you will, or wither if you will. 

In many lines we have a further division in the first hemistich 

into two four-syllable parts, and thus the line is divided into 
three: 

O mother mad, mother insane, and mother without wit— 

Strikes on the right, strikes on the left, and strikes before and aft. 

Often this balance between the half-lines is completed by a third 

unit of meaning which occupies a whole line, and thus re¬ 

establishes the equilibrium of metre and meaning: 

He takes the deer still living, and he takes the wild beasts tamed, 

He takes a tiny little fawn bound tightly to his saddle. 

O take the sun to be your face, the moon to be your breast, 

And take the black crow’s wing to be the ribbon of your brow. 

In this case another principle of folk literature is also at work, the 
well-known ‘rule of three’. 

Often in the second hemistich we have a simple completion of 

the line which adds nothing, but generally this addition enlarges 

the picture and leads us nearer to the poetical centre: 

It was dawning in the east, and reddening in the west; 

1 Politis nos. 2337', 135 p.s', vj3'. 

2 S. Kyriakidis, 'Ii yeveats tov Siotl^ov Kal r/ dpxv rfjs laofxeTptas, Thessaloniki, 

1947- 
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or we have a gradual increase in intensity: 

On a feast day, on a Sunday, on a holiday; 

or in clarity: 

They fired three gun-shots after him, the one after the other, 
The first one hit him in the side, the second in the head, 
The third and the most deadly hit him right between the eyes. 

Sometimes the heightening of power comes with a change of 
tense (aorist to present): 

And they lamented and they spake, and they lament and speak. 

The language of the demotic song is remarkable for its expres¬ 

sive force and its clarity, the phrase is ‘simple, nervous, and 

matter-of-fact’.1 Apostolakis well observes that it is based on the 

noun and verb, that is, on the solid world of facts, and not on the 

fancy represented by the adjective. ‘The nature of the actual 

thing, and its changes, which the adjective conveys absolutely and 

timelessly, is expressed by the demotic poet definitely by the verb 

and in time.’2 

The demotic song, we must never forget, is not ‘mere poetry’ 

but is inextricably joined with music, and is always sung. This 

is not the place to speak of the special characteristics of Greek 

popular music, and its difference from that of western Europe 

and from that which is typically Oriental, though it indeed 

belongs to the Oriental family. Although there are vital differ¬ 

ences between, for example, a Roumeliot, an insular, and a 

Cretan song, there are some features common to all Greek 

music. The musical modes are not restricted to the Western major 

and minor, and the scales make use of intervals slightly greater 

and smaller than a semitone. For this reason there is no greater 

falsification of the popular music than its accompaniment on a 

piano. In this respect popular music resembles that of Byzantium, 

which also inherited elements from ancient Greek music. The 

rhythms also are different: they are not the usual forms of 

western music (2/4, 3/4, 6/8, etc.); in this, too, they are indi¬ 

vidual and ‘irrational’ (5/8, 7/8). The 7/8 rhythm (that of the 

Syrtbs-Kalamatianos) is the most common and the most wide¬ 

spread throughout Greece; it is a triple rhythm punctuated thus 

1 C. Fauriel, op. cit., vol. 1, p. cxxxii. 

2 J. Apostolakis, op. cit., p. 171. 
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• • • • or - ^ '-'j but the long first note is equivalent not to two 

short but to one and a half. Thr. Georgiadis1 2 3 has demonstrated 

that, according to ancient musical theory, this was the rhythm 

of the Homeric hexameter and that the relation of the long to 

the two short syllables was there also 'irrational", i.e. not 2:2 

but 1^:2. 
Most of the songs are not only sung but also danced. Few are 

never danced, and among these, as we saw, are the klephtic 

songs. The klephtic songs are sung according to a peculiar 

strophic system, ‘the klephtic strophe’the singer sings the first 

vfifteen-syllable) line, and proceeds to the first hemistich of the 

second: then he repeats all of the second line and the first hemi¬ 

stich of the third, and so on. each time singing a line and a half 

as a unit. In other songs the singer often breaks the line or inserts 

small units called grrismata (yvplanar a' or tsak:smaia 1, raa Go-tiara \ 

which give great variety and elasticity to the song. 

As with the songs, there is great variety in the dances. Among 

the most common, as tee saw, is the Syrtas-Kalamatiands. The 

admirable tsarnikos is heavy, Doric, and manly, with its triple 

rhythm, which corresponds to the ancient iambus. The dances of 

Macedonia and die Morea have a special nobility, while the 

island dances have a feminine charm and delicacy; those of Crete 

are particularly distinguished by a wonderful elegance and swift¬ 

ness, while dtose of Asia Minor and Pontus pn which weapons 

often figure) are astonishingly dynamic. Greek dances are srrtoi, 

that is, they are danced in line, and not in couples, with the 

foremost dancer 'dragging' the rest. The term is ancient: in an 

inscription of the first century a.d. from Boeotia there is mention 

of a landowner who 'piously performed the traditional dance of 

the rrrtoi'J It is only in the islands that knew Frankish influence 

that some dances (for instance, the hallos) are exceptionally 
danced by couples. 

THE COLLECTIONS 

It was during the Greek War of Independence that, from a 

spirit of Philhellenism, and under the influence of the Romantic 

1 Thr. Georgiadis, Der neugritchische Rh.thmus, Hamburg, 1040. pp. qS -121. 

2 See S. Baud-Bow. ‘Sur la strophe de la chanson cleftique', Milages H. 
Gregoire, vol. 2, Brussels, 195a, pp. 53-78. 

3 rrp- ran- auprcdv rrdrpiov opxrjaiv deooefitis errcrcAtcm, I.G. vii. 27 12. lines 66 f. 
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movement, Fauriel became interested in the demotic songs, and 

published them in two volumes (1824-5) > at the same time the 

German scholar Werner von Haxthausen was making a collec¬ 

tion, but he gave it up when he learned of Fauriel’s intention; 

his collection was published only a few years ago.1 The collec¬ 

tions of A. Manousos (1850) and S. Zambelios (1852) come 

from the Heptanesian circle of Solomos. The versatile and rich 

collection of the German scholar A. Passow (i860) used the basic 

methods of textual criticism. There are also many collections of 

songs of particular regions. 

How much confidence are we to place in the accuracy of these 

collections? The early and the partial collections perhaps give us 

the most genuine texts; the comprehensive collections often alter 

the text because of entirely subjective criteria and arbitrary taste. 

A typical example is the collection of Zambelios. The Selections 

from the Songs of the Greek People of N. G. Politis (1st edn., 1914) 

were edited with absolute philological conscientiousness. The 

editor compared the variant versions of each song, and thus 

established his text, ‘putting in’ as he said ‘nothing of his own, 

not a word nor a letter’. But this conscientious philological 

method is not the one most recommended for a form so peculiar 

as the demotic song, as the criticism of Apostolakis has shown us.2 

The verses of the various versions may, in isolation, be genuine, 

but when thus arbitrarily put together by the editor they do not 

constitute an organic whole, but an inorganic compilation. The 

motifs of equal value, used by the variants to express the same or 

a similar meaning, lose their independence and are jumbled 

together by Politis. Though the sense proper is retained by this 

method, the aesthetic connection of the song is lost. 

The problem of editing the songs has not yet found a solution. 

Among later collections only those of D. Petropoulos and of 

the Academy of Athens have taken account of the criticism 

of Apostolakis and have tried to deal with the difficulty. 

1 Werner von Haxthausen, Neugriechische Volkslieder, Urtext und Ubersetzung, 

herausgegeben von Karl Schulte Kemminghausen und Gustav Soyter, Munster 

i. W., 1935. 
2 J. Apostolakis, To Stjimotiko rpayovSt, I : 01 crvWoyes, Athens, ig2g, pp. 134- 

273- 
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VI 

THE DECADES PRECEDING THE 

WAR OF INDEPENDENCE 

RIG AS—CHRISTOPOULOS—VI LARAS 

The last decade of the eighteenth century and the first 

two of the nineteenth were most critical and important 

years for modern Hellenism. Everything shows that the en¬ 

slaved and scattered nation was slowly but surely approaching 

a new unity and was nearing the final liberation. Political and 

social conditions were radically changed for the better, parti¬ 

cularly after the Russo-Turkish war of 1787-92 (although the 

failure of the Orloff rising brought about terrible destruction, 

especially in the Peloponnese). An enlightened Greek aristocracy 

had sprung up in the Danubian principalities around the Phana- 

riot princes; education was becoming ever more widespread, new 

schools were founded (for example, at Kydoniai and elsewhere), 

and old schools were reformed in accordance with new principles. 

Commercial companies were organizing an export trade, found¬ 

ing branches abroad, and amassing considerable wealth; as early 

as 1771 Korais went to Amsterdam as representative of his 

father’s business firm. Islands such as Chios, Hydra, and Spetsai 

created a whole merchant navy; other commercial companies 

and partnerships in Thessaly and northern Greece were in direct 

contact with Vienna, and extended their activities throughout 

the whole Austro-Hungarian empire. In small towns in western 

Macedonia (such as Siatista and Kastoria), in Ambelakia in 

Thessaly, and in Hydra and Spetsai great mansions were built 

that looked from the outside like towers, but inside had a refined 

decoration where European rococo blended happily with motifs 

taken from local folk art. The period is marked by economic 

prosperity, the rise of the middle class, the widening of interests, 
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and the thirst for education, and at the same time by a deeper 

national consciousness and a desire for liberation. 

In the fiery personality of Rigas all the tendencies of con¬ 

temporary Hellenism seemed to meet, and his activities coincided 

with the last decade of the eighteenth century. He was born 

(probably in 1757) in the small Thessalian village of Velestino 

(he always called himself ‘Velestinlis’; ‘Pheraios’ is an archaism 

invented in later times). He received the basic education offered 

by the schools of his home country; at about the age of twenty 

he went to Constantinople as clerk to the noble family of 

Ypsilantis, and thence to Wallachia, as clerk to the prince 

Mavrogenis (1786-90) and as sub-prefect (kaimakam) of a small 

area. In 1790-1 he went to Vienna where his first books were 

printed; he returned to Wallachia (where he seems to have held 

some landed property) and went back again to Vienna in 1796. 

Here he launched out upon a vigorous political and national line 

of activity. He printed his famous maps (especially his great map 

of Greece) and a picture of Alexander the Great; he translated 

Metastasio and the Abbe Barthelemy and published revolution¬ 

ary pamphlets and songs (the Constitution of Greece and the War 

Song). This caused him to be eyed with suspicion by the Austrian 

authorities, who arrested him at Trieste when he was about to 

leave for Greece, and after close examination handed him over to 

the Turkish provincial governor of Belgrade, where Rigas and 

seven of his companions were secretly strangled on 24 June 1798 

and their bodies thrown into the Danube. Thus Rigas consum¬ 

mated his patriotic activities by the sacrifice of his life. Korais, 

his senior by ten years, made prompt mention of the fact in his 

hortatory pamphlet Brotherly Teaching. Two months earlier, in 

April 1798, Dionysios Solomos was born at Zakynthos. 

Rigas is the forerunner and the first martyr of Greek liberty. 

Later history and the national conscience have rightly given him 
that place. 

ATrep/xar’ eXevhepl-rjs 6 &epa.Los crneipev doiSd?.1 

So runs the inscription in classical Greek on the pedestal of his 

statue in front of the University of Athens. His importance in 

the history of the nation is infinitely greater than in its literature. 

1 The Pheraean singer sowed the seeds of Liberty. 
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Nevertheless, Rigas was a vigorous and versatile personality; the 

descriptions of his contemporaries and such portraits as have 

come down to us show him to have been full of vitality and the 

joy of life, highly imaginative, and easily moved. He was agree¬ 

able in manner, spoke many languages, sang his own songs, 

and accompanied himself. As we have said, all the tendencies 

in the Hellenism of his time meet in this vital character, and his 

intellectual and literary work must be counted as part of his 
patriotic activity. 

His first work, The School for Delicate Lovers (Vienna, 1790), is 

a collection of six short love-stories, the first in modern Greek 

literature, which research has lately shown to be translated from 

Restif de la Bretonne, a voluminous and second-rate French 

author;1 in the preface, the translator expresses the wish ‘to 

please and be of use’. And indeed these tales, with the fascina¬ 

tion of the smart Parisian world, now rendered in a language 

without literary cultivation, yet simple and easy to understand, 

had a considerable success. In 1792, two years later, and again 

in Vienna, an unknown writer published a similar work, The 

Results of Love, ‘for the pleasure and delight of noble youths’. 

These are three original tales, in which the Greek tselebis and 

kokones of Constantinople and Wallachia replace the messieurs and 

dames of the School. The unknown writer, far more than Rigas, 

inserts in his stories little popular poems which circulated either 

with their music or in manuscript anthologies. They represent 

the taste of a wider public, and it is strange how they combine 

eastern voluptuousness and melancholy with a premature and 

confused romanticism. 

Simultaneously with the School, in 1790, Rigas published (also 

in Vienna) a handbook of physics derived from French and 

German books. He also announced for future publication a trans¬ 

lation of the Esprit des Lois of Montesquieu. The spirit of the 

French Enlightenment together with popular science was to be 

offered to the service of the nation. This parallel publication of 

learned and literary works also took place during Rigas’s second 

stay in Vienna; but at that time he also published his maps and 

revolutionary pamphlets. Out of all this abundant work we should 

1 J. Thomopoulos, V Original de /’ Tcole des amants delicats' de Rhigas Velestinlis, 

Athens, 1949. See now the introduction in the new edition by P. Pistas (Nta 

'EXXrjviKrj 1971). 
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give particular attention to an original poem, the War Song, his 

verse declaration of independence. 

How long shall we dwell in the dales, lads, 

Like lions alone on the hills? 

Better a single hour of life in liberty 

Rather than forty years’ prison and slavery! 

The War Song is not to be judged by the ordinary standards which 

we apply to poetry; it does not easily stand such criticism. It 

would, however, be a mistake to judge it that way. The War 

Song is a revolutionary voice, finding utterance in verse, a voice 

that shows a fiery enthusiasm and a soul really aflame. It is not 

a poem as such, nor it is a mere manifesto; its warmth gives it 

a character superior to mere rhetoric and at times brings it near 

to the confines of poetry. The way it circulated is a moving tale: 

Rigas invited friends to his room, played the tune on the flute, 

and taught them to sing it, or he sought out Greeks in the cafes 

of Vienna and secretly gave them the text. Most of them were 

merchants from Vienna, Semlin, and Trieste, and they passed it 

on to the Ionian Islands and the rest of Greece. The poet’s death 

as a martyr gave a special consummation to his work. 

In his second volume of Chants populates de la Grece moderne1 

Fauriel published the War Song and related the following story: 

a friend of his was travelling with other companions in Mace¬ 

donia in 1817, and in one village they met at the baker’s shop 

(which was also the khan) a tall and handsome youth from Epirus 

who worked there. He looked at them earnestly and asked the 

traveller: ‘Gan you read?’ When the answer was in the affirma¬ 

tive, he took him aside, and pulled out something that hung 

round his neck like an amulet; it was a little book of Rigas’s 

songs. He begged the stranger to read it, which he willingly did, 

but almost at once he saw the boy had undergone a complete 

change; his whole countenance was aflame, his lips trembled, 

and tears poured from his eyes. ‘Is it the first time you’ve heard 

the book read ?’, asked the traveller. ‘No; I always ask travellers 

to read me some of it; I’ve heard it many times.’ ‘And are you 

always moved like this ?’ ‘Always’, answered the boy. 

Among the papers which the Austrian police found in the 

hands of Rigas was a letter in his own hand to Bonaparte, then 

1 Vol. 2, pp. 18-19. 
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fighting in Italy, inviting him to liberate the Greek nation. The 

young general, representing the ideals of the French Revolution, 

had an extraordinary effect then upon the imagination of the 

Greeks as he approached their shores. In June 1797 the thousand- 

year-old aristocratic republic of Venice was abolished, and in the 

following month French forces reached Corfu, planted the tree 

of liberty, and promised freedom to the Ionian Islands. These 

islands, the only part of Greek soil which (as we have seen) had 

remained under western suzerainty for centuries, were thus 

immediately involved in the whirl of events that succeeded the 

French Revolution. By the treaty of Gampoformio (October 

1797) they were officially annexed to France, but a year later, in 

the autumn of 1798, the Turks and Russians occupied them and 

restored the old order and the privileges of the nobility. In 1800 

a half-independent ‘Ionian State’ was constituted, to fall under 

the first French empire in 1807, and in 1809 under British 

domination. This unstable order of things was not ended until 

the Council of Vienna in 1815, when the ‘United State of the 

Ionian Islands’ was formed, and placed under British protection, 

with a High Commissioner and a Greek parliament and senate. 

This constitution (which Solomos called ‘fictitious liberty’) lasted 

till 1864 when Great Britain offered the Ionian Islands to the new 

king, George I, and they were incorporated into Greece proper. 

This dramatic history of nearly twenty years (1797-1815) had 

its effect on intellectual life, just as the long subjection to Venice 

had influenced it, and as the fact that the islands did not yet 

belong to Greece was to influence it in the following years. 

This was a sensitive time in the history of Greek culture and 

literature. Verse was written about the French occupation of the 

islands, especially in Zakynthos, which reflects the social and 

political situation. Many of the writers are known by name. We 

shall make mention of the outstanding personality of Antonios 

Martelaos (1754-1818). He was of aristocratic origins, but a 

fanatical adherent of democratic ideals. In 1797 he wrote a Hymn 

to France, to Bonaparte, and General Gentilly (who had occupied the 

Ionian Islands). Later, with an equal enthusiasm he was to hail 

the foundation of the Ionian State, the French imperialists, and 

the British; he had an inextinguishable desire for freedom rather 

than a political or social conscience. Of course Martelaos is not 

a poet—even less so than Rigas—and he is somewhat pedantic 
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An unsupported statement makes him the teacher of Solomos; 

he was certainly the teacher of Ugo Foscolo. At the beginning 

of his democratic hymn we find a reference to the ‘bones of 

the Greeks’, as in that of Solomos. 

Nikolaos Koutouzis (1746-1813), a few years older than 

Martelaos, was an entirely different personality. He too was of 

noble stock, had studied in Venice, and was one of the most 

representative painters of the new Italianate school. He took no 

part in the revolutionary upheaval. He is chiefly remarkable for 

satire and mockery, a pitiless satire and an unbridled tongue. 

Besides his merciless satire we find in him an incredible obscenity 

of language: a critic calls him ‘prince of scandalous satirists’.1 

The odd thing is that Koutouzis was a priest, in charge of the 

Faneromeni, one of the most famous and beautiful churches 

of Zakynthos. Ten years after his death, when Solomos wished 

to attack a usurer, he put his biting satire into the mouth of 

Koutouzis. 

This disposition towards satire and humour brought about 

a new development of comedy in Zakynthos at about the same 

time. The memory of the Cretan theatre was indeed still alive 

there, and the Cretan dramas and comedies were certainly 

played. On the other hand, we know that at carnival and on 

other occasions outdoor theatrical performances were given, 

known as ‘speeches’. Most frequently they were theatrical 

sketches or isolated scenes from the Cretan dramas. Some, how¬ 

ever, were of greater interest. Savogias Rousmelis (or Soumerlis) 

wrote, perhaps in about the year 1745, a comedy in mockery of 

the quack doctors of Janina, a comedy of manners, with con¬ 

temporary characters. The same features are found in another 

comedy of his, The Moreans, this time with a social theme. We 

know that this work was played by a troupe of amateurs in 

1798, but it gave rise to violent reactions and to police interven¬ 

tion and an inquiry (from which we derive our information about 
the work). 

Undoubtedly the most remarkable comedy was the Chasis of 

Dimitrios Gouzelis. The writer (1773-1842) was of a younger 

generation, and a nephew of Martelaos. As was natural, he too 

was inspired by the democratic fever of 1797-8 and lived a life 

1 Gr. Xenopoulos, ’H £aKvvdivr/ iroL-rjins, in J. Tsakasianos, Arravra, vol. I, 

Athens, 1926, p. 22. 
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full of adventure. He fought for Napoleon, then for the Greek 

revolution, was captured, and imprisoned. He translated Tasso 

and wrote heroic epics and patriotic dramas. None of this was of 

much account; his only significant work was his youthful comedy. 

Chasis was written in 1795 when Venice was still dominant. 

The eponymous hero of the work is a sort of braggart, brave 

in words but cowardly at bottom. This, of course, is a type well 

known to comic tradition, though here he seems to have had a 

living prototype. There are other stock characters, also taken 

from life: Chasis’s son, an idler; the cunning woman who plays 

with both father and son; the soldiers of the Venetian garrison 

of the island who speak in their own dialect and create comic 

misunderstandings, etc. The language is entirely dialectal—the 

language of Zakynthos exactly as it was spoken—and the verse 

is the Cretan decapentesyllabic couplet, which proves, if not the 

immediate influence of Cretan models, at least a submission to 

the same tradition. 

It is proper, I think, to lay emphasis on the fact that during 

those twenty years of political upheaval there was a group of 

verse writers in Zakynthos, since this was happening during the 

youth of Solomos, and in his own birthplace. We may call them 

his local precursors, and we have remarked on his relationship 

with Martelaos and Koutouzis. None of them, however, achieved 

a genuine poetical personality. We must seek his real ancestors 

elsewhere, in a place which at this critical period had more 

importance than provincial Zakynthos, that is the Phanar. There 

in Constantinople, and in the Danubian principalities, we hear 

the first voice of true poetry. 

This begins in 1811 with the publication of Christopoulos’s 

Lyrics. For the first time since the fall of Crete, and after nearly 

a century and a half of silence, a lyric voice is heard: it is still 

feeble, but is undoubtedly genuine. The Lyrics are decidedly on 

a higher level than the insignificant verse-writing of his contem¬ 

poraries. Christopoulos (and later Vilaras) are, from a national 

and not from a local point of view, the real precursors of Solomos, 

and indeed of all modern Greek poetry. The Erotokritos closes 

the first period, the Lyrics inaugurate a new period. 1811 is a 

key date in the history of modern Greek poetry. 

Athanasios Christopoulos was born in 1772 at Kastoria in 

western Macedonia. He went at an early age to Bucharest, and 
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later studied medicine and law at Buda and Padua. In 1797 he 

returned to Bucharest and became tutor in the household of the 

prince Mourouzis; he followed him to Constantinople when 

Mourouzis retired into private life (1806-12) and there, it would 

seem, he found the leisure and the right environment for writing 

poetry. Later (1812-20) he held a high position with the prince 

Joannis Karatzas and reached the rank of Grand Logothetis, and 

at the prince’s orders drew up a legal code on liberal principles. 

He naturally lost his place in 1821, with the War of Independence 

and the extinction of the Greek principalities. He attempted to 

settle in Greece but he could not acclimatize himself, and he 

returned to Bucharest, where he could live in comparative ease; 

he died there aged 75 in 1847. 
We have already spoken of his participation in the dispute over 

the language question, and of his Grammar (1805). His Achilles: 

a heroic drama, which was published with the Grammar, need not 

occupy us. His other works, Political Parallels (Paris, 1833), his 

curious and only recently published Political Sophisms,1 and his 

Studies in Greek Antiquity (Athens, 1853), posthumously published, 

fall outside the field of literature. 

We shall confine ourselves to the Lyrics, which brought no small 

honour to the poet. Previously there had indeed been signed and 

anonymous Phanariot poems (like those in the School of Rigas, 

and in the Results of Love). These were his precedents; but he also 

knew the French and Italian literature of his time, and was un¬ 

questionably influenced by it. On a first glance we can see that 

his ‘Erotic’ and ‘Bacchic’ songs (for so he distinguished them) 

belong to the realm of contemporary European classicism. We 

are in the same world of classical mythology and allegorical 

personification, with Love the child of Aphrodite, with Tithonus 

and the Dawn, etc. The ‘Bacchic’ songs, for which his con¬ 

temporaries called him the ‘new Anacreon’, were imitations 

of the post-classical anacreontics in which the age abounded. 

Written in short, pliant lines and in demotic language (but 

used in a literary way), the songs of Ghristopoulos have a grace 

and lightness, though at the same time they are discreet and 

restrained. He sings of love and wine, and represents himself as 

continuously lovesick; but this love is never a grande passion, but 

1 The entire work was published only recently in A. Christopoulos, tUnavTa, 

ed. G. Valetas, Athens, 1969. 
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rather a sport or an amusement. The tone is always mild; the 

passion is lacking that would have dissolved all the cold mytho¬ 

logy. Critics have already observed this. Christopoulos might 
write: 

May I never live in bliss 
If one day I fail to kiss! 
And when I must come to death, 
Be a kiss my latest breath! 

or 

Books away! And make a pyre. 
Throw the rubbish on the fire— 
Let the library so fine 
Be filled up with tubs of wine. 

All this is the fashion of his time, a mere literary convention; he 

himself led an entirely sober life, quite the reverse of that sug¬ 

gested by his ‘Erotic’ and ‘Bacchic’ songs. Nevertheless, in that 

generally cold and conventional world, it is surprising to find in 

him (and not infrequently) a true lyric sensibility and a genuine 

feeling for nature. The language then becomes warmer, and 

nearer to popular speech. 

Spring is grown old 
And summer grown cold 

And wintry winds blow. 
Where blossom was glad 
The trees are now sad 

And covered with snow. 

No leaf is now green, 
No flower is seen, 

And bare is the earth. 
Its beauty is dead, 
To chaos is fled, 

First source of its birth. 

Christopoulos’s poems are mostly light and charming, and, 

however we may judge them today, they brought a new fresh¬ 

ness, a new message into their own age. The age completely 

understood it and honoured the poet, and his Lyrics went into 

many editions. We may add that Solomos began to write his 

first Greek poems with the Lyrics in his hands. Modern Greek 

poetry had began its history. 
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A decisive step forward was made by Jannis Vilaras. Born in 

1771, Vilaras was a year older than Ghristopoulos; he was from 

Janina, where he lived nearly all his life. He too studied medi¬ 

cine at Padua and, on his return, became a doctor at the court of 

Ali Pasha, and the personal physician to his son, Veli, whom he 

followed on his various military expeditions in Greece (to Mace¬ 

donia, Thessaly, and the Peloponnese). When the Sultan’s army 

besieged Janina in 1820, Vilaras fled, like most of the Greek 

population of the city, and took refuge in a village in the canton 

of Zagori, where he died in solitude and poverty in December 

1823. Vilaras, therefore, lived far from the courts of the Danubian 

princes in a comparatively small city, and he had the opportunity 

(particularly on his journeys) to come into contact with country 

people and learn their language and its means of expression. We 

see this in his poetry. If we leave Ghristopoulos and turn to 

Vilaras, we feel that a warmer and more truly poetical per¬ 

sonality is speaking to us. But his work cannot be conceived of 

apart from the Phanariot poetry, with which it is closely con¬ 

nected. We may also mention that Janina was a considerable 

intellectual centre, and that well-known teachers had taught in 

its school. 

In 1814 (three years after the Lyrics of Ghristopoulos) Vilaras 

published a curious little book at Corfu: it was called The Romaic 

Language and was printed in revolutionary spelling, which 

approached the phonetic, without, of course, accents or breath¬ 

ings. He explained his system in a brief ‘Explanatory Note’, 

and then, as examples of the ‘Romaic Language’, in verse and 

prose, he published four original poems, and translations from 

Anacreon, Plato, and Thucydides. His complete poems were post¬ 

humously published in Corfu in 1827. We are in the same world 

as that of Ghristopoulos: there is the same classical allegory and 

the same light playful tone. Vilaras is a more genuine ‘Arcadian’, 

and Chloe, Phyllis, Thyrsis, and Daphne often recur in his lines. 

One of his better poems, ‘Spring’ (published in The Romaic 

Language), may well be an imitation of an Italian model, but it 

has also an unquestionable originality of his own. 

Spring the sweetest season 
With every flower bespread, 
With roses round her head, 
This earth of ours beguiles. 
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With grass the earth is clad, 
Their shade the forests throw, 
And melted is the snow, 
And all the heaven smiles. 

There is a direct breath of spring, coming from nature herself, 

without the interposition of frigid allegories and symbols; and 

the verse with its graceful flexibility seems to follow Italian models, 

and not the somewhat rigid forms of Phanariot poetry. 

At the same time as the influence of Phanariot and Italian 

prosody, we are occasionally pleased and surprised by echoes of 

the long-forgotten decapentesyllabic couplets of the Erotokritos 
or of Erofili. 

As a moth turns about the flame, so about you I turn; 
Nor have I any wit to shun the fire in which I burn. 

It was in that metre that Vilaras wrote what is rightly regarded 

as his masterpiece, the translation of the pseudo-Homeric 

Batrachomyomachia. Here his richness of expression, his fertility in 

invention of words, and his handling of the language are truly 

marvellous. 

Vilaras was a vital and dynamic personality; with regard to 

the language question (including that of spelling) he shunned 

compromise and sought extreme and revolutionary solutions. 

Satire, good-natured but sharp, forms a great part of his work, 

either in original satirical poems of his own or in his versifications 

of ‘Myths’, when Aesop and La Fontaine are his models. He was 

a man of great culture, wisdom, and wit; he expressed his ideas 

on the then burning questions of the language and of education 

both in prose tales and dialogues (for instance, The Most Learned 

Traveller or The Learned Pumpkin) and in epistolary diatribes 

addressed to his friend Athanasios Psalidas, the headmaster of the 

high school at Janina. He also prepared in 1822, shortly before 

his death, a ‘Vocabulary of the Romaic Language’ and a ‘Short 

Geography’, both designed for children.1 It is a great pity that 

so vital and forceful a personality should not have made his 

due impression on his age. After the liberation the scholars of 

Greece were to follow very different lines. 

1 Both works have been edited from the autograph manuscripts: (a) the 

‘Vocabulary’ by Sp. Lambros, 'Hfj.epoX6yi.ov AcoSwvr/, 1 (1895), 35 ft.; (b) small 

fragments from the ‘Short Geography’ by M. Triantafyllidis, AeXrto ’Ekitcli- 

SevriKov 'OplXov, 3 (1913), 264-8 (= Airavra, 6, pp. 154-8). 
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SOLOMOS 

When the Lyrics of Ghristopoulos were being published 

in 1811, and The Romaic Language of Vilaras in 1814, 

Dionysios Solomos was still a schoolboy, studying at 

Cremona. In 1815 he was to go to the University of Pavia, to 

return three years later, at the age of twenty, to Zakynthos. He 

had been born there in April 1798 during the brief period of 

French Republican rule. His father was a rich nobleman to 

whom Venice had granted the tobacco monopoly. His mother, 

Angeliki Nikli, was a woman of the people, a servant in his 

father’s house. The elderly tobacco merchant had two sons by 

her: he was over sixty when Dionysios was born, while Angeliki 

was not yet sixteen. In spite of their illegitimacy (not unusual in 

the upper class of Zante), the boys were brought up in their 

father’s house as young noblemen—that is to say their education 

was Italian—and their father was to declare in his will that ‘he 

loved them as if they were legitimate’, and was to endeavour to 

secure for them a due share of his property. He even legalized 

his relations with Angeliki by a deathbed marriage. Solomos had 

therefore none of the bastard’s feeling of inferiority during his 

youth, while his mother’s plebeian origin connected him with 

the world of popular tradition and mythology—a thing which 

stamped his personality with a mark of its own. On the other 

hand his Italian tutor, the priest Don Santo Rossi (an exile 

from his country on account of his liberal ideas), exercised 

a decisive influence upon the young Dionysios. 

In 1808 at the age of ten, a year after his father’s death, 

Solomos went to Italy, accompanied by Rossi; first he studied 

with his tutor at the lyceum at Cremona, and later (1815-18) at 

the University of Pavia. He acquired a solid culture and a wide 

knowledge of classical and modern literature. These were critical 
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years in the political and literary history of Italy—the years of 

the triumphant beginning of the romantic movement. Solomos 

knew the young poets and was friendly with Vincenzo Monti, 

then the doyen of the Italian classicists. A dispute between them 

over the interpretation of a line of Dante has been recorded: 

‘One must not think so much, one must feel, one must feel!’, 

said Monti angrily. ‘First the mind must comprehend vigorously’, 

said the young Solomos mildly; ‘then the heart must feel warmly 
what the mind has comprehended.’1 

His first essays in poetry (naturally in Italian) have come down 

to us from that period in his life. There is the first canto of a 

long poem in lerza rima: La Distruzione di Gerusalemme (perhaps no 

more than a scholastic exercise); there is also the more con¬ 

siderable Ode per prima messa (for which he later showed some 

regard), and a few sonnets on religious subjects. They display 

technical perfection, but no sign of anything more remarkable: 

it is the sort of Italian poetry that was then being written in 

literary circles at Milan or Cremona, with perhaps some added 

symptoms of a precocious romanticism. 

When he returned to his native island in 1818 at the age of 

twenty, after ten years of study in Italy, he found the political 

system changed and the upheavals now over. The social back¬ 

ground of Zakynthos was not then very different from that of 

a small town in north Italy. Solomos found several men who had, 

like himself, studied abroad; some were his seniors and others his 

contemporaries. Naturally they welcomed him into their com¬ 

pany with enthusiasm. We may mention, for example, the doctor 

Tagiapiera (who had studied in France, practised in Janina, and 

was connected with the tradition of Vilaras), the Italian Gaetano 

Grassetti, Antonios Matesis, and George Tertsetis. This amusing 

and lively group composed impromptu sonnets in Italian (on 

set rhymes) or made the doctor Dionysios Roidis (who also 

wrote Italian verse, but full of the comic bombast of the old 

school) the butt of their biting satire. Some of Solomos’s im¬ 

promptu sonnets were printed in Corfu in 1822 under the title 

of Rune Improvvisate; we know some eighty of the same period. 

A number of them are religious, of the sort then written in Italy; 

1 The incident is referred to by Polylas in his npoXeyopeva (in Solomos, Mnavra, 

ed. L. Politis, vol. i, p. 12); also, slightly differently, by G. Regaldi, L’Oriente, 

Memorie, hole Ionie, Corfu, II Conte Dionisio Solomos, Genova, 1853, p. 398. 
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others are distinguished by a more idyllic content, pictures of 

the landscape of Zakynthos. They were all written before 1822 ; 

the later sonnets, composed on particular occasions up to 1827, 

are not impromptu, and are marked by seriousness of theme 

and careful craftsmanship: one is addressed to Lord Guilford, 

another is on the death of Pius VII, another on that of Ugo 

Foscolo. On the occasion of the death of this great Italian poet, 

also a native of Zakynthos, he delivered a funeral oration in 

the Catholic church on the island. This is a very succinct text, 

remarkable for its flights of rhetoric, and for the depth of its 

ideas. These were his last writings in Italian; he was not to use 

that language again until the last decade of his life. 

It is of the greatest interest (since Solomos is a Greek poet) to 

see when he first wrote in Greek, when he forsook a language that 

had been formed for centuries in order to write in one which had 

almost no poetical tradition and which, though it was his mother 

tongue, he had never studied properly. From this point of view 

his meeting with Spyridon Trikoupis at the end of 1822 was 

decisive: Trikoupis, a relative of Alexandras Mavrokordatos, 

a politician who was later to write a history of the Greek War of 

Independence, had studied in England with a bursary provided 

by Lord Guilford, and had come to Zakynthos to wait for Lord 

Byron. He asked to see Solomos, who read him his Italian Ode 

per prima messa. Trikoupis was silent for a while and then told 

him that what their country now wanted was a Greek poetry: 

‘Greece is waiting for her Dante.’1 Solomos, however, had 

already taken the vital decision a little time before: his friend 

Lodovico Strani, in a dedicatory letter to Foscolo prefixed to the 

Rime Improvvisate (January 1822), wrote that Solomos was no 

longer writing in Italian, apart from impromptus, and that 

all his thought was now directed towards the formation of the 

modern Greek language; he makes specific mention of his poem 

the ‘Mad Mother’. 

We shall not go far wrong if we suppose that Solomos began 

his first poetical exercises in Greek immediately after his return 

from Italy in 1818. Nothing could be more natural, uneasy spirit 

that he was, than that immediately he found himself at home 

1 Trikoupis himself records the meeting in a letter to Polylas from London, 

6 June 1859. See “EkOcois IJfTrpayp,fvcov ’EiriTponijs 'EKarovTaeTTjpi&os EoXwp.ov, 

Zakynthos, 1903, pp. 221-4; cf. IlavadijvaLa, 4 (1902), 221-2. 
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again he should be seized by the idea of putting his thoughts into 

his mother tongue, the language that he had imbibed with his 

mother’s milk, as Trikoupis was later to tell him. His literary 

education, orientated towards the Romantics and their teachings 

on traditional culture, was a contributory influence. We are told 

that he collected popular words and expressions, and listened 

with rapture to the lines of a blind singer of folk-songs, which 

preserved many elements of the Cretan tradition. 

His early poems (1818-23) are mostly written in short flexible 

lines, trochaic or iambic, which remind one of Italian prosody, 

but also frequently of that of the Phanar (Trikoupis tells us ex¬ 

plicitly that they studied Christopoulos together). Sometimes, in 

his least successful verses, he attempts an approximation to the 

popular decapentesyllabic couplet, an approximation which is 

only superficial. It is odd that while his Italian sonnets are 

mature and terse, the Greek poems in content and even more in 

form are simple and almost naive. It is as if Solomos, when writing 

Greek, was adapting himself to the primitive stage at which 

Greek poetry then found itself. Among his poems are many that 

are ‘Arcadian’ or pastoral such as ‘The Death of the Shepherd’, 

‘The Death of the Orphan Girl’, and ‘Eurykome’. We can also 

see the influence of the Romantic movement, particularly in 

those poems which are variations on the favourite theme of 

the child and death. Of these the most typical is the ‘Mad 

Mother’ with the essential romantic setting: its sub-title is ‘The 

Cemetery’. The gentle figure of the woman, a basic theme in all 

Solomos’s poetry, is first seen in the two most successful and 

certainly the most mature poems of these five years, ‘The 

Unknown Woman’ and ‘Xanthoula’. 

The Fair-haired Girl, I saw her, 

Saw her late yesterday, 

Boarding the boat that bore her 

To lands far, far away. 

Just a record of fact, no emotional description. The emotion is 

stirred by the lack of anything superfluous in the expression, and 

by the very simplicity of the rhythmic movement. 

However, the Greek poet was profoundly stirred by the revolu¬ 

tion of 1821. In his Dialogue of 1824 he wrote: ‘Have I any¬ 

thing else in my mind but liberty and the language?’ In May 

8157215 I 
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1823, in one month full of continual lyrical excitement, he wrote 

the 158 stanzas of the Hymn to Liberty. This is a youthful, vigorous 

work, far above the level of his earlier poems; it meant success 

and the immediate recognition of its twenty-five-year-old author 

as a poet. 
Liberty, a poetical figure, neither fictitious nor allegorical but 

identified with Greece, from the first moment flashes before the 

poet’s eye as familiar to him: 

Well I know thee, by the rending 

Of the terrible sharp sword, 

Well I know thee, . . . 

In the prelude he speaks of the past miseries of slavery and the 

present strength of Liberty. Then he describes, one by one, her 

achievements, that is, the principal events in the war up to the 

time of writing: the sack of Tripolitsa, the capital of the Morea, 

the first important Greek victory, takes on an epic and dramatic 

form; the annihilation of Dramali’s great force near Corinth is 

like a slow movement in a symphony, and has an idyllic strain; 

he returns to the vigorous descriptive style of the beginning for 

the first siege of Missolonghi (Christmas 1822) and for the defeat 

of the Turks at the Acheloos which followed. Later the tone 

drops, particularly when the poet gives advice to the warriors 

(even if he makes Liberty his spokesman), or when he appeals 

to the foreign sovereigns on behalf of Greek freedom. 

The Hymn had great renown; it was translated into most 

foreign languages, and its lyric voice gave fresh inspiration to 

Philhellenism. For Solomos the Hymn was a beginning; it is in 

The Cretan that ten years later we shall find him at the next stage 

of a continuous progress. In the intermediate decade, a fruitful 

and creative period, he advances steadily towards a fuller posses¬ 

sion of his language, and of a finer lyrical expression. An ode 

On the death of Lord Byron is a failure; it is a feeble copy of the 

Hymn in the same metre and with much the same subject-matter. 

The manuscripts survive, with many corrections and with phrases 

of sharp self-criticism by the author. Nevertheless the severely 

laconic epigram on the destruction of Psara (1825) and still more 

the elegy on the Farmakomeni (1826) exhibit a remarkable pro¬ 

gress. The latter begins with a moving lament for the poisoned 

girl, and imperceptibly, while keeping its purely musical 
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character, turns into a defence of the young girl against the 

slander of the world, with an invincible persuasiveness that we 

may call lyric rhetoric. In these years there also takes place, 

gradually, a profound change in Solomos’s poetry: in his youthful 

works he was the inspired singer and the amazingly facile writer 

of impromptus; now he tries to control his natural facility and 

submit it to a sterner discipline and to a higher conception of the 

art of poetry, to what he himself called ‘the meaning of art’. 

‘The difficulty that a writer experiences is not in the exhibition of 

imagination and emotion, but in the subjection of those two, 

with time and labour, to the meaning of art.’ This is a note by 

Solomos on his poem on Byron. Earlier, in a note on the Hymn, 

he had said: ‘The harmony of the verse is not merely a mechanical 

thing, but an overflowing of the soul.’1 The progress from the 

‘overflowing of the soul’ to ‘the meaning of art’ was achieved in 

this creative decade. 

He had by now a clear consciousness of his vocation and was 

exclusively devoted to his art. At the end of 1828 he left the 

narrow provincial setting of Zakynthos and the cheerful company 

of his friends, and settled in Corfu, seeking solitude and con¬ 

templation. The capital of the small Heptanesian Republic could 

offer him what he sought: it had the warm-heartedness of a 

small town, without the disadvantages of provinciality. The local 

aristocracy frequented Government House; Sir Frederic Adam 

and his Corfiot wife were Philhellenic in policy, and things after 

Navarino were very different from what they had been when 

Maitland was High Commissioner. There was also the small Uni¬ 

versity of Corfu, The Ionian Academy, founded by that noble 

visionary, Frederick North, fifth Earl of Guilford; and there 

were men of considerable culture, among whom an outstanding 

personality was the composer Nikolaos Mantzaros, who was to be 

united with the poet by a sincere and lasting friendship. The first 

years at Corfu were the happiest in his life. Letters to his friends 

and his brother show the cheerfulness of that isolation into which 

he had now withdrawn: ‘It is delightful, in the quiet of your 

small room, to express what your heart says.’2 The same feeling 

1 Note to the Ode on Byron: Ulrravra, ed. L. Politis, vol. I, p. 133, no. 2; Note to 

the Hymn of Liberty: ibid., p. 99. 

2 Letter to George Markoras, September 1830, see L. Politis, '0 SoXwfxos ora 

ypdfj.fj.aTa tov, Athens, 1956, p. 29. 
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is expressed in his song ‘To a Nun’, about a girl who took the 

veil in April 1829: 

Sweet it is to ponder on 

The joys of Paradise. 

Bitter and fearful are the storms 

That in the world arise— 

Hither the echo only comes 

There comes not here the swell . . . 

At the same time he tried to give final form to a poem entitled 

Lambros, begun at the same time as the Hymn. In 1834 a large 

part of it was published in the Ionian Anthology, a periodical 

founded by the cultured and liberal governor Lord Nugent. 

The story is sombre and Byronic: Lambros is a minor Don Juan, 

‘bad in conduct but great in soul’; Maria, the girl whom he 

seduces, is fifteen. There is a basic contradiction in the work: it 

was conceived at a period when he was tormented with romantic 

visions (the time of the ‘overflowing of the soul5) and was now 

worked over much later, when he had already created figures 

like the Nun and was now serving ‘the meaning of art’. The 

finely wrought stanzas with their limpidity of expression are in 

direct contrast with the sombreness of the conception. For this 

reason, apart from three or four complete episodes, we have 

only fragments of this work. Solomos himself said, ‘Lambros 

will remain fragmentary5. 

Solomos’s only two Greek prose works belong to the same 

decade. The first is The Dialogue (1824), Solomos’s credo about 

the demotic language, a kind of sequel to the Dream and The 

Learned Traveller of Vilaras. The weapons used on his enemies 

(the archaists and Korais) come from the same arsenal of the 

French Enlightenment. The second part, which contains his 

personal contribution, that of the poet as a creator of language, 

is the most important: no one has the right to change the 

language of the people, and we cannot improve or ennoble it 

by external changes in its forms; only the poet, basing himself 

entirely on the popular language, can enrich and ennoble it 

from within, and deepen and widen the meaning of every word, 

until the language is able to express the most delicate move¬ 
ments and feelings of the soul. 

The second prose work, The Woman of fakynthos, which has 
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remained unpublished until fairly recently,1 is strange and enig¬ 

matic. Perhaps it began as a satire against a particular woman, 

but it has taken on a more universal meaning, and has become 

a lament, a prophecy, or a nightmare. In notes for the further 

development of this work, the Devil appears as the initiator of 

the entire action, twisting his horns in pleasure, like a moustache. 

The prose is excellent, in pure and vigorous demotic, the expres¬ 

sion is succinct, the tone frequently apocalyptic. There are many 

similarities with Lambros. Perhaps the two works were written 

to free Solomos once and for all of his debt to the Romantic age. 

1833 was a critical year for Solomos. A family lawsuit troubled 

his happy life in Corfu; at the same time, with The Cretan, he 

entered a new period of complete maturity, a period of the 

highest inspiration and achievement. The lawsuit was initiated 

by his half-brother Leontarakis, the first son of his mother’s 

second marriage, who wished to prove that he had been born 

within the period that would entitle him to be considered a 

legitimate son of old Solomos and one of his rightful heirs. This 

miserable case obliged Solomos and his full brother, Dimitris, to 

fight for their interests. It dragged on for six years, and their 

rights were vindicated by all the courts, including finally the 

Supreme Court of Justice.2 But Solomos had received a psycho¬ 

logical trauma. His mother, for whom the poet had had a very 

great love, supported the false claim for the sake of her new 

family. This family tragedy cast its shadow over the rest of his 

life; the happy solitude of his early Corfiot years turned to a 

tragic isolation. 

But 1833 was also the year in which he wrote The Cretan, the 

first of his major works. It has come down to us as a fragment, 

but this is a matter more of appearance than of reality. Solomos, 

following the custom of his time, intended to write an epic lyric, 

which he never finished. The Cretan was to be an episode in 

the poem; but the episode has become an independent and 

1 First edition, not satisfactory, by K. Kairofylas, EoXtup.ov AveKSora “Epya, 

Athens, 1927. New critical edition by L. Politis, Athens, 1944 (now in Airavni, 

vol. 2, pp. 31-75). 
2 Much has been written about the family lawsuit that cannot be relied on. 

An objective account of the facts is given by L. Politis, ' O EoXcopios ora yp6.pp.ard 

tod, Athens, 1956, pp. 34-8. The decision of the Supreme Court was published in 

the official Journal of the Ionian Islands, no. 380, 7 April 1858, see L. Politis, rdpuj 

oto EoXcopo, Athens, 1958, pp. 98-9. 
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complete poem in itself. The shipwrecked Cretan tries to save his 

beloved from the storm. The storm suddenly comes to an end, 

and before him is a divine, ‘moon-clad’ female figure; when the 

vision fades, a marvellous, other-worldly sound is heard, and 

enraptures the soul of the shipwrecked man; when this stops, 

he reaches the shore, on which he lays his beloved, now dead. 

Many explanations have been given of the moon-clad figure, 

which shows the enigmatic and deep lyricism of the poem. We 

may say it is like a confession of the poetical mind, and that it 

reveals to us a whole new feeling of lyricism, similar to that of 

the major European poets of the time. More than any of his 

former works this poem shows how he had gone down to the 

very roots of the nation, to a far deeper consciousness of modern 

Greek lyric speech. It is written in decapentesyllabic couplets 

with the same internal movement as that established in the great 

Cretan literature of the seventeenth century. Solomos is taking up 

the severed thread of tradition; we know that he was studying 

the Cretan texts at this time. His poetical maturity is now com¬ 

plete. An entirely new lyricism is revealed to him, and at the 

same time he penetrates ever more deeply into the mysteries 

of his language and of the poetical style of the folk-tradition. 

Almost all his later poetical work was on the same lines. 

The Free Besieged is the poem that above all occupied his mind. 

The besieged are those of Missolonghi in the second great siege, 

from 1825 until the heroic sortie of the garrison on the eve of 

Palm Sunday 1826, perhaps the noblest and most decisive epi¬ 

sode in the War of Independence. Solomos was living near— 

the cannons fired in the besieged fortress were often heard in 

Zakynthos—but the poem was not written with recent impres¬ 

sions in mind, but much later. We have a first draft, something 

more like a trial essay, of c. 1830. We have a second draft (the 

most important), in the metre of The Cretan, on which he worked 

for more than ten years, from 1833 to 1844. Then, when he was 

some way advanced in the composition, he began to put it into 

a different verse form, again in decapentesyllables but without 

the ornament of rhyme and without the elision, so usual in 

Greek; a severe, almost ascetic prosody, with an internal 

harmony that still puzzles us today. 

Solomos never completed the work. We have a series of ‘frag¬ 

ments’ (as we are accustomed to call them) of the second and 
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third drafts. The name is misleading; they are not fragments of 

a whole, broken off by chance like the remains of Sappho or 

Archilochus. Solomos never achieved completion. He seems to 

have been indifferent to the setting of these lyric passages in a 

narrative or ‘epic-lyric’ whole. He aimed at pure lyric expression, 

with little interest in any non-lyrical binding material in the 

composition, and may be said to have been a forerunner of the 

modern poetical feeling. We saw something of the same sort in 

The Cretan, and the same is true of his other ‘fragmentary’ works. 

It would be better to speak of them as lyric entities or episodes. 

If we approach them in this way we shall find that each has its 

indubitable completeness, and one has an internal connection 

with another. The besieged overcome, one after another, the 

difficulties against which they have to contend; at first these are 

physical (such as hunger) and later spiritual, until they reach 

the highest moment of sacrifice. One of the most important 

episodes is that of the leader (ii. 6) who, in the moment of utmost 

despair, remembers that in the same spot he first learned from 

the lips cf his beloved of his renown—a thing still unsuspected by 

his simple, humble nature. There is also the passage about the 

enchantment of spring, which recurs persistently in more 

elaborate forms both in the second and third drafts (ii. 2 and 

iii. 6). Nature, in spring, at her sweetest hour, is a force bringing 

cowardice and hesitation to the besieged (a theme particularly 

dear to Solomos). 

Over the waters of the mere, where she comes flitting by, 

With her reflected image plays the sky-blue butterfly— 

She who has passed a scented sleep in the wild lily’s flower. 

Even the humble little worm enjoys the blessed hour. 

All Nature is a magic world of beauty and of grace; 

The black rock is ail turned to gold, so is the desert place; 

A thousand springs are gushing forth, a thousand voices cry. 

He who is doomed to die today a thousand deaths shall die. 

At that time Solomos seems to have worked exclusively on The 

Free Besieged, but during the last ten years of his life (1847-57) 

he produced a lot of work, some complete, and some fragmentary 

or merely in the form of a rough plan; at the same time he 

returned to Italian verse, which he had forsaken after his Zantiot 

period: a rare and late poetical flowering. The most remarkable 
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of his Greek poems is Porfyras (1849). ‘Porfyras’ is the Gorfiot 

word for shark. An English soldier from the garrison had been 

torn apart by a shark while swimming carefree off Corfu; 

Solomos (taking this event as subject) wrote a poem of lofty 

ideas. Here his favourite theme of the enchantment of nature 

(the young man in the water, ‘in nature’s embrace’) takes on a 

different dimension; in the moment of ecstasy appears the 

‘reasonless and monstrous strength’ of the sea monster, but in 

that moment of trial the young man finds strength to resist, and 

get to know his true self: 

Before the noble breath was spent his soul was filled with joy. 
Suddenly in a lightning flash the young man knew himself. 

It is odd that Solomos should have returned in the last part of 

his life to Italian poems. They are, indeed, not many, and most 

were ‘subjects’ that he suggested to the well-known Italian 

improvisers Borioni and Regaldi at public gatherings. Some, 

however, were written for various occasions: the sonnet on the 

death of Stylianos Markoras, the epigram on Alice Ward, the 

High Commissioner’s daughter, another addressed to his intimate 

friend John Fraser, the Commissioner’s secretary, etc. Of par¬ 

ticular interest are the Italian prose sketches that he meant to 

work up later into Greek poems: they are like a painter’s rough 

notes for his pictures. And in the construction of the prose, which 

is not at all like that of Italian, we can see clearly how the Greek 

verses were to be arranged. Oral tradition has preserved for us 

a fine line from ‘The Greek Mother’: 

Great was the pit that opened up to close my giant in. 

Other such sketches, which would surely have turned into poetic 

masterpieces, are ‘La Donna Velata’ (his one real love-poem), 

‘The Nightingale and the Hawk’, ‘Orpheus’. 

There is something in common between the Greek and Italian 

poems and the sketches of the last decade. One characteristic 

is a return to the words ‘mystery’, ‘occult’, ‘secret’. The poet 

seems to be tormented by some kind of doubt; he wants to 

learn the mystery of life and death, and is asking poet or 

prophet, Sappho or Orpheus, to unveil this mystery to him. 

The theme of the prophet is connected with another theme, 

basic in all Solomos’s poetry, that of the girl, the virgin, and 
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the visionary power that connects the two beings, the poet 

and the girl. The fragmentary poem on the death of Emilia 

Rodostamo and the short epigram on Francesca Fraser are two 
excellent examples: 

A little prophet cast his eyes upon a maiden’s face . . . 

Solomos died in February 1857; he was just fifty-nine years 

old. His contemporaries were ignorant of the great poetry of his 

prime—The Cretan, The Free Besieged, or the Porfyras; at the time 

of his death he was still honoured as the national poet, the 

author of the Hymn to Liberty. It is to the self-denial and con¬ 

scientiousness of his disciple Jakovos Polylas that we owe the 

first edition of his Remains, arranged from the disorderly manu¬ 

scripts of the poet two years after his death (1859). Since that 

date all commonly used editions of his works have essentially 

been based on this first publication. But at first it did not arouse 

the interest that might have been expected. The poet was much 

in advance of his time, and his message was incomprehensible; 

many years had to pass before modem Greek poetry could make 

use of his teaching. 



VIII 

IvALVOS, THE HEPTANES I AN SCHOOL, 

AND VALAORITIS 

During the decade of the War of Independence all the 

forces of the nation were focused on this great event, and 

the poets wrote hymns and revolutionary odes. Solomos’s 

Hymn, written in 1823, was printed in 1825 both at Missolonghi 

and in Paris. In 1824 Andreas Kalvos printed his Lyra (ten 

patriotic odes) in Geneva, and in 1826 the Lyrics, a further ten. 

These are his only appearances in Greek poetry. 

A. KALVOS 

Kalvos too was born in Zakynthos, in 1792, six years earlier 

than Solomos. The social position of his parents was the reverse: 

his mother was of an aristocratic family, and his father a 

plebeian. The latter would appear to have been an adventurer; 

he soon abandoned his wife and went abroad with his two sons. 

Andreas’s youth and childhood were unhappy, and he had no 

chance of acquiring a solid education. But in 1812 came the 

decisive meeting of his life: in Florence he made the acquain¬ 

tance of Ugo Foscolo, became his secretary, and accompanied 

him into exile, first to Switzerland, then to London, till in 1820 

they quarrelled and parted. As we have seen, he published his 

two poetical collections in 1824 and 1826; in the preface to the 

second, in a dedicatory letter to General Lafayette, he declares 

his intention of going to revolutionary Greece: ‘Je quitte la 

France avec regret: mon devoir m’appelle dans ma patrie, pour 

exposer un cceur de plus au fer des Musulmans.’ 

Words are easier than deeds; he arrived at Nauplia, but re¬ 

mained there only a short time before leaving for Corfu, where he 

settled permanently, and was for a time professor at the Ionian 
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Academy. We know very little about the twenty-five years of his 

life at Corfu. His poetical silence was complete; only from time 

to time he published sharp philosophical or theological diatribes 

in the local newspapers. He seems to have been a strange and 

solitary man; he does not appear to have had even the slightest 

acquaintance with Solomos, who lived so near him. In 1852 he 

suddenly left for England, where he made a second marriage, 

and became partner with his wife in the management of a girls’ 

school at Louth in Lincolnshire; he also translated books for the 

Church of England. He died there in 1869 and was followed to 

the grave by his wife in 1888; the oldest inhabitants remembered 

them until recent years. Their bones rested there until i960, 

when they were transferred with great honour to Zakynthos. 

The twenty odes are Kalvos’s sole contribution to modern 

Greek poetry—small in extent but in many ways remarkable. 

As was natural, he was already well trained in writing Italian 

verse. As early as 1813, under the influence of his first 

acquaintance with Foscolo, he wrote two classical tragedies, 

Theramenes and The Danaids, and in the following year Ode agli 

Iojiii, a protest against the fate of the Ionian Islands. By his own 

account we know that at the age of nineteen he had written 

an ode to Napoleon; the work was lost, but a few years ago a 

fragment was discovered.1 The astonishing thing is that it is not 

in Italian, as we should have expected, but in Greek, and in a 

language not very different from that of the Odes. 

As we might expect, the subjects of these twenty odes have a 

connection with the War of Independence; there are, however, 

exceptions : the ‘Philopatris’ (the first ode) is a hymn to the island 

where he was born, Zakynthos; the third ode, ‘To Death’, is 

a moving recollection of his dead mother. All the others are about 

the great event: ‘To the Sacred Legion’, ‘To Chios’, ‘To Parga’, 

‘The British Muse’ (on the death of Byron). His metre is original: 

four heptasyllabic lines (which may also have six or eight syllables, 

according to whether the last accent is oxytone, paroxytone, 

or proparoxytone) and a pentesyllabic catalectic (the ‘adonic’). 

This classical form reminds one of the Alcaic or Sapphic stanza, 

though the basis is the demotic decapentesyllabic line cut in two. 

Sometimes one hears it in its entirety: Ura vXovcna irepifioXia eras | 

1 It was first published from Kalvos’s autograph by M. Vitti, A. Kalvos e i suoi 

scritti in italiano, Naples, i960, pp. 325-8. 
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fiamXiKos Kal Kpivoi: ‘In the rich gardens that are yours | are basil 

plants and lilies.’ The language is also entirely original, a mix¬ 

ture of demotic and archaistic, and it has presented students with 

many problems. Mr. Dimaras1 has found the best explanation: 

in writing Greek, Kalvos applied to it the poetical and aesthetic 

theories of the Italian classicists, and in particular of his master 

Foscolo. The spoken language is taken as a basis and is enriched 

with archaic expressions and rare words (even taken from ancient 

lexicons), while at the same time demotic words are transformed 

by archaic endings. The case of Kalvos is entirely unique. He 

wished to celebrate the Greek revolution and the return of 

Liberty to the country where she was born, and naturally, Greek 

poet as he was, he wished to write in Greek, not in Italian, which 

until now had been his natural mode of expression. But he had 

lived for twenty years far from Greece (‘the fifth part | of a 

century beheld me | mid foreign nations’). He was cut off both 

from the demotic and the Phanariot tradition; he certainly did 

not yet know Solomos, and it is doubtful if he knew the poems of 

Ghristopoulos or Vilaras. Thus, in adapting the lessons of his 

teacher to his mother tongue, he was more or less alone as he 

made up his poetical instrument, and half-forgotten memories 

were to give it their warmth. 

It is not only in his language that he follows the example of 

Foscolo: the lofty tone of the odes is in keeping with their 

classical form. There are classical recollections: the Parnassian 

maidens, the zephyrs, and the Olympian gods occur as well as 

the archaistic vocabulary; and he exalts noble actions, a lofty 

spirit, and above all Virtue. But in the classicist poetry of Kalvos, 

as in his language, there is a deep contradiction, which stamps 

its originality and, ultimately, is the reason for its worth. For 

all this apparent classicism is nothing but an outer garment, 

which conceals the movement of the uneasy soul of a genuine 

Romantic. The cloak is that of Pindar or Foscolo; the voice is 

that of Ossian or of Edward Young. The ode ‘To the Muses’ 

begins with references to the ‘Leto-born’, to ‘the Zephyr-footed 

Graces’, to ‘the garden of the Pierides’, and to ‘the feasts of the 

Olympians’, but in the later stanzas this frigid setting is at once 

quickened by a warm breath and a feeling for Nature: 

1 K. Dimaras, 01 ny-yes rrjs e/xuvfvcrrjs tov Ka\[3ov, Athens, 1946 (reprinted 

from Nea 'EotI(x) . 
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Where there tremble Infinite 
The lights of the night time; 
There on high is spread out 
The Milky Way and pours down 

Sprinkling of dewdrops. 

This drink in its pureness 
Gives health to the foliage; 
And where it leaves the verdure 
The sun finds the roses 

And all their perfume. 

Night, stars, winds, clouds, blood, death, the tomb, tears: it has 

been proved1 that Kalvos makes his poetical pictures out of this 

romantic material far more than from classical types. Of his ode 

‘To Death’, Seferis2 has written that it is essentially an ode by 

Young. At his genuinely romantic core, we find Kalvos a true 

and really original poet. Perhaps his moments of poetic ease are 

relatively few, and there is more of what critics have called‘poetic 

vacuum’. But criticism must rejoice when it meets excellence, even 

in a small degree; and excellence is undoubtedly to be found in 

the poet of the Odes. 

Kalvos followed no tradition, and himself left no following. 

His work, so unlike anything else either in the Ionian Islands 

or in the poetry of Athens, was destined to remain in oblivion 

for many years. It was only in 1888 that Palamas, with his critical 

acuity and his sensitivity, rediscovered the poet of the Odes. The 

younger poetical generation of 1930 was in its turn to find some 

kinship with him, and to speak of ‘his genuine personality and 

his lyric daring’.3 

THE HEPTANESIAN SCHOOL 

The lesson of Solomos, on the other hand, was received in 

Heptanesian circles and gave birth to a whole school. The poets 

of this school were so closely involved with Solomos that we may 

divide them into two classes: on the one hand his friends and 

contemporaries, and on the other his disciples or followers. We 

1 See Dimaras, op. cit. 

2 In AoKi^es, 2nd edn., Athens, 1962, p. 24. 

3 O. Elytis, “ 'H aXrjdivrj <j>v(noyvwpLa Kal 77 XvpiKrj TaXp-q tov AvSpea KdXfiov”, 

Nea ’EarLa, 40 (Christmas 1946), special fascicule dedicated to Kalvos, pp. 84- 

106; reprinted, vol. 68 (September i960), special fascicule, pp. 240-69. 
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have already made mention of a close friend, a little his senior, 

Antonios Matesis (1794-1875), who wrote anacreontic imitations, 

like Christopoulos, or approached the simple lyricism of Solomos’s 

early poems, and even translated Ossian and Gray. His most 

significant contribution to literature was his drama The Basil 

Plant (1830) on the subject of the social contrasts in the islands at 

the beginning of the eighteenth century. A young man from ‘the 

second-best families’ loves a girl from ‘the best’. It is written in 

prose, in lively demotic, and is enriched with many picturesque 

elements, particularly when personages ‘from the lowest class of 

the people’ are presented. There is a sort of lago in the character 

of the agent of the Venetian Provveditore. 

George Tertsetis (1800-74) was also among Solomos’s friends 

at Zakynthos. He studied law in Italy, and went to Greece under 

Kapodistrias. As a judge in 1833 he strongly opposed the pro¬ 

posal of the Regency that he should condemn Kolokotronis to 

death, and he was obliged to leave his country. He returned with 

the change of politics in 1843, and remained thenceforward in 

Athens until his death, as librarian to the House of Parliament. 

On every anniversary of the national holiday (25 March) and 

on other occasions he delivered an oration in demotic, thus keep¬ 

ing the tradition of Solomos alive amid the archaism of Othonian 

Athens. In 1833 he greeted Otho’s arrival with a poem, The 

Kiss. In 1847 he published anonymously a collection, Simple 

Language, an obvious recollection of the Romaic Language of 

Vilaras, in which he includes prose and verse by himself and by 

others. In the following decade he also took part in the poetical 

competitions that were in fashion at the time, and protested 

when he got no more than praise, e.g. with Corinna and Pindar, 

The Marriage of Alexander the Great, and The Dream. The last is 

inspired by contemporary events: it is a dream of King Otho; 

the others have classical subject-matter. All are written in un¬ 

rhymed decapentesyllables, like the demotic songs or the poems 

of Solomos’s last period. Tertsetis, his close friend, is perhaps here 

influenced by him. But Tertsetis’s verse has nothing of the enig¬ 

matic harmony of the third draft of The Free Besieged or of the 

Porfyras. It is stiff, with no kind of flow. We get the impression 

that Tertsetis is not at home in verse, and that poetic expression 

troubles him. On the other hand he is perfectly at ease in prose; 

he is the prose writer par excellence of the Heptanesian school. Two 
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early prose works of his are particularly noteworthy: one is a 

letter of advice to Dimitris, son of the warrior Markos Botsaris, 

when he was going to Munich in 1826 as a bursar of King 

Ludwig I of Bavaria; the other is a speech in commemoration 

of the Philhellene Frank Abney Hastings (1828). Both are 

written in pure but carefully handled demotic and with an extra¬ 

ordinary freshness, such as we find only in The Woman of 

f^akynthos or in the Memoirs of Makrygiannis. In his later prose 

works, the speeches on 25 March, this freshness has vanished; 

but the prose deliberately retains the character of the spoken 

word and has a peculiar charm. We are told that it enchanted 

his audience, and we can understand why. As a personality he 

himself always had a charm of his own, though his appearance 

was anything but attractive. We are also indebted to Tertsetis for 

his initiative in getting Kolokotronis in his old age to dictate his 

memoirs to him; he apparently did the same with Nikitaras and 

other heroes of the War of Independence, but the documents 

have not come down to us. It is not worth our while to pause over 

two works of his last period, a comedy (1858) in which he makes 

fun of a poetical competition, and his play in Italian, The 

Death of Socrates (1866). 

We come now to the disciples of Solomos. The eldest of these, 

and scarcely thirteen years younger than the master, was Andreas 

Laskaratos. He was born at Lixouri in Cephalonia in 1811, and 

died there in 1901 after a long and stormy life. He was personally 

acquainted with Solomos in Corfu, where he had studied at the 

Ionian Academy as a pupil of Kalvos. From 1836 to 1839 he 

studied law in Paris and at Pisa, and on his return practised for 

a short time at Lixouri; but he soon gave it up and retired into 

private life. In 1851-2, and also after 1856, he lived in London, 

giving Greek and Italian lessons and studying in the British 

Museum. 

Laskaratos, as he himself confessed, did not have the nature of 

a poet: ‘I always wanted to climb Parnassus, but every time I 

got tired half way up and turned back. I hadn’t the wings of 

my friend Valaoritis.’ He wrote a great many satirical lines, 

starting, as in his earlier ‘satiric epyllia’ of 1840-50, from local 

events, and sometimes advancing to more general social criticism. 

But his satires are laden with intolerably prosy elements and are 

quite unreadable. More successful are his parodies; of the Old 
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Testament (‘Why dollars are called dollars’) or of the Iliad. (‘The 

quarrel between Agamemnon and Achilles’). Palamas rightly 

said: ‘Laskaratos is no painter of passions, but a persecutor of 

prejudices; he is not a creator, he is an observer.’1 Living in a 

restricted society he was irritated by its smallness and the falsity 

of its conventions and he wished to become a social reformer. 

Therefore his most characteristic writing is his prose work, The 

Mysteries of Cephalonia, printed in 1856; its sub-title is ‘Thoughts 

on family life, religion, and politics in Cephalonia’. The book 

is, in fact, divided into these three parts, and the writer states his 

views on these subjects; his intention is ethical and didactic, but 

his mood is often satirical. The section on the family is certainly 

the best. The religious part caused scandal. Laskaratos was 

attacking prejudice and superstition, ikons that shed tears, the 

ignorance and the avarice of the clergy; but it is not always 

easy to make clear what is essential, what is mere formality, and 

what is prejudice. Laskaratos, with his intellectualism and his 

puritan ethics, was not the man to make that distinction. It was 

impossible for him to understand, perhaps because he was so 

little an artist, the particular hue that religious faith and ritual 

take on among the Greek people. He saw everything as black or 

white, and had no eye for the rich colours of a popular festival; 

his approach is therefore that of a foreigner. Not unnaturally 

The Mysteries of Cephalonia provoked a stormy reaction, which 

went so far as the author’s official excommunication by the 

Church. Laskaratos was obliged to go away, first to Zakynthos, 

and later to England; he wrote polemical pamphlets, edited a 

periodical, and when the storm had somewhat subsided he tried 

to start it up again by publishing his ‘Answer to the Excom¬ 

munication’ in 1868. The excommunication was not lifted until 

1900, just before his death. Meanwhile, from 1875 onwards, he 

collaborated with different Athenian periodicals, and in 1884 

went to Athens where he gave a lecture at the literary society 

‘Parnassos’. Things were much changed by then, after nearly 

thirty years, and the Athenian public was mature and advanced 

enough to understand his value, and this gave him much moral 
satisfaction. 

In 1886 he published another prose work, Behold the Man, 

and a collection of Characters, in imitation of Theophrastus and 

1 K. Palamas, Ta Trpu>Ta KpiTiKa, Athens, 1913, p. 69 (= H-navra, vol. 2, p. 82). 
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La Bruyere. First he draws his own portrait with irony, yet also 
with fighting spirit: ‘The Quarrelsome Man’. 

In 1866, at the request of a Danish friend, he started writing 

an extremely interesting autobiography in Italian, which he 

finished about twenty years later, adding to it constantly until 

the end of his life.1 The last lines are highly impressive, as they 

reveal a deeply ethical and, at bottom, religious personality: 

Now recapitulating my long existence, I shall say this: I was endowed 

with what is called a good nature, and all who knew me intimately 

loved me and wished me well. I have indeed known grief, misfortune, 

and insults in the course of this long existence. . . . Today, in the 

eighty-seventh year of my life, I thank God for what He gave me 

in this world, and I trust in His fatherly benevolence for what is to 

become of me after death. 

Julius Typaldos (1814-83) was also of Gephalonian aristo¬ 

cratic origins. He studied law in Italy, and on his return followed 

the juristic branch. In 1857, posted in Zakynthos, he delivered 

a commemorative speech on Solomos, a noteworthy token of his 

critical admiration. From 1867 he withdrew to Florence, but in 

1881 he went back to Corfu, where he died. Of all the Hepta- 

nesians, Typaldos is perhaps the purest lyric poet, though his 

work is small in bulk. His one collection of poems, Divers Poems 

(1856), is dedicated to Solomos: a few poems (and not his best) 

were added later. His poetry, formed in the school of Solomos, 

has an undoubtedly lyrical quality, and a rare nobility, but is 

somewhat monotonous and feeble in sound. He moves in the 

same world of idealism as all the Hept.anesians, and his few 

poems are marked by a sweetness and a delicate grace. Words 

such as ‘hidden’ and ‘secret’ frequently recur in his lines, and a 

dim moonlight seems to illuminate the gentle and aristocratic 

creations of his imagination. ‘Poet of the moonlight’, Palamas 

called him.2 However, this gentle world of idealism does not 

lead him astray into the abstract; his genuine lyric feeling is 

always in touch with the world of reason, while his musical 

1 This fuller text has been published in a French translation by H. Pernot, 

Dudes de litterature grecque moderne, vol. 2, Paris, 1918, pp. 146-276. Greek trans¬ 

lation from the French text by Ch. Antonatos, Athens, [1927], reprinted in "Airavra, 

vol. 1, pp. 2 ff. A different version of the text (in Italian) is published by Al. 

Papageorgiou, AvSpeov AaoKaparov BioypafyiKa. tov ivdvp.-qp.aTa, Athens, 1966. 

2 K. Palamas, VouAios TwndASos, In "Atravra, vol. 8, pp. 285-310. 

8157215 K. 
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sensibility converts his idealistic visions into pliant musical verse 

in melodious stanzas of six or eight lines: 

Thou like a dream appearing 

The very first thou art 

To kindle sleepless passions 

Within my guileless heart. 

Ah, say, where art thou love ? 

Where art thou my sweet hope ? 

Say, is this earth thy home, 

Or are the stars above ? 

The atmosphere of Typaldos’s poetry is that of Solomos’s first 

Gorfiot period, a likeness which extends to the versification; 

perhaps of all his disciples Typaldos is the one who went furthest 

into his world. 
Typaldos devoted his later years in Florence to the translation 

of the Gerusalemme Liberata, which is his most perfect work. The 

ottava rima hendecasyllabic stanzas of the original are rendered 

in the Cretan decapentesyllabic couplet, and it is clear that 

Typaldos studied Kornaros in order to learn how to render the 

epic force of Tasso. Moreover in a letter to De Viazis in 1880 he 

speaks without hesitation of the poetic excellence of the Eroto- 

kritos, which he places next to Solomos. His admiration for 

Kornaros is realized by this poetical translation, and though it 

is not an original work it is nevertheless a work of the highest 

importance both for the poetry of Typaldos and, more generally, 

for that of modern Greece. 

If Laskaratos is the satirist and Typaldos the lyric poet, 

Jakovos Polylas inherited Solomos’s critical spirit. He was born 

in Corfu of a good local family in 1826. He did not study abroad 

as a young man, but in 1852-4 he accompanied his sick wife to 

Naples, where he had the opportunity of studying German 

idealistic philosophy, and in particular Hegel and Schiller, by 

whom he was profoundly influenced. After the death of Solomos 

he undertook, almost unaided, the heavy task of editing the 

poet’s works from his incomplete manuscripts. His edition of the 

Remains in 1859 is a wonderful critical monument, valuable not 

only for the edition of the text itself, but also for the ‘Prolego¬ 

mena’, which is one of the most precious pieces of evidence for 

the poetry and personality of Solomos. Before this, when still at 
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Naples, he was working on a prose translation of The Tempest 

which he published, with a critical introduction, in 1855. Years 

later he published another Shakespearian translation, Hamlet 

(1889), this time in verse, in a melodious thirteen-syllable line 

which is his own invention. His translations are the creative 

expression of his critical spirit; they are the fruit of his inclina¬ 

tion towards idealism and of his need to know, and to make known 

to others, the greatest works of the great masters. From 1875 he 

had been engaged on the translation of Homer, first of the 

Odyssey and then of the Iliad. His translation, especially of the 

Odyssey, is outstanding for its elegance and rhythm. 

His original work is small; Polylas was not a creative artist 

but, as he said himself in the best of his sonnets, an ‘amateur’. 

But he was an amateur in the highest sense of the word. His own 

small body of original writing, his criticism, and his translations 

complement each other and combine to make up a most dis¬ 

tinguished personality of the utmost sensibility. In the last years 

of his life he came into closer touch with the literary circles of 

Athens, on whom he exercised a great influence, for his former 

friendship with Solomos gave him especial authority. Thus in 

1892, taking as his occasion the results of the third ‘Phila¬ 

delphian’ competition, he took part in the discussion and 

published his study, Our Literary Language. At the same time he 

also came under the influence of the Athenians and wrote three 

‘genre’ stories,1 but with the firm imprint of his own person¬ 

ality. In ‘A Little Mistake’ he introduces an admirable female 

character; in ‘The Three Gold Goins’, a longer tale, there is an 

atmosphere of spiritual nobility that makes credible the super¬ 

natural. Polylas died in Corfu in 1896. In the previous year 

Palamas had paid tribute to him and to Markoras in one of the 

sonnets in Countries,2 as heirs of Solomos and his own poetical 

forerunners. 
Gerasimos Markoras, another Corfiot, was born in the same 

year as Polylas, 1826. His father, a justice, was a close friend 

of Solomos and in general had close relations with the poet’s 

family. Between 1849 and 1852 he studied law in Italy and on 

his return led a quiet and solitary life, especially after the death 

1 On the ‘genre’ story and its significance for the prose of the generation of 

1880, see below, Chapter XI, p. 164. 
2 “IJarptSes”, 4th sonnet, in Life Immovable (= Unavra, vol. 3, p. 16). 
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of his parents, looking after his country estate. In 1857, like all 

the poets of the Ionian Islands, he wrote a lament for the death 

of Solomos. In 1863 he printed a satire against the British 

protectorate. The subjects of his poetry are not particularly 

original; they deal with such commonplaces as love, death, and 

the fatherland, but they are distinguished for their gentleness, by 

a language refreshed by the Heptanesian tradition, and by an 

uncommon perfection in form. When his Poetical Works, the first 

collected edition, was published in 1890, his poetry made a great 

impression in Athens because of both its form and its content, 

and decisively influenced the younger poets. Like Polylas, he 

brought to Athens the tradition of Solomos, at a time when it 

was ready to receive it. But like other artists who lack the power 

of self-renewal, Markoras, after influencing his juniors, was in¬ 

fluenced in his turn by them. His second collection, Short Journeys 

(1898), clearly shows the influence of Athenian Parnassians, and 

in addition the weakening—and also the attendant graces— 

of old age. This is the end of the Heptanesian school. In 1911, 

when Markoras died at the age of eighty-five, we are a long way 

from its beginnings. 

Markoras is the poet of the minor key par excellence. An excep¬ 

tion is his big epic-lyric work, The Oath, first published in 1875, 

and based on the Cretan insurrection of 1866 and the blowing 

up of the monastery of Arkadi by its abbot Gabriel—an action 

comparable with the most heroic events of 1821 and one which 

has always evoked admiration. Markoras constructs his work 

round two personages, Eudokia and Manthos, who are betrothed. 

Eudokia returns to Crete three years later, after Manthos has 

been killed at Arkadi; as she follows his tracks, his ghost appears 

to her and relates all the events, the resistance, and the blowing 

up of the monastery. Markoras uses the rhymed decapente- 

syllabic couplet, a technique which he learned from The Cretan 

and from The Free Besieged. The verse is very precise, and has 

a carefully constructed harmony, sometimes with a masculine 

roughness and at other times with a feminine tenderness, cor¬ 

responding to its two chief characters. It is both gentle and 

vigorous, and ranks with the Fotinos of Valaoritis as one of 

the most remarkable achievements in poetry after Solomos, 

particularly of the decade 1870-80. 
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A. VALAORITIS 

Aristotle Valaoritis occupies a place of his own in the Hepta- 

nesian school. He was almost an exact contemporary of the two 

last-mentioned poets. Born in 1824 *n Leucas, the Ionian island 

nearest to mainland Greece, he studied in Italy and France, and 

returned to the Ionian Islands in 1848, playing an energetic role 

in politics both before and after the union with Greece. He was 

a man of strong constitution and athletic appearance, violent in 

his reactions and bitter in dispute. For the last ten years of his 

life he retired to the islet of Madouri off the coast of Leucas, and 

gave himself up to writing and study. He died there, prematurely, 
in 1879. 

His first volume, Verses (1847), is insignificant. He made his 

first important appearance with Elegies in 1857, the year in which 

Solomos died. The collection includes his most significant and 

best-known lyric poems: ‘Funeral Ode’, ‘Thanasis Vagias’, 

‘Samuel’, ‘The Flight’, ‘Efthymios Vlachavas’. Valaoritis is a 

strange phenomenon; he was a genuine Heptanesian, but his 

orientations brought him nearer to the demotic song and to 

French Romanticism than to Solomos and the ideals of his school. 

His subjects are mostly taken from the War of Independence and 

the pre-revolutionary period, the struggles of the klephts, of the 

armatoli, and of the Suliots. His heroes move in an impossibly 

exalted atmosphere where the supernatural element blends with 

Romantic exaggeration. Meanwhile, unlike the Romantics of 

Athens, Valaoritis, like a true Heptanesian, used the demotic. He 

did not modify it creatively, as Solomos taught, but followed 

superficially the style of folk-poetry, transforming it with much 

romantic bombast. In his more mature works such as Astrapo- 

giannos and above all in Athanasis Diakos (1867) many of these 

faults are less prominent. However, in the second, perhaps the 

more significant work, symbolism and allegory prevail, render¬ 

ing the essentially human figure of the hero-martyr indistinct. 

The last ten years of his life he lived on his estate at Madouri, 

and in 1879, the year of his death, he worked on Fotinos, his last 

and most remarkable poem, which unfortunately he was unable 

to finish. The subject is taken from the earlier history of Leucas, 

a rising of the Greek inhabitants against the Frankish dynast in 

the fourteenth century. Fotinos, the hero, an old countryman, 
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retires to the mountains of his homeland after a quarrel with the 

Frankish ruler. There we find him with his daughter in his poor 

cottage, planning revolution. This aged champion of freedom is 

distinguished by his gentle humanity and his quiet determination 

and a certain aristocratic pride. All the poem centres round this 

warm human character. Valaoritis no longer wishes to impress 

us with the supernatural, his verse is free from bombast or 

rhetoric, everything is simpler and at the same time warmer 

and more human. It seems that Valaoritis had to wait until the 

end of his life to free himself from the faults that spoil his other 

work—faults that were, to a large degree, those of his age. Or 

perhaps he had sought solitude and contemplation in order to 

discover his real self. Unlike the other works of Valaoritis, the 

Fotinos has a place of its own in modern Greek poetry. 

The Heptanesian school has also a rich crop of less significant 

names. Spyridon Zambelios (1815-81) wrote some early poems 

under the influence of Solomos, but then turned rather to the 

study of history; in 1852 he published a collection of demotic 

songs (with many arbitrary emendations), and in 1857 his 

Byzantine Studies, one of the earliest proofs of interest in this subject. 

The Cretan Wedding (i860) is a historical novel, set in the time 

of Venetian rule in Crete, and has no literary merit. Spyridon 

Melissinos (1823-88) dedicated his youthful Tombs to the memory 

of Solomos, but his later work departs from his school. Of 

Gerasimos Mavrogiannis (1823-1906) we shall mention only one 

poem, The Ionian Sailor, written in demotic, in imitation of the 

demotic songs. Antonios Manousos (1828-1903) wrote some 

light stanzas that are not without freshness, and some technically 

superior sonnets, in which he tried to imitate the style of Petrarch. 

His long poem, The Blind Woman’s Death, Romantic both in style 

and conception, is written in very competent Dantesque terza 

rima. Stylianos Chrysomallis (1836-1918), a friend of Polylas, 

wrote satirical poems and also a few lyrics and translations. 

Andreas Martzokis of Zakynthos (1849-1923) was much more 

in the Heptanesian tradition; he was much influenced by the 

Romanticism of Valaoritis in his larger compositions, and in his 

purely lyric work he shows an affinity with the poetry ofTypaldos. 

Others, such as P. Panas, M. Avlichos, and D. Iliakopoulos, 

gradually lost their Heptanesian character, merging in the great 

melting-pot of Athens. 



IX 

THE NEW GREEK STATE 

THE PHANARIOTS AND THE 

ATHENIAN SCHOOL 

GREEK ROMANTICISM 

Historical conditions favoured the independent 

development of the Heptanesian school: the small ‘in¬ 

dependent state’ of the Ionian Islands continued to exist 

until 1863, when, with the accession of the new dynasty, Great 

Britain consented to the union of the islands with Greece. Mean¬ 

while, as a result of ten years of revolution, the new Greek state 

had been founded upon a democratic basis, and was officially 

recognized by the western powers and by the Porte. Since 1828 

its leader had been the Corfiot Joannis Kapodistrias, whose poli¬ 

tical sagacity had been trained by his having been a minister 

of the Tsar’s. In Nauplia, the first capital, and in Athens, the 

capital after 1834, intense intellectual and literary activity was 

developing side by side with political life. 

Nevertheless the newly founded state was shaken by political 

and social conflicts. Kapodistrias’s attempts to organize a well- 

governed state, following western models, were sure to meet with 

every sort of opposition; the first tragic consequence was his own 

murder in 1831. Moreover the arrival of the young king Otho 

in 1833, and above all the exercise of power by the Bavarian 

regents, caused the situation to deteriorate further. Some im¬ 

provements were brought about by the political change of 1843 

and the granting of the first constitution. 

The new state only extended as far as Mt. Othrys, and 

excluded vital areas of Hellenism such as Thessaly, northern 

Greece, and the islands. In this stiflingly restricted area, mani¬ 

fold and (in many respects) opposing elements, free and unbridled 
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during the Turkish regime, were now crowded together and were 

creating an explosive atmosphere. The Phanariots, who came 

down from the Danubian principalities, with their political 

and administrative experience, obtained the highest positions; 

Heptanesians who had received an education in western univer¬ 

sities also played an important part; while the Peloponnesians 

and Roumeliots, who were also at rivalry among themselves, 

whether simple men of the people or leaders in the War of In¬ 

dependence, saw or thought themselves to be cold-shouldered. 

The vision of their country’s freedom, which had warmed their 

hearts throughout the revolution, like all attractive visions 

seemed to have little correspondence with reality. At the same 

time the language of the people, that of the demotic songs or of 

the simple decrees of the village elders, was unable to satisfy 

the increased demands of a more complicated state organism, 

and was set aside. In state documents, in the press, even in 

literature we observe a continual tendency to further archaism: 

katharevousa, a creation of the learned, was gradually established 

as the official language. 

There is no work that better reflects this situation than the 

Memoirs of General Makrygiannis, even though he is a quite 

individual case. Makrygiannis was born in 1797 in a village in 

Epirus, and was a prominent figure in the War of Independence; 

he was courageous and determined, he distinguished himself in 

several battles, and attained the rank of general. Like nearly all 

the leaders in that war, he was illiterate; but when, at the end 

of the conflict, he was made a ‘chiliarch’ by Kapodistrias, he 

felt the need to record his own deeds and what he had seen, and 

at the age of thirty-two he sat down and learned to read and 

write; he began to write his Memoirs in his own hand, with no 

knowledge of punctuation or spelling, and continued them up to 

the eve of his death. His language is entirely that of the people, 

without a touch of learned influence; it has the liveliness of 

actual speech and the warmth of a man who was not only an 

observer but also a part of the events which he described. This 

lively, personal style is entirely fitting as the expression of his 

vehement and peculiar character, which made him the violent 

opponent of any high-handed action or of any opportunist com¬ 

promise. The Memoirs are the most genuine expression of the spirit 

of the generation that took part in the War of Independence; 
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at the same time there is perhaps no other text that gives us the 

language of the people so unadulterated and in a work of such 

length. It remained unpublished, and when Vlachogiannis first 

brought it out in 1907 it aroused no interest in literary circles. 

Only during the years just before the Second World War, the 

younger generation became fascinated by the general’s purity of 

language, and tried to learn from him, the ‘illiterate master’ as 
Seferis calls him.1 

GREEK ROMANTICISM 

The literary tendencies in the decade 1830 to 1840 were entirely 

different from those reflected in the Memoirs of Makrygiannis. 

Romanticism, the new, lively movement of the time, imposed 

itself upon literature at about the same time as it was making 

itself predominant in France. At present neither Romanticism 

nor the katharevousa receives much sympathy; and when the 

demotic first predominated, Romantic poems in katharevousa 

became the butt of an easy satire. However, in an objective 

historical account there is no place for prejudice of that kind; 

besides, during the fifty years of Greek Romanticism there were 

not only bad or mediocre poets, but also a few with a genuine 

lyric voice, who succeeded in making a virtue out of katharevousa 

and Romanticism. 

The Traveller by Panagiotis Soutsos (1806-68) was the work 

with which romanticism first came into Greece. It is a ‘dramatic 

poem’ as the sub-title of the first edition announces. The poet, 

the youngest of three brothers, was a Phanariot of a princely 

family; he was born in Constantinople, and educated at the 

Chios School and later in Paris. His eldest brother fought beside 

Alexandras Ypsilantis and was killed at Dragatsani; his second 

brother was Alexandras, of whom we shall be speaking later. The 

Traveller, as the author tells us, had been inspired when he was 

eighteen years old ‘in the cloudy horizons of northern Europe’, 

was written in Greece in 1827, and published in Nauplia in 1831. 

The two principal characters, the Traveller and Ralou, meet 

again, fail to recognize each other, swoon, lose their senses, see 

1 G. Seferis, ’Evas ’EXX-^vas, *0 MaKpayiavvyjs, in AoKip.es, 2nd edn., Athens, 

1962, p. 174. See also: Makriyannis, edited and translated by H. A. Lidderdale, 

p. vii (letter of Seferis to C. M. Woodhouse). 
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visions, run mad, and finally commit suicide, exchanging with 

their last breath the most heart-rending words of love. 

The Traveller is the genuine first-born offspring of Romanti¬ 

cism, and therefore had an immediate success and great influence, 

as if that age were hungry for such improbabilities and for such 

an escape from reality. Besides, the work has positive virtues: 

the Romantic passion here finds most genuine expression, com¬ 

bined with an indubitable lyric nobility, and in the better parts 

the language has warmth and expressive power. This, at least, 

is true of the first edition; for Soutsos was led astray by the 

archaistic tendency of his time, and in every further edition made 

the language of The Traveller colder and less poetical. In 1853 

he wrote the most curious of all documents on the archaistic 

tendencies in poetry, the New School of the Written Word, making 

his theoretical ideal a complete return to the ancient language. 

This was answered with remarkable cool-headedness and acute¬ 

ness in the Soutsiad by K. Asopios, professor of classical litera¬ 

ture at the Ionian Academy first and later at the University of 

Athens; he was the first to attack without reserve Romantic and 

linguistic extravagances, and to refer to Solomos and to the 

Erotokritos as examples of real poetry. 

Before The Traveller, Soutsos had written short lyric poems, 

mostly love-poems, in the manner of the ‘Arcadian’ poets and of 

Christopoulos, who was acknowledged as their master by all the 

young Phanariots. During the decade 1830 to 1840 he published 

an epistolary novel, Leander (1834), the prose counterpart of The 

Traveller and obviously inspired by Foscolo’s Letters of Ortis. He 

also published a collection of poems, Guitar (1835). In the last 

volume, as well as love-songs and drinking-songs, there are 

patriotic and politico-satirical poems, of the type that his brother 

Alexander cultivated still more; pure lyricism appears to be 

fading here, and his poetic power was clearly failing. His sub¬ 

sequent work, tragedies, lyric dramas and novels, is not worth 

our attention. Panagiotis Soutsos could not recover the moments 

of genuine poetic inspiration that the young author of The 

Traveller had achieved; moreover his language, progressively 

more archaic, cast its chill and spoiled his poetic creation. 

Alexandras Soutsos was three years older than his brother. He 

arrived in Greece a little before him and was at Nauplia under 

Kapodistrias. He published Satires in 1827. His poetry was never 
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lyrical; it was always political and satirical in tone. He wrote 

violent polemics against Kapodistrias, and even went so far as 

to praise his murderers as ‘tyrannicides’. Nevertheless, later, he 

attacked the Regency and King Otho with equal vehemence. 

He was a poet-journalist, of the type (always Romantic) of 

Beranger. He took a vigorous part in politics, and for that 

reason his life was a stormy one; he was frequently attacked 

for political reasons, was imprisoned, and was obliged to leave 

his country, and finally died in a hospital at Smyrna in 1863. 

His most interesting poems are collected in Panorama of Greece 

(1833). The language is still near to demotic, and his ironic and 

playful disposition often shows the beneficial influence of the 

school of Christopoulos. The Wanderer is a long and miserable 

poem, a poor imitation of Childe Harold, with a number of political 

gibes in it; Greece against the Turk (1850), a poem hailed in its 

own time as the highest example of lofty poetry, is an unsuccess- 

fid attempt to describe the struggle of 1821, in which the author 

cannot escape from prosiness. We should make mention of his 

early comedy, The Prodigal (1830), which is in ordinary living 

speech, but we can ignore his other dramatic works and his 

prose book The Exile (1835), mass of bombast’, as one critic 

called it.1 

Alexandras Rizos Rangavis (1809-92) was of a noble Phanariot 

family, and a cousin of the Soutsos brothers. In the course of his 

long life he was to take part in many activities and to write 

many books, of both a literary and a non-literary nature. He too 

was born in Constantinople; he attended a military academy in 

Munich with a scholarship from Ludwig I of Bavaria, and later 

occupied various positions in Greece; he was a professor of 

archaeology at the university, a senior administrative official, 

ambassador to Washington and to Berlin, and a government 

minister. He was also a man of letters. His complete literary 

works, published by himself, amount to nineteen volumes. We 

shall later speak of his short stories and his novels. For the 

moment we are exclusively concerned with his poetry, which 

made its earliest appearance at the same time as that of Pana- 

giotis Soutsos. Dimos and Eleni (1831) has a purely Romantic 

structure, but at the same time an artificial overlay of Greek 

popular colour, which can also be seen in the demotic names of 

1 Angelos Vlachos, ^vaAe/cra, vol. 2, Athens, 1901, p. 46. 
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the principal personages; the language is a demotic that has been 

tidied up, with an admixture of learned frigidity. Rangavis on 

the whole, unlike Panagiotis Soutsos, is moderate both in his 

Romanticism and in his use of language; and this is his defect. 

In his comparatively early collection, Various Poems (1837), there 

are poems in the newly established katharevousa of the Phana¬ 

riots, side by side with a greater number of poems in which 

demotic is felicitously used either in brief, light songs (most of 

them to well-known western airs) or on the familiar Romantic 

themes. The Romanticism of Rangavis seems to be influenced 

by the German poets, and this gives it a special character. The 

Woman Traveller, for example, is another variation on the theme 

of the wanderer. 
During the first decade of Romanticism, the poetry of the new 

state accepted the coexistence of the two languages. But as time 

went on—and we have already seen it happen in the case of 

P. Soutsos—the poor sister was ousted by the rich one. In 1864 

Rangavis published a poetical ‘tale’, The Voyage of Dionysos', the 

theme is taken from Greek mythology, the episode of the god 

Dionysos and the Tyrrhenian pirates that is carved on the frieze 

on the monument of Lysicrates in Athens (fourth century b.c.). 

The language is very skilful and elegant, but extremely archa- 

istic, and the five-line stanzas are highly wrought and polished: 

The richest brooches gathered 
The mantle of the maiden, 
With precious stones enamelled, 
But richer yet her golden head 
With wealth of curls was laden. 

We are far from the demotic and the Romanticism of The 

Woman Traveller and of Dimos and Eleni; this has been succeeded 

by a neo-Glassicism, which was more and more to control the 

life of the country. This neo-Classicism did harm enough. Yet 

today we value the neo-Classical houses of Athens (those that 

remain standing), the skilled marble work on the public build¬ 

ings of the time, and the rosettes and palmettes carved on tombs 

in the cemetery of Athens. Rangavis worked with the same 

elegance (and frigidity) on the neo-Classical verses of his Voyage 

of Dionysos, and the other poems of his last period. 

The linguistic question tormented the poets of Athens who did 
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not have Solomos’s good fortune of immediately realizing the 

right road to tread. Panagiotis Soutsos and Rangavis began with 

demotic, and as we have seen ended up in a severe archaistic 

manner. George Zalokostas (1805-58), from Epirus, impartially 

divided his poetic activity between katharevousa and demotic. 

It is not only in language that he had a double personality; his 

poetry fluctuates between two extremes, some being on great 

‘epico-lyrical’ themes (he had lived through the revolution and 

wished to celebrate it) and other poems being in more familiar 

tones, more tender, whether erotic or (more frequently) elegiac 

(he had lost seven of his children). He does not use katharevousa 

for epic, and demotic for his more lyrical poems; in both types 

of poem he uses either language indifferently. He is typical of 

a generation and an epoch that was struggling to find itself, 

faced by two conflicting traditions. 

His long epico-lyrical poems, The Khan of Gravid, Missolonghi, 

etc., frequently exhaust us with their grandiloquence. He is 

much more successful in his shorter lyric poems in which he 

uses a more melodious metrical scheme (a four-line stanza with 

one decapentesyllable and three shorter lines); in this he seemed 

to find the perfect means for his individual expression. By this 

metrical scheme, and by his use of demotic, he drew near to the 

Heptanesian school, with which moreover he had other ties both 

of origin and of education. In a letter to the Italian Regaldi he 

shows unreserved admiration for Solomos. 

While Zalokostas stood aloof from the Athenian school, 

Theodore Orfanidis from Smyrna (1817-86) was absolutely a 

part of it, and followed the politico-satirical line of Alexandros 

Soutsos rather than the lyrical line of his brother. At an early 

age he wrote satires, later he studied botany in Paris, and in 

1849 was appointed professor at the university, and distinguished 

himself in his own branch of study. He continued, however, to 

write poems, most of which were epico-lyrical (attempts to 

imitate Alexandros Soutsos’s Greece against the Turk), and he won 

one prize after another in literary competitions; such poems were 

The Man without a Country, Enslaved Chios about the medieval 

history of that island, and St. Minds about the massacres of Chios 

in 1822. The only work which need detain us is the satirical 

Tiri-Liri, ‘or the shooting season in the island of Syros, an 

heroico-comical poem’. The odd title (taken from a line of 
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Soutsos) means something like ‘a joke’, or ‘senseless babble’. 

The 3,000 fifteen-syllable lines are careless and flabby; but there 

is a genuine satirical feeling and much comic invention (for 

example, the pun on the cuckoo eaten by sportsmen, and the 

name of Captain Cook), and felicitous gibes at the Erasmian 

pronunciation, the antihellenism of Edmond About, etc. 

We return to the true line of Romanticism (and of Panagiotis 

Soutsos) with two younger poets who are worth our mention, 

Joannis Ivarasoutsas and Demosthenes Valavanis, both born in 

the third decade of the century. The former (1824-73) came from 

Smyrna where, while still very young, he published two volumes 

of collected verse; the second of these, dedicated with admiration 

to Rangavis, was an early sign of his poetical direction. The 

decade 1840-50 was that of his prime; his best poems are to be 

found in two collections, Melodies of Dawn (1846), and even more 

in Barbitos (1860). Karasoutsas lived a wretched life, earning his 

living as a teacher of French; at fifty years of age in 1873 in ‘a 

fatal hour of painful frenzy’1 he put an end to his days. 

He was a genuine lyric poet; his Romanticism is never exag¬ 

gerated, and his pessimism is irradiated by a true feeling for 

nature, in which there is a breath of spring: 

March, you are here, are here, 

And fields again are green, 

And bright the spring’s eyes shine, 

Shine on the whole earth’s cheer. 

His true poetical sensibility was nourished by memories of Ionia, 

his homeland, and by the warmth of his faith in Christianity. In 

Karasoutsas the flabby Phanariot language takes on a firmer 

expressiveness and becomes subtle enough to render fine shades 

of meaning, and his lines and his well-managed stanzas achieve 

a more composite harmony. These are not mean virtues, and in 

other circumstances they would have been more fully developed. 

As it is, beneath the ice-bound katharevousa of convention, we 

sometimes seem to hear echoes of something warmer. One has 

the impression that the poet first conceived his impressions in 

demotic and later in his study ‘translated’ them into the estab¬ 

lished archaistic katharevousa. Perhaps his is the most pleasing 

voice that finds utterance in that language. 

1 A. Vlachos, AvaX^Kra, vol. 2, p. 57. 
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Demosthenes Valavanis was the first poet to be born in 

liberated Greece. He was born at Karytaina in the Peloponnese 

in 1824; he studied medicine, but died in 1854 at the age of thirty 

before he had time to bring out a collection of his poetry. In 

his few poems, scattered over the anthologies and periodicals of 

the time, we can nevertheless discern a most interesting poetic 
individuality. 

He, also, was unable to escape from the general climate of his 

age. He paid particular attention to the language and used it 

with skill; it is remarkable that of his small body of work a large 

proportion is in demotic. In some of these poems he seems to 

draw directly on folk-literature, particularly songs of the Pelo¬ 

ponnese. In the best and the most mature of his work demotic 

preserves all its life force, and is used as a vehicle for the purest 

poetical expression. Such lines completely distinguish Valavanis 

from the other poets of the Athenian school. It is a sad thing that 

he died so young, but it would be useless to ask ourselves whether 

he would have managed to continue on this course, or whether he 

would have ended by compromising with his times. 

Valavanis died in 1854, Zalokostas in 1858, Karasoutsas did 

nothing after the Barbitos (i860). The years following i860 seem 

to have been unpropitious to poetry. 1863, the year of political 

change and of the introduction of the new dynasty, may be 

taken as a milestone. Romanticism had now lost its better 

exponents and with them its justification; it had also lost its 

balance and was on the decline. Its last phase is marked by 

exaggeration and by carelessness of style. 

The decade 1863-73 is occupied by two poets whose births 

and whose early deaths were almost exactly contemporaneous. 

Dimitrios Paparrigopoulos (1843-73) was a son of the great 

historian Konstantinos Paparrigopoulos. He studied law, and 

published essays and philosophical studies at an early age; from 

these works we can see that he was a restless and revolutionary 

spirit. He wrote a great deal, epico-lyrical poetry and prose. His 

poems (1867) are marked by a strong sense of pessimism, and 

despair like that of Leopardi (as Palamas said),1 turning into 

complaints, discontent, and hatred—a death wish, which in its 

strength and persistence became his chief merit as a poet. He 

lacked the lyric vein, the sensibility of Karasoutsas, and the 

1 K. Palamas, "Evas AeonapSiieds noi-qT-qs (= Anavra, vol. 10, pp. 267-82). 
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freshness of immediate contact with things; as a poet he was 

greyly and grimly philosophical. He made verse out of his 

despairing death wish, without ‘baptizing it with the double 

baptism of feeling and imagination’.1 His prosody is unstudied 

and careless and near to prose. 
Spyridon Vasiliadis was born at Patras a year later than 

Paparrigopoulos, and died of consumption in Paris a year after 

the latter—the third poet whom we have seen dying at thirty. 

Is this, like the suicide of Karasoutsas and of others of less signifi¬ 

cance, a biological consequence of Romanticism, as it has been 

said?2 Vasiliadis also studied law, and was friends with Papar¬ 

rigopoulos, though his character was very different. He was 

ardent and enthusiastic, exuberant and charming. His volumes 

of poems often won praise and honourable mention in poetical 

competitions. He was more spontaneous than Paparrigopoulos, 

but also more shallow, with a tendency to empty rhetoric and 

to exaggeration. He wrote a great deal in verse and prose, also 

tragedies and other plays, which were often performed. His 

best known work, Galatea (in prose), makes use of the myth of 

Pygmalion, and at the same time of the demotic ballad ‘The 

devoted brothers and the evil wife’. In spite of its frigid archaism, 

his dialogue is not without dramatic tension. It is interesting 

that Vasiliadis should have turned to the demotic songs as a 

source of inspiration. 

With Vasiliadis we already feel the gradual collapse of Greek 

Romanticism. The end of it is represented by Achilles Paraschos 

(1838-95). Though he was a little older than the two whom we 

have just named, their careers coincided, and after their deaths 

he remained almost alone in the field of poetry. From 1870 to 

1880 he lived at the centre of Athenian intellectual life and was 

much honoured. In 1881 he collected his poems into three 

volumes, grouping them into three classes: epic, patriotic and 

elegiac, and love poems. In the third group, the ‘Myrtles’, 

Romanticism seems to collapse into a parody of itself: 

I want her weak, my loved one, and I want her swift to fade, 
I want her pallid, and dead-white as is a dead man’s shroud, 
With twenty autumns on her brow, and not a single spring . . . 

1 Solomds, cited by Polylas, TIpo\ey6p.tva (= Ttvavra, vol. I, p. 28). 

2 See e.g. K. Dimaras, 'IaropLa, 4th edn., Athens, 1968, p. 300. Id., TTocijrat 

tov IQ' atwva, Athens, 1954, Introduction, p. 
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Obviously an empty shell is all that remains now of Romanti¬ 

cism. Poverty of ideas and of images and a disproportionate 

grandiloquence characterize this representative of its decline. 

He wrote with fantastic facility; his matter was unoriginal, his 

verse clumsy, and his language unstudied. His katharevousa is 

pompous and rhetorical, his demotic is commonplace and 

flabby. His intolerable repetitions were noticed and satirized 
even by the critics of his own time. 

Achilles Paraschos is the end of Greek Romanticism, and of 

the Athenian school. As we have seen, it was a world without 

the warmth of genuine art, though there were some flashes of 

brilliance, and some real achievement, but it ended in a blind 

alley. At this time other forces, which derived from a more living 

source, and which were to bring about something new, now made 

their first appearance. The decade of Paraschos’s prime (1870-80) 
was precisely when this change was preparing. 

PROSE AND THE THEATRE 

Greek Romanticism mainly confined itself to poetry; perhaps it 

was afraid of the sobriety of prose. It is true that both Panagiotis 

and Alexandras Soutsos wrote in prose, but these are not their 

most characteristic works. Alexandras Rangavis was much more 

successful in prose: he wrote interesting tales, and a long historical 

novel inspired by the medieval Chronicle of the Morea; this book, 

The Lord of the Morea (1850), very clearly shows the influence of 

Walter Scott. Rangavis makes no concession to demotic, and 

this certainly gives a frigidity to his work and limits the effect of 

his ingenious plot and his lively dialogue. 

The historical novel, with its return to a past age, and with the 

feuds, adventures, and intrigues, and the violent emotions that 

it describes, is particularly suited to the Romantic atmosphere, 

and therefore is the genre that flourished to some extent round 

the middle of the century. Stefanos Xenos, in A Heroine of the 

Greek Revolution (1852), draws on the recent past, and so does 

K. Ramfos in Katsantonis (i860) and The Last Days of Ali Pasha 

(1862), novels which aim at giving pleasure to a wider and less 

exclusive reading public. A particular place in any account of 

the historical novel should be given to Pope Joan (1866), a youth¬ 

ful work by Emmanuel Roidis, which provoked violent hostility, 

8157215 L 
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and was censured by the Church. His rationalism, his irony, and 

even his elegance of style place Roidis in contrast with the 

Romantic school, although his novel is undoubtedly its fruit. We 

shall have more to say of this interesting personality later. 

Thanos Vlekas by Pavlos Kalligas stands out from the rest of 

the prose work of the time as a genuine novel. The writer (1814- 

96) was one of the outstanding men of his time, a distinguished 

lawyer, a historical writer, a professor at the university, a 

member of Parliament, and a minister. Thanos Vlekas, published 

in 1855, represents a side-line of his, but an important side-line. 

The subject is not taken from the idealized historical past, but 

from contemporary actuality: the misery of the new Greek king¬ 

dom, tormented by misgovernment and banditry. There is no 

Romantic whitewash of the gloomy picture, which is drawn with 

a realism and irony that amount to sarcasm. The book has true 

literary qualities, imagination, a well-developed plot, skilfully 

drawn characters, and picturesque and lively descriptions 

rendered with realistic accuracy. Above all, we find the out¬ 

standing characters of Thanos and Euphrosyne presented, with 

no Romantic distortion, as a ray of light in this world of evil and 

misfortune. Naturally Kalligas also uses the archaistic language 

of his time, which is frigid even in dialogue, though he employs 

it with some artistry. 

Romanticism and the katharevousa were no more beneficial 

to the theatre than to non-dramatic prose. It is true that the 

poets of the Athenian school wrote dramatic works (even the 

Traveller had the sub-title ‘a dramatic poem’), but without any 

theatrical plot, and in an unnatural and undramatic kathare¬ 

vousa. But although they were acted frequently by the (as yet 

impermanent) companies in Athens, in the provinces, and in the 

still unliberated Greek cities, and sometimes with success (as, for 

example, was the Galatea of Vasiliadis), we can hardly speak of 

the existence of a modern Greek drama during the fifty years 

that we are examining. The one successful theatrical play was 

the comedy Babel (1836) by the amateur playwright Dimitrios 

Vyzantios. The scene is laid at Nauplia in 1827; the writer 

brings forward people from different parts of the Greek world, 

each speaking in his own dialect, and thus creating comic mis¬ 

understandings. The motif was well known (from the older 

Venetian dialect comedies, and the Korakistika of Neroulos), and 
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was very popular. Vyzantios, however, as well as his skill in 

‘snap-shots’, is able to distinguish and to represent the different 

‘ethos’ for example of the man from Asia Minor, the Chiot, 

the Corfiot, etc. For this reason his Babel had a great success, 

and is still acted today. Together with the Chasis of Gouzelis 

and The Basil Plant of Matesis it ranks with the few genuine 
theatrical works of that earlier period. 

Dimitrios Vernardakis, who wrote almost exclusively for the 

theatre, is another who wrote in katharevousa. He was born 

in Mytilene in 1833, and was not a professional writer, but 

(together with his much younger brother Gregorios) was one of 

the best Greek classical scholars and a professor at the university 

from 1861. As an innovator with a quarrelsome disposition (since 

1855 he had been attacking the exaggerations of Romanticism) 

he came into conflict with the established professors, and parti¬ 

cularly with Kontos; he therefore retired in his later years and 

lived in Mytilene (d. 1907). In another chapter we shall speak of 

his important influence upon the development of the language 

question. Here we are only concerned with him as a man of 

letters and a dramatic writer. 

His first work, Maria Doxapatri (1857), on a story taken from 

the period of Frankish rule in Greece, is genuinely Romantic and 

shows the strong influence of Shakespeare. However, on his 

return from his studies in Germany, he ‘recovered’, as he himself 

said, ‘from the mist of Romanticism’ and turned towards the 

ancients. His conversion to neo-Classicism was like that of 

Rangavis. Henceforward his themes were to be taken from the 

ancient world. The Cypselids (i860), with choruses—a work of 

his transitional period—was never acted on the stage. But his 

other works, for all their anti-theatrical archaistic language and 

their iambic verse, were frequently performed with great success, 

especially the two best, Merope (1866) and Fausta (1893); the first 

performance of the latter was given twice on successive days by 

the companies of two rival leading actresses. The work is not 

without dramatic qualities, but in spite of the great success it 

won it is obviously a relic of an earlier age. In the last decade 

of the century very different forces were at work, which were to 

influence intellectual life in another direction and to lead to very 

different achievements. 
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THE GENERATION OF 1880 

THE NEW ATHENIAN SCHOOL 

KOST1S PALAMAS 

THE DECADE 1870-1880 1-^he years in which Romanticism had fallen into decline 

(1870-80) were, as we said, also years during which much 

fermentation was going on, and in which change and a 

creative resurrection were on their way. The young, those born 

after the middle of the century, were looking for something new 

in poetry, in science, and in intellectual life, and were dissatisfied 

with the forms sanctioned by convention. In 1877, the literary 

society Parnassos (which was founded in 1865 and mainly com¬ 

posed of young men) organized a drama competition of its own, 

and invited Emmanuel Roidis, the author of Pope Joan, to be 

the judge. His criticism, in which he turned down all the works 

that had been submitted, was at the same time an important 

essay: On the present state of poetry in Greece. In his report he 

said there neither was nor could be poetry in Greece; for she 

lacked the ‘milieu’ that Taine thought essential, and what Roidis 

called the ‘circumambient atmosphere’. Greece found herself in 

a transitional period; she had abandoned her traditional mode 

of life, but was not yet taking part in the intellectual life of the 

younger nations; this transitional state was not at all propitious 

for poetry. Among living poets Roidis made an exception only for 

Valaoritis and (oddly) for Paraschos. 

Angelos Vlachos replied to Roidis’s critical essay. They were 

both distinguished for their learning, culture, and acumen. 

Vlachos (1838-1920), however, had more respect for the estab¬ 

lished, and was less far-sighted as a critic. He lacked Roidis’s 

ability to scent the new life that still only hovered unformed in 
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the air. He expressed, rather, the spirit of the older generation; 

he felt that he belonged to a world that had, in the past fifty 

years, given a degree of order to its language, its poetry, and its 

Weltanschauung, and he had no desire to destroy the world to 

which he belonged. He had brought out his own first volume 

of collected verse very young, in 1857; others followed in i860 

and 1875. But he was no poet, and literature was his weak point. 

He was rather a man of learning. He had a fine feeling for the 

language, which he used with elegance, and was continually 

studying. His translations are always accurate, and his Greek- 

French Lexicon is of great value. Vlachos showed a special 

interest in the theatre, was a central figure in intellectual life, 

and became an important member of the state organization dur¬ 

ing the government of Charilaos Trikoupis. 

Emmanuel Roidis (1836-1904) was a very different personality. 

He was born in Syros and spent his early life at Genoa, being 

brought up and educated abroad until his final return to Athens 

in 1863. The foreign models on which he was nourished formed 

his taste and his cosmopolitanism has left its stamp on his work. 

Literature is certainly not his strong point; it is also to be noted 

that he never wrote poetry. As we have seen, his first youthful 

work, Pope Joan, was less remarkable for its creative power than 

for its spirit of sarcasm, and for a rationalism that went so far as 

disbelief; the style is sparkling, but it becomes wearisome as an 

exhibition of wit. This quality, and the scandalous theme, 

assured it a great success; it was translated into many foreign 

languages, but provoked, as in the case of Laskaratos, the violent 

opposition of conservative circles and of the Church, an opposi¬ 

tion which the writer left by no means unanswered. 

Of more literary consequence are the short stories which he 

wrote in the later part of his life (after 1890) when deafness and 

financial difficulties isolated him and rather crushed his arro¬ 

gance. These are not ‘genre’ stories like most of that time, though 

inspired by recollections of his childhood in Syros. His particular 

talent was for criticism, and it is as a critic that he exercised an 

undoubted influence on all the younger generation, who recog¬ 

nized him as an intellectual leader. After his sharp controversy 

with Vlachos in 1877, he was to be the first to recognize the 

Journey of Psycharis in 1888; and in 1893, in order to support 

demotic, he wrote (in katharevousa!) a linguistic study, The 
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Idols. It has been justly said of Roidis that, with all his cultivated 

taste and his acumen, his criticism is unconstructive and lacks 

that basic quality of a good critic, sympathy. He could destroy 

but not build. Nevertheless a pitiless criticism was perhaps 

what the times needed. 

THE GENERATION OF l88o: P A RN AS SIA N IS M 

In the controversy between Vlachos and Roidis, it was natural 

that the younger generation should side with the latter; his 

censure satisfied some of its anxiety, and was in harmony with 

the desire for change that was floating in the air. In 1878 two 

journalists expelled from Constantinople, Kleanthis Triantafyllos 

and Vlasis Gavriilidis, published a satirical and political paper 

Rabagas. Here such young men as Drosinis, Palamas, Souris, and 

Polemis, who were later to make their names, made their first 

appearance. Their verse was satirical, and they took subjects out 

of everyday life, deliberately avoiding the conventional ‘poetical 

subject’, and they made an assault on Romanticism and the 

katharevousa of their elders, clamouring for the end of ‘wordy, 

lachrymose idealism’.1 

It was destruction that preceded construction. We can date 

the new construction from 1880, a year that is a watershed in 

Greek literary history. Two collections of poems then came out, 

the Verses of Nikos Kambas, and the Spider's Webs of George 

Drosinis; this was the official debut of the new poetical genera¬ 

tion, that of 1880. It had matured among the inquietude and 

hesitations of the past decade, and now had something new and 

positive to introduce. First and foremost, its attitude was definitely 

anti-Romantic; it condemned the pomposity, the rhetoric, and 

the false heroism of the last period of Romanticism, and sought 

simplicity of expression, the familiar, even the everyday theme, 

and thus brought about a new order and a new measure in 

place of the uncontrolled passion of the Romantics. The new 

movement looked for guidance to western Europe, above all 

to the French Parnassiens (and chiefly the lesser of these, such 

as Sully Prudhomme or Fran£ois Coppee). The same teachers 

taught them to take care to polish the form and the lines, a 

thing neglected by the Romantics. There now returned to 

1 K. Palamas, To flct/iTroxapa/xa fxias ^vx^s (1900) (= tAvavra, vol. 4, p. 440). 
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common poetical practice, rhythmical and melodic combina¬ 

tions, and skilfully worked stanzas, and even the sonnet. Last, 

but most importantly, the new poets repudiated not only 

Romanticism, but also katharcvousa. Together with the familiar 

subject, the demotic language came into poetry; katharevousa 
was no longer tolerated. 

The poets who published these two collections in 1880 both 

belonged to the group of young men connected with the Rabagas. 

They had studied in Athens where Kambas shared a room with 

Palamas; they were full of literary inquietude, and dissatisfaction 

with Greece as it was made them turn to foreign models for 

inspiration. Today we notice the faults in their poems much more 

than their virtues; they are full of commonplace and shallow 

ideas, the verse is flabby, the rhymes too facile, and above all 

there is too much of the anti-poetical and down-to-earth atmo¬ 

sphere of the salon of 1880. Nevertheless, in their own day they 

were a turning-point; the familiar and everyday subject was a 

deliverance from Romantic exaggeration and affectation; and 

the warmth of common (even if it were everyday) speech was 

a relief after the learned chill of the artificial katharevousa. 

But how long a life is there for a poetry that is deliberately 

prosaic ? The more gifted naturally passed beyond this stage, but 

there were some who were to remain rooted in it. Such were 

Joannis Polemis (1862-1924), who was prolific and shallow, or 

George Souris (1852-1919), both of whom came from the circle 

of the Rabagas. The last mentioned, who had immense facility, 

went on writing verses in his paper, the Romios (which was much 

appreciated by the petty bourgeois); his superficial, journalistic 

satire was more in the nature of self-complacent mockery than 

severe censure. 
There were also writers, a little senior in age, who continued 

to hover between the old and new, ceasing to belong ideologically 

to the former, and yet unable to embrace the latter. Such were 

Vikelas and Vizyinos: we shall become better acquainted with 

them in the following chapter, particularly with the latter, as prose 

writers. In the Breezes of Atthis of Vizyinos, printed in London in 

1883, we find poems still written in the polished katharevousa 

of Rangavis, and others in a demotic that is emotionally warm 

but rather flabby. Most are narratives, a kind of ballad, in 

which the poet already betrays the hypersensitiveness of his 
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mind. In his last four years of life he was mentally disturbed, 

and then it was that he wrote his most moving lines, a dramatic 

testimony: 

Within me, deranged, 

The world’s rhythm is changed. 

Another poet of the transition is Aristomenes Provelengios 

(1851-1936). His early poems are still in the manner of the 

Athenian school, and near to Romanticism or to the neo- 

Classicism of Rangavis. He was touched but not deeply affected 

by the change of 1880; in the first ‘Philadelphian’ competition of 

1889, when Palamas won the prize, he was proxime accessit. In 

1890 he was himself judge, and awarded the prize to Palamas. 

In 1896 he collected all he had hitherto written into Poems Old 

and New, the title was almost symbolic. Provelengios lived his 

long life between the old and the new, writing nostalgic poems 

about his Gycladean island and the Aegean; they were not 

without grace and musical charm, the very type of a minor poet. 

Very different was the case of Joannis Papadiamantopoulos 

(1856-1910), five years younger than Provelengios and only one 

year older than Kambas. He came of an outstanding family, was 

well educated, and made an early appearance in literary circles. 

In 1878 he published a pamphlet on the Vlachos-Roidis con¬ 

troversy, and in the same year his collected poems, Doves and 

Serpents. This collection was characteristic of the transition in its 

hesitation between new and old; Palamas said of it that it ‘bade 

farewell to something that was disappearing’.1 This was his one 

appearance in Greek poetry; not long afterwards he finally 

settled in Paris, where he won an important place as a French 

writer under the name of Jean Moreas. 

The change of 1880 was an intellectual occurrence of wide 

significance. After the romantic period, Greek society began to 

set itself more realistic aims; the progressive party and a new 

and more enlightened bourgeoisie began to demand better state 

organization and to place its faith in Parliamentarianism and 

in democratic principles. On the political front these tendencies 

were incarnate in the outstanding personality of Charilaos 

Trikoupis who, as prime minister precisely during this decade, 

1 K. Palamas, Ta rpayovSia rfjs -rrarptSos p.ov, 2nd edn., Athens, 1933, Introduc¬ 

tion, p. i/3' (= Anavra, vol. i, p. 16); see also below, p. 156 n. 1. 
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organized the state and its policy along realistic lines. There was 

much progress in the language question, and Psycharis, more 

or less the contemporary of Drosinis and Palamas, discovered 

entirely new paths and proposed revolutionary solutions. At the 

same time literary research abandoned the habit of exclusive 

devotion to the ancients and looked for national origins in the 

Middle Ages and in popular tradition. K. Sathas and Spyridon 

Lambros studied medieval texts and manuscripts; G. Chatzidakis 

laid the basis of modern Greek linguistic study and cleared the 

ground of former prejudice; Nikolaos Politis founded the science 

of folklore, in an attempt to systematize research into popular 

tradition and culture. 

In a competition of 1869, when he was still a student, Nikolaos 

Politis (1852-1921) won a prize for his work Modern Greek 

Mythology. The set subject was the contemporary manners and 

customs of the people, and the comparison of them with those 

of the ancients. Modern Greek scholarship, which had received 

a shock from Fallmerayer’s well-known theory of the Slav origins 

of modern Hellenism, refuted this theory responsibly by re¬ 

searching into the roots of the nation. During his whole life Politis 

devoted himself to the systematic collection of Greek folklore 

material, and (c. 1900) he produced his monumental edition of 

Proverbs and Traditions1 (which unfortunately he never managed 

to complete); in 1915 he added his Selection from the Songs of the 

Greek People, while at the same time he was editing a periodical, 

Laographia, and at the end of his life he founded the Folklore 

Archives (which later belonged to the Academy of Athens). 

Our present interest in this matter is due to the fact that these 

researches of Politis revealed to writers at that time the rich world 

of popular tradition, in which they found not only a source 

of inspiration, but a deeper awareness of themselves. Drosinis 

acknowledged this in his autobiography, and so also did Palamas. 

Of the two poets of 1880 of whom we have made mention, 

Kambas (1857-1932) produced nothing but that youthful 

volume; in the same year he went to Egypt, where he pursued 

a legal career. On the other hand George Drosinis (1859- 

1951) was to devote all his life to poetry. His second collection, 

1 MeAeVat rt-epi rov fUov ko1 rfjs yXdtocr-rjs tov iXXrjVLKOV Xaov, TIapoifj.lo.t, 4 vols., 

Athens, 1899-1902; rtapahocreis, 2 vols., Athens, 1904. Photomechanical repro¬ 

duction, Athens, 1965. 
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Stalactites (1881), does not differ essentially from his first; but the 

Idylls (1884) mark a definite advance. ‘The Verses of Kambas 

seemed to greet a new dawn’, wrote Palamas; ‘the Idylls assured 

us of its arrival.’1 The new generation was now mature, had 

passed through the phase of inquiry, and was ready to set in 

order what it had won. This collection of Drosinis also, for the 

first time, showed the beneficial influence of folklore. 

Drosinis’s collected volumes came out in quick succession. The 

two most characteristic of his prime are Radiant Darkness (1915) 

and Closed Eyelids (1918); the poet was then between fifty-five 

and sixty, and by this time Palamas had already completed his 

poetical journey. But Drosinis was not influenced by his fellow 

traveller’s course; in fact he followed no course, but remained 

always in the same limited field. His poetry is distinguished by 

human dignity, but is always too detailed and superficial. He 

lacks power of construction and his poems are rather poetical 

sketches; one single idea is made into a poem, with a natural and 

pleasing facility, and also with fineness and delicacy. In the col¬ 

lections of his later years another note is sounded, the touching 

fertility of his robust old age; the titles are characteristic : Halcyon 

Days, Evening Draws On, Sparks in the Ashes. Beside the sonorous 

voice of Palamas, the quieter tone of Drosinis preserves its own 

elegant individuality. In 1925, in his poem addressed to Drosinis, 
Palamas said: 

How else 

Can I name you ? The fellow traveller . . . 

Drosinis replied with modesty, though not without some com¬ 
placency : 

Yes, fellow travellers, we made together 

Our first steps, in the dawn of Art’s new day— 

Yet as the years went by, there was appointed 

To each of us his very different way. 

For you stretched up to reach the laurel branches, 

I stooped to any plant that I could see; 

And you have won and wear your wreath of laurel— 

A little mountain thyme will do for me.2 

1 K. Palamas, op. cit. (The continuation of the sentence cited above, p. 154 

n. 1.) 

2 Palamas, on sending him his volume The Five-Syllables, in ZleiAoi /cat Fk\t]poI 

Tn'xoi (1928) (= A-navra, vol. 9, p. 215); Drosinis, in 0euyara A'eAiSovia (1936). 
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KOSTIS PALAMAS 

Kostis Palamas (1859-1943) was undoubtedly, of all the‘young’ 

poets of 1880, the most representative of his generation, and is 
certainly one of the great poets of modern Greece. Though he 

was slow in declaring himself (his first collection of poems was 

published in 1886), he quickly rose above the average of the 

age and for fifty to sixty years was the central figure in the 

intellectual life of the country. These fifty to sixty years were 

particularly critical in the development of modern Greek culture. 

The small state of the first dynasty was spreading in area, was 

taking in more of the places that were historically Greek, and 

was internally strengthened by the government of Gharilaos 

Trikoupis. The defeat of 1897 was3 however, a serious setback, 

though it was also a stimulus to the progressive element. At the 

same time there was a great deal of intellectual progress. The 

literary world was enlarging its interests, and was extending them 

beyond the still narrow land of Greece. Palamas stands in the 

forefront of this progress, not only because of his poetry but by 

reason of his criticism and his continued presence on the scene. 

If in this creative period the genius of Eleftherios Venizelos 

places him first in the field of politics, there is no doubt that 

a similar leading place in literature belongs to Kostis Palamas. 

But was his poetical, his purely lyrical production on the same 

high level ? Critics have often called this into question, and there 

is still doubt on the subject today. Much has been said of his 

grandiloquence, his lack of depth, of the absence of pure lyricism, 

and of his ‘anti-poetical’ character. Nevertheless, as time passes, 

the more established is the opinion that his lyrical contribution 

really was great, and in him Greek poetry attains a calibre 

unknown since the time of Solomos. Naturally in the case of so 

extensive an output there are failings and unfortunate moments. 

These, however, should not incline the balance against him. 

Critics have observed that a dualism exists in his poetical 

thought, and that he hovers between two poles, accepting or 

rejecting both at once: on the one hand energetic action, affirma¬ 

tion, faith, and on the other retirement, denial, disbelief. But all 

these contradictions revolve round one central point, which we 

may call ‘the meaning of art’: the outlook and the volition of 

the poet. His work moves between two extremes, in a major or 
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in a minor key. There are poems that are more lyrical, where he 

writes of home, of retirement, of the ‘immovable’ life (what he 

called ‘lyricism of the Me’), and others (‘lyricism of the Us’) in 

which he extends his range into large epic compositions and 

‘great visions’. In his own day his poetry in the major key was 

over-estimated; it appears that it is his poetry in the minor key 

that has better stood the test of time. 
Kostis Palamas was born at Patras in 1859, where his father 

was a magistrate. At the age of seven he lost his parents 

and from then on was brought up in the house of an uncle at 

Missolonghi, the place from which the family came; in 1875, 

aged sixteen, he went to Athens to study, and began publishing 

poems in the journals of the time and in the Rabagas, and in 

1886, comparatively late, he brought out his first collected volume 

of verse, The Songs of My Country. In 1889 his long poem, Hymn to 

Athena, received the prize in the first ‘Philadelphian’ competition 

(N. G. Politis was the judge); this was like an official sanctioning 

of the new school of poetry. In 1890 Palamas also received the 

prize in the second ‘Philadelphian’ competition; the collection, 

Eyes of My Soul, with a quotation from Solomos as its title, shows 

how much he desired a fusion between the Athenian school, in 

which he had his roots, and the tradition of Solomos, which he 

was now gradually discovering. Nevertheless his early volumes, 

whether they received prizes or no, do not yet express his 

personality; the poet is still struggling to free himself from the 

conventions and commonplaces of the time, and to set out on 
his own path. 

This, we may say, was first achieved in Countries, a series of 

twelve fine Parnassian sonnets, first published in 1895 and later 

included in Life Immovable. Then one important stage in his work 

follows another: Iambs and Anapaests (1897), and The Tomb (1898). 

The former is a small collection of forty poems in similar metres: 

three quatrains in which iambic and anapaestic verse alternates 

—a breaking up of the traditional fifteen-syllable line, and at the 

same time a reminiscence of Kalvos, whose musical verse parti¬ 

cularly fascinated Palamas at this time. We also discern some¬ 

thing else in this collection, the first appearance of ‘symbolism’ 

in Greek poetry; the vague and the undefined, the extension of 

the meaning of words that the French Symbolistes sought, are here 

in Iambs and Anapaests. Jean Moreas, the author of Stances, while 
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in Athens on a visit, took notice of these short poems, and held 
them in high esteem. 

The Tomb (1898) is also a small collection, and the poems are 

all on one subject, an elegy on the death of his little son. But the 

next collection, Life Immovable (1904), is one of his most important 

and one of the richest, including poems of the last decade, 

beginning with Countries, to which we made reference above. In 

compositions such as The Return or Lines to a Well-Known Tune 

the poet draws on reminiscences of his childhood and renders 

sounds ‘that awake in him like sighs’. The Palm-Tree, a long 

poem in thirteen-syllable lines, is one of his most lyrical poems 

and, perhaps for this very reason, one of the most difficult to 

understand. It was written in 1900, and this year, the turning- 

point of one century into another, may be called a watershed in 

his poetry. In the years that followed, his inclination for large 

compositions, for ‘great visions’,1 will be dominant. He will 

abandon the pure lyricism of The Palm-Tree. First among the 

‘great visions’, The Ascraean (i.e. Hesiod), a long and inspired 

poem in the same collection, is an attempt at a synthetic approach 

to the world, and is influenced by mystic theories and by 

Orphism. 

The most representative of these ‘visions’ is his great poem, 

The Dodecalogue of the Gipsy (1907), divided into twelve ‘words’ 

(parts), and in a variety of rhythms, among which an entirely 

original free trochaic verse is dominant. The gipsy, the central 

personage, follows the path of negation, of a complete nihilism 

with regard to everyone and everything, until finally a violin 

reconciles him with life. The symbolism could easily become too 

obvious, but the poet escapes this danger by the wide range of 

his poem, which is sometimes near to pure epic, and at other 

moments has happy flashes of genuine lyric inspiration. More¬ 

over the poet situated his action in a historical setting, on the 

eve of the fall of Constantinople, and this gives a richness of 

colour to its development; an interesting complication of the 

action is produced by an account of the flight of the Greek 

scholars from Constantinople to the West, and the burning of 

the works of the neo-Platonist Gemistos-Plethon. In this manner 

(and it is this that is of most consequence) the ideas and problems 

1 From the Great Visions is the title of the last section of Life Immovable, which 
includes the lengthy poems ‘The Ascraean’ and ‘The Chains’. 
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of the poem are connected with the anxieties and struggles of 

the poet’s own time. The date of publication was ten years after 

the defeat of 1897, and five years before the Balkan wars; it 

falls within the first decade of our century, a decade marked by 

progress and tension (see Chapter XIV), and is its most authorita¬ 

tive poetical expression. People understood the words of the 

prophet in the eighth ‘word’ as being a prophecy about the 

nation: 

For thy ascension back where thou art called 
Thou wilt feel grow again, o joy! 
The wings, 
The wings of thy past glory. 

At this time the learned world was discovering Byzantium, and 

this meant a further familiarity with the roots of Greek life; 

Byzantine history, literature and art were being studied, and 

this not only in Greece but also abroad (it will suffice to mention, 

for example, Krumbacher and Schlumberger). It was under the 

influence of The Byzantine Epic of the latter that Palamas wrote 

another long epic composition, The King’s Flute (1910), this also 

in twelve ‘words’, and in fifteen-syllable lines. It is a poetical 

appraisal of Byzantium at the height of its glory under the 

Macedonian dynasty and an account of the journey of Basil II 

into Greece proper as far as Athens (the symbol of the unity of 

the ancient with the Byzantine world, and of the continuity of 

modern Greek tradition). Palamas considered this his most 

important work, but it may be doubted if poets are the best 

judges of their own works; the mere breadth of range is often 

fatiguing, the numerous innovations in the fifteen-syllable line 

end by destroying its traditional harmony, the manner of the 

poem is far more bookish than epic. But Palamas’s art is here 

seen at its full maturity, and in his handling of the language 

and the verse he introduces in a masterly way reminiscences both 

of learned and popular Byzantine texts (for instance, Digenis and 

the Erotopaignia). 

After these two large compositions, Palamas collected what we 

might call his left-over lyrical poems in two volumes in 1912. 

These were The Sorrows of the Lagoon, and The City and the Solitude. 

The lagoon is that of Missolonghi, and the poems are lyrical 
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reveries about his life there. This is where we find two of his 
most musical poems. 

I lived my early years, the unforgettable, 

By the seaside, 

There where the sea is shallow and calm, 

There where the sea is great and wide. (‘A Bitterness’) 

O songs of Smyrna, Janina, the City, 

Or you, long-drawn-out Anatolian ditty 

So full of woes, 

Ah, how my soul by you is torn apart! 

Out of your music moulded is my heart, 

And on your wings it goes. (‘Orient’) 

The City and the Solitude—the title is characteristic of what we 

called Palamas’s dualism—contains poems either on national 

subjects (the whole last book refers to the 1912 war, which had 

just broken out), or expressing the ‘secret speech’ of the soul 

(the ‘Scent of the Rose’ is a minor masterpiece). The collection 

of 1915, The Altars, is more confined to the major key, and con¬ 

tains many long compositions. The poet himself wrote1 that 

they ‘complete Life Immovable in a more pathetic and more con¬ 

trolled tone; they are more dramatic in thought, and the verse 

is more polished’. It is a collection of his prime. 

After The City and the Solitude, Untimely Poems (1918) suggest by 

their title that the poet thought their minor key ill adapted to 

a world that had just emerged from the First World War. The 

following volumes already show decline—the poet was over 

sixty. Often he republished old poems in a new recension or, 

following his passion for formal perfection, he devoted himself to 

the cultivation of one or another verse form: The Fourteen Lines 

(sonnets with a great deal of freedom in construction), The Five- 

Syllables and the Pathetic Whispers (1925). The Timid and Cruel 

Verses (asked for by friends in America, and published in Chicago 

in 1928) are, as he wrote in the prologue, ‘taken out of the 

bottom of drawers and out of envelopes belonging to every 

period of my life’—they make no addition to our general picture 

of him; we might say the same of Passings and Greetings (1931), his 

1 In a draft for a preface to The Altars, published in his 77otT;Tuoy (1933) 

( = Anavra, vol. 10, p. 542). 
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penultimate collected volume. On the other hand The Cycle of 

Quatrains (1929) and even more The Nights of Phemius (1935), his 

last collection, are distinguished by a different point of view. The 

poet of the great epic compositions, who had so often been 

blamed for grandiloquence, was now trying his voice in the 

limited range of the quatrain. His voice, indeed, no longer had its 

former vigour: it was low and elderly; but its sadness and its 

nostalgic reverie make it particularly appealing, his voluntary 

self-limitation to the simple metrical form often increases its 

expressiveness, and by his elliptical character of expression they 

acquire an almost dramatic tension: 

The Lord’s day: for a child, life by the shore, 

The joys of home, the teacher’s holiday. 

Now I am waiting for the great Lord’s day 

That is to give me rest for evermore. 

The Nights of Phemius are dated 1931-2. Palamas was silent 

for the last ten years of his life; a few intervals of brilliance were 

not enough to break the darkness and silence which oppressed 

him. He died in February 1943, during the enemy occupation. 

A crowd of people of every class and age gathered spontaneously 

at his funeral. Flis long and continuous service to poetry had 

made him a symbol, and those who did honour to the dead 

poet felt at the same time that they were making a mute but 

decisive act of resistance. 

We may say that Palamas was, first and foremost, a poet; 

his personality is fully expressed in his eighteen volumes of 

poetry. His prose work is not remarkable; of the few short 

stories that he published between 1884 and 1900 the most 

important is A Man’s Death, where he exposes a typically Greek 

view of life and misfortune. His single theatrical work, Trisevgeni 

(1903), is particularly significant: a poetic drama in an age of 

realism in the theatre. The heroine is clearly drawn: an excep¬ 

tional, uncompromising character whom other people do not 

understand, not even those who love her or are loved by her. 

Finally, Palamas wrote a number of articles in newspapers and 

periodicals; at one time, indeed, when he was pressed by 

financial need he wrote articles almost every day (in kathare- 

vousa, and signed ‘W’) in the paper Embros. The admirable 

Bibliography of Kostis Palamas by George Katsimbalis enumerates 
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2,500 ‘essays, articles, or notes’. Some of these are of exceptional 

importance and merit preservation in the Complete Works now 

being issued by the Palamas Foundation (sixteen volumes to date 

in 1971). Particular mention should be made of his polemical 

articles (he was always an advocate of the demotic language, and 

never wavered, even in difficult times), and also of his articles 

and essays on modern Greek literature. In a sense he is the 

first scholar of modern Greek letters; he wrote about all the 

personalities of modern Greek literature, and he spoke authorita¬ 

tively and with the sharpness of a critic, the accuracy of a scholar, 

and the sensibility of a poet. He was the first to discover Kalvos, 

he wrote felicitous articles about Vilaras and Typaldos, Markoras 

and Krystallis, and (even in a time of hostility over the language 

question) he recognized the virtues of poets writing in kathare- 

vousa, such as Paparrigopoulos and Valavanis. These essays com¬ 

plete the picture, which we have already drawn, of Palamas as 

an authoritative, responsible man of letters. 

8157215 M 



XI 

PROSE AFTER 1880 

THE ‘GENRE’ STORY, THE LANGUAGE 

QUESTION, AND PSYCHARIS 

THE ‘GENRE’ STORY The change of 1880 became a general intellectual move¬ 

ment. The flight from Romanticism and the attachment to 

the familiar and concrete was especially favourable to prose, 

which now abandoned the historical novel of the Athenian 

school, and turned to the short story, particularly to what we 

may call the ‘genre’ story, that is, one that describes the Greek 

countryside, the villages, and their simple inhabitants. We may 

say that this was the first appearance of a literary prose in 

modern Greek literature; in the constricted framework of the 

short story concentration upon one central character or one 

episode permits a high state of literary finish. On the other hand, 

the folklore movement opened the way towards the exploitation 

of village life and the wealth of popular tradition. 

In the borderland between historical novels and the genre 

story we find the Loukis Laras of D. Vikelas (1833-1909). We 

have already met this writer among others slightly his senior, 

wavering between the old and the new (see p. 153). He made his 

fortune as a merchant in London (1852-72). From 1872 he lived 

in Paris, was in contact with the Hellenists there, and influenced 

scholarly research into earlier Greek literature. After 1896, when 

he settled finally in Athens, he was intensely active socially and 

intellectually, principally with the ‘Society for the Distribution of 

Useful Books’, of which he was himself the founder. In his youth 

he had translated many of the tragedies of Shakespeare, though 

with no poetical feeling and in a flabby prosaic language; but 
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it was by these translations that the English poet was introduced 
to the Greek public. 

In Loukls Laras (first published in 1879) the plot develops 

during the revolution of 1821, but the hero does not play an 

active role in the events. It is the unromantic, realistic setting 

that is the most interesting in this book; moreover the characters, 

the style, and the language, a moderate katharevousa without 

the mannerism of Rangavis or Pavlos Kalligas, are consistent 
with the unromantic approach. 

Loukls Laras had a great success, it was translated into many 

languages and had a decisive influence upon future generations. 

Vikelas also, influenced by younger writers in his turn, wrote a 

series of genuine ‘genre’ stories in the decade 1880-90, where we 

discern the same lack of excess. The most successful, perhaps, 

is ‘Papa-Narkissos’, where with clarity and sympathy he depicts 

the character of a newly married priest who by means of his 

simplicity and natural goodness (the characteristics of most of 

Vikelas’s heroes) manages to overcome the revulsion which he 

feels on seeing a dying man, and himself emerges a new man 

from the trial. 

It was George Vizyinos (1849-96) who really introduced the 

‘genre’ story into modern Greek literature; we saw him as a poet 

wavering between the old and the new (p. 153). He was born in 

Vizyi, a small village in eastern Thrace. After a penurious youth 

in Constantinople and Cyprus, the help of a rich Greek living 

abroad enabled him to study in comfort in Athens and later in 

Germany (1874-82); he studied philosophy and psychology and 

took a doctorate at Leipzig in 1881. A visit to Paris and acquain¬ 

tance with Vikelas turned him towards the short story, and in 

only two years, 1883 and 1884, he had already published most 

of his tales. He became assistant professor at the University of 

Athens in 1884 with his thesis on The Philosophy of Beauty according 

to Plotinus (Athens, 1884); he also wrote psychological essays and 

educational handbooks until 1892, when mental illness put an 

end to his career. 
‘My Mother’s Sin’ is Vizyinos’s first story—and the first 

modern Greek short story. The central figure of the mother (his 

own mother) who in her sleep unwittingly smothered her small 

daughter, and who was tortured by this ‘sin’ all her life, is drawn 

with all its tragedy and its human tenderness. Other stories also 
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draw upon the writer’s recollections and render the background 

of Thracian village life, which derives a colour of its own from 

the coexistence of Greek and Turkish elements and the warm 

human relations that often unite people from the two races. 

They are few in number, and often exceed the limits of the short 

story. In most of them the psychological description of the 

people is excellent, there is firmness of composition and graceful 

narration. The language is the katharevousa then still usual in 

prose, but the demotic dialogue, enriched with many northern 

Greek dialectal elements, gives a special liveliness. 
In ‘The One Journey of His Life’ he draws the tender picture 

of a grandfather, seen through the admiring eyes of the grandson- 

narrator—the grandfather who knew so many tales about strange 

and distant lands, but had never actually travelled further than 

the nearest hill outside his village. But without doubt his master¬ 

piece is the lengthy story of ‘Moskov Selim’—the tale of a worthy 

Turk to whom his own people (family and compatriots) had 

given nothing but bitterness and disappointment, and who finds 

humanity and love from the Russians, by whom he was taken 

prisoner. The hero is an ‘outsider’, considered mad because of 

his love for Russians, to which is owed his nickname, Moskov 

Selim. His moving story is told by his own mouth, and is there¬ 

fore in a simple and lively demotic. 

The appearance of Vizyinos’s stories in 1883 seemed to give 

a signal, and in the five following years most of the well-known 

story writers published their first stories. They came at the 

right time. In the same year, 1883, the established periodical 

Estia (which supported the modernist movements) announced 

a competition for a short story, on a Greek theme; the selection 

committee consisted of E. Roidis, S. Lambros, and N. G. Politis. 

Drosinis won the prize and M. Mitsakis (then a boy of fifteen) 

was proxime accessit. The competition was repeated in the follow¬ 

ing year, with less satisfying results; nevertheless the proxime 

accessit was won by Gregorios Xenopoulos, and this was his first 

appearance in literature. 

Drosinis wrote other short stories and also impressions and 

memoirs; he attempted too a longer narrative work, Amaryllis 

(1885), which met with a good deal of success. But the best of 

Drosinis is his lyric poetry. (An odd but not altogether successful 

return to prose in his later years was his Ersi (1922).) As we have 
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seen, Palamas also wrote stories during those years, and so did 

Polylas, who belonged to another age and school (see pp. 132-3). 

Among the earliest we may mention E. Lykoudis (1849-1925), 

Dimitrios Kambouroglou (1852-1942) who was chiefly engaged 

upon the history of Athens and whose tales are mainly historical, 

and J. Damvergis (1862-1938) who gave typical pictures of 

Cretan life (collected in My Cretans, 1898). Merely to give the 

names of the many other short-story writers would serve no 
purpose. 

Out of the many writers of short stories two are distinguished 

for their particular devotion to the ‘genre’ story: they are 

Alexandras Papadiamantis and Andreas Karkavitsas. The first 

and elder (1851-1911) made his appearance with historical and 

adventure novels (1879), but then went over to the ‘genre’ story, 

to which he devoted himself almost exclusively for a quarter of 

a century. His tales, which exceed 200 in number, are not on the 

same level; many are only hasty sketches or ‘snapshots’, others 

are more like essays than stories. But the successful stories are 

many and remarkable. Almost all of them describe events and 

human characters to be found on his island, Skiathos; and the 

writer’s homesickness gives them life and movement. Nostalgia 

is the permanent basic element in Papadiamantis; it is his 

strength and his weakness. Since his own time his work has been 

the object of criticism, which sometimes went so far as excessive 

praise and admiration, and at others erred as far in the opposite 

direction by underestimating him. Hostile criticism picked on 

the loose construction of his stories, the absence of plan, the lack 

of artistic intention. In a large degree these objections are 

sound ; but the lack of construction is usually owing to the nature 

of his nostalgia and reverie; the ideas, not bound by any pre¬ 

determined plan, follow the course of reverie—and this very lack 

of connection is a virtue and has charm. As with many painters, 

Papadiamantis’s main strength lay in the free sketch. On the 

other hand, beyond an underlying tendency for the ‘genre’ 

style, he had caught many aspects of the modern Greek character 

that are not easily caught, and had captured something of what 

might be called ‘modern Greek popular mythology’. His child¬ 

hood years on the island, his bond through his father, a priest, 

and through other members of his family, with the world of 

Orthodoxy (he himself was a cantor, and he loved to take part in 
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all-night services), his retiring life in Athens, and his companion¬ 

ship with humble people, all give an authority to his accounts. 

They go deeper than mere ‘genre’ tales, or folkloristic studies, 

and it is this that his supporters admired. 
In language, unlike many others of his generation, Papadia- 

mantis made no decisive step from katharevousa to demotic. His 

katharevousa, however, is entirely personal, individual, and in¬ 

consistent. What has been said about the influence of the language 

of the Church upon Papadiamantis is irresponsible and without 

proof. I should say there were three levels in his language: in 

dialogue he uses the popular spoken language, almost photo¬ 

graphically recorded, and often with idioms from Skiathos. In 

the narration there is another language, based indeed on kathare¬ 

vousa, but with an admixture of many demotic elements (and 

this is his most individual style); finally there is a pure kathare¬ 

vousa, the traditional prose language of the earlier generation, 

which Papadiamantis reserves for his descriptions and his lyrical 

digressions. 
From his abundant output we may set aside stories that are 

hardly more than mediocre. Before 1900, ‘The Homesick 

Woman’ and ‘Round the Lake’ stand out, the latter for its strik¬ 

ingly poetical tone; so does the long story ‘Guardian of the In¬ 

fected Ships’, which is like a picture with many figures in it, with 

the mother and her love in the centre, and ‘Love in the Snow’ 

with its lyrical melancholy. After 1900 the lyric tone dominates, 

and to this period belong the much-read ‘Dream on the Wave’, 

‘Reverie on 15 August’, and the longest of them, which is like a 

lyric confession, ‘Rosy Shores’. But the work of his last decade, if 

not the most personal, is the most powerful: The Murderess (1903). 

The central figure in this long story is Frangogiannou (the mur¬ 

deress) ; she is now sixty years old and, as she thinks over the past, 

she realizes that woman is always a slave, first to her parents, then 

to her husband, then to her children, and then to their children. 

Thus she conceives the idea of killing little girls, to spare them all 

this trouble. With this fixed idea in her mind she accomplishes a 

series of murders; the police are after her, she seeks sanctuary in 

a church near the sea, and drowns ‘on an isthmus that joined the 

rock of the hermitage with the mainland, halfway between divine 

and human justice’. The Murderess is a powerful work; this woman 

with her perverted mind, who puts herself outside human society, 
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is an enigmatic figure and altogether unlike the islanders who 

people the other stories; they may be crafty, but are always good- 

hearted. 1 he psychological description is given with a quite dif¬ 

ferent fullness; the construction is compact and more care is taken 
over the artistic execution. 

Andreas Karkavitsas (1866-1922), his junior by fifteen years, 

is in many ways different from Papadiamantis; he is the second 

most important exponent of the ‘genre’ story. He was born in 

Lechaena in Elis, a small Peloponnesian town; by profession he 

was an army doctor and had the opportunity to know Greek 

village life (especially in Roumeli) at first hand, and also to 

know Greek sailors; he drew on both these subjects in his stories. 

In 1885, before he was twenty, he began publishing ‘genre’ 

stories in periodicals, and he collected them into a volume: 

Stories (1892). They were written, naturally, in the katharevousa 

usual at the time. But the emergence of Psycharis in 1888 

influenced him decisively, and already in the introduction to the 

Stories he condemns the language in which they are written. 

Thenceforward he was to write only in demotic, a demotic that 

he cultivated with all the zeal of a convert. His extravagantly 

coloured epithets, his recherche compounds, and his persistent 

exploitation of the language of demotic poetry may seem faults 

to us today, but they were absolutely natural in an age that had 

done little to cultivate the artistic elements of prose writing. His 

linguistic study led to the creation of a particularly polished style 

—nnlike that of Papadiamantis—where his artistic intention is 

obvious. Perhaps his style is Karkavitsas’s chief contribution to 

prose. 

He himself collected his later stories into two volumes: Words 

from the Prow (1899, his sea stories) and Old Loves (1900); they 

certainly belong to the ‘genre’ type. They are not characterized 

by a nostalgia and reverie like those of Papadiamantis so much 

as by accurate observation and a psychological strength; there 

is in general a realistic tone, which sometimes goes so far as 

roughness. His energy sometimes exceeds the limits of the short 

tale and leads him into more complicated stories and novels. In 

the still early Lygeri (first published in 1890), set in the plain of 

Elis, we already have firm characterization and a happy end 

with a bitter tang to it. His best work is undoubtedly The Beggar 

(1896); the central character is a professional beggar from 
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Kravara near Naupactus, who gets rich by exploiting the misery 

and ignorance of the villagers of Thessaly that had just come 

under Greek rule. The novel is a dark picture of human baseness 

on the one hand, and of misery on the other, and at the same 

time an inexorable criticism of the society of his time (we must 

remember it was in 1896, just before the disaster of 1897). 

The literary merits of the work are of a like kind, the style and 

language are highly polished, the construction is firm, and the 

descriptions effective (for example, that of the fire which 

destroyed the bey’s residence). 
The Beggar is Karkavitsas’s finest achievement; his next novel, 

The Archaeologist (1904), was a failure. The burning satire of The 

Beggar here turns to a cold and obvious allegory, which neither 

moves nor convinces. Had he exhausted his creative talent, and 

given all he had to give in the tales and The Beggar ? Karkavitsas 

wrote no more for the rest of his life. 

THE LANGUAGE QUESTION AND PSYCHARIS 

An event which was one of the most important in the decade 

now under consideration (1880-90) and which had a decisive 

influence not only on literature but on intellectual life in general, 

was the appearance of My Journey by Psycharis in 1888, with his 

revolutionary declaration in favour of the demotic language. 

After 1880 demotic had already become completely dominant in 

poetry; prose, however, was still written in katharevousa, which 

moreover was now, after fifty years of cultivation, predominant 

in all forms of intellectual life. But in those years of renaissance 

and new maturity it was natural that the spirit of change should 

enter this sphere which was never altogether peaceful. Thus, 

during the decade 1880-90, the language question again became 

acute, and demanded an immediate solution. 

In 1882 the Observations on the Language of K. Kontos (1834- 

1909) were published in Athens, summing up what he had else¬ 

where published separately. He was a philologist, a pupil of the 

Dutchman Gobet, and professor at the university since 1868; he 

was a strange reincarnation in the nineteenth century of the 

‘Atheists’ of late classical times; his linguistic teaching is the 

highest summit reached by the archaism which we have seen at 

work in the years 1830-80. The book was attacked by another 
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classical philologist and university professor, who was also a 

creative writer, D. Vernardakis (see p. 149). His Critique of 

Pseudo-Atticism attacked the ‘Atticism’ of Kontos and asked for 

a gradual return to the popular language. A younger scholar 

took part in the argument, G. N. Chatzidakis (1848-1941), who 

was to be the founder of modern Greek linguistics. His position 

was at first ambiguous: he was against Vernardakis and sup¬ 

ported Kontos, but recognized the rights of demotic. (Later 

Chatzidakis was to turn definitely against the demotic move¬ 

ment.) The dispute was becoming more bitter on either side 

until Psycharis appeared, at first with minor publications and 

then with My Journey (1888). Then the situation was radically 

changed. 

Jannis Psycharis (1854-1929)—he preferred to call himself just 

‘Psycharis’—was of Chiot origins, born at Odessa, and educated 

in Constantinople. At the age of fifteen he went to Paris, and 

after sound philological studies there and in Germany, he taught 

modern Greek from 1885 at the ficole des Hautes fitudes (and 

from 1904 at the Lcole des Langues Orientales Vivantes as the 

successor of £,. Legrand). In the growth of his ideas his acquain¬ 

tanceship with Taine and Renan played an important role (his 

wife was Renan’s daughter); he remained in Paris all his life 

and occupied a central place in French intellectual circles. His 

was a many-sided and rich nature. A French citizen and a Greek 

patriot, a writer and a scholar, he was never an amateur in 

anything; on the contrary he always showed in all his activities 

a complete devotion, an insistence upon his own ideas, and a 

refusal to compromise that often went so far as obstinacy and 

fanaticism. Thus his position in the language question is decisive, 

daring, and uncompromising; he declared from the first that 

there was no need to wait, that demotic must be written every¬ 

where, in prose and verse, and according to all its rules, in 

grammar and form, without any yielding to the established usage. 

Although the experience of the subsequent eighty years has 

obliged writers of the demotic language to make certain con¬ 

cessions that Psycharis rejected, it must be acknowledged, to his 

credit, that by his firm and bold position he promoted a decisive 

advance in the language question, which has had a continuous 

effect on all Greek intellectual life. Psycharis was undoubtedly 

the leader of ‘demoticism’, and his direct and indirect influence 
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on his contemporaries and those who came after was immeasur¬ 

able. With Palamas, he is the most significant figure of the time. 

Endowed as he was with a rich nature, Psycharis wrote many 

literary works; his creative ability is not insignificant, though it 

is not there that his real importance and value are to be found. 

His literary gift is at once clear in the Journey, which is pleasant 

to read. Of his purely literary work the most successful is The 

Dream of Gianniris (1897), a sort °f beautified autobiography, 
which contains (especially in the second part) pages full of 

lyricism. He was influenced by the literary movements in France 

and attempted the psychological novel (Life and Love in Solitude 

(1904), The Two Brothers (1911), Agra (1913), etc.), but he was 
not successful. Living far from Greece he could not adapt him¬ 

self to the contemporary phase of modern Greek letters, then 

successfully going through the stage of the ‘genre’ story. On the 

contrary, Psycharis managed to create an entirely personal style 

in some of his lyrical prose writing (a sort of song in prose), 

where the tenderness of his feelings finds complete expression in 

the melodious delicacy of the language. 

In 1888 Alexandros Pallis and Argyris Eftaliotis were working 

together in Bombay at the commercial house of Ralli Brothers; 

they had already met in Manchester. They were having lively 

discussions about language and literature when Psycharis’s 

Journey reached those parts. Pallis was enthusiastic and gave it to 

Eftaliotis as soon as he had read it; ‘just what I told you; read 

it and see’.1 From thenceforth until their death they had a close 

friendship with Psycharis; they were the most orthodox writers of 

the school of Psycharis. All three were much the same age, and 

they were the most militant champions of demoticism. 

The work of Pallis (1851-1935) is not voluminous. He was of 

Epirot origins and studied philology in Athens (his first publica¬ 

tion was a critical edition of the Antigone); he went abroad 

very young and devoted himself to a commercial career (1869 

Manchester, 1875 Bombay, 1894 Liverpool). In 1889 he pub¬ 

lished Little Songs for Children; he published his few poems in 

1907 with the title Lute and Stick—the odd title means lyric and 

satirical poems. For Pallis poetry was really a hobby, a skilled 

amateur activity, though we pause over his lyric poems with 

1 Quoted by Eftaliotis himself in an autobiographical note: 'H £toi; fiov, in 

Novfxas, 8 (1910), no. 374 (= Uliravra, ed. G. Valetas, vol. 2, Athens, 1962, p. 29). 
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their delicacy and grace and their demotic rhythm, and his 

satirical poems (especially the bitter poems called ‘Tombstones’) 

have verve and force. Pallis above all used his literary talent 

in translation: he has given us Euripides, Shakespeare, and 

Thucydides in translation, and also Kant—to show the possibility 

of using demotic for so difficult a text. He himself collected his 

minor works, poems, articles, and translations in a volume which 

he jestingly entitled Bad Nuts (1915). His two greatest achieve¬ 

ments were the translation of the Gospels (which caused riots in 

opposition to it in Athens in 1901) and above all that of the 

Iliad. This was Pallis’s life work. In its time it was praised and 

admired but also much condemned. Pallis proceeded from the 

assumption (then entertained by many scholars) that the Homeric 

poems were a popular creation, and he proceeded boldly to turn 

the epic into a contemporary demotic song, using the language 

and other features of the Greek traditional song. A version of 

this sort would not be tolerable today, and his popularized forms 

for names (‘Lenio’ for Helen, and ‘Vrymedos’) now annoy us in 

a different way from that in which they annoyed the reactionary 

circles of his time. But we must admit that, with his translation, 

Pallis succeeded in his aims, and that the ‘faultless decapente- 

syllables’ (as Palamas called them)1 are a creatively renewed 

form of the demotic song, while their robust style is highly suit¬ 

able to the masculine art of the original. The translation of the 

Iliad is perhaps the most significant achievement of the generation 

of the first demoticists. One might call it the symbol of faith of 

that generation. 

If the Epirot Pallis is distinguished by a Doric robustness, the 

islander Kleanthis Michailidis, known to literature by his 

pseudonym Argyris Eftaliotis (1849-1923), is marked by the 

sweetness of his nature. He was born in Mytilene, and he also 

went abroad young, to Manchester, Liverpool, and finally 

Bombay, where we saw him with Pallis. In his later years he 

sought a milder climate at Antibes, and died there aged seventy- 

four. 
He first made his appearance with a collection of poems, Songs 

of Exile (exile was always his chief grief and the principal subject 

of his work), with which he was proxime accessit in the first 

‘Philadelphian’ competition of 1889. (On that occasion the Hymn 

1 See the dedication of The King's Flute to Pallis. 
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to Athena of Palamas won the prize; it was a year after the Journey 

of Psycharis.) The songs are in the usual Parnassian mood, but 

they are noteworthy for an individual sense of rhythm which 

gives them an unusual charm and lightness. But in his next 

collection Eftaliotis goes beyond this stage of ‘descriptive music’. 

The Words of Love, a series of sonnets addressed to his wife, and 

clearly influenced in form and matter by Shakespeare’s sonnets, 

are distinguished by a rich and genuine lyricism (which does not 

express the passion of love, but the contentment of married life), 

and by the highly-wrought poetical language which goes beyond 

the simple demotic of his first songs and becomes a more subtle 

implement, able to render the high tone of his feeling and its 

lightest nuances. The sonnets received no prize. The committee, 

with Angelos Vlachos as president, could not properly appreciate 

these particular virtues; but criticism took notice of them, 

Palamas devoted a series of articles to them, and the revered 

Polylas also wrote a series of articles about them entitled Our 

Literary Language (see p. 133). 

After the sonnets, Eftaliotis rarely occupied himself with 

poetry, and devoted himself mainly to prose. As early as 1889 he 

published stories which were collected in a volume in 1894 with 

the title Island Tales. They are short ‘genre’ stories of varying 

length, describing the peaceful life of the people on his island 

with an exile’s nostalgia. They may lack psychological force, 

but Eftaliotis has the compensating merit of a narrative charm 

and ease (‘he is a king of narrators’, Psycharis said),1 and his 

characters are rendered with infinite sympathy (e.g. the title-roles 

in ‘Marinos Kontaras’ and ‘Stravokostaina’), and the language 

is genuine, warm demotic (he was the first prose writer after 

Psycharis to write exclusively in demotic). His second work, The 

Pamphlets of Gerodimos (1897), has many of the virtues of his first, 

but also a tiresomely didactic tendency. Later, particularly after 

1897, he turned to historical studies, which led to his History of the 

Romaic People (1901), which was a failure; trying to be historical 

and literary at the same time, he succeeded in neither. Eftaliotis 

had a narrative talent and the capacity to rise above his personal 

recollections and nostalgia for the island. With The Olive Gatherer 

(1900) he gave us a well-constructed story, perfect in language 

1 In the dedication to Eftaliotis of his volume of short stories In the Shade of a 

Plane-Tree, Athens, ign. 
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and literary expression. In a Cretan village, with Greek and 

I urkish inhabitants, he sets a crowd of varied characters in 

motion and weaves a drama out of their contrast. The central 

character, the beautiful Asimo, an olive gatherer, has been dis¬ 

honoured and becomes, as it were, the pawn of a diabolical 

destiny, a creature of antisocial habits and an instrument of the 

powers of evil, like the Beggar or the Murderess. 

Eftaliotis’s one dramatic work, The Ghost, makes not unsuc¬ 

cessful use of the moving demotic song The Dead Brother, but it 

has never been performed. In 1914 he began to translate the 

Odyssey, with Pallis’s translation of the Iliad as his model; but 

the Odyssey of Eftaliotis has all the faults and none of the virtues 

of Pallis’s work; it was a failure. 

YOUNGER PROSE WRITERS: GR. XENOPOULOS 

The three writers, Psycharis and his two followers, lived per¬ 

manently out of Greece. But the intellectuals in Greece had to 

adapt themselves to the realities of their time—and this was no 

misfortune. One of the most productive of these was Gregorios 

Xenopoulos (1867-1951) from Zakynthos. He gave much atten¬ 

tion to the ‘genre’ story, but he soon began to write his first 

novels, which form the greater part of his work. Above all a pro¬ 

fessional writer, he wrote a great number of works, as well as 

articles, criticism, essays, etc. This immense productivity natur¬ 

ally affected the quality of his work, in which signs of carelessness 

are frequent, and also a pandering to the taste of the average 

reader (and sometimes of a reader below the average). But as 

well as these faults criticism has recognized (and it is clearly seen 

in his better work) a narrative facility, a sharpness of observation, 

and a faultless technique. His novels are influenced by realism 

and naturalism; he himself recognized Balzac and Zola as his 

masters, as well as Dickens and Daudet. He must also be credited 

with the great advance that modern Greek literature made, 

through him, from the limitations of the ‘genre’ story to the 

complicated novel of town life. Nor is it without significance that 

Xenopoulos was read by a very wide public, and thus increased 

the general interest in literature. 

The setting of Xenopoulos’s novels is sometimes in Athens and 

sometimes in Zakynthos; the writer wished to describe Greek 
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society of his time both in the capital and in the province. In his 

first two novels (1888, 1890) he described the Athenian world, 

while in those that followed (Margarita Stefa, 1893, and The Red 

Rock, 1905) he gave a successful picture of life in Zakynthos. The 

first of these was the last book he wrote in katharevousa; the rest 

of his work is in demotic, but an easy demotic near the everyday 

speech. Three of his best works have a Zantiot subject [Laura, 

1915, Anadyomeni, 1923, Teresa Varma Dakosta, 1925). The works 

which the critics have acknowledged as undoubtedly the best 

out of his many novels (twenty were issued as books and others 

came out in newspapers and periodicals) are Rich and Poor (1919) 

and Honest and Dishonest (1921). They belong to a ‘social trilogy’ 

(the third, Fortunate and Unfortunate, 1924, is not on the same level), 

in which the writer endeavours to examine social problems, and 

does so with success. 

His dramatic works are also of importance (see Chapter XIV). 

Under the influence of Ibsen he issued his first plays in about 

1900. From all his work, and he wrote a lot, we shall pick out 

The Secret of Countess Valeraina (1904), Stella Violanti (1909), which 

has a subject like that of The Basil Plant of Matesis, and the one- 

act play All Souls' Day (1911) whose dramatic tone is heightened 

by the power of the dead over the living. 

Joannis Kondylakis from Crete (1861-1920) was more or less 

contemporary with Xenopoulos. He also was a professional writer, 

did much work as a journalist, and cultivated an individual 

style in essays (under the nom de plume ‘Wayfarer’). As a man 

of letters he first appeared with the ‘genre’ story at the time 

when that form was flourishing (1884). But like Xenopoulos 

(and under his influence) he went on to the more tightly knit 

naturalistic novel: Les Miserables of Athens (1894) is a broad 

picture of the underworld of Athens, drawn with an indubitable 

narrative skill and abundant technique, but with much exag¬ 

geration and many improbabilities, to which he resorted to gain 

a popular reading public. His best work is Patouchas (1892), where 

the life of a Cretan village is portrayed with much charm, and 

there is a successful depiction of unsophisticated love, and of 

the delightful gaucherie of the eighteen-year-old hero. At the 

end of his life, using demotic for the first time, he wrote a lyrical 

novel First Love (1920) drawing on his early memories of Crete. 

Unlike Xenopoulos and Kondylakis, who began with the 
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‘genre’ story and went on to the urban novel, others who were 

more or less contemporary with them were more faithful to the 

‘genre’ story. Jannis Vlachogiannis (1867-1945), from Naupactus, 

published three tales in 1893 under the pseudonym of Jannos 

Epachtitis, and they attracted the notice of Palamas. Vlacho¬ 

giannis also interested himself in historical research; he saved 

many of the archives of the revolution of 1821, and (among 

other things) gave us an exemplary edition of the Memoirs of 

Makrygiannis. Many of his tales (particularly the shorter ones, 

written for children) revive the times of 1821 and the struggles 

of the Suliots. They are all written in uncompromising demotic, 

and the earlier tales have many Roumeliot dialect words, while in 

others the prose is rhythmical. The better of the later stories have 

delicate psychological nuances, such as the youthful love in The 

Cock (1914), or the devotion of a popular karagiozis player to his 

ai't, in one of his most mature tales, The Bitterness of Art (1935). 

The Epirot Christos Christovasilis (1855-1937) remained 

more exclusively attached to the ‘genre’ story and to folklore; 

he settled in Janina in his later years. A. Travlantonis (1867- 

1943), an educationalist, also had a gift for narrative; he wrote 

in pure demotic, but lacked the power to create an individual 

style. His characters are simple people and the circumstances 

of their life lack interest. His one novel, Pillage of a Life (1936), 

is in the same sort of setting. 

The prose of M. Mitsakis (1868-1916) is in a class of its own; 

in his tales (if we can call them tales) the story plays little part; 

what interests the writer, a true pupil of the naturalist school, is 

the description and faithful rendering of actuality, and at the 

same time the creation of a style distinguished for its sophisti¬ 

cation. His language is unstable and mixed, and he made the 

experiment of translating a tale of his own from katharevousa 

into demotic. He did not write much and after 1896 he had 

a mental disorder, but notice was taken of his work by both his 

contemporaries and juniors. 

THE THEATRE 

The modernist, realist tendency of the generation of 1880 had 

a beneficial effect on the theatre, that is, on theatrical perfor¬ 

mances. Contemporary plays were seldom performed, apart from 
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the tragedies of Vernardakis which were always successful. But 

for about ten years from 1888 a new kind of play, the ‘Comidyll’, 

was popular, a sort of comedy with songs introduced. This form 

undoubtedly was due to the same wish to get away from 

Romanticism and to get nearer to everyday life. The heroes are 

men of the people, their language is demotic prose, the ‘genre’ 

and folklore elements play a large role, but at the same time the 

influence of naturalism is very obvious. The first real musical of 

this type is The Fortune of Maroula by D. Koromilas (1850-98), 

which at once had an astonishing success. Previously, between 

1874 and 1888, Koromilas had published twenty-three theatrical 

works of a quite different and more ‘learned’ kind; later he wrote 

a ‘dramatic’ idyll, The Lover of the Shepherdess (1891), in bombastic 

decapentesyllables, with a prettified (and rather falsified) picture 

of pastoral life in the mountains. (The motif was continued in 

Golfo by S. Peresiadis (1894) which became a popular entertain¬ 

ment.) The real ‘Comidyll’ was charmingly continued by 

D. Kokkos (1836-91) with the Lyre of Old Nicolas and Captain 

Giakoumis. 

This lively and popular form did not last long: theatrical 

historians date its eclipse from 1896 onwards. The theatre, more¬ 

over, was being revived by other forces, of which the influence of 

Ibsen was the most important; the theatrical works of G. Kam- 

bysis and the theatre of ideas of the early Xenopoulos are the 

first signs of this influence (see Chapter XIV). 



XII 

POETRY OF PALAMAS’S TIME 

AND AFTER 

For fifty to sixty years after 1880 Palamas was the 

dominant figure in poetry. We may speak of three stages 

in poetry: poetry before, contemporary with, and after 

Palamas. Of those poets who started out with him, Kambas, as 

we said, was almost immediately silent, while Drosinis followed 

his own way. Of the others (see p. 153) Souris lapsed into metrical 

journalism and J. Polemis (1862-1924) cultivated a facile poetry, 

feeble both in language and prosody and poor in ideas, a poetry 

that leaves nothing unsaid and is directly addressed to the reader 

of average or less than average intelligence. It is not fortuitous 

that he was one of the first to condemn Palamas for obscurity; 

Palamas, however, in what appeared on the face of it to be 

a favourable criticism of one of his collections (1888),1 struck 

a mortal blow at his weaknesses: ‘fanciful, unstudied poetry, in 

easy, intelligible verse with pretty rhymes . . .’ 

Those who were a little younger walked level with Palamas, 

‘under his heavy shadow’ (to quote a happy phrase of K. 

Dimaras) ;2 nevertheless, each has his distinguishing charac¬ 

teristics. One of the most individual was Kostas Krystallis (1868- 

94). He started life in an Epirot village from which the Turkish 

authorities obliged him to flee, and when about twenty years of 

age he published two small and rather insignificant ‘epyllia’, 

in which the influence of Valaoritis was obvious. His chief poeti¬ 

cal work is to be found in two collections, Poems of the Fields, 

which won a prize in the second ‘Philadelphian’ competition 

of 1890, and The Singer of the Village and the Pasture, which won 

1 Palamas, Ttnavra, vol. 2, p. 460. 

2 ‘Under the heavy shadow of Palamas’ is the title of the last part of his History 

concerning the years 1890-1922. 
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the prize in 1892. Two years later, aged 26, the poet died of 

tuberculosis. 
The chief characteristic of his two collections is the strong and 

exclusive influence of the demotic songs, whose fresh sap this 

young villager has introduced pure and unadulterated into his 

own poems. In his first collection many of the poems are hardly 

distinguishable from demotic songs, and Krystallis never hesi¬ 

tated to incorporate lines of these into his own poems. This was 

what astonished the Athens of 1890 and won him the praise 

of the critics. But his poetry was condemned for the same 

reason: he did not transform the demotic song creatively, 

but imitated it rather slavishly. Moreover, they objected, the 

world of the genuine demotic song is infinitely deeper and 

richer than that expressed by his poetry (this was the criticism of 

J. Apostolakis).1 
This severe judgement, in which many of the younger critics 

concurred, needs perhaps some revision. We shall form a juster 

idea of Krystallis’s contribution if we do not try to compare it 

with the original. Naturally the world of Krystallis is different 

from that of the demotic songs—how could it not be? On the 

other hand, his poetry is not so slavish an imitation as appears at 

first sight. It is strong and robust, with much personal art, 

exploiting the strength and vigour of the demotic song. More¬ 

over, the carefully controlled use of dialect words is an added 

charm, and the sign of no ordinary poet. If we consider the 

poems of Krystallis in their own time, when Palamas, hardly ten 

years older, was still at the early stage represented by The Eyes 

of My Soul, and the exploitation of the demotic songs had so 

far yielded nothing but the polished sweetness of Drosinis’s 

Idylls, we shall form a truer picture of'the contribution made 

by this poet, who died so young, to modern Greek poetry. Lines 

as full of meaning as the following (from the posthumously 

published Psomopatis) were not a common thing in the poetry 
of 1890: 

When bent beneath the chilly dew and almost frozen dead 
The April flower in the fields remains there all the night, 
And when the sun beams kiss it in the early hour of dawn 
At once it feels its warmth again, and gently thaws and melts, 
So Chryso melted . . . 

1 J. Apostolakis, ’O KpvoraWrjs Kal to Stj/ootiko rpayovSi, Thessaloniki, 1937. 
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Krystallis died in 1894. In 1895, as we have seen, the period of 

Palamas’s prime began, chiefly with his sonnets Countries. It was 

a particularly favourable time for the cultivation of this form of 

verse so dear to Parnassianism. A distinguished, delicate sonneteer 

was the Corfiot Lorentsos Mavilis (1860-1912). He was fortu¬ 

nate in the breadth of his culture, being first educated in Corfu, 

then for fifteen whole years in German universities, where, besides 

studying literature, he was initiated into the philosophy of Kant, 

Fichte, and Schopenhauer (the last of whom particularly in¬ 

fluenced him). He also studied Sanskrit and Indian philosophy 

and translated passages from the Mahabharata. He wrote his 

early poems during his student years, but he turned more to 

poetry after his return from Germany in 1893, when he settled in 

Corfu ; his most popular sonnets were written from 1895 to 1900 : 

‘Forgetfulness’, ‘Kallipateira’, ‘Twilight’, ‘Olive Tree’. 

In these few sonnets all Mavilis’s poetical contribution is 

summed up. It is one of the rare examples of a small poetical 

output having great importance. For the sonnets of Mavilis, 

faultlessly wrought, have really a central position in modern 

Greek poetry. The language is full, the verse carefully polished, 

‘rich’ (in the technical meaning of the word) in its rhymes. The 

poetical thought is as clear and crystalline as the verse. The 

pessimist tone of Indian philosophy and the influence of Schopen¬ 

hauer have not tainted the freshness of the poet’s immediate 

contact with reality. An ‘amateur’, like his master Polylas, he 

pours into his verse an exalted moral and human nobility that 

characterized him all his life. It was therefore entirely consistent 

that he should take part in the struggles of Crete in 1896 and of 

Epirus in 1897, and that at the age of fifty-two he should wear 

the uniform of the Garibaldi Officer Corps, and die on the 

battlefield outside Janina in 1912. 

In 1895, the year that Palamas published his Countries, Joannis 

Gryparis also made a triumphant appearance in modern Greek 

poetry with a series of sonnets. Gryparis (1870-1942) was a 

Cycladean from Siphnos; he grew up and was educated in 

Constantinople, where in 1895 he was a master in a secondary 

school and at the same time edited a literary periodical. Next 

year he settled permanently in Greece and had a career as a 

teacher; later he became a higher Civil Servant and finally 

director of the National Theatre. His sonnets, under the general 
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title Scarabs, made a great impression, as soon as they were 

published, because of their artistic polish and their resonant 

language with many rare words and newly-coined compounds: 

Come forward incense-breathing morn who puts the dreams to flight, 

And drive away from near me all the shadows of a shade; 

Come forward morn, and put to sleep the visions sleep has made, 

Which while I sleep are wakened by the nighthag’s sleepless might. 

Gryparis had a poet’s feeling for language, he knew the 

language of the people well and also how to make use of popular 

medieval literature, while on the other hand he creatively 

absorbed the teachings of the pure Parnassianism of Heredia 

or Theophile Gautier. Their influence is clearly seen on all his 

decapentesyllabic Scarabs, and also in the hendecasyllabic Terra¬ 

cottas (their influence is even seen in the recherche titles). But in 

Intermedia (1899-1901) he was turning towards the technique of 

the Symbolistes; his verse became freer and more musical, his 

images more strikingly suggestive. In Tryplion and Chrysofrydi he 

made an individual use of legends drawn from medieval books 

and popular tradition, and his language became warmer and 

more concrete. His most mature poems are certainly the three 

Elegies (1902-9), filled with an undefined grief and disappoint¬ 

ment, with deeper and purer tones, which become in the ‘Vestals’ 

(the most important of the three) dramatic and self-revelatory: 

But once the sacred fire is out it is not lit again 

By human tinder or match . . . 

The ‘Vestals’ closes the poet’s creative period, and forms a close 

to his one collection Scarabs and Terracottas, put together ten 

years later (1919). ‘Once the sacred fire was out’ the poet stopped 

writing. He turned his unusual linguistic power and his sensi¬ 

bility to the translation of ancient tragedies, particularly to his 

admirable translations of Aeschylus. 

In the last years of the century there was a greater tendency 

towards ‘Symbolism’. We have already seen it in Gryparis and 

Palamas. The short-lived periodical Techni (1898-9) expressed 

the new tendencies, under the editorship of K. Chatzopoulos, as 

did later Dionysos (1901-2) which continued in the same line 

under the editorship of Ghatzopoulos’s brother Dimitrios and 

J. Kambysis. The two periodicals wished to transcend the narrow 

national framework and wanted to direct themselves towards 
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foreign literatures, particularly English and German, but also 

Scandinavian and Russian. The most thorough representative 

of Symbolism, K. Chatzopoulos (1868-1920), had published two 

early collections of verse in 1898; he was to issue two more 

0Simple Ways and Evening Legends) in 1920, the year of his death. 

Meanwhile, from 1900 till the First World War he had lived in 

Germany, and therefore the influence of German and of northern 

literature in general is clear in his work. In Germany he attached 

himself to the socialist movement, and wished to propagate it in 

Greece, connecting social ideology with the renovating tendencies 

of demoticism. His prose work was important; he brought 

out a series of tales and novels between 1910 and 1917 (see 

p. 211). His literary translations are of particular quality, espe¬ 

cially those from the German (Faust, etc.). 

In his poetry, following the teaching of the Symbolists, he 

pursued his effects through indefinite images and the musical 

charm of the verse. The dominant tone is that of vague, elegiac 

reverie, and there is an absence of the concrete. The same 

atmosphere prevails both in his early and his mature collections. 

Despite the greater artistry of the verse in the latter, there is no 

change in their dominant tone, upon which the poet skilfully 

weaves a large number of musical variations; but the monotony 

becomes tiring in the end: 

Of pain I am born; 
And I spread and I spread 
And beyond I am spread 
And around I am spread 
On the shores, in the deeps, 
My fragments to sow. 

The poem goes on the same way for many verses more. Its title 

is typical, ‘The Legend of the Fog’, and so is the title of the 

collection, Evening Legends. 
Lambros Porfyras (1879-1932) also came from the Techni 

circle, and his few poems are Symbolist; there is in them a 

delicacy of feeling and a tender sympathetic melancholy, but 

his powers of expression and language were much inferior to 

those of Chatzopoulos: a feeble voice, and a limited intellectual 

world. His one collection, Shadows (1920), influenced the muted 

tones of poetry in the years 1920-30. (After his death his other 

poems were issued under the title Musical Voices in 1934-) 
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On the contrary the short-lived Spilios Pasagiannis (1874- 

1909) was always seeking new means of expression, apart from 

the Parnassian technique of Gryparis and the Symbolism of 

Chatzopoulos. He came from a village near Sparta and tried to 

give new life to his diction by means of the robust popular 

language, and to a great extent he succeeded. His neologisms or 

purely dialectal words are used with quite a different intention 

from that of Gryparis or Krystallis, and subserve his lyric 

Symbolism. His one collection, Echoes (published by Techni in 

1899), is really a single poem in decapentesyllables, in which the 

traditional firm rhythm turns into something entirely personal. 

A. Melachrinos was influenced by Pasagiannis, and so, to some 

extent, was Sikelianos. 
In the same year, 1899, and also published by Techni, Frag¬ 

ments appeared, the first collection of M. Malakasis (1869-1943). 

But the two poets had nothing in common. Malakasis was free 

from schools and theories of art, though he was clearly influenced 

by Jean Moreas, with whom he had been closely linked in Paris 

for many years. His verse rolls on impulsively, without problems, 

without his seeking a lyric depth—and without our missing it. 

He is above all a ‘singer’; his virtue lies in the shallow, pure 

babble of the stream of verse, which never grew troubled in all 

the forty years during which he wrote. Combined with a touch 

of Roumeliot gallantry and a greater robustness of expression, 

this music has its happiest moments in the poems inspired by 

his home, Missolonghi: the famous ‘Batarias’, ‘Takis Ploumas’, 

and ‘What the Nightingales Say’. 
A symptom of the increased interest in poetry, and in litera¬ 

ture generally, was the appearance of a large number of writers, 

mostly poets, who continued along the lines established by their 

forerunners and maintained a reasonable standard. The lesson of 

Palamas, the art of Mavilis and Gryparis, the feeling of Chatzo¬ 

poulos and Malakasis found parallels in their verse and enriched 

the picture of Greek poetry during the first two or three decades 

of our century. Alekos Fotiadis from Smyrna (1870-1943) wrote 

short poems of four or eight lines, like neo-Classical epigrams; 

Markos Tsirimokos (1872-1939) cultivated complicated metrical 

compositions with Parnassian care (terzine, triolets, decastichs, 

villanelles); N. Petimezas (1875-1952), under the pseudonym 

Lavras, gave a certain genuine popular colour to his verse, as 
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well as variety in rhythm. Zacharias Papantoniou (1877-1940), 

a learned man, an art critic, and a journalist, was above all 

a stylist. He wrote a great deal, essays, biographies, travel, and 

criticism. His poetical work is very small, but he also cultivated 

the hybrid genre of prose poem in his Prose Rhythms (1923). 

Sotiris Skipis (1879-1952) was prolific in his poetical production, 

but his facility and unimaginable carelessness in thought and 

expression were fatal to his work. 

All these writers were more or less contemporary, born in the 

decade 1870 to 1880. With the poets born after 1880 (particularly 

A. Sikelianos, N. Kazantzakis and K. Varnalis) poetry reached 

a new flowering. We shall examine them in the next chapter. 

Meanwhile we must mention two poets, who though they were 

younger, belong rather to the older generation and are a last 

echo of the poetry of Palamas’s circle. These are A. G. Kyriazis 

(1888-1950) and the still younger G. Athanas (G. Athanasiadis- 

Novas, b. 1893). Both were Roumeliots and followed with devo¬ 

tion the orthodox Palamist tradition of verse and rhyme. The 

sheltered life of the province gives to both of them, particularly 

to the latter in his first two and most successful collections, 

a freshness and an idyllic tone to their writing. This survival of 

Palamism, already an anachronism in the pre-war years, is still 

more incompatible with the present time. 
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KAVAFIS SIKELIANOS 

POETRY UP TO 1930 

KAVAFIS It is strange that while in Athens, the unique cultural 

centre of the Greek world after 1880, Palamas was at his 

zenith and exercised a dynastic influence on poetry and 

intellectual life, in an isolated area of Hellenism in Alexandria 

a poet was working who was, in after years, to take the central 

place in modern Greek poetry, and to have a decisive influence 

upon its later development down to our own times. This poet 

was Kavafis. Alexandria, where he lived permanently during 

his maturity and the years of his creative activity, a city with 

memories of a rich Hellenistic past, had been, since about the 

middle of the nineteenth century, the seat of an important and 

flourishing Greek commercial colony. Rich national benefactors 

such as G. Averoff, and later Emmanuel Benakis, were members 

of it, but it had not yet given any sign of intellectual life. This 

isolation within the Greek world explains in part—but only in 

part—some of the peculiarities of Kavafis’s poetry. 

Konstantinos Kavafis was born in Alexandria in 1863, the last 

of nine children. His father was a prosperous merchant, his 

mother came from a good family from Constantinople. After 

the father’s early death the family went to England where they 

stayed (in Liverpool and in London) for seven years from 1872 

to 1878. Kavafis must have studied at an English school, and it 

was then that he acquired that perfect knowledge of the English 

language which he used for his notes. On his return to Alexan¬ 

dria he completed his education at a Greek secondary school. 

His family was again forced to leave their city, this time owing 

to the political disturbances of 1882, which resulted in the British 
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occupation of Egypt. His mother went with her children to 

Constantinople, where her father was living, and they remained 

there till October 1885. After his return the poet only left 

Alexandria for occasional journeys: to Paris and London in 1897, 

and to Athens in 1901 and 1903. His life passed tranquilly; he 

had a permanent position in the Civil Service; he lived first 

with a brother and then alone, surrounded in his latter years 

by the affection and admiration of his Alexandrian friends. He 

died on his birthday in 1933 of cancer of the throat. 

His first publications begin in 1886, the year of Palamas’s first 

collection. They are in katharevousa, Romantic in their con¬ 

ception, and appear quite uninfluenced by the change of 1880; 

in their pessimism and their obvious cerebralism they seem to 

follow the line ofD. Paparrigopoulos, with clear signs of influence 

by Hugo and Musset. But already in 1891 he published in a 

pamphlet of its own a poem, ‘Builders’, which foreshadows his 

subsequent development, and in 1896 he wrote ‘Walls’, a com¬ 

pletely Kavafian poem. Kavafis disowned almost all this writing 

of a decade, and did not incorporate it in the publication of his 

work. He was to make many other ‘purges’ of the same kind; 

even at the height of his maturity he would write poems which, 

for one reason or another, he refrained from publishing. The 

corpus of his acknowledged poems amounts to 154; the first in 

chronological order is ‘Walls’ of 1896, and the last is ‘In the 

Suburbs of Antioch’ of 1933, the year of his death. The poems 

are all short; they rarely reach a second page, and only one 

reaches a third. 
Kavafis’s eccentricity is shown also in the manner in which 

his poems circulated, in small pamphlets. In 1904 he selected 

fourteen and printed them in a small brochure which he re¬ 

published in 1910, adding another seven; these brochures, 

printed in editions of 100 to 200 copies at the most, were issued 

privately. After 1912 he issued separate broadsheets which he 

himself fastened together with metal clips into collections, some 

arranged simply chronologically, others according to subject. 

He often corrected a line by hand, or had the corrected poem 

reprinted and substituted it for the former version. The author 

thus remained in continual touch with his work. 

The important years for his formation were certainly those 

round 1900—between ‘Walls’ of 1896, and 1904 when he 
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published his brochure of fourteen poems (the year of Palamas’s 

Life Immovable). He had abandoned his role as a successor of the 

Romantics, and by continuous trial and effort was discovering 

his altogether individual personality. ‘Walls’, though its tech¬ 

nique is still somewhat irresolute, astonishes us by its maturity; 

with extraordinary succinctness it gives us the tragic profundity 

of the feeling of isolation, the permanent tragic element in the 

life of our time. And in the other poems up to 1900—those which 

the poet himself approved and published—we recognize the 

basic elements, the stones that are to build ‘the city of Kavafis’ 

(to quote the critics) :r a post-Romantic melancholy in ‘Candles’, 

a high sense of art in ‘The First Stair’, the historico-mythological 

element and the opposition between the world of men and the 

gods in ‘The Horses of Achilles’, ‘The Funeral of Sarpedon’, and 

‘Prayer’. His personality becomes yet clearer and takes on its 

familiar form in the poems of the next five years (1900-4) : the 

human dignity in ‘Che fece . . . il gran rifiuto’ and the admirable 

‘Thermopylae’, a further development of the theme of ‘Walls’ in 

‘The City’, and finally, in 1904, one of his most mature and 

characteristic poems (both historical and dramatic), ‘Waiting 

for the Barbarians’. At the same time we find shorter, more 

lyrical poems, like epigrams, warmer and more personal (and 

more demotic in language), e.g. ‘Voices’ and ‘Desires’: 

Ideal voices and beloved 
Of those who died . . . 

(unfulfilled desires, which are) 

Like beautiful bodies of the dead who never grew old 
And were laid, with tears, in a splendid mausoleum, 
With roses at the head, and at the feet jasmine. 

After these critical years round 1900, Kavafis, now forty years 

old and mature, had created his own poetic style, something 

personal and uniquely expressive. In the following thirty years, 

until his death, he deepened it from within and continually 

enriched the personality we know, sparingly producing new 

poems always of the same type, but with a richness of theme, 

1 T. Malanos, 'H /xvdoXoyta rijs Ka^ac/nKijs noXiTetas, Alexandria, 1943 (= id., 
*0 TToir]rfs K. ft. Kaf3a<f>T]s, 2nd revised edn., Athens, 1957, pp. 289-396). 
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meticulously worked in his workship. Some were written before 

1910, more after 1911 (and there was something of an outburst 

in 1917-18); there is a marked falling off in his last years. 

It seems that Kavafis himself saw his poems as belonging to 

three categories (or ‘areas’): philosophical, historical, and erotic 

(sensual). This distinction corresponds to the facts, if we take it 

as referring to the form of expression rather than to the content. 

For on the other hand there is no doubt, as he himself said, that 

Kavafis’s world is a single entity, and the fact that a poem is 

‘historical’ in subject does not mean that it is not ‘philosophical’ 

or ‘erotic’, and vice versa. 

Much has been said about Kavafis’s eroticism, and the homo¬ 

sexuality which is the origin of poems of this kind, and (more 

generally) of all his poems; criticism has here gone too far, 

interpreting all his poems in terms of his sexual abnormality and 

the psychological complex of isolation and secretiveness which 

it created (T. Malanos). Later criticism, without denying that 

this particular eroticism was a basic element in his poetry, has 

avoided excessive insistence upon this element, and has called 

attention to others, for example, his love of drama, his didacti¬ 

cism (E. P. Papanoutsos), the relationship between his poems 

and the historical background of Egypt and the Greek colony 

there (S. Tsirkas)—though it has not always escaped exaggeration 

and one-sidedness. The world of Kavafis is many-sided and his 

work ‘a prism with many facets’, and therefore any attempt 

to seize its meaning from one point of view only is doomed to 

failure. 

The purely erotic poems are few; the frankest ones begin to 

appear at a fairly late date (perhaps after 1915). But in the 

historical poems and elsewhere in Kavafis’s poetry we see 

the figure of beautiful youth, an erotic fancy, and above all the 

remembrance of it, and the enjoyment of this in a lonely room. 

Human nobility and dignity, perhaps the leading characteristics 

of his poetry, are not absent even from his frankest poems; 

fundamentally what interests him is the transubstantiation of 

sentiment into poetry. Often the motifs of love and art are woven 

together in his poems: 

Sometimes the talk is of fine sophistry 
And sometimes of the delights of their love. 

(‘Herodes Atticus’) 
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The theatre where there took place the union of art 

With the erotic tendencies of the flesh. 

(‘Julian and the people of Antioch’) 

The poems we call historical are certainly the most charac¬ 

teristic. No other poet has so authoritatively expressed a con¬ 

tinual return to the past in his poems. Already in his early (and 

disowned) poems there are examples of this tendency. In those 

before 1900 we already noticed some with mythological subjects 

drawn from the Iliad, and already in 1904 we have ‘Waiting for 

the Barbarians’. There follow (all before 1910) ‘King Demetrius’, 

‘The Steps’ (about Nero), and ‘That One’ (which is not about 

a known historical personage, but a poet ‘Unknown, stranger 

to Antioch, from Edessa’). In 1911-12 come the masterpieces: 

‘The God leaves Antony’, ‘Philhellene’, and ‘The Alexandrian 

Kings’. 
There is no doubt that the historical poems express the same 

world as the others. His didacticism (if we must call it so), his 

philosophy, and his eroticism find the same mode of expression 

in the historical poems. The historical past helps him to achieve, 

in the obliqueness that is characteristic of his poetry, the exact 

expression; behind the masks of history and its personages his 

voice becomes—at least for the initiated—even more clear. 

Critics have in many ways tried to explain the basic significance 

of the secretiveness, the hints, and the indirect expression in 

Kavafis’s poetry; he himself speaks of ‘half-seen faces or lines’, 

and of visions ‘half-hidden in his phrases’. It is not because his 

form of love is unorthodox, and still less because he is afraid of his 

references to well-known current events being understood; it is 

because the things he hides or reveals, deep in his esoteric world, 

are not things that can be simply or directly said. Apart from 

this fundamental explanation, the fascination of the historical 

past, magically brought to life by the poet, adds to the 

captivating charm of the poetry. The historical personages in 

Kavafis, whether authentic, like Antony, Caesarion, or Antiochus 

Epiphanes, or imaginary like Aimilianos Monae and Temethos 

of Antioch, have an existence of their own, in their own right, 

independent of the poet’s aim; they are as much alive as nature 

in other poets (nature, be it said, plays little or no role in his 

work). A few years before his death Kavafis said: ‘I had two 
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talents, for writing poetry or for writing history. I haven’t written 
history and it’s too late now.’1 

Most of the historical poems have to do with the Hellenistic 

period, and the world created by the conquests of Alexander the 

Great at its height (‘a great new Greek world’) and in its decline, 

in various distant colonies; the Greco-Roman world also takes 

up some space, and the struggle between Paganism and Christi¬ 

anity (Julian and Apollonius of Tyana), and then the Dark Ages 

until the Moslem capture of Egypt; finally, some are concerned 

with the Byzantine period (‘our glorious Byzantinism’). Alexan¬ 

dria occupies a central place in most of them, his beloved city; 

its name gradually turns into a symbol, a magic clue, that the 

initiated will understand: 

Where the rhythm and every phrase shows 
That an Alexandrian is writing about an Alexandrian. 

(‘For Ammon’) 

The third category (or ‘area’) in his poetry is the philo¬ 

sophical poems, which others have called ‘didactic’. E. P. 

Papanoutsos2 called Kavafis a didactic poet, and placed in a 

category of their own poems with advice to his fellow craftsmen 

(about poetry and aesthetics generally, and how a poet faces 

his work and is bound up with it); he sees the other ‘didactic’ 

poems as variations on certain themes: the theme of ‘Walls’ with 

the dominant feeling of the ineluctable and irrevocable, and 

others of a kindred nature where the heavy atmosphere of destiny 

is dominant, and the implacable course of events. In the motif 

of ‘Thermopylae’ the feeling of duty is united with that of the 

virtue of human dignity. This fundamental characteristic of 

Kavafis’s poetry is heard even in the poems that present the 

vanity of human greatness (‘The God leaves Antony’), or that 

of hybris in its ancient sense (‘Nero’s Time Limit’, ‘Ides of 

March’). The reader will have observed that many of these 

‘philosophical’ or ‘didactic’ poems are ‘historical’ in form. 

Kavafis is serious and melancholy: we shall find no merri¬ 

ment, no humour in his poems. There is much irony, but an 

irony accompanied by a tragic grimace. It is unimportant if the 

1 G. Lechonitis, Kaf3a<f>LKa avrooxoXia, Alexandria, 1942, P- 22- 

2 E. P. Papanoutsos, '0 SibaKTiKos Kaftans, in : 77aAa/iaf, Ka^a^rji, HiKeXiavos, 

new edn., [Athens, 1955], pp. 121-222. 
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point of view is erotic, philosophical, or historical; the important 

thing is the consciousness of the dramatic essence of life, the sense 

of decadence and vanity. But this tragic feeling does not lead to 

nihilism or lack of faith; the sentiment of dignity and pride, the 

deeper consciousness of man are the counterbalance, and keep 

his faith steady. If the generation of the ‘decadents’ of 1920 

turned to Kavafis, it saw his poetry only from the negative side. 

Poetry of this sort, so different from what was then known and 

established, naturally employed altogether new modes of expres¬ 

sion. The language of Kavafis is altogether individual, and bears 

no relation to the established Athenian ‘poetic’ demotic (e.g. 

that of Palamas), but at the same time, for all its frequent use of 

katharevousa, it is far from the formal katharevousa, whether 

old or new. Extreme demoticists never forgave him for his non¬ 

conformity, and yet advocates of katharevousa could hardly 

admit him to their ranks. Basically his language is living and 

demotic, and his deviations into katharevousa are perhaps a 

deliberately prosaic and realistic element; the demotic basis, 

however, gives warmth and authenticity to his language, while 

his Constantinopolitan idioms, to which he clung with obstinacy 

and complaisance, add a valuable human touch. 

His metre, like his language, cultivates prosaic instead of poetic 

elements aiming at the weight and authority of realism. The 

metre is always iambic (the nearest to prose), loose, in free verse, 

with an unequal number of syllables; often, most often in the 

earlier period, rhyme appears, and its sound is also playful and 

ironical; often the verse is cut or rather dissolved into two (e.g. 

‘Temethos of Antioch’) as if it lacked the strength to complete 

itself. But this also is a poetical device. In Kavafis’s poetry nothing 

happens by chance; he carefully works his poems to the last 

detail. The stress, the stops, the pauses are all calculated, and all 

serve ‘the art of poetry’; so does the typographical appearance. 

Everything is always elegant and in good taste. 

Kavafis’s poetry did not immediately win a reputation. 

Gregorios Xenopoulos, with remarkable sensibility, was the first 

to appreciate its importance in an article as early as 1903.1 

Athens in general, however, overlooked and rejected him. An 

important moment was the publication of an article in the 

1 Gr. Xenopoulos, "Evas voi.r)Trjs, in rtavaOr/raLa, 7 (1903), 97-102. Reprinted 

in Nea 'Earta, 14 (1933), 749-55> and ibid. 74 (i963)j 1443-9• 
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Athenaeum of 1919 by E. M. Forster,1 who served in Alexandria 

in the First World War and knew the poet personally and had 

some of his poems translated into English. After 1920 Kavafis was 

discovered by the young of that generation; Tellos Agras gave 

a lecture on him in 1921, as did Alkis Thrylos2 in 1924. During 

the last years of his life his poetry was read and studied and 

criticized (not without some hostility). After 1930 his influence 

on the younger generation was very strong, and critical essays 

and books cn his work abounded, by Greeks and by foreign 

writers; we may mention G. Seferis, W. H. Auden, G. M. Bowra, 

and Marguerite Yourcenar. The centenary of 1963 gave an 

opportunity for a new critical appraisal of his work. 

A. SIKELIANOS 

Quite unlike the poetry of Kavafis is that of Angelos Sikelianos 

(1884-1951), the greatest poet of Greece proper since Palamas. 

It is not without significance that he came from the Ionian 

Islands, or that his fatherland, Eeucas, is very close to the rugged 

mainland opposite. The tradition of the Heptanesian school was 

still alive in him, and this no doubt accounts for the deep feeling 

for and knowledge of the popular language in all its purity that 

Sikelianos possessed, and also his familiarity with other literature, 

particularly with that of Italy. 

At the beginning of this century, when still very young, he 

started to publish poems in literary periodicals, with clear signs 

of the influence of late Parnassianism and Symbolism. These 

youthful efforts gave no promise of his later development—he 

himself omitted them from the three-volume Lyric Life (1946), 

the corpus of his work. His first real poetical appearance is his 

great composition The Light-Shadowed (the title is taken from the 

well-known line in Solomos’s Free Besieged), written in the spring 

of 1907 and issued (in a handsome uncommercial edition in 

large format) two years later. 
The Light-Shadowed is like a lyrical autobiography of the 

young poet, a poem full of youthful sentiment and happiness, 

a wonderful outpouring of lyricism flowing unsullied from the 

1 Reprinted in Pharos and Pharillon (see Selected Bibliography). 

2 Tellos Agras, '0 noirjrrjs K. 77. Kaf}dcj>r]s, AeXrto 'EkttcuScvtlkov ' OfxiXov, io 

(1922); reprinted in Nea 'Eotlcl, 74 (1963), 1397-1402. Alkis Thrylos, KpiTixis 

peXeres, vol. 3, Athens, 1925. pp. 155-97- 
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purest and most secret sources. The poet has gathered up within 

himself a hoard of immediate experience, while he wandered in 

complete freedom in total accord with nature, by the olive groves 

and shores of his island home. 
This youthful and happy identification of the poet with nature 

is what most attracts us in this early but already mature poem. 

The separate parts are loosely linked, the poetic process is not 

everywhere clear, but the lyric tone is always intense, and the 

language, a robust demotic, has a fullness and richness of expres¬ 

sion hitherto unknown in modern Greek poetry. Nature, we feel, 

is not an objective phenomenon which the poet contemplates 

with admiration and worship, but there is a ‘direct communi¬ 

cation’ between them, which, to use a phrase dear to Sikelianos 

himself, has the character of a ‘profound devotional exercise’: 

. . . And I worshipped, 
And in my joy I cried : 
‘Go put your ear close to the ground.’ 
And then I fancied the profound 
Heart of the earth replied. 

Features which later become the distinguishing marks of his 

poetry, and what he and his critics consider most characteristic 

in it, are already found in this youthful poem; the ideas are 

still undeveloped, but receive perhaps a more genuine and more 

immediate expression. 

That which appears unconsciously in The Light-Shadowed, the 

‘cosmic (or Orphic) expansion into the soul of life’ or his ‘exer¬ 

cise’,1 was what he tried later to render more consciously. 

Immediately after the publication of the poem he began work 

on a vast composition, Prologue to Life, and in 1915-17 he brought 

out (in small volumes, again exquisitely printed) four parts, each 

entitled ‘Consciousness’—the first of the earth, the second of the 

race, the third of woman, the fourth of faith (the fifth, the con¬ 

sciousness of the personal creativity, was first published much 

later). As he passed from youth to maturity he felt the need 

to ‘take consciousness’ of certain basic problems, which define 

his place in life—problems, which ‘had been wrenched away 

from the primal core of his youthful entity’. He does not express 

1 All the quotations cited here and in the following pages are taken from 

Sikelianos’s ‘Prologue’ to Lyric Life, now edited in HinavTa, ed. G. P. Sawidis, 

vol. 1, pp. 11-81. 
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himself clearly in his poetical compositions, and far less in his 

comments (especially the Prologue to Lyric Life of 1938). But his 

fundamental line is faith in the unity and roundness of the whole 

(the ‘universal soul of the World’) and in the coincidence of 

the ‘feeling soul’ (that of the poet) with the centre of the world. 

In the fragmented world of today, in its ‘arbitrary, mechanical, 

mnemonic, distinguishing, and logocratic interpretation and 

ordering of life’, he desires wholeness of the kind the ancients 

knew in myth (before the rationalism of the sophists), which 

secret cults and mysteries still preserved for them at a later date. 

Hence the poet’s familiarity with the mystery religions, and 

above all with Orphism; hence too the deeper meaning that he 

sought in centres of ancient Greek religion, such as Eleusis, 

Olympia, and Delphi. He envisaged a universal religious myth, 

which should unite the primitive matriarchal religions with the 

ancient Greek spirit, and this with the teaching of Orphism and 

the symbols of Christianity. This is the reason for the frequent 

appearance of death in his poetry, in its ontological, existentialist 

aspect, and for the central place and the mission that the poet 

has as ‘instructor of the whole of human life’. In all these there 

is sometimes an exaggerated and often tiresome egocentricity; 

perhaps, however, this living presence of the ego prevents these 

visions from evaporating into ‘philosophy’, and preserves the 

biological urge, and the initiation and participation which is 

the inalienable contribution of the poetry of Sikelianos. 

In the Prologue to Life, the fragmentation of his youthful unity 

and the weakness of the composition are felt more. However, at 

the same time, Sikelianos was writing perfect smaller poems, such 

as the series inspired by the Balkan wars (Songs of Victory I), 

a series of sonnets and some poems in the series Aphrodite Urania: 

the marvellous ‘Pan’ (where we seem to be living with immediacy 

at the moment of the birth of the myth) and the charming and 

much loved ‘Thalero’, ‘By the Gold Waters, by Pentavli’, ‘John 

Keats’, ‘The Mother of Dante’, and so on. 

But the diffuse power of The Light-Shadowed finds maturity 

and completion in the relatively long poem, Mother of God, 

written in 1917, ‘the most musical poem written in Greek since 

the death of Solomos’.1 It is not musical only because of the 

1 R. Liddell, 'H 77-017]0-17 tov AyyeXov EixeXiavov, AyyXoeXXrjvLKrj ’EVidcoj/^oTj, 

4 (1949-50), 424. 
8167215 o 
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charm of the rhythm, and the fifteen-syllable couplets that 

remind us of The Cretan—which the poet prints separately, as if 

they were complete stanzas—but because in the free flow of the 

images one follows another like motifs in music. Three years 

previously Sikelianos had lost his sister Penelope (wife of Ray¬ 

mond Duncan, brother of Isadora) and a new consciousness, that 

of death, led him deeper into ‘experience of that Mystery working 

with uninterrupted energy around and below him’. For the 

Orthodox, the Panagia is more the sorrowful mother of Christ 

than the Virgin. The maternal or matriarchal divinity—as in the 

mother goddesses or mothers of the gods of the past—is the source 

of life, but also of death, in a mystical connection, as in March 

the cult makes an almost mystical connection between the 

Annunciation, the ‘salutations’ of Our Lady, and ‘All Souls’ 

Saturday’ (the commemoration of the dead in the Greek 

Church). The poem moves musically, imperceptibly from the 

warmth of the first lines to the central idea of death; the pain 

of the dead sister and the sweet presence of the Mother of 

Christ are mystically united, welded (one might almost say) 

into an organic whole, one of the finest things in poetry. The 

language, perfectly wrought, exploits all that is best in Greek 

poetical tradition; it is rich, robust, and musical and gives birth 

to the loveliest fifteen-syllable lines ever written in Greek (see 

Appendix, p. 281). 

In the following years, 1918-19, the poet attempted a wider 

synthesis, a longer poem, divided into smaller parts (cantos), 

The Easter of the Greeks. It is an attempt to unite the symbols 

of ancient and modern religion, and to make poetic contact 

with the religious ‘subconscious’ expressed ‘not in dogma or 

organization, but in the genuine myth of Christianity’. His 

purpose was high; it may be doubted if the poet managed 

to fulfil it. He printed a part of it in 1918, but did not put it 

into circulation, and from time to time he issued fragments 

of it. A whole note-book of his, he tells us, full of unpublished 

cantos was lost on a journey. Yet though the whole poem was 

not completed, this does not prevent parts of it from being 

among the most characteristic and the most perfect poems of 
Sikelianos. 

In 1927, twenty years after The Light-Shadowed and ten after 

Mother of God, Sikelianos devoted himself to what he called 
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the ‘Delphic attempt’, that is, an attempt to put his world theory 

into practice, that theory which he had expressed in his poetry. 

In the sanctuary of Delphi, which the ancients considered ‘the 

navel of the earth’, where the Greek spirit attempted the first 

synthesis of the Apollonian and Dionysiac elements, he dreamed 

of founding a new, world-wide, intellectual amphictyony, a 

‘Delphic union’, and a ‘Delphic university’, whence might spring 

an intellectual independence and spiritual redemption of all 

peoples, and a unity beyond the fragmented individual of today, 

and above the ephemeral political creeds of our times. In May 

1927 the first Delphic Festival was organized, with a performance 

of Prometheus Bound as its central feature, an exhibition of folk art, 

naked contests in the stadium, folk dances, and fairs. The Festival 

was repeated in 1930 with a performance of The Suppliants of 

Aeschylus. The soul of the whole enterprise was Sikelianos’s wife, 

Eva Palmer, an American by birth. She gave a more definite 

form to the poet’s vaguer visions, and, initiated into the spirit 

of the dance by Isadora Duncan, she understood the inner con¬ 

nection between ancient tragedy, Byzantine music, and the folk 

culture of today, and she tried to make a synthesis of all these 

in her mise en scene. The music of the chorus was based on the 

modes of Byzantine melody, the costumes were woven by herself 

on popular models, and the movements of the chorus were 

inspired by the study of ancient monuments. It was the first 

serious attempt (and it was a revelation) to present tragedy in its 

home, the ancient theatre, with ancient equipment and a chorus 

that was really dancing. 
The performances of Eva Sikelianos were the one positive 

element in the Delphic Festivals. The other aims of the 

poet’s ‘Delphic attempt’ were ultimately, and not surprisingly, 

unsuccessful. The Festivals were a complete financial failure. 

Eva went almost in voluntary exile to America, and only 

returned to Greece in 1952, when she died and was buried at 

Delphi. 
Granted Sikelianos’s immediate way of feeling everything, it 

was natural that the erotic element should have a prime place 

in his work. He wanted this element to take its place in the 

universal vision of the world which his poetry expressed and 

to fulfil his need for ‘a cosmic and integral participation of the 

whole of my being with the full erotic breath of the ‘ ‘god of the 
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living” Already in his youthful ‘Hymn of the Great Return’ 

he shows his nostalgia for a cosmic erotic integrity, where ‘deeper 

than the dense starlight’ his ‘first self’ awaits him. In his more 

mature poems (1936—9) he makes a more marked advance 

towards or search for the primal essence of the feminine and for 

an identification of body and soul, which should finally lead to a 

redemption and freedom that could conquer time and death 

(‘Study of Death’). But, as usual in the work of Sikelianos, he 

never passes the dangerous frontier where poetry slips into meta¬ 

physics. The impulse of life in his erotic poetry is so genuine and 

deep that it never loses its uninterpreted biological origins but 

vibrates with the purest poetical pulsation. 

The poet gave the title Orphic to some of his second series of 

lyric poems written between 1927 and 1942, and this title is 

a clear commentary on them. Here is the famous ‘Sacred Way’ 

(1935) its rich symbolism, and the less well-known but 

equally fine poem ‘Attic’ (1942). It is no coincidence that they 

are both set on the sacred road that leads to the most venerable 

ancient shrine of the mother goddess, Eleusis. 

The Songs of Victory II are poems inspired by the Greco-Italian 

war of 1940-1 and the occupation. Most of them circulated 

secretly at that time, and were a form of resistance. They are 

not all on the same level. We may single out the enthusiastic 

‘Apology of Solon’ and ‘The Unwritten’ (sc. Gospel), with its 

deep reflectiveness, issued at the beginning of the most terrible 

winter of the war in October 1941. 

In the last decade of his life Sikelianos turned towards the 

composition of tragedies. It was the natural reaction of a man 

who had lived intensely in the spirit of ancient tragedy, and had 

made the productions of Aeschylus’ plays the centre of his Delphic 

attempt. In fact his first attempts towards tragedy began at the 

time of the Delphic Festivals, or soon after. But the composition 

of most of his tragedies dates from the war years and after, and 

they follow the same line as the Songs of Victory. In these years, 

moreover, Sikelianos showed a strong interest in political and 

social engagement, and wished to popularize his message and 

bring it to the masses (though it remained aristocratic in 

essence). 

The beginning, as we said, went further back. The Last Orphic 

Dithyramb or The Dithyramb of the Rose was printed in 1932, and 
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was acted in the open air on the hill of Philopappos in April 

1933* Like the ancient dithyramb it is not actually a tragedy; 

it is a dialogue between Orpheus and the two leaders of the 

chorus, which often turns into a monologue. 

Even earlier Sikelianos had begun a tragedy about Byron, and 

an Asclepios of which he published fragments in 1919. The work 

was perhaps never completed; an unfinished extract was pub¬ 

lished after his death. But the idea of tragedy was continually 

gestating in his mind, though his first completed tragedy, The 

Sibyl, was written shortly before 1940, and was publicly read by 

the poet a few days after the declaration of the Greco-Italian 

war. In this tragedy the Greek spirit clashes with that of Roman 

despotism, and the central episode is Nero’s excursion to Delphi, 

and his conversation there with the Sibyl, who is in ecstasy. 

The work is genuinely inspired, but it is hard to call it a tragedy 

and still less is it a theatrical work (some of the stage directions 

are in fact interpretative glosses by the poet). Moreover, the 

language of Sikelianos, always difficult to understand, and 

the symbols (such as the ‘promanteia’, the ‘upright tune’, 

the ‘paean’), incomprehensible to most people, cannot easily 

reach the large public at which the theatre is directed. For 

this reason the one attempt to perform this work was not 

a success. 
The subsequent tragedies are altogether lacking in tension. 

The basic theme is always the same, the clash of spirit and 

matter, in different circumstances: Daedalus and Minos in 

Daedalus in Crete, Nero and Christ in Christ in Rome. The theme 

gradually loses the high (if difficult) symbolism of The Sibyl and 

becomes an easier symbolism of social and political clashes 

(people and rulers). In The Death of Digenis (his last and feeblest 

tragedy, which has also the unwarranted title of Christ Unbound) 

Digenis, leader of the Manichaean heretics, is a revolutionary 

against the emperor Basil, and the defender of the weak and 

poor against the rich and the rulers. 
The tragedies (even The Sibyl, which is the best of them) do not 

show Sikelianos at his best. The real Sikelianos is the lyric poet, 

with his magnificent beginning with The Light-Shadowed, his full 

maturity in Mother of God, and in the erotic and Orphic poems of 

before the war. In 1938, when he meant to issue the collection 

of Lyric Life, he wrote a fine poem, which is a confession, and 
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a worthy epilogue to his ‘lyric life’. These are the first and the 

last lines: 

Because I deeply glorified and trusted in the earth 

Because I never opened out my mystic wings in flight 

But ever rooted deep in silence all my mind and spirit . . . 

All that has been ephemeral has melted like a cloud, * 

And here is the great Death, who has become to me a brother. 

POETRY UP TO 1930 

Contemporary with Sikelianos (his elder by only one year) was 

another poet like him in many ways, but in more ways different, 

Nikos Kazantzakis. His work is voluminous, and always bears 

the mark of his reflective and restless spirit. His chief poetical 

work is his epic Odyssey, but he used every literary genre. His 

work as a whole will be considered in the following chapter. 

Kostas Varnalis (b. 1884) was the contemporary of these two 

poets. His beginning was like that of Sikelianos, with finely 

wrought poetry influenced by the Parnassians and the Symbolists 

(.Honeycombs, 1905). His later poems are marked by a strong 

Dionysiac flavour and a deep sense of music; he has a strong 

tendency towards satire, when his playful and agile verse empha¬ 

sizes his sharp humour. 

Varnalis studied literature in Athens, and after 1908 worked 

in secondary schools; in 1919 he went with a state scholarship to 

Paris and there, in the post-war atmosphere, he came to accept 

dialectical materialism and the Marxist ideology. Two long 

poetical compositions written in Paris, The Light that Burns (1922, 

under the pseudonym of Dimos Tanalias) and The Enslaved 

Besieged (1927), show his new orientations; at the same time they 

are his most genuinely lyrical work. In the first of these, after an 

introduction in prose (a dialogue between Prometheus, Christ, 

and Momus) there is a lyrical part, where ‘The Mother of Christ’ 

and ‘Magdalene’ must be singled out as rare lyrical achieve¬ 

ments ; the third part is satirical. The poet made many changes in 

subsequent editions. The Enslaved Besieged (an obvious contrast 

to The Free Besieged of Solomos) is also, as the poet says, ‘in its 

essence an anti-war and anti-idealistic work’. But his ‘engage¬ 

ment’ has not weakened his rich imagination and lyric intensity, 
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particularly in ‘The Sorrows of the Virgin’, and the polished 

fifteen-syllable couplets of the ‘Dialogue between Man and 

Woman’. His satire and sarcasm reach their height in short, 

forceful lines, which seem to resound with the tunes of a popular 
festival (see Appendix, p. 281). 

In these compositions we clearly see his destructive attitude to 

established values and ideas. This is continued in his prose works, 

particularly in the two longest, The True Apology of Socrates (1933) 

and The Journal of Penelope (1946). Here lyrical gift and poetical 

imagination are absent and there is only (perhaps less in the 

first, but much more in the second) a bare and repellent impulse 

to destruction, and the denigration of ‘heroes’. His prose is 

unquestionably well written, but it has not the power to win the 

sympathy of the reader—at least of a reader who is not already 

prejudiced in its favour. Varnalis’s work in criticism is of con¬ 

siderable merit. Solomos without Metaphysics (1923)—though the 

Marxist point of view is obvious—is full of detailed observation 

that shows a rare critical penetration. The same may be said of 

most of his later essays on older writers (.Living Men, 1939). 

We must here make mention of another almost contemporary 

poet, who had not however the importance of the last, Apostolos 

Melachrinos (1880-1952). He was born in Rumania and lived 

till 1922 in Constantinople, where he edited the periodical Life 

after 1902, and thereafter in Athens. He was influenced by 

Gryparis (a contributor to his periodical), persistently cultivated 

the Symbolist technique, and sought the musical charm of verse. 

He seems later to have turned to the poesie pure of Mallarme, but 

his language and expression have a recherche quality, and his 

exercises in verse rarely seem to have got beyond the stage of the 

work-room. 

The spirit of destruction, which in Varnalis sprang from his 

ideology (and which appears late in his work), was to be a part 

of the personality, and an essential element in the poetry of 

later poets, born in the last decade of the nineteenth century (or 

a little before), who were to begin to make an appearance during 

theFirst World War. Romos Filyras (1889-1942), the pseudonym 

of J. Ikonomopoulos, brought out his first works in 1911, and in 

1911-23 published poems marked by a new attitude and tech¬ 

nique, very different from the exalted tone of Palamas, and of 

poetry after him. In spite of this poet’s eroticism and idealism, 
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there is a flavour of bitterness and disillusionment, a grief for 

lost ideals, a subjectivity expressed in muted tones and everyday 

language; a poetry of the salon, apart from the established poetical 

language. His anti-heroism reaches the point of irony and self¬ 

mockery; the poet takes pleasure in assuming roles such as those 

of ‘Dolls’ or ‘Pierrot’ (1922), and he wrote a kind of satirical 

autobiography in prose under the title of The Player of Life (1916). 

Filyras spent the last years of his life (1927-42) in a lunatic 

asylum; we have some scattered publications of his dating from 

those years, which are of value; they show an attempt to escape 

from destructiveness and disbelief, and an advance towards 

a more solid manner of expression. We shall see the same thing 

occurring in other poets of the same generation. 

We find the same intellectual atmosphere in Kostas Ouranis 

(1890-1953), who had considerable influence on his contem¬ 

poraries and juniors (that is, the generation of 1920) by reason 

of Nostalgias, which is essentially his only collection of poems. He 

had previously published two collections, and a third entitled 

Journeys was not published until after his death. The titles are 

characteristic: Ouranis sought in travel and flight the refuge 

from everyday boredom and lack of faith : ‘spleen’ is a word that 

frequently recurs in his work. It was natural that poetry of this 

sort should remain faithful to the same tone, and should not 

know change. Ouranis travelled a great deal, and the cosmo¬ 

politan spirit that he brought into literature was perhaps his 

most marked characteristic. His impressions of travel are cer¬ 

tainly among his best works (Sol y Sombra about Spain, Azure 

Ways about the Mediterranean, etc.), describing places that he 

had visited with lyric feeling. 

Napoleon Lapathiotis (1888-1943) has a place of his own 

among these low-keyed poets; his first poems were influenced by 

the leaders of the aestheticism of the age (Walter Pater and 

Wilde), and he later developed a despairing and melancholy tone, 

dominated by the feeling of lost ideals and nostalgia. However, 

he was faithful to his aestheticism and, in contrast to Ouranis, he 

gave great attention to form in his most successful poems. 

A poet of greater calibre, and the most representative of this 

generation, was Kostas Karyotakis (1896-1928). At the age of 

twenty-three he published his first collection, The Pain of Man 

and Things, and two years later his second, Nepenthe. Just before 
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his death in 1928 he published Elegies and Satires. In the July 

of that year, when a Civil Servant in a small provincial town, 

he committed suicide. 

Karyotakis’s poetry is serious; any trace of belletrism, aestheti¬ 

cism, or playfulness that one may have found in his predecessors 

has vanished from his work. There is an overflowing desire for 

life and a full awareness of reality, and—in strange contradiction 

—a feeling of futility and of loss, which became more and more 

stark till he reached the tragic impasse which resulted in his 

suicide. He wrote poems about the ‘Don Quixotes’, about the 

‘inglorious poets of the age’; his position was always anti-heroic 

and anti-idealist; he celebrated the inglorious, the insignificant, 

even the absurd, as a protest that went so far as to become sar¬ 

castic. Sarcasm pervades all his poetry with a peculiar bitterness 

and becomes the one outlet (if outlet there were) for his perma¬ 

nent disillusionment. But in Karyotakis this feeling of emptiness, 

which provides his work with rare firmness, is not facilely con¬ 

veyed in conventional poetical forms, but creates out of its own 

dissolution, one might say, a new form of expression. The verse 

and the poetical language lose their sharp outlines without losing 

their firmness; and this is their originality. 

Let us imagine that we have not found, 
After the hundred roads we have travelled by, 
The confines of silence; let us sing, and let the sound 
Be a trumpet of victory, the outburst of a cry 
To amuse the fire demons far beneath the ground 
In the bowels of the earth, and the men that live on high. 

There is a complete nihilism, but the voice is clear. This is the 

last stanza of one of his poems, published after his death. It has 

the ironical title ‘Optimism’. 
The generation of 1920 cultivated in various ways this feeling 

of the inadequacy of the poet, and of decadence. The poets— 

‘decadents’ or intimistes—were many; they formed Bohemian 

groups in cafes and published their verses in short-lived literary 

periodicals. After the tragic suicide of Karyotakis, ‘Karyotakism’ 

as a literary fashion flooded Greek poetry, as the verse-making 

of the last Romantics had previously flooded it. There is no 

point in simply recording names. We may single out Maria 

Polydouri (1902-30) for a certain feminine sensibility, which did 
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not, however, compensate for the carelessness and commonplace 

quality of her verses, and Mitsos Papanikolaou (1900-43), who 

had much affinity with Lapathiotis and Ouranis. 

Tellos Agras (the pseudonym of Evangelos Ioannou, 1899- 

1944) belonged to the same world. He made an early appearance 

in various periodicals, and published his first collection of 

poems in 1934, with poems 1917-24, and a second [Everyday) 

in 1940, with poems dating from 1923-30. In the first volume an 

idyllic tone is dominant, even a ‘bucolicism’, which is like an 

escape from the ennui of the town; but in the second collection 

the monotony and everyday boredom provide the dominant tone, 

a grey atmosphere of depressing afternoons, rain, the dreariness 

of the poor quarters of Athens, schoolgirls with tight uniforms 

(there is an undertone of repressed eroticism here). But this 

mournful monotony is not conveyed in a destructive manner in 

his verse, as it is in that of Karyotakis. Faithful to the last period 

of Symbolism in which he was educated (at first under the strong 

influence of Moreas, and later that of Laforgue), he showed 

a particular preoccupation with technique, and worked over his 

poems till he had given them final shape. This care for form 

offsets the dominant minor tone of his poetry. His New Poems 

(1930-40), announced in 1940 but only recently published in 

a volume,1 reveal a new technique, new conjunctions of words, 

and a more solid versification: an attempt to escape from the 

stifling cycle of monotonous subjects dear to his generation. 

Agras however, was left, almost completely untouched by the 

revival of poetical language brought in by the generation of 

1930. He was too heavily burdened with the past to throw it off 

easily. Yet his attempt is not without significance. 

Takis Papatsonis (b. 1895) on the other hand, though of the 

same generation, is quite outside that monotonous atmosphere of 

decadence and disbelief. His work is firmly grounded in faith, 

above all religious faith (which in his early poems is linked with 

Catholicism), and generally with faith in values and meaning. 

His first poems were published early in his life, in 1914-15, and 

though they reveal many influences, they show from the first 

a completely individual personality and forms of expression that 

were revolutionary for his time; in contrast with the decadence 

1 Tellos Agras, TpiavTacjivXXa puavijs 1)p.€pas, ed. by K. Stergiopoulos, Athens, 

1965- 
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of his contemporaries they seem to foretell a revival, and to be 

leading towards a new synthesis. He followed on the same 

path and published a considerable body of work, first issued 

sporadically and recently collected into two volumes (Selected 

Poems I and II, 1962). His thoughtful nature may sometimes 

lead him into an abstraction that is hardly lyrical, but his poetry 

always preserves a solid architecture and the seriousness of its 

intentions. 



XIV 

THE FIRST DECADES OF 

THIS CENTURY 

PROSE AFTER PSYCHARIS 

N. KAZANTZAKIS 

A round 1900 the young creative writers and other men of 

f\ letters of ‘the 1880 generation’ were now mature men, and 

_ljL had a responsible position in intellectual life. Demotic had 

prevailed in poetry and was beginning to take possession of prose 

also; poetry was trying to enter into more obscure regions. For 

the men of that generation, who had accomplished one change 

and whose minds were open to progress and novelty, the unfortu¬ 

nate war and the defeat of 1897 was a bitter blow which left 

scars on all intellectual as well as on political life. By a some¬ 

what facile generalization the old ideas, the fruitless worship of 

the ancient (and also katharevousa) were made responsible 

for the national decline: desire for novelty gained strength, and 

at the same time there appeared a feeling of greater responsibility, 

connected with a serious facing of the problems. 

In the political field, after the death of Ch. Trikoupis in 1896, 

the old parties were in power, but they were meeting with more 

and more opposition. There was much nationalistic feeling, 

chiefly shown in the claim for two regions at the opposite ends of 

Greece—Crete and Macedonia. In Macedonia from 1904 secret 

missions were organized, which by a guerrilla warfare (the 

‘Macedonian Struggle’) full of exaltation and sacrifice neutralized 

the underground activities of the guerrillas of the Bulgarian Com¬ 

mittee whose purpose was ostensibly to promote the formation 

of an autonomous Macedonia. Pavlos Melas, a young officer of a 

rich aristocratic family, was killed in a village near Kastoria, and 
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became the symbol of this nationalist movement. In 1909 some 

officers who had founded the ‘Military League’ became the 

representatives of the common indignation against ‘the old party 

system’, and summoned to power from Crete Eleftherios Venizelos, 

whose political personality had been shown in the revolutionary 

struggles of that island, and in his opposition to Prince George 

(son of King George I, appointed Commissioner in 1898). The 

new political situation led swiftly to the Balkan wars of 1912-13. 

The Balkan Wars added to the Greek nation the new provinces 

of Macedonia and Epirus, the Aegean Islands, and Crete, and 

radically changed the character of the small state. But the follow¬ 

ing decade was to be one of trials. The First World War led to a 

split: the opposition between the pro-Ally premier and the pro- 

German king, Constantine I. With the coup at Thessaloniki in 

1916 Greece placed herself finally on the side of the Allies, and 

was able to claim the fruits of her struggle on the side of the 

victors. But the defeat of Venizelos in the election of 1920, and 

above all the crushing disaster to the Greek Army in Asia Minor 

in September 1922, put an end to this period of expansion and 

progress. The exchange of population that followed—the up¬ 

rooting from Asia Minor of 1,500,000 Greeks, established there 

for thousands of years, and their incorporation in the narrow 

bounds of Greece proper—brought a radical, irrevocable ethno¬ 

logical change, causing new social adjustments involving new 

and complex problems. The disaster of Asia Minor was to 

remain deeply marked on the minds of responsible intellectuals in 

all the years that followed, and was to determine not only their 

psychology, but also their Weltanschauung. 
Students of Greek intellectual history often speak of the first 

decade of this century as a time of Sturm und Drang. Nowhere are 

the vigour and elation more keenly felt than in the linguistic 

movement, which at this period was connected with the desire 

for reform in education. The first years of the decade were marked 

by two reactionary movements, the Evangelika (1901), riots about 

the translation of the Gospels into the new language, and the 

Oresteiaka (1903), other riots about the performance of Aeschylus’ 

tragedy in a moderate demotic translation, in the newly founded 

Royal Theatre. These riots (which were not bloodless) were 

started by university students, urged on by conservative pro¬ 

fessors. But this reaction was not strong enough to stop the 
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current of progress, and demotic continued to gain ground. 

In 1903 the periodical Noumas began to appear (directed by 

D. P. Tangopoulos), and this was the tribune for demoticism. 

The other side won a victory in the sanction by the Council of 

Revision of 1911 of the article in the Constitution whereby 

katharevousa is the ‘official language’ of the state. But this 

provision could not prevent the progress of demotic. 

As we have said, there was a parallel desire for progress in the 

sensitive area of education, where the dominance of katharevousa 

was particularly harmful, especially in the elementary school. In 

1902 an enlighted doctor in Constantinople, Fotis Fotiadis (1849- 

i936), wrote a book The Language Question and Our Educational 

Renaissance, which first opened the way. At the same time there 

were three men studying in Germany who were to work for 

the establishment of ‘educational demotic’: D. Glinos, A. Del- 

mouzos, and M. Triantafyllidis. On returning to Greece they 

founded the ‘Educational Society’ in 1910, which had a decisive 

influence in preparing the educational reform. 

Glinos, with his deep philosophical thought and his clear head, 

was later (1926) to differ from the other two, and to seek to 

solve the problem by a Marxist political ideology. Delmouzos 

was the most purely interested in education; with enlightened 

intelligence and enthusiasm he sought to base his educational 

efforts not only on demotic, but on a deeper neo-FIellenic con¬ 

sciousness. He first carried out his ideas in the Higher Municipal 

Girls’ School at Volos (1908-11), and later at the Marasleion 

Paedagogical School in Athens (1923-5) and in the University 

of Thessaloniki. Unfortunately the forces of reaction interrupted 

his efforts on each occasion. Triantaphyllidis was a scholarly 

linguist, pupil of E. Kuhn and K. Krumbacher, but he put his 

scientific training to the service of educational demotic; he was 

the man who put order and system into written demotic, and 

into its teaching in schools (Modern Greek Grammar [Demotic], 
1941). 

The revolutionary government of Venizelos in 1917 made the 

decisive step of establishing the ‘educational reform’. Demotic 

(the mother tongue) was introduced and taught in the three 

first classes of the elementary school, and new lively reading- 

books were substituted for the old, which were in every way 

wretched. The programme envisaged the gradual introduction 
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of the mother tongue into the higher classes of the elementary 

school, but the political change of 1920 delayed this reform, which 
is not yet complete. 

prose, 1900-1920 

In the drive of the first decade, with its longing for self-knowledge 

we must include the work of Pericles Giannopoulos (1872-1910), 

though he represents another curious trend. He lived as a 

young man in Paris, close to Moreas with whom he had ties of 

friendship, and led a Bohemian life; on his return to Greece 

he discovered the Greek light and spirit, and tried to express 

a message focused on Greek feeling and tradition. He was not 

a creative writer, and his attempts at a new poetic synthesis 

were without fruit, but his two manifestos (New Spirit, 1906, and 

Appeal to the Panhellenic Public, 1907), combined with his attractive 

appearance and even, perhaps, the strange method by which he 

committed suicide, exercised an influence on the younger genera¬ 

tion, and in particular on Angelos Sikelianos. 

Ion Dragoumis (1878-1920) was also undoubtedly influenced 

by Giannopoulos. He was of a distinguished political family (his 

father had been prime minister), and he himself began with 

a diplomatic career and later entered politics. He had many 

progressive ideas for the regeneration of political and national 

life, but ranged himself with the opponents of Venizelos and was 

murdered after the news of the attempted murder of the latter 

in Paris in 1920. Dragoumis was one of the founders of the 

‘Educational Society’ and, though anti-Venizelist, he thoroughly 

expressed the new and progressive tendencies of the age. As a 

writer (with the pseudonym Idas) he published some good 

stories such as Blood of Heroes and Martyrs (1907), inspired by the 

Macedonian Struggle, Samothrace (1909), and Those Living (1911), 

perhaps the first examples of psychological writing in modern 

Greek letters. Critics remarked on the influence of Nietzsche 

and of Barres upon him, and in his turn he decisively influenced 

the younger generation. 
The work of Penelope S. Delta (1874-1941) follows a line 

parallel to this Hellenocentric movement, but is much nearer to 

educational demoticism. It began from the need to give children 

suitable books, freed from conventional prettified falseness; above 

all she wrote books for children, but her higher purpose and her 
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undoubted literary talent together with her feminine sensibility, 

raised them above the ordinary level of juvenile literature and 

they may be considered historical novels (at a time when this 

genre was not much cultivated), in which Byzantium and Mace¬ 

donia play a central role. In the Time of the Bulgar-Slayer (1911) 

is a tale set principally in Macedonia in the time of Basil II, and 

is still popular today; the subsequent In the Secret Places of the 

Lagoon (1937) is set in the time of the Macedonian Struggle. 

It was not, however, only the ideals of progress and regenera¬ 

tion and Hellenocentric thought that nourished literature during 

the first decades of the century. Creative writers and other men 

of letters more closely in touch with literary developments in 

western Europe were influenced by them and went beyond 

Symbolism and post-Symbolism, not only in poetry but also in 

prose. Such was the case of K. Christomanos (1867-1911), who 

brought to Greece the climate of the European fin de siecle and 

the Aestheticism of Oscar Wilde. He studied in Vienna (where 

for a time he taught Greek at the university), and was tutor to the 

unfortunate Empress Elizabeth, whom he accompanied on her 

journeys; this resulted in The Book of the Empress Elizabeth, first 

published in German and then translated into many languages, 

a biography written with rare sensibility and some lyricism. 

It was published in Greek in 1907. Christomanos had been per¬ 

manently established in Athens since 1899, and took an energetic 

part in intellectual life. In 1901 he took the lead in the foundation 

of the ‘New Stage’ and thus in the regeneration of the theatre 

(see p. 215), and in 1911 brought out a novel The Wax Doll, 

basically different in character from his first. Here there is a 

daring realism, though his form of expression is still that of 

extreme Aestheticism, with a great variety of nuances. 

Platon Rodokanakis (1883-1919) was influenced by Christo¬ 

manos, and tried to create a mannered style, without the 

realistic base and the other virtues of Christomanos. The style 

of Spilios Pasagiannis, deriving from entirely different principles, 

is also artificial. We have seen him as a poet (p. 183) continually 

seeking new forms of expression. Similarly, his prose has a de¬ 

liberate harshness, achieved by the use of many rare and 

downright popular words, and the strong rhythm of his phrases 

which goes far to abolish the frontiers between verse and 
prose. 
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Two writers undoubtedly stand at the centre of prose writing 

in the first two decades of the century: K. Chatzopoulos and 

K. Theotokis. They continue the tradition of ‘genre writing’ and 

develop and advance it by introducing new forms and methods 

of expression. We have met Konstantinos Chatzopoulos (1870— 

1920) as a poet (pp. 182-3). For many years he lived in Germany, 

where he embraced the doctrines of socialism. His work, par¬ 

ticularly that in prose, wavers between two poles, his socialist 

theories and his lyrical sensibility. His first stories, written before 

1910, still retain traces of ‘genre writing’, which gradually dis¬ 

appear while psychological penetration and a lyrical colouring 

become more prominent. A longer story, Love in the Village 

(1910), moves within the framework of the ‘genre picture’, 

though nevertheless it is a work with a social content. This is 

even clearer in the case of The Tower of the Akropotamos (first 

published 1909), although the writer himself calls it a ‘genre 

picture’. 

But Chatzopoulos was not to follow this line of development. 

His last novel, Autumn (1917), is entirely different in its con¬ 

struction. There is again the provincial town, but what interests 

the writer is to describe not the decline of society or of a class, 

but the feeling and shifts of feeling of his characters by suggestion, 

and to suggest an atmosphere. To a great extent he succeeds 

in this. With Autumn Chatzopoulos brings Symbolism also into 

prose. The influence of northern literature, especially Scandi¬ 

navian, is obvious. In its turn, this work influenced the young, 

particularly in the decade 1920-30. 

The prose work of Konstantinos Theotokis (1872-1923) had 

obvious social interests and implications. He was a scion of an 

aristocratic family of Corfu and was brought up in the ideo¬ 

logical background of that island (he was linked with L. Mavilis 

by a close friendship); he acquired a solid education and was 

able to increase his experience by reading and travel. Around 

1900, like many of his contemporaries, he was dominated by the 

influence of Nietzsche (especially in his story ‘Passion’), but later 

in Germany (where he met Chatzopoulos) he also was to follow 

socialist theories, and to give a strong social colour to his work. 

In the stories that he wrote around 1900 there is, as with 

Chatzopoulos, a framework of the ‘genre picture’, but realism 

is their strongest quality. One or two of the best (‘Prone’, and 

8167215 P 
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‘Not Yet’) are so short that they are like ‘dramatic snapshots 

with action breathless and condensed’.1 Before the Balkan wars 

he wrote a more lengthy story, Honour and Money (published 

1914), with a clear social focus. Shortly afterwards he began to 

compose a big novel, on which he worked until the end of his 

life, Slaves in their Chains (1922). The action is set in Corfu, in the 

town, at a time of readjustment in social life. The old aristocracy 

was trying to keep up a form of life that had had its day; the 

bourgeoisie was also on the decline, while parvenus from the 

lower class were trying to force their way with their money and 

to ‘arrive’ socially—all ‘slaves in the chains’ of their fate, which 

was of necessity controlled by money. Among these, feeble and 

finally defeated, is Alkis Sozomenos, a young idealist with 

humanist and socialist theories. 

More perfect from a literary point of view are Theotokis’s two 

long stories: The Convict (1919) and The Life and Death of Karavelas 

(1920). Here, in contrast to the novel, there is a central character 

whom the author has conceived in all his realistic clarity and 

his human presence. In The Convict it is Tourkogiannos who is 

made by the author an ideal type of devotion and Christian love 

(the critics drew comparisons between him and heroes of Tolstoy, 

or Prince Myshkin in Dostoevsky), but this exalted idealism en¬ 

dangers the realistic depiction of the central character. He has, 

on the contrary, welded plot and character much more firmly 

together in his second story, The Life and Death of Karavelas, 

perhaps the most perfect work of Theotokis. ‘Karavelas’ is the 

disparaging nickname of the central character, who is most 

realistically presented as ill-natured and unpleasant (the scene 

where he waits unmoved for the death of his wife is one of 

the most powerful); nevertheless he has not reached this state 

through his own fault alone, and is still capable even of pas¬ 

sionate feeling, while the cold bargaining about everything by 

his rivals (who have ‘arrived’ socially) is more repellent and in¬ 

human. ‘Money and passion are rivals’, writes A. Terzakis 

characteristically,2 ‘and in the reader’s conscience it is the second 
that is acquitted.’ 

Theotokis had a genuine literary vein, and his intellectual 

conception of some of his characters never degenerates into 

1 A. Terzakis, Kwvaravrtvos Q(ot6kt]s, Athens, 1955, p. 15. 

2 A. Terzakis, ibid., p. 23. 
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empty outlines. His language represents a late stage on the path 

opened by the first demotic prose writers (Eftaliotis, Karkavitsas); 

it is an authentic, carefully wrought demotic, to which some 

Gorfiot idioms give a pleasant flavour. Theotokis was always 

faithful to his initial realism, and never followed the Symbolist 

path in prose like Chatzopoulos, so his style remains always 
clear and pure. 

The case of Demosthenes Voutyras (1871-1958) is altogether 

different. He began writing short stories in the usual ‘genre’ line 

about 1900, and collected them in a small volume in 1902. His 

‘genre’ pictures transfer the focus from the circle of the village 

(with nostalgic and prettified reminiscences) to the poor quarters 

and outer suburbs of the modern city, and the wretched and 

unsuccessful life of its inhabitants. The stories from 1920 onwards 

aroused a more lively interest, particularly among the young, 

and were brought out at short intervals from 1920. It is not 

a matter of chance; the readjustments in political and social life, 

and the feeling of decline which we saw expressed in poetry after 

the First World War, created an atmosphere of sympathy for 

the reception of Voutyras’s picture of failure and the feeling of 

fatalism. In the decade 1920-30 Voutyras was at the centre 

of literary interest and influenced (one may say harmfully) 

a number of young writers. His work was prolific, but careless; 

writing was almost a necessity of life to him, and he did not take 

much pains over it; he went on producing until his death, con¬ 

tinuing in the same vein throughout his long literary career. 

N. Nikolaidis (1884-1956), a Cypriot settled in Alexandria, 

was most individual in his writing. He has left a series of stories 

and some novels, much influenced by the Aestheticism of the 

period. There is something unadjustable in the human characters 

that he describes, some deviation from the norm, which neither 

makes them sympathetic to the reader, nor justifies them from 

a literary point of view; moreover he has made most of his 

characters vague. Perhaps this is why his work caused little 

interest (favourable critics found it unjustly neglected). On the 

contrary his junior, Petros Pikros, followed clearly in the foot¬ 

steps of Voutyras. Pikros belonged, ideologically, to the left, but 

did not sacrifice literature to his ideology. His naturalism is more 

violent than that of Voutyras, and his characters are the dregs 

of society; they are really the Lost Bodies (the title of a collection 
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of his stories published in 1922), who wander between brothels 

and prisons. 
Pikros did not write after 1930. The atmosphere of pessimism 

and decline (which he shared with Voutyras) was anyway that 

which dominated the decade 1920-30. But in the same decade 

there were to appear the first attempts to get away from the 

habitually miserable climate and the decline of style and expres¬ 

sion. Fotis Kontoglou in 1923 published his first work, which was 

particularly well received (especially by the critics who were 

hostile to the existing state of things). The same welcome was 

extended to the first appearance of Thr. Kastanakis (1924), as 

a change from the old and an omen of things to come. It seemed 

that something new was burgeoning comparable with what had 

happened in the decade preceding 1880. This was to take new 

form with the ‘generation of 1930’, in poetry as well as prose. 

The first work of Kontoglou, Kastanakis, and others will therefore 

be examined in the chapter on prose after 1930 (see pp. 248-9). 

THEATRE AND CRITICISM 

We saw in a preceding chapter (p. 178) that the theatrical 

revival which introduced the ‘comidyll’ (a parallel development 

with the ‘genre’ picture in the short story) came somewhat 

abruptly to an end in 1896. But at the same time there were 

new currents that revived the theatre (both in print and in per¬ 

formance). The Ghost of Argyris Eftaliotis (1894) (see p. 175), 

though never performed, was distinguished for its exploitation of 

popular tradition happily combined with the spirit of naturalism. 

Naturalism, the influence of Ibsen, and the conscious cultivation 

of literary demotic for the stage were the factors that determined 

the attempts at revival of the theatre at the end of the nineteenth 

and beginning of the twentieth centuries. It was in those years 

that Symbolism in poetry made its appearance, and it was no 

chance that the theatrical activity was connected with the 

periodical Techni. 

We find the new tendencies more consciously expressed in 

the prematurely lost Jannis Kambysis (1872-1902), a mediocre 

writer, strongly influenced by Germany and by the north in 

general (Strindberg and Hauptmann). His best work is The 

Mother's Ring (1898) where all these confused influences mingle 
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successfully in a Greek theme, and are expressed in a lyrical 

manner. The young of that time placed great hope in this poetical 

theatre of ideas, and the composer Manolis Kalomiris, influenced 

by Wagner but also a follower of the national music movement, 

chose this play for the theme of one of his first operas. 

But it was K. Christomanos, whom we have already encoun¬ 

tered as a prose writer (p. 210), who gave the greatest impulse to 

the modern Greek theatre. He wrote theatrical works, such as 

Three Kisses (1908), a ‘tragic sonata’ (as he called it) in three 

parts, with many cross-influences from naturalism, D’Annunzio, 

and so on, and a social satire Kontorevithoulis; but his importance 

to the theatre is more in practical matters. One day in 1901 he 

assembled the intellectuals in Athens in the Theatre of Dionysus 

and read them a proclamation in which he called for a revival 

of dramatic poetry and of the art of the theatre in Greece. The 

result was the foundation of a new theatre, the ‘New Stage’, of 

which Christomanos was the life and soul. Performances began in 

1901 with a demotic translation of the Alcestis of Euripides, and 

ended in 1905. Christomanos was often obliged to make a com¬ 

promise with the taste of the Athenian public, which was still 

immature, but by his firm personality he made a new and dis¬ 

tinguished contribution, particularly in the realm of mise en scene 

and setting—this was one of the most successful achievements 

in the history of the modern Greek theatre. At the same time 

(1901-8) the ‘Royal Theatre’, a new foundation, was function¬ 

ing; it was more conservative both in its choice of plays and in 

their production, but here also a remarkable producer, Thomas 

Ikonomou, was at work. The two theatres gave a noticeable 

impulse to the stage in Greece, and were favourable to the dis¬ 

covery of gifted actors, for example, the two ‘leading ladies’ 

round whom the theatre revolved for the following decades, 

Marika Kotopouli and Kyveli. But dramatic writing also bene¬ 

fited from this movement. Palamas wrote Trisevgeni for produc¬ 

tion on the ‘New Stage’ (though it was withdrawn, because 

Christomanos wanted something ‘more theatrical’, that is, more 

in harmony with the naturalism of the time). And both Spilios 

Pasagiannis and Angelos Sikelianos were ‘initiates’ (as Christo¬ 

manos called his actors) in the first years of ‘New Stage’. 

These same years saw the first theatrical successes of G. 

Xenopoulos. We have already encountered him (p. 176) as 
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a prolific novelist and prose writer; nor was his theatrical output 

small. He began in 1895 with plays influenced by Ibsen, and in 

1904 produced what was perhaps from a theatrical point of view 

his most complete work, The Secret of Countess Valeraina; its centre 

(as in Palamas’s Trisevgeni) is a noble character, ill-adapted to the 

low level of the surrounding society. This ideological-poetical 

spirit in his first works did not win immediate appreciation, and 

Xenopoulos early abandoned it, and sought, as in his novels, to 

compromise with his public. He was a highly skilled writer who 

knew how to put a work together, and how, without shocking 

the spectator, to do more than to satisfy him with the cliches of a 

boulevardier. ‘A smart, modern theatrical work, on a worthy 

level, without extremes, moderate and decent; lacking both 

irrationality and genius.’1 

Pantelis Chorn (1880-1941) was an exclusively theatrical 

writer. His first works appeared in that creative decade, 1900- 

10, and have some of the idealism and other marks of the age. 

His dramatic writing was prolific, for he produced a new work 

almost every year. One that stands out is The Green Shoot (1921), 

a truly theatrical piece with developed characters, set in the 

yard of a house in a poor quarter of Athens; but the setting goes 

beyond that of a ‘genre’ picture, and takes on social proportions. 

‘After the Basil Plant of Matesis, our theatre has had no other 

work in which events and feelings and the development of 

character are so smoothly and boldly interwoven.’2 

Spyros Melas (1883-1966) gave much of his energy to the 

theatre, among other literary work. He was a novelist dis¬ 

tinguished by his fictionalized biographies (The Old Man of the 

Morea (Th. Kolokotronis) and Miaoulis), a journalist, and critic, 

but also a regular author for the theatre, with a rich and varied 

body of work. He began in the 1900-10 decade with a curious, 

uneven, but inspired work, The Son of the Shadow (1907), a 

mixture of idealism and realism, obviously influenced by Ibsen 

and Nietzsche. His dramatic works in the same decade (The Red 

Shirt, The Ruined House) are more solidly constructed as plays. 

About 1925 Melas, following the example of Christomanos, 

demanded a revival of the theatre and created the ‘Arts Theatre’ 

(where Pirandello was first produced), while in the following 

1 F. M. Pontani, Teatro neoellenico, Milan, 1962, p. 42. 
2 J. Sideris, NtoeAArjviKo dearpo, Athens, 1953, p. 30. 
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decade he was to return to writing for the stage with historical 

plays (Judas, Papajlessas) or with satirical comedies in somewhat 

doubtful taste (The Father goes to School). He continued in this 
line after the war. 

The need for appreciation by the public, which is felt above 

all by the professional theatre, led those writers who wished to be 

professional playwrights to make compromises and concessions. 

Theodoros Synadinos (1880-1959) chiefly cultivated comedy, 

with overt satire on Athenian life. D. Bogris (1890-1964) with 

loftier intentions achieved a dramatic competence in his best 

works, which are The Engagement (1925) and The Squall (1934). 

Meanwhile, when the ‘New Stage’ and the Royal Theatre 

ceased to exist, there were sporadic attempts at change and 

improvement: the ‘Company of the Greek Theatre’ (1919), 

the amateur company of the Athens Conservatoire (1918-24), 

the ‘Professional Dramatic School’ (1924), the ‘Arts Theatre’ 

(Sp. Melas, 1925), the ‘Free Stage’ (Sp. Melas and Marika 

Kotopouli, 1929). Finally with the foundation of the ‘National 

Theatre’ (1932) an entirely new period began. The first producer 

of the National Theatre, and its principal support at the begin¬ 

ning, was Fotos Politis, whom we shall meet later as a critic. 

In this period criticism was practised with a greater spirit of 

responsibility (we should distinguish the circle of the periodical 

Panathinaia and above all the critical work of G. Xenopoulos), 

and chiefly in progressive circles, especially among those con¬ 

cerned with demoticism. Already the Techni group had chosen 

for the target of its criticism the values established by the 

progressives, such as Papadiamantis and Psycharis and even 

Palamas. The demoticists, who had their own organ, JVoumas, 

were also concerned with criticism—particularly of established 

values and of katharevousa. But in the columns of JVoumas pure 

literary criticism also developed. Those who took part in it were 

themselves creative writers, such as D. Tangopoulos, the editor 

of the periodical, or Rigas Golfis (pseudonym of D. Dimitriadis, 

1886-1957), to whom we are also indebted for poems of great 

sensitivity and technical mastery. Aristos Kambanis and Elias 

Voutieridis further cultivated criticism, and gave us the first 

attempts at a history of modern Greek literature. 

Jannis Apostolakis (1886-1947), with an essentially critical 

mind and a solid philological and philosophical education, at 
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once distinguished himself from the creative writers of the 

time, and was violently critical of them, especially of Palamas. 

Apostolakis studied philosophy in Germany, and immediately 

after his return published in a periodical of his circle (Criticism 

andPoetry, 1915) astudy on thelife of Thomas Carlyle. His orienta¬ 

tions are obvious. In this idealistic atmosphere (his adversaries 

were to call it ‘metaphysical’) he wrote Poetry in our Life (1923), 

which, apart from some unevenness and looseness of construction, 

is the best interpretation of Solomos after the ‘Prolegomena’ of 

Polylas. He was to devote himself significantly to the demotic 

songs; he was the first who abandoned a folklore approach and 

considered them from a purely critical point of view (see pp. 92-7). 

His observations on the demotic songs and his analysis of the works 

of Solomos are his best pieces of criticism; his negative criticism, 

which is just from his point of view, is nevertheless often un¬ 

justified in its historical aspect. ‘The critic sees correctly, but 

judges unjustly.’1 Apostolakis, as was natural, aroused the anger 

of his contemporaries; but today, in spite of his negative and often 

unjust attitude, we can see how much more weighty was his 

own pregnant critical thought. From the foundation of the 

University of Thessaloniki in 1926, until 1940, Apostolakis held 

the chair of modern Greek literature there. 

Fotos Politis (1890-1934), son of N. G. Politis, also exercised 

a negative criticism, first following a line parallel to that of 

Apostolakis, and influenced by him. He also had studied in 

Germany, and had a keen interest in literature and the theatre ; 

he began publishing criticism in the daily press in 1915, and 

continued for twenty years until his early death. He was not, 

however, the usual type of literary critic. Like that of Apostolakis, 

his criticism began from general principles, and from a basic 

attitude; he demanded a higher ethical approach from the in¬ 

tellectuals, and attacked falsity, cabotinage, and shallow literature 

without any real grip of life. He also aroused the anger of his 

contemporaries, but the young acknowledged his just austerity 

and unflinchingness, and accepted him as their teacher— 

especially in his last years when his articles extended beyond 

the narrow borders of literature, and touched ethical and 

social subjects that were very burning questions in the years 
1930-4. 

1 K. Dimaras, 'Iaropta, 4th edn., Athens, 1968, p. 444. 
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But Politis was not only a critic; his passionate interest in the 

theatre was expressed by the plays (Tsimiskis, 1915, Karagiozis 

the Great, 1924)5 but above all by his activity as a stage manager 

and a producer. Already in 1919 he produced the Oedipus Rex 

in an entirely original fashion, and ten years later he gave model 

performances with the students of the Professional Dramatic 

School of, among other works, The Basil Plant of Matesis and the 

horakistika of Neroulos. With the foundation of the National 

Theatre in 1932 he became its first producer, but death too soon 
cut short his career. 

Others who have practised criticism as a sideline, and not as 

their chief work, have been Sp. Melas, G. Spatalas, M. Avgeris 

(b. 1884). The last of these was later influenced in his criticism 

by his leftish position in politics, but being himself a poet is 

sensitive in his criticism of Sikelianos and Kazantzakis. Fanis 

Michalopoulos (1895-1960), uneven in his achievements, was 

less a critic than a historian; however, the lack of scholarly 

method and accuracy deprives his books of a solid basis. 

A group of critics appeared round 1920; most of them were 

poets or prose writers, and the literary work of many of them is 

not to be lightly dismissed. But their literary achievement is 

outclassed by that of the better-known of their contemporaries 

or those a little younger. Perhaps an exception is Tellos Agras 

who, as well as producing remarkable criticism, not so much in 

the field of critical journalism, which he did not much cultivate, 

as in fine appreciations of the complete work of many writers, 

had a place of his own as a poet (see p. 204). Of the rest, we may 

first mention Kleon Paraschos (1894-1964), a critic of rare 

sensibility who has given us full-scale studies of Ion Dragoumis 

and E. Roidis and shorter essays on modern Greek poets {Ten 

Greek Lyric Poets, 1937). Leon Koukoulas (1894-1967), one of the 

most lyrical poets of the 1920 generation (he first appeared in 

1912 in JVoumas and later in Mousa), wrote theatrical criticism 

only in his later years. Alkis Thrylos (pseudonym of Eleni 

Ourani, 1896-1971) wrote mainly theatrical, but also more 

general literary criticism, in periodicals and newspapers. Her 

criticism was more systematic, and she attempted more 

synthetic studies of Greek prose writers, of Palamas, the folk song, 

etc. Her thought was distinguished by its rationalism, which was 

sometimes a hindrance to deeper understanding of the work 
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under discussion. Timos Malanos (b. 1897) lived in Alexandria 

and was the first to write a book on Kavafis, immediately after 

his death, and to make use of psycho-analysis in his critical 

method. He gave his attention to other poets (Karyotakis and 

Seferis), but his criticism, which was not always cool and un¬ 

biased, frequently aroused opposition. 
Three critics born after 1900 still hold a central position in 

modem Greek criticism. J. M. Panagiotopoulos (b. 1901) studied 

literature and first appeared as one of the editors of the periodical 

Mousa (1920). He wrote poems, stories, novels, lyrical prose, and 

impressions of travel. His criticism appeared in the form of many 

articles and reviews in the daily and periodical press (especially 

in Nea Estia), and in independent volumes of essays and critical 

studies (People and Texts, 6 vols., 1943-55). We owe to Panagio¬ 

topoulos a short history of modern Greek literature, first pub¬ 

lished as an article in the Great Greek Encyclopaedia. 

Petros Gharis (pseudonym of Jannis Marmariadis, b. 1902) 

made his first appearance in Noumas with a series of short stories. 

In later years his work has chiefly consisted of short stories and 

impressions of travel. But the greater part of his writing is 

critical; for forty years he regularly reviewed literary work in the 

columns of periodicals and newspapers, and in 1933 he undertook 

the direction of the periodical Nea Estia. He also published 

essays and some longer studies on problems connected with our 

literature (Greek Prose Writers, 3 vols. 1954-68). 

A prolific writer, like the two just mentioned, is Emilios 

Chourmouzios (b. 1904), a professional journalist (editor of the 

Kathimerini) and also a very conscientious critic. He often wrote 

topical literary and theatrical reviews (for many years he was 

also Director General of the National Theatre), and he also 

published many books of criticism: Palamas and His Age (3 vols.), 

Konstantinos Theotokis, Eugene O'Neil, etc. 

N. KAZANTZAKIS 

Within the narrow limits of a history of literature it is not easy 

to describe or evaluate the work of Nikos Kazantzakis (1883- 

1957), so varied and of such bulk. He was a contemporary of 

Sikelianos (sometimes they were great friends, and sometimes 

they could not get on together) and of Varnalis, but entirely 
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idiosyncratic. In the flux of modern Greek literature it is hard 

to classify his work, whether poetry or prose. He was an unquiet 

spirit, athirst for every sort of knowledge, and he not only 

travelled a great deal, but also lived for long periods abroad 

(in France, Germany, and Russia), and almost deliberately cut 

himself adrift from the actualities of modern Greek life. 

Kazantzakis was born at Heracleion in Crete, and there in 

that small Turkish-dominated town, where the fever of revolution 

was secretly burning, he received his elementary education. The 

revolution of 1897 obliged him to leave home and spend two years 

at a school run by Franciscans in Naxos. In 1902-6 he studied law 

in Athens, and in 1907-9 in Paris, where he was influenced by 

the teaching of Bergson. He returned to Athens and occupied 

himself with the translation of philosophical books, and in 1914 

he became acquainted with Angelos Sikelianos, with whom he 

travelled to Mount Athos and other places. In 1918 and 1919 

he travelled in Switzerland and in Russia, and in 1922 he stayed 

in Vienna, and later for a longer time in Berlin; there he lived 

close to the misery and social disturbance of the post-war world 

and with Jewish friends, with whom he drew near to the com¬ 

munist ideology. He returned to Greece in 1924 (passing through 

Assisi on the way), and in Crete he planned an illegal political 

movement, without success. In the years 1925-9 he made three 

journeys to Russia (invited on the second occasion by the Soviet 

Government for the tenth anniversary of the revolution), and 

there became acquainted (though they were finally to separate) 

with the Rumanian-Greek writer Panait Istrati; together with 

him, or alone, he crossed Russia from Tiflis to Siberia. His 

knowledge of Russia was to inspire his impressions of travel, a 

French novel Toda Raba, etc. But Kazantzakis had already firmly 

in mind his work, the Odyssey. 

At the same time he made short visits to France and a visit of 

some months to Spain (1932-3), another to Japan and China 

(i935), and he was press correspondent to an Athenian paper 

in the Spanish civil war (1936). In the summer of 1939 he went 

as the guest of the British Council to England, where he lived for 

the first months of the war. At the end of the year he returned 

to Aegina, where he lived throughout the war and the occupa¬ 

tion. After the liberation he took some part in politics in Athens, 

where he founded a socialist group and was for a short time 
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minister without portfolio. In June 1946 he left for England, 

stayed for a short time in Cambridge, and in September settled 

in Paris where, again for a short time, he was literary adviser 

to UNESCO. After 1948 he remained permanently at Antibes 

in the south of France, always at work, and supervising the con¬ 

tinual translations and editions of his work. As a guest of the 

Chinese Government he started on a journey to China in 1957; 

he arrived sick in Copenhagen, and thence went to the univer¬ 

sity clinic of Freiburg in Germany, where he died on 26 October 

of the same year. He was honoured by his fellow Cretans by 

burial in a bastion of the Venetian walls of Heracleion. 

Kazantzakis made his first real appearance in literature to¬ 

wards the end of the first decade of this century, after his studies 

in Paris. A tragedy, The Master Builder, was based on the demotic 

song, The Bridge of Arta, and contained obvious elements of 

Aestheticism; he also wrote a scholarly study of Nietzsche. The 

influence of Nietzsche was also clear in the tragedy, and was to 

be permanent in his work, both in the element of lack of faith, 

and in the conception of the superman. Bergson’s philosophy of 

the irrational, and his theory of the life force, were also to set 

their mark on all his creative work. Kazantzakis in some things 

followed the intellectual attitude of the time (he was influenced 

by the pragmatist William James), but he was completely 

involved with the actuality of Greek life and the currents lead¬ 

ing towards progress; he dedicated The Master Builder to Ion 

Dragoumis, and was one of the founding members of the ‘Edu¬ 
cational Society’. 

But even in these early years the mind of Kazantzakis was 

unquiet, his spirit was tormented by anxieties and fundamental 

problems—his biographers were to call it a metaphysical (or 

existentialist) anguish. He sought to find relief in travel, in 

knowledge, in human relationships, and in every sort of experi¬ 

ence. And though a Nietzschean unbeliever, he was troubled by 

religious problems; the person of Christ (‘that so mysterious and 

so real union of man and God’, as he wrote in a letter)1 followed 

him as a permanent idea from his youth till his last years. In 

1915, after his visit to Mount Athos with Sikelianos, he wrote 

1 Letter to the writer Max Tau quoted by P. Prevelakis, 'O ttoit)tt)s kol to 

rrjs ’OSuWias, Athens, 1958, p. 309. Id., TerpaKoma ypapL/xara, Athens, 

1965, p. A?'. 
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Christ, a tragedy, expressing his experiences. In 1922 two new 

tragedies, Buddha and Odysseus, shows his new orientations. 

P. Prevelakis, his most authoritative critic, makes a list of the 

‘prophets’ who in turn possessed his mind: Nietzsche, Christ, 

Buddha, Lenin—Lenin, it is to be noted, not Marx, whose 

theories were totally opposed to those of Kazantzakis.1 Finally, 

he was to repudiate this last also, and his hero and prototype 

(his ‘parallel’, as his critic calls him) was to be Odysseus. 

The years that he passed in Germany (1922-3) were decisive 

for the formation of his Weltanschauung. He abandoned the 

‘aristocratic nationalism’ in which he had hitherto believed (the 

nationalism of I. Dragoumis and of his own time), and was recep¬ 

tive to the communistic and revolutionary ideas that were then 

disturbing the political and intellectual life of Germany. In these 

years he wrote his Asceticism, one of his most important works, 

which was published for the first time in 1927 with the title 

Salvatores Dei. 

This is a fairly short volume, very concise, expressing Kazan- 

tzakis’s metaphysical beliefs. He considered it as ‘the seed from 

which all his work grew, and that all he wrote was an illustration 

or comment on the Asceticism’; he himself described it as ‘a 

mystique book describing the method by which the soul rises 

from circle to circle till it attains the highest contact. The circles 

are five: Ego, Humanity, Earth, Universe, God.’2 The last part 

of the theory is ‘Action’, and the last step up to redemption is 

‘Silence’. The work has a strong, moulded style and—in spite 

of its metaphysical content—a charm that gives it a literary 

elegance. When it first came out, its ideological message was 

described as ‘a cry from beyond communism’. After his visit to 

Russia Kazantzakis denied his former theories and turned towards 

complete nihilism; he then altered the text and added a final 

‘beatitude’ for those who liberate God and say, ‘You and I are 

one, and that one does not exist’. 
As we have seen, Kazantzakis considered the Asceticism as the 

seed of all his later work. And what he thought of above all as 

his work (and all the rest as ‘sidelines’) was his Odyssey. He had 

formed the first core of it already in Crete in 1924, after his 

1 Ibid., pp. Xd'-v'. 
2 N. Kazantzakis, Xlvdpcovoi Kai vnepauBpconoi, p. ioo (cited by P. Prevelakis, 

' O ■noi,,r)TT)s Kai to Troipp-a rfjs ’ OSvaaeias, Athens, I95^> P- 79)- 
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return from Germany, and later he worked on it with intensity 

from time to time, and made seven different recensions before 

its publication in 1938. On his journey to Russia he was longing 

to get home and devote himself to writing, and later on his voyage 

to the Far East he wrote down experiences for use in the work. 

It is really a ‘superhuman attempt to put to order and use all 

the vast intellectual experience of Kazantzakis’.1 

The work is in twenty-four rhapsodies, and 33,333 seventeen- 

syllable iambic verses (the number was symbolic to Kazantzakis). 

It is naturally difficult to give a summary; there is a useful 

synopsis in P. Prevelakis’s book,2 and another, more analytical, 

in the translation by K. Friar. We shall confine ourselves to 

saying that the poem begins with the return to Ithaca, and is 

about further wandering by the insatiable hero. First he goes to 

Sparta, whence he steals Helen, then to Crete, where a con¬ 

spiracy dethrones the king, and to Egypt, where again there is 

a working-class revolution; after leaving there and living as an 

ascetic on a mountain, he founds a city (Utopia), which is 

destroyed, and reaches ‘complete freedom’. He meets Managis 

(a personification of the Buddha), Captain One (Don Quixote), 

and a virgin fisherman (Christ). Finally he sails to the South 

Pole, where death overtakes him and he is sublimated. 

In fact the Odyssey embodies in its peculiar form all the 

Weltanschauung (if we may so call it) of the author, and all his 

metaphysical anguish, as well as all sides of his character: 

his heroic pessimism, his irrationality, his solitude, and finally his 

nihilism. It is hard to say that his ideas enter into a synthesis, 

for often they conflict; the central line of Kazantzakis, however, 

is negation, a struggle not for an end in view, but for the sake 

of the struggle itself, liberty that is like a denial of the idea of 
liberty, the apotheosis of the void. 

Kazantzakis wished to write an epic, that of contemporary 

man (not only of the Greek or the European), and therefore he 

saw the Odyssey as his work, above all his other works; but his 

most sincere admirers will find difficulty in accepting the Odyssey 

as an epic with this significance (the significance that Virgil had 

for the Roman of Imperial times, or Tasso for the man of the 

Renaissance). But whether the poet succeeded in his aims or no, 

one indispensable element was lacking: the contact between the 

1 Prevelakis, op. cit., p. 49. 2 Ibid., pp. 111-23. 
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public and the work. The Odyssey did not speak to wider circles, 

nor yet to narrow circles so that it might indirectly be assimilated. 

It remained an isolated work, both when it was first published 

(in an expensive, heavy, and unmanageable first edition) and 

(it is to be feared) it still remains so, thirty years later, even 

though it has been translated and is available to an international 

public. It is not only the weight of more than thirty thousand 

lines that discourages the reader, but also the harsh language 

which is far-fetched and full of idioms and unknown words, and 

even the content. This new Odysseus, an immoralist and a 

desperado, is so isolated that he is no longer human, a creation 

that cannot awaken sympathy. The ice-berg on which he dies 

all alone is a clear enough symbol. 

Nevertheless, the Odyssey is certainly an astonishing work, and 

a poetic achievement. The author could put into it all the vast 

knowledge and experience of life that he had gained by asceti¬ 

cism and meditation. And although its basis is an intellectual 

conception, it goes far beyond mere cerebration. Kazantzakis is 

a writer who could give shape and reality to his intellectual con¬ 

ceptions, and at his better moments could even infuse a poetical 

inspiration. The Odyssey is a work; on this point its author was 

absolutely right. 
At the same time as his work on the Odyssey (from about 1933 

to 1939) Kazantzakis was also writing a series of cantos, poems in 

the Dantesque terza rima, his only lyrical work (if lyrical it may 

be called). They are dedicated to people who played an impor¬ 

tant role in the formation of his personality, ranging from Dante 

and El Greco to his parents and closer friends. He meant to 

write twenty-four, as there were twenty-four rhapsodies in his 

Odyssey, and he called them, playfully, ‘the twenty-four body¬ 

guards of the Odyssey’. They were printed after his death under 

the title Tertsines. 
The decade following the publication of the Odyssey (1938) 

was mainly occupied by the difficult years of the war and the 

occupation, which Kazantzakis lived through in Greece, mostly 

in Aegina. Before the war he had written two more tragedies, 

Melissa (1937) and Julian (1939). But also after the war, and at 

the time of his creative activity as a novelist, he wrote another 

series of plays, into which many critics feel he poured out all 

the anguish of his later years, even more than into the novels. 
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The themes are varied and many, and are drawn from Antiquity 

or modern history. 
As we have said, drama was the form in which this writer 

found it most easy to express himself in his first years of work. 

But drama (or rather the dramatic form) was for Kazantzakis 

a mode of externalizing his inner world. A remarkable thing, 

which several theatrical critics have mentioned, is the likeness 

between one work and another. You have the impression that 

the same theme is taken up in many variations. In the centre is 

a single, solitary man who confronts the rest, the man who ‘knows’ 

the ‘great secret’, as Kazantzakis repeatedly calls it—who knows, 

for example, that the struggle is in vain, but that one must 

struggle until the end. It does not matter whether this man is 

called Julian or Constantine Palaeologus or Kapodistrias or 

Christopher Columbus. 
His turn to the novel during his last years was decisive, though 

this was a form which he had hitherto never touched, at least 

not in his own language. The reason for this change was his 

desire to communicate with a wider public, which he had 

hitherto failed to do. His literary instinct showed him that the 

right form for this was the novel; he himself reveals somewhere 

that his novels were an amusement and relaxation to him after 

he had finished his work.1 

The first novel was The Life and Manners of Alexis for b as (1946). 

Kazantzakis is here making a legend out of a real person, a 

primitive man of the people from Macedonia with whom he 

collaborated in a curious enterprise connected with mines in the 

Mani in 1916-17. The author has transferred the action to 

Crete, but the central figure, who dominates the novel, is this 

unpolished character with his tremendous zest for life, a man 

outside society whom the meditative and cultivated Kazantzakis 

regards, as from the opposite bank of a stream, with some envy. 

He is certainly one of the most lifelike characters in Kazantzakis’s 

novels, and this first novel is in every way his best. In the others 

Kazantzakis poses ethical and metaphysical problems which 

sometimes confuse the work’s purely literary value, as he did not 

give much attention to literary revision. In a letter of his he says, 

with some exaggeration, that he has no connection with what is 

1 P. Prevelakis, op. cit., p. 278 (cf. p. 318, n. 218). See also id., TerpaKooia 

ypap.ixa.Ta, p. 597 (no. 344). 
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called literature and that he employs the same medium, that is, 

words, for an entirely different purpose.1 

Apart from f^orbas Kazantzakis wrote, or gave final form 

to, other novels in the last decade of his life, when he had 

permanently settled abroad. He met with international success, 

a success that was astonishingly widespread. One after another 

his novels were translated into various European languages, were 

widely read and criticized, or adapted to the stage or the screen 

(we may mention Dassin’s film The Man Who Ought to Die); often 

they were first published in a foreign language, and later in the 

original. This sudden and later international recognition of a 

writer perhaps needs some explanation, full treatment of which 

would divert us too far. Part of the success, however, is no doubt 

due to the ‘picturesque’ elements which abound in his novels (to 

the Cretan life of the beginning of this century, and the curious 

primitiveness of the people), elements certainly bound up organi¬ 

cally with the works, and genuinely literary in their presentation, 

but which are not the central ‘core’, or the ‘message’ that the 

author wished to give the public in a popular form. 

His novels are numerous; we need not refer to them all. The 

most polished, after kforbas, are, in our opinion, Christ Recrucified 

and Kapetan Michalis. Christ Recrucified (1948) presents a whole 

world of characters. The Passion of Christ is performed on the 

stage in a Greek village in Asia Minor. The various villagers 

enact the characters in the Gospels, but finally identify them¬ 

selves with the roles which they enact. Manolios, who takes 

the part of Christ, is finally ‘recrucified’ for standing up for the 

poor and for justice. There is a dramatic clash between the 

permanent inhabitants of the village, who do not want their 

peace disturbed, and the hungry homeless refugees from another 

Greek village. The conflict takes on broad human proportions, 

the plot is purely that of a novel, and the crowd is distinguished 

by light and shade and countless details, while in front of it the 

central figures, and particularly the saintly character of Manolios, 

stand out in bold relief. 
Kapetan Michalis (1950) is less well constructed as a novel and 

the action is not always suitably motivated. In the central figure 

the author depicts his own father in all his dynastic severity, and 

1 Letter from Antibes, 2 March 1955, to A. Sachinis, cited by the latter, 

net,oypd<j>oL tou Kcupov p.as, Athens, [1967], P- 34- 

a 8157215 
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he also tries ‘to resurrect the Heracleion of his childhood’ and 

above all the struggles of the Cretans for their liberty. Perhaps 

the two subjects do not fit well together or balance each other. 

The central figure is less a combatant for liberty than a new 

incarnation of Kazantzakis’s heroes (Odysseus, Julian, or Kapo- 

distrias), that is, of the writer's own spirit. The final words of the 

hero: ‘Not liberty or death; liberty and death’, are completely 

‘Kazantzakian’. Nevertheless there are many characters in 

action, and the atmosphere of Turkish-dominated Heracleion is 

authentically given. 
Of the other novels, The Last Temptation (i 950-1) has Christ for 

its main subject (and gave rise to many objections); The Little 

Poor Man of God (1952-3) is a fictionalized biography of St. 

Francis of Assisi; and The Fratricides (1954) is set in the time 

of the guerrilla warfare just after the liberation of Greece (in 

1944-9). The dates given are those of composition; most of them 

were published in Greek much later, the last one after his death. 

Finally we must mention his Report to Greco, also published 

posthumously (1961), though it is not a novel but a poetical 

autobiography, indispensable to the interpretation of his 

work. 
In order to complete the account of the impressive and many- 

sided personality of Kazantzakis we must refer to his translations 

and travel books. We may say that Kazantzakis became conscious 

of his experiences by turning them into literature. His translations 

of the masterpieces of world literature (Dante, Faust, Homer) are 

more like a careful reading and a commentary. One might say 

they were written chiefly for himself and not for anyone else, and 

they might be of less help to any other person. From epistolary 

sources we know that they were finished in incredibly little 

time—which may give rise to astonishment, but also to some 

doubts. 

Kazantzakis made creative use of his travel experiences by 

writing his impressions; often the first core was reportage for 

newspapers, but later his impressions lost their occasional char¬ 

acter, and show us an unquiet, speculative, and meditative spirit. 

Under the general title Travel he first published his impressions 

of journeys in Spain, Italy, Egypt, and Sinai (1927), and later 

of the civil war in Spain (1937), of Japan and China (1938), 

and of England (1941). In posthumous editions impressions of 
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Russia, Jerusalem, Cyprus, and the Peloponnese were added. Of 

the many places that he visited there can have been few of which 

he did not write descriptive impressions, and these are among 

the best of Kazantzakis’s work. 



XV 

THE GENERATION OF 1930 

POETRY 

G. SEFERIS In 1931 a slim volume of poems came out in Athens, Turning- 

Point by G. Seferis. His name was unknown to the literary 

periodicals of that day, and appeared now for the first time. 

The Greek title (Strophe) is ambiguous; it might merely be a 

term in prosody (stanza), or it might mean a real turning-point 

and a more profound change. Now we know that the title 

certainly had the second meaning. With this slender collection 

of poems there came into modern Greek poetry an unexpected 

change, a real ‘turning-point’, which has since become familiar 

to us in its many variants. 

Criticism has often spoken of the ‘ 1930 generation’ in poetry 

and prose. The term is not haphazard. Just as fifty years earlier 

the ‘generation of 1880’ brought in something new and revolu¬ 

tionary and contrary to what was then established, so the 

post-1930 poets freed themselves from the false ornaments of 

traditional poetry and created—in immediate conjunction with 

the fresh currents and the uneasy developments of European 

lyricism—a new form of expression, and a modern poetry. (The 

term now has its meaning established in the history of literature.) 

Of this poetry Seferis was the initiator in Turning-Point. 

G. Seferis (the nom de plume of George Seferiadis) was born on 

29 February 1900 in Smyrna, that great city of Asia Minor that 

was so thoroughly Greek. His father, an authority on inter¬ 

national law, was from 1919 professor in the University of Athens 

(he was also author of some poems and verse translations). The 

Seferiadis family left in 1914 for Athens, where the poet finished 

his secondary schooling, he continued his law studies in Paris 
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(1918-24), with a brief visit to London in 1924-5. He therefore 

lived the formative years of eighteen to twenty-five abroad, in 

close touch with the intellectual and poetical movements that 

changed the forms of literature immediately after the First World 

War. Here the news of the Asia Minor disaster and of the 

destruction of Smyrna reached him, and this memory was to 
remain deeply rooted. 

Directly after the end of his studies Seferis entered the diplo¬ 

matic service, in which he made his career, first in Athens and 

then in London. He was consul at Koritsa in Albania (1936-8). 

Subsequently he was Press attache to the Ministry of Foreign 

Affairs, and in 1941 followed the Greek Government in exile to 

Egypt, South Africa, and Italy, returning after the liberation to 

Athens, where he remained till 1948. He was subsequently 

appointed Counsellor to the Embassies in Ankara and London, 

ambassador to Lebanon, Syria, Jordan, and Iraq (1953-6), and 

finally ambassador in London (1957-62); after this he retired 

from the diplomatic service and returned to Athens. He died in 

September 1971. 

Seferis’s poetry won its first distinction with the Palamas 

Prize (1946); later came his honorary doctorate at Cambridge 

(i960), and finally the Nobel Prize for Literature (1963). Other 

distinctions followed, including honorary doctorates at Oxford, 

Thessaloniki, and Princeton, and an honorary fellowship of the 

American Academy of Arts and Sciences. 

In an interview soon after he was awarded the Nobel Prize1 

Seferis said that at the time of the publication of Turning-Point 

(1931) he was aware of two things: that he wanted to write 

simple poetry and that people would not like it. The latter is 

a surprising confession, the former is the most personal and 

permanent characteristic not only of his first collection but of 

all his poetical work. 
Turning-Point at once took us into an atmosphere entirely 

different from that of decadence and decay that characterized 

the generation of the decade 1920-30, and that continued 

monotonously and without originality, particularly after the 

suicide of Karyotakis. From the first poem (with the same title, 

‘Turning-Point’) the difference was felt: it was a new spirit and 

1 Interview given to Bernard Pivot, Le Figaro litteraire, 2 November 1963, 

pp. 1-2. 
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above all a different ‘language’. Perhaps at the time this new 

language was not at once comprehensible, but the most sensitive 

readers realized that the poet had something new and serious to 

say. The expression was new, frugal, and Doric, but there was 

a wealth of newly coined images and bold forms of expression: 

On the secret seashore 
white like a pigeon 
we thirsted at noon: 
but the water was brackish. 

(‘Denial’) 

The narcissistic ego, which dominated the poetry of the time, 

was not heard in this collection, but persistently and fundamen¬ 

tally we hear, like a leitmotif, ‘we’. Even in the poems that are 

clearly confessions the ego spreads out towards its neighbour, and 

the personal drama is raised to the general character of tragedy. 

In the middle of the collection is the large poem, Erotikos Logos, 

written in decapentesyllables, in four-line rhyming stanzas. The 

poet has stored up memories of the finest moments of the 

national metre (the Erotokritos, Solomos, Sikelianos), but his 

markedly personal expression gives a melodic line of his own to 

these decapentesyllables, which are among the most beautiful in 

modern Greek poetry, but also among the last to be written in 

a poem of any length. 

Passing over Cistern, privately printed in 1932, the next signi¬ 

ficant phase is Mythistorima (1935). Here we meet the Seferis we 

will come to know. He has definitely abandoned strict metre 

and rhyme, to create his own personal style in free verse. This 

collection consists of twenty-four poems or, rather, a poem in 

twenty-four parts. These were critical years for Greece and for 

Europe, over which, unresisted, hung the heavy shadow of 

totalitarianism. The poet found refuge in new researches or new 

conflations in myth and history (in Greek myth and Greek history). 

No other collection is so weighted with classical recollections. 

The tragic element, as the Greeks first conceived it, returns 

with tormenting insistence; a permanent element, like a counter¬ 

weight to the tragic decay of our time. 

Mythistorima is a mature work; his later collections follow the 

same firm line. Logbook appeared in April 1940. The time was yet 

more critical; the Second World War had begun, and though 
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Greece was still outside it, it was obvious that it would not be 

for long. This apprehension seems to be present throughout the 

collection; there is an atmosphere of anxiety, but it is an anxiety 

without panic, full of courage and decision. ‘The Last Day’ 

(not published at the time because of censorship), and ‘The 

Decision to Forget’ are most significant poems from this point 

of view. The last poem in the volume is ‘The King of Asine’, 

one of Seferis’s greatest and most disturbing poems, in which 

by the shore, under the ruins of the Mycenaean acropolis, he 

obstinately searches for the King of Asine, a void behind his 
gold funeral mask. 

A month earlier, in March 1940, as a kind of first summing up 

(in May he was to publish all his previously printed poems), 

Seferis issued under the title of Book of Exercises (ig28-ig3j), 

poems that had not yet found a place in his published collec¬ 

tions, fugitive fragments given to friends, and ‘exercises more 

or less advanced, I mean as far as working on them goes’, as 

he himself commented. Among the exercises we must pick out 

the ‘Sixteen Haiku’ (an exercise in this laconic and elliptic style), 

the poems about Stratis the Mariner (a fictitious character 

invented by the poet), and the later and more finished ‘Plans 

for a Summer’. 

As we saw, Seferis lived in the Middle East and in South 

Africa after 1941 with the Greek Government in exile; as he 

wrote on the frontispiece of his previous collection, in the dry 

phrase of a logbook: ‘We remain in the same place, awaiting 

orders’. The next collection had the same title: Logbook II and is 

a poetical transubstantiation of his war experiences. The poems 

were written in the places of his exile (he noted places and dates: 

Transvaal, October 1941; Pretoria, 1942; Cairo, August 1943). 

They present the anxieties of the time from the point of view of 

the exile: 

Jerusalem, ungoverned city, 
Jerusalem, city of refugees . . . 

We continue our tour 
Many fathoms below the level of the Aegean. 

The last and perhaps the most significant poem in the collec¬ 

tion is entitled ‘Last Stop’ (Cava dei Tirreni, 5 October 1944). 
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The last stop before the return from exile to his liberated country. 

Two years later, having retired to the calm of the small Saronic 

island of Poros, Seferis wrote The Thrush, perhaps his most 

enigmatic poem, and that which most resists the critic’s attempt 

to get inside it. The Thrush is the name of a ship sunk by the 

Germans in the harbour of the island; by that depth and clarity 

that Seferis knows how to impart to symbols, the shipwreck 

becomes the starting-point of the poetical thoughts that follow 

and that make this poem (as many critics think) the most 

personal of Seferis’s works, and the key to his whole poetry. Able 

for the first time for years to surrender himself to solitude and 

meditation, he lets his thoughts wander over the mysteries of 

life and of death, over the double nature of life that becomes 

death, and of light whose other side is darkness: 

Light, angelic and black, 

Laughter of waves on the sea’s highways, 

Tear-stained laughter, . . . 

Day, angelic and black; 

The brackish taste of woman that poisons the prisoner 

Emerges from the wave a cool branch adorned with drops. 

All the last part, with the title ‘Light’, outstanding for its poetical 

richness, is one of the greatest achievements in Seferis’s poetry. 

‘The double nature of light is sung with a sudden elevation of 

tone in the finale which is among the most exalted pages in 
modern poetry.’1 

Ten years passed before Seferis published another collection. 

In these years he was again outside Greece, in London and 

Ankara and Beirut; then in 1953-5 he visited the monasteries of 

Cappadocia, and Cyprus. This last visit was more decisive. In 

December 1955 he published a small volume under the title of 

Cyprus, where it was Decreed . . . (words of Euripides). When it 
was reprinted he gave it the title Logbook III. 

In fact the poems of this collection are not a continuation of 

The Thrush so much as of the two Logbooks. In this he conveys a 

new experience, in a way a continuation of his others: that of 

Cyprus’ struggle for its liberty. ‘The poems of this collection’, 

he wrote, ‘were given to me in the autumn of ’53 when I 

travelled in Cyprus for the first time. It was the revelation of 

1 Giorgio Seferis Poesie, a cura di F. M. Pontani, 1963, p. 332. 
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a world and still more the experience of a human drama that, 

whatever may be the expediency of everyday give and take, must 

judge and measure our humanity.’1 As well as the topicality (the 

‘experience of human drama’), the new world ‘revealed’ to him 

dominates this collection of poems, the natural and human 

background of the island, and a personal, warmer, almost 

sensual feeling; the two motifs blend in the poems with a 

particular charm—I use the word with its primal and not its 
decorative meaning. 

The nightingales won’t let you sleep in Platres . . . 

In this musical magic of a Mediterranean night begins one of 

the most important poems in the collection, ‘Helen’, which ends 

in one of the most piercing cries to be heard in modern poetry: 

And my brother? 
Nightingale nightingale nightingale 

What is a god ? What is not a god ? And what is there in between 
them? 

The words are given to Teucer, brother of Ajax, but in the 

symbolical language of Seferis in which there is continuous 

correspondence between myth and actuality, ‘the brother’ takes 

on another existence, especially when it is interwoven in the 

poem (in the same ‘magical’ manner) with a third motif, that 

of guile and deceit, which is heard more definitely in these 

questions with their existentialist agony, which continue, more 

tragically, the question-mark and the void of the ‘King of Asine’. 

Already in 1940, with the title of Poems 1, Seferis had made 

a first general collection of the volumes previously published; 

in 1950, with the title Poems, ig24~46, he made a second general 

collection in which in 1961 he incorporated the poems about 

Cyprus. We may call this the Corpus of his poetry, and it repre¬ 

sents thirty years of intense artistic activity (from ‘Fog’—the 

title is in English—in Turning-Point, dated London, Christmas 

1924, till November 1953, the date of ‘Salamis in Cyprus’ in the 

last volume). It is certainly not everything that he wrote (recently 

a youthful ‘ballade’ in the manner of Villon and the language of 

the Erotokritos was published),2 but Seferis is not only a laconic 

1 Seferis’s own note to Logbook III (— /Tot^/zara, 5th edn., Athens, 1964, p. 280). 

Not translated in Collected Poems. 

2 In the newspaper Meooyeios (Heracleion, Crete), 12 April 1967. 
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poet but also particularly sparing of his appearances before the 

public (like Kavafis, and most unlike Palamas and Sikelianos). 

After 1955 he was silent until 1966 when he published Three 

Secret Poems, which more or less continue the esoteric line of The 

Thrush; in these we hear his familiar voice, but it is now more 

austere and hermetic. 
This body of work gives us a complete poetic personality— 

one of the most weighty not only in modern Greek, but in all 

contemporary poetry. In its fundamental character this per¬ 

sonality is dominantly Greek, rooted in the soil of Greece which 

gave him birth. The Greece of Seferis has not the shining lucidity 

of an external view, but is a consciousness full of weight and re¬ 

sponsibility; it is indivisible in time, place, and human elements 

—‘with the ancient monuments and contemporary sorrow’.1 

Despite this ‘classicism’, Seferis’s language is thorough demotic, 

and there seems to flow through it all the working of the Greek 

language throughout its long history. These reminiscences do 

not adulterate his voice, but make it all the more characteristic 

and personal, and on the other side it finds its natural parallel 

in the contemporary poetical language. 

All this does not mean that Seferis is narrowly Greek and 

nothing else. In his earlier poems the influence of the poe'sie pure 

of his French contemporaries is evident (for example, Mallarme 

and Valery); from Mythistorima onwards we feel the influence of 

Eliot and Pound (though not to the degree that some critics 

have supposed). But ‘influences’ are the least important things 

about Seferis. The important thing is that this poet, so Greek in 

his outlook, is wholly rooted in the anxieties of our time and 

those of contemporary man. The poem may begin with the King 

of Asine or Helen, but its symbolism pierces through successive 

strata and reveals the ‘soulmonger’ War and the ‘friends of the 

other war’; its centre is always directed towards man ‘in offer¬ 

ing insights that carry with them the weight of universal truths 

and that thus serve to reveal the deeper meaning of our times’ 
(E. Keeley and P. Sherrard).2 

Seferis is not an easy poet, and his reputation grew slowly and 

with difficulty. But he is not obscure. The language he speaks is 

difficult, but in this language his voice is clear and straight- 

1 p.1 r’ apxata /noj/xefa Kal rr/ avyxpovr} GXiif/r], ‘The King of Asine’. 

2 Collected Poems, p. xiii. 
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forward; you feel he has hit upon the perfect expression, for what 

could not have been said otherwise. It is this perhaps that is 

most lovable about his poetry: the simplicity which attains the 

warmth of a confession, and the stability, so much opposed 

to the decadence of expression in the previous generation— 

a stability which we may call ‘classical’. We must add another 

characteristic. Seferis’s poetry is not at all cheerful; it is pessimistic 

and melancholy. It has the grief of a man often meditating on 

mankind, and also that of the Greek with the undercurrent of 

bitterness for national servitude and other sufferings (the ‘grief 

of Greekdom’, as it is called). However, his temperament never 

leads him to negation or destruction. On the other side of dark¬ 

ness is light, black but angelic, and ‘on the sunny side’ of the 

castle of Asine, there will rise ‘the shield-bearer, the sun warring’. 

Behind denial there is a faith which protects him from despair, 

and a strong sense of reality that protects him from decadence or 

nihilism. 
Seferis is a profound thinker and a student of persons and things 

concerned with history and literature. Thus he considered the 

problems of poetry and language: his dialogue with K. Tsatsos, 

‘Dialogue on Poetry’, was followed by a ‘Monologue’, and by 

‘Language in Our Poetry’.1 He has also written about Kalvos, 

Makrygiannis, Kavafis, and Eliot. He collected these studies in 

Essays (1944, 2nd edn. 1962). The few things he has written in 

interpretation of his own poetry are significant (especially ‘A 

letter about The Thrush’).2 Other important prose writings are 

his impressions of a visit to the Byzantine rock churches of 

Cappadocia and an essay on Delphi. 
Seferis has given much time and patience to translation, and 

in this he has indicated his preferences. His first publication in 

1928 was a translation of Valery, but his most considerable trans¬ 

lations have been from Eliot (The Waste Land, Murder in the 

Cathedral, etc.). He has recently made a provisional collection of 

his other translations under the title of Transcripts (1965)* It 

contains translations from Yeats, Pound, MacLeish, and Gide, 

1 ‘Dialogue’ and ‘Monologue’ now in AoKipes, 2nd edn., Athens, 1962, pp. 69- 

112. ‘Language in Our Poetry’, in: Aristotelian University of Thessaloniki, '0 

r. Ee<j>tpr]s eTrtnpos hiSiiKTCop rrjs Aucroc/j;Kyjs E^oXijs, Thessaloniki, 1965, PP* I 7~ 

33. 
2 Letter to G. Katsimbalis, in AyyXoeXXr]vi.Krj 'EmdetopTioT), 4 (1950), 501-6; 

the end reprinted in AoKip.es, 2nd edn., pp. 365-8. 
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Jouve, Eluard, and Michaud. Lately he has attempted the 

translation of The Song of Songs and the Revelations of St. John; 

the rendering of these works from an older form of the Greek 

language into that of today (he calls it ‘transcription’ not ‘trans¬ 

lation’) and all the problems that it raises were of the greatest 

interest to him. 

SURREALISM AND THE YOUNGER POETS 

In 1935, the year of Seferis’s Mythistorima (and, oddly, the year 

also of Palamas’s last volume of poems), a strange pamphlet was 

issued in Athens in an elegant edition; it was the Furnace of 

Andreas Embirikos. In content it was like no literary genre, and 

made no sense. Under paradoxical titles like ‘The Vibrations of 

the Necktie’ or ‘The Appearance of Angels in a Steam-Engine’, 

the reader found phrases to which he could attach no logical 

meaning. Public reaction ranged from astonishment to mockery 

and indignation, and few were the ‘initiates’ who could under¬ 

stand something. The only orientation provided by the writer 

was a citation on the front page from Andre Breton, where he 

spoke of the voix surrealiste. Thus eleven years after Andre Breton’s 

first manifesto, and nearly five after his second, and almost at 

the time when the movement was at its height in Europe and 

America, the Surrealist school made its first appearance in 

Greece with the Furnace—-just as Romanticism had made its 

first appearance with The Traveller, and Parnassianism with the 

Verses of Kambas. The Furnace may have been incoherent and 

incomprehensible to the ordinary reader of 1935, but it was to 

have a direct or indirect influence on subsequent poetry, even 

when it was necessary for this to go beyond it. 

Following the methods of the movement, the poet made use of 

‘automatic writing’, and thus released from the subconscious a 

wealth of images without logical connection but with the charm 

of a surrealist sensation. The text is written in prose (this verbal 

release is hard to fit into metre and rhythm), with unsparing use 

of elements from katharevousa and cliches from newspapers or 

from scientific terminology. It is hard today to find poetical or 

literary virtue in these pieces; their value was that they were 

a landmark in history, and examples of a new genre. 

Ten years after the Furnace Embirikos published a new volume, 
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Hinterland (1945), but containing poems written directly after the 

Furnace, between 1934 and 1937, that is, in a period very rich 

in new developments in modern Greek poetry. Here the poet 

goes beyond the limits of pure Surrealism and automatic writing, 

makes use of verse, and organizes a new poetical style full of 

gaiety out of the preceding chaos; here a principal place is given 

to the dream and to the all-powerful sexual instinct of Freudian 

theory. The result was the revelation of an original and fresh 

world, and a lyrical expression, unfettered by anything old, full 

of the joy of liberty. ‘The transatlantic liner that sings and sails’ 

(in the most mature and the best poem of the collection) takes 

on a peculiar symbolic value. 

Embirikos, who was born at Braila in Rumania in 1901 and 

lived many years in France and England, is a well-read man, and 

has particularly studied philosophy and psycho-analysis. As a 

writer he is prolific, though he has published little. He had written 

extensive prose works (Argo or the Voyage of a Balloon, femphyra or 

the Secret of Pasiphae), of which the few friends who have heard 

them read speak favourably, though the eroticism is so unbridled 

in expression that they cannot be published. Lately he has 

published some poems (which seem to be more recent), Words 

and The Road, which have been recorded in an exciting reading 

by the poet himself.1 In these poems, with succinctness and clarity, 

and an altogether new maturity, an idealistic faith is expressed, 

and a heavy feeling of death and doom. 

N. Engonopoulos (born 1910) has followed the orthodox 

Surrealist line. He has followed the same line in painting, and is 

one of the most important painters of the new school. He is 

more revolutionary and, one might say, wilfully provocative—- 

he kept to the left wing of the movement—and therefore his 

volumes (especially those of 1938 and 1939) annoyed the read¬ 

ing bourgeoisie and aroused scorn and indignation. Engono¬ 

poulos remained uncompromising in his Surrealist determination 

also in his post-war volumes. He is distinguished by an inward 

and bitter lyricism and pictorial clarity; he is also idiosyncratic 

in language, making use of many deliberately learned (Phanariot) 

elements. 
During the enemy occupation this orthodox Surrealist gave us 

a long poem in which, temporarily going beyond Surrealism, he 

1 Record: “ '0 ’EfiTretplKos Sm/}d£e<. 'E/j.tt€lplko”, ed. Dionysos, XDL 0853. 
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reached the peak of his achievement. The poem, written in the 

winter of 1942-3, is entitled Bolivar (characteristically subtitled 

‘a Greek poem’). The poet took as his central theme the figure 

of the South American revolutionary and combatant for liberty, 

but, taking advantage of the freedom that modern poetry affords, 

he has extended his symbolism into a Greek setting and Greek 

history, both earlier and recent (Rigas Pheraios, Odysseus 

Androutsos, as well as the war of Albania), achieving a non- 

realistic and particularly charming synthesis, one of the most 

successful works of modernist poetry. 

In 1935 began the publication of Nea Grarnmata, which in the 

last pre-war years was to play an important role in poetry and, 

generally, in all intellectual life. The director was A. Karantonis, 

whom we shall meet again as one of the most sensitive critics 

of the 1930 generation. G. Seferis, G. Katsimbalis, and others 

belonged to the circle of this periodical. Nea Grarnmata was 

intended as a reaction against the then low poetical level and the 

atmosphere of ‘Karyotakism’ that prevailed; on the one hand 

there was an exaltation of older values (Palamas, Sikelianos, and 

even P. Giannopoulos) and on the other hand new tendencies in 

poetry were given support. Thus it became a tribune for young 

poets, and many of them appeared for the first time in its pages. 

In the penultimate issue of that year were published the first 

poems of Odysseus Elytis, who within a few years was recognized 

as one of the most gifted and representative poets of the new 

school. O. Elytis (the pseudonym of O. Alepoudelis) was born at 

Heracleion in 1911, but his place of origin was Mytilene. He had 

lived from childhood in Athens and studied there, passing his 

summers in different islands in the Aegean. In 1929—so he wrote 

in an autobiographical note1—a chance event, a volume of Paul 

Eluard, brought him into touch with Surrealism. Dreams, auto¬ 

matic writing, the liberation of the subconscious, the all-powerful 

imagination, freed from aesthetic or ethical examination, allowed 

him (as he wrote about the poets of Surrealism generally) ‘to 

render the vision of the world with all the sacred joy of its 

material existence, but with all the “frisson” of the truly poetical 
moment’.2 

1 Not published as far as I know. 

2 In an article “To. avyxpova noirjTiKa i<al KaWiTexviKa pevpara”, in the review 

KaXXiTexvuea Nea, i (1943-4), nos. 29-33. 
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From its first appearance the poetry of Elytis was hailed as 

a youthful, optimistic poetry, full of light, where the Aegean (‘the 

cool and bright mystery of the Greek archipelago’) has a central 

place. In these early poems are all the elements of the new 

school: the neologistic combinations of words, the images that 

immediately project themselves as free and unique, and are 

woven together in a ‘super-realistic’ unity. But there is something 

further, a desire to create form which subdues the torrent of 

images and gives them shape—not indeed that of traditional 

lines and stanzas, but something that calls them to mind: an 
order and spirit. 

Orientations (1940) is a volume in which Elytis collected all he 

had published up to that date. Here we find some of his most 

characteristic early poems, such as ‘Marina of the Rocks’, ‘The 

Age of Azure Remembrance’, ‘The Mad Pomegranate Tree’. Sun 

the First (together with ‘Variants on a Sun-Ray’), a volume 

published in 1943, obviously followed the same line, being con¬ 

cerned with the Aegean, the sun, the joy of life. Meanwhile, 

beneath this positive attitude a bitter taste was sometimes felt 

in some poems, which foretold a different future development. 

In 1940 Elytis, aged twenty-nine, was called up, and served 

on the Albanian front. This new trial was to mark his future 

development. There was no revolutionary change, but a note 

of mature seriousness was to enter his work and it was to have 

wider horizons. In 1945 he published a long poem, the fruit 

of a high inspiration and of great poetical eloquence, his Heroic 

and Tragic Song for a Second Lieutenant Lost in Albania. The Song 

illustrates all the poetical virtues of Elytis—the virginity of his 

speech, his daring and vibrant expression, the almost classical 

balance of his construction—all in a more mature form. The 

work was well received (a thing which would have been impos¬ 

sible five or ten years previously), and was appreciated by a large 

section of the public—though it is true that the subject was in 

its favour. 
After the publication of the Song Elytis was silent for nearly 

fifteen years, at least as a poet. But in i960 he published a smaller 

volume, Six and One Regrets for Heaven, where the compactness 

of the verse and the fullness of the poetical thought show the 

persistent work that had gone into it. Almost at the same time 

he published a long poem, Dignum est. The silent years were thus 
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revealed as years of fertile work and reflection, ‘one of the finest 

examples of an unwavering artistic conscience in the history of 

European poetry’ (as G. P. Savvidis wrote,1 one of the first 

scholars who unreservedly recognized the new work). Otherwise 

the critics (with few exceptions) were cautious about Dignum est. 

The poem is really difficult both to understand and to evalu¬ 

ate. It is a severe architectural construction, consisting of three 

parts: ‘Genesis’, ‘Passion’, ‘Gloria’. As in a Christian church, 

where the central nave is the widest, so the middle part of the 

poem is the most important: ‘Genesis’ is like an introduction, 

and ‘Gloria’ like a conclusion. In this work the poet’s personal 

experience is blended with the historical experience of the nation, 

the ‘Passion’ of Hellenism, in a range, both synchronic and 

diachronic, interwoven with subjective feeling (‘this world— 

small and great’), and leads up to the metaphysical dimension of 

the last section, which is a series of hymns of praise where the 

beauty of the infinite things of this world takes on an unearthly 

radiance, and where the Now and the Always {Nunc et Semper), 

earth and heaven, are joined in an other-worldly unity. The 

Dignum est is an epic in lyric form (not ‘epico-lyric’), an epic 

where the poet is bound by the tradition of his country and race 

and goes in search of the secrets that compose it. 

The epic composition of this poem has been well served by 

the language, which is a new poetical creation. The poet has 

made use of all the long tradition of the Greek language, from 

Homer to Solomos, but chiefly (as the title hints) he has exploited 

a new vein hardly touched hitherto, the language of ecclesiastical 

hymnology, and from this source he has contrived to enrich his 

own poetical expression, and at the same time to give a strange 

new life to this traditional language by contact with his own 
fresh lyricism. 

The renovation of poetical idiom in the decade 1930-40, with 

Seferis and Elytis as the forerunners and leaders, had a decisive 

and fertilizing influence on other poets who, though they began 

within the framework of tradition, at some later moment revived 

their means of expression and accepted the new language, with 

beneficial results to their own work. Such was the case particu¬ 

larly with N. Vrettakos and J. Ritsos, who both in quality and 

quantity of their work may be mentioned beside Seferis and 

1 In the weekly 'O Taxv8p6p,os, io December i960, pp. 14-15. 
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Elytis. They are more or less contemporaries of the latter; the 

devotion ol both of them to a left-wing ideology has made 

critics speak of them together, although as poets there are major 
differences between them. 

In the most important things their careers have been parallel. 

They both started under the strong influence of Karyotakis, 

which was the obvious influence of the time. Nikiforos Vrettakos 

(born 1911, near Sparta) published his first volume in 1929, 

and until 1937 remained faithful to ‘Karyotakism’, though he 

made vain efforts to shake it off. In two longer compositions, 

the Epistle of a Swan (1937) and the Journey of the Archangel (1938), 

an extensive, important, but uneven poem, we notice a change 

in the atmosphere and the means of expression. The later 

volumes, which closely follow each other, show the poet in his 

mature phase. The shorter poems are more numerous, and better 

express his lyric gift, a restricted lyricism with a happy disposition, 

an optimism that has been called ‘neo-Christian’, and above all 

a love of mankind. In later volumes (Silence and Taygetus, 1949, 

and Time and the River, 1957) a return to nature and his native 

province bring him further into touch with the demotic tradition. 

With Jannis Ritsos (born in Monemvasia in 1909) we come 

to a poet with a clearer poetic voice, and a wider range. His 

first volumes (Tractor, 1934, and Pyramids, 1935) do not escape 

the ‘Karyotakism’ of the time, but are outstanding because of 

their accuracy of expression and their revolutionary content. 

Epitaphios (1936), the lament of a mother over her son, killed in 

a demonstration of out-of-work tobacco-workers, has deeper tones, 

but follows the same line. In his long Song of the Sister (1937) we 

notice, as in Vrettakos, a change of form and also of feeling, due 

to the influence of the new poetical technique. Thenceforward 

the volumes until 1945 were to establish his poetical personality. 

Ritsos was involved in political activity during the years of the 

occupation and the guerrilla war which followed. From 1948 to 

1952 he was in exile on an island, and on his return he published 

a number of volumes, in which his harsh experience is naturally 

reflected. In 1961 he collected all his hitherto published work in 

two large volumes, but he continued to publish further collec¬ 

tions. The Poems of 1961 were completed by a third volume in 

1964. Since April 1967 the poet has again been in exile and now 

lives on Samos. 

8157215 R 
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Ritsos is a prolific poet, and undoubtedly gifted with genuine 

inspiration and truly poetical qualities. His poems are on a large 

scale, with a continuous (low which springs spontaneously but 

uncontrolled. He draws his inspiration from the magic land 

of childish and youthful life, his images are rich and fresh, his 

language carries weight and significance, and is at the same time 

delicate and passionate. But this broad torrent of his lyric 

language, which is the most characteristic feature and the chief 

merit of his poetry, is also at the same time its weak point. This 

current is often disproportionately broad and confounds the 

necessary with the superfluous, insists too much, and sometimes 

does not avoid rhetoric. He also lacks power ol composition; 

his long poems have no internal coherence, but loosely crowd 

together impressions and images, among which are some ol the 

most fresh and fascinating in modern poetry. 
Ritsos’s poetry certainly touches the problems of contemporary 

man, both as an individual and in society. Sometimes he wishes to 

do so in a more immediate way (that is, less poetically) in order 

to serve his social ideology; these are not his better poems. Some¬ 

times the social aim may exist as an intention (often only to be 

discovered by the hypercritical attitude of his interpreters), but 

is the least interesting thing about the poem. Aragon,1 who spoke 

most flatteringly of Ritsos, when he was told that the ‘Moon¬ 

light Sonata’ (1956) ‘expressed the tragic impasse into which 

individualism and all bourgeois civilization has fallen’, waved 

aside this interpretation and confined himself to stressing the 

purely lyrical elements of the poem. 

Here we should make mention of an estimable poet, G. Th. 

Vafopoulos (b. 1903), who comes from a different background, 

Thessaloniki, which as we shall see had a particular character, 

especially in prose writing. He had published as early as 1921 ; in 

1931 he issued his first collection, The Roses of Myrtale, which was 

marked by an individual kind of neo-Classicism, and the strong 

influence of Karyotakis. A bereavement made him find a more 

laconic and personal form of expression (Offering, 1938), and he 

made a further advance in this direction in the post-war years, 

when he was to find his real personality. Vafopoulos has not 

written much and has a general tendency towards restriction and 

1 In Lettres franyaises, 28 February 1957; translated in 'EmOtcopriori Tex^s, 5 

(x957)3 209-12. 
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a severe and economical mode of expression. In his post-war 

collections of poems (and chiefly in the most typical of these, 

I he Floor, 1951) we see his poetry dominated by a metaphysical 

death agony, and willingly casting off everything lyrical or 

suggestive in order to arrive, at times, at a deliberated coldness 

and bareness. It has been called a monotonous poetry; it is 

principally directed at the intellect and expresses itself in ideo¬ 

grams (perhaps it is relevant to mention that Vafopouios studied 

mathematics). It is perhaps a result of these characteristics that 

he has preferred some formulas of katharevousa and the ecclesi¬ 

astical tradition (with a particular partiality for the anapaestic 

rhythm), which give a certain stiffness to his expression, but also 
something particularly personal. 

Around Nea Grammata, Seferis, and Elytis there gathered other 

poets who believed in the new poetry and expressed them¬ 

selves with the new technique. A. Drivas, the oldest of these 

(1899—1942) had already made his appearance with the poets 

of the 1920 generation, but he soon began to express himself in 

the manner of poesie fmre. A completely different personality was 

George Sarantaris (1908-41). Brought up in Italy, he came to 

Greece for the first time in 1932 and came in contact with the 

circle of Nea Grammata (he was the first to discover the poetical 

talent of Elytis). He was influenced by the new poetical achieve¬ 

ments in the West and began even then to publish poems, which 

he collected in slender pamphlets up to 1940; at the same time, 

for he had a philosophical and inquiring mind, he published 

a series of critical studies. He had faith in life and beauty, and 

a bitterness because he was deprived of its enjoyment; he was 

profoundly idealistic (in his last years he was turning towards a 

Christian mysticism), and expressed himself with nostalgic reverie 

in short poems, succinct in their expression, which never reached 

completion and are like outline drawings. Though he made such 

an early appearance, Sarantaris always remained an isolated 

case, unable to reach completion or to exercise any influence; 

moreover he died young: he was mobilized in October 1940 

and died in the following February from the hardships of the 

Albanian war. 
D. Antoniou (b. 1906) is also individual and isolated, ‘the marine 

friend’ of whom Seferis has spoken so affectionately.1 He spent 

1 In Ta Nta rpaixixara, 2 (1936), 936-7, now in AoKtfj.es, 2nd edn., pp. 13-15. 
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his early years in long sea voyages and poured into his poetry not 

so much the seaman’s usual nostalgia as the meditative concen¬ 

tration of a man alone on vast ocean journeys. Laconic and 

sparing in his communication, he has nevertheless a genuine 

poetic voice, severe and firm in its impact, without facile con¬ 

cessions. He collected his poems in 1939 and published some 

others in 1944 (Of Music: music is, after the sea, the second 

constant theme of his poetry). Since then he has appeared from 

time to time in periodicals, and lately he has published a long 

poem, India (1967), also based on experiences of his former 

journeys and later worked over. 
Of younger poets, A. Matsas (1911-69) kept himself outside 

groups and schools. Delicate and aristocratic, with many 

reminiscences of Kavafis, he clearly renders Hellenism both 

as nature and as history. However, this apparent belletrism 

approaches a more anxious questioning of a mysterious un¬ 

explored world. Matsas also composed three tragedies on 

classical subjects (see p. 265). 

Surrealism, which seemed to have come to an end with the 

later poems of Elytis, before the war, made a late and unexpected 

appearance in the Amorgos of Nikos Gatsos (b. 1915), his only 

poem. When it was first published in 1943 it caused astonishment 

by its novelty and had an undoubted influence on younger poets. 

It is said that the poet wrote this longish poem in a single night, 

using the method of ‘automatic writing’. The novelty introduced 

by this experiment was the release of numerous memories of lines 

and reminiscences of the demotic songs, here combined with 

other experiences, a new freshness and purity, and a rhythm that 

attracts one by its genuine force. It was as if streams, unsuspected 

by the new poets, had been freed and were now irrigating poetry. 

This had consequences for other poets, but not for Gatsos him¬ 

self, who has remained more or less silent since then, and has 

turned his sensibility to use in translating Lorca, and—rather 

oddly—writing words for composers of popular songs. 
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THE GENERATION OF 1930 

PROSE 

The so-called 1930 generation, that is, those writers 

who appeared about that time, gave new life not only to 

poetry but also to prose, which, as we have seen, was 

vegetating, and continuing a belated survival of genre writing 

and descriptions of life in the slums. The new writers turned their 

eyes to broader horizons, tried to trace more complicated psycho¬ 

logical conditions, and to face more serious social and human 

problems, and also to cross the narrow limits of Hellenism and 

to make an advance parallel with that of European prose. 

Finally, they made a determined attempt to go beyond the 

limits of the short story or the nouvelle and to express themselves 

in the contemporary form par excellence, the novel. With a purely 

literary conscience, they also attempted a renovation of style 

and language, drawing on the tradition of the most esteemed 

demotic prose writers (e.g. Karkavitsas or Vlachogiannis), but at 

the same time enriching their picturesque vigour with a fuller, 

up-to-date feeling for language. 

One event exercised a great influence on the writers of this 

generation, an event which was to cast its heavy shadow over 

all subsequent literary production and the whole intellectual and 

social background: the Asia Minor disaster and the exchange of 

population which followed (see also p. 207). The dreams and 

ideas of former generations of a revival of Hellenism within 

the previous limits of the Byzantine empire suddenly collapsed 

in September 1922, and a new tragic seriousness replaced the 

former, somewhat chimerical, romanticism. The 1930 generation 

gave literary expression to this new maturity. 

This revival had its first beginnings (as we said above, p. 214) 

in the 1920-30 decade, though then it was but the appearance of 
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a herald. In 1923 (a few months after the Asia Minor disaster), 

a hitherto unknown writer, Fotis Kontoglou (1895-1965), made 

his first appearance with a book oddly entitled Pedro Cazas. He 

was born at Ayvalik in Asia Minor (the ancient Cydonia), had 

travelled in France and Spain, and had studied art in Paris. The 

book was the story of a Spanish corsair, written with unusual 

force, in vibrant tense language, drawn from popular sources 

and popular writing of an earlier time. This book troubled the 

waters: Fotos Politis (then at the peak of his negative criticism) 

hailed it as a good omen.1 
Throughout his subsequent development Kontoglou remained 

faithful to the uniqueness of his first appearance. Also a most 

estimable painter, he was in his two capacities inspired by Greek 

tradition and devoted himself almost fanatically to all that he 

thought truly Greek, drawn from Byzantine and Orthodox 

tradition. A new current both of tradition and experiment in 

Greek painting begins with Kontoglou, and many of the better 

younger painters (Vasiliou, Tsarouchis, and others) learned from 

him. In literature his tendency had less influence. He remained 

attached to the same style, and his many publications take up 

the same subject, while the language and style—at first so 

genuine and spontaneous—were later to become dry, sometimes 

tainted with a disagreeable revival of the archaisms of kathare- 

vousa. 

Kontoglou came from Asia Minor, Kastanakis from Con¬ 

stantinople. Most of the writers of the 1930 generation came from 

this border region of Hellenism (forever lost to Greece after 1922), 

and their wider vision is not unconnected with their origins. 

Thrasos Kastanakis (1901-67) was born in Constantinople but 

educated in Paris, where he lived permanently all his life; he 

was lector in the Modern Greek Institute of the Sorbonne, and 

in his first years in close touch with Psycharis. In 1924 his novel 

The Princes received the prize in a competition instituted by a 

publishing house. It was something new, above all it was the 

first successful attempt by a member of the inter-war generation 

at producing an integrated novel. The Princes was above all an 

analytic novel, in which the writer examined the psychological 

states and changes of his characters. 

1 In a review of the book in the newspaper /ToAtret'a, 8 April 1923; see BifiAto- 

ypa<j>ta KpLTiKtov apdpwv <Pojtov IJoXCtt], Athens, 1940, no. 307. 
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For twenty years Kastanakis was extremely productive: he 

wrote five novels (three under the general title Greek Soil), and 

more collections of stories. After 1945 he appeared to have 

become silent, but later (1956-62) he issued two more novels, 

inspired by the setting of Constantinople and his early recollec¬ 

tions there. Kastanakis was a worthy if uneven prose writer. He 

was distinguished by his power of composition, his psychological 

ability, and his humour and irony, which were sometimes caustic. 

His style was vigorous and idiosyncratic, at times to the point of 

paradox. In his early work sarcasm mixed with pessimism is 

dominant, and his eccentric or perverse human types do not 

seem to have been created with sympathy. But in his later work, 

particularly in the stories under the title Raskagias (1939), the 

sarcasm gives way to a tone of sympathy for mankind, and the 

characters are lifelike and unique in their human essence (such 

are the excellent Raskagias, Sapsalos, Madame Baraillac, and 

others). Lyrical feeling combined with a solid and perfected 

technique give a definite literary value to these stories of 
Kastanakis. 

Certainly one of the most powerful of prose writers was Stratis 

Myrivilis (pseudonym of S. Stamatopoulos, 1892-1969) who, 

though older, belongs to the generation of 1930. He was born in 

Mytilene and took part in all the 1912-22 wars; as early as 1915 

he published his Red Stories, and in 1924 in Mytilene appeared the 

first edition of Life in the Tomb. This novel, however, became better 

known with the 1930 edition, published in Athens; it established 

the author as the foremost prose writer of his generation. 

Life in the Tomb is a war book, in the form of a journal kept by 

a sergeant in the trenches, inspired by the pacifist and humane 

spirit that gave birth to the contemporary work of Remarque or 

Dorgeles. In this, essentially his first book, Myrivilis shows him¬ 

self a mature author, with great narrative skill, able to combine 

violent realism with more lyric feeling. His language is rich, 

sappy, and full of variety of shade, continuing and refreshing the 

demotic tradition (he may have been influenced by the recent 

example of Kontoglou). 

Life in the Tomb, for all its epic content, is not in itself a novel; 

but, as we have said, the aim of the writers of that generation 

was the novel. In 1933 Myrivilis wrote a pure novel, The School¬ 

mistress with the Golden Eyes. The war had been a bitter experience 
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from which he emerged with difficulty. His chief character 

returns to Mytilene after the war, and is tormented by the con¬ 

flict between his devotion to a friend killed in the war, and love 

for his widow. The critics, who had greeted Life in the Tomb 

without reserve, showed much more caution about the new novel, 

but they recognized the literary qualities of the writer, parti¬ 

cularly the lyrical, almost sensuous feeling for nature that is felt 

throughout the book (one of the most permanent characteristics 

of Myrivilis). 
Myrivilis then produced a series of stories, later collected into 

volumes, each entitled with a different colour: The Green Book 

(1935), The Blue Book (1939), The Red Book (1952), and lastly 

The Purple Book (1959). His dynamic prose is shown at its full 

force in this narrow framework, the style is polished, and the 

phrases are colourful. He gave particular care to the revision of 

one story from The Blue Book, the admirable Vasilis Arvanitis, and 

brought it out in a separate edition (1943); it is the story of a 

hero of the people, full of life and boldness and love of freedom, 

an outstanding man who despises the compromises of convention 

and relies only on his force of character—but this goes beyond 

the bounds, and leads him to hybris and destruction: a lively, 

purely Greek, and wholly human character. 

At the same time he was working on a novel which he published 

later in 1949, The Mermaid Madonna, the story of some refugees 

from Asia Minor who settle in a small seaside village in Mytilene. 

But war and exile are far from being the central theme of this 

novel. The writer’s aim is to reproduce the social life of these 

simple island fishermen. The continuity of the novel is due to the 

warm tone, the vivacity of everyday life, and the earth and sea 

by which these simple folk are moulded; there is also the strange 

symbolism of the church with its extraordinary icon of the Mer¬ 

maid Madonna: a Madonna represented as a mermaid, that 

figure of popular mythology, half-woman, half-fish. 

Elias Venezis (pen-name of E. Mellos, born 1904) comes 

from the same ‘Aeolic’ region and, like Kontoglou, was born at 

Ayvalik opposite Mytilene. When still a boy, in 1922, he was 

conscripted by the Turks into the compulsory work corps in 

which they dispatched Greeks into the interior of Asia Minor, 

and thus, though he did not experience war, he had a similar 

experience of inhuman barbarity. His first book, Number 31328 
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(1931), is the chronicle of his captivity, produced with all the 

realism of immediate recollection. But Venezis is a more delicate 

and lyric spirit. In Calm (1939) he gives us, in the form of a novel, 

the drama of the refugees and their difficulty in adapting them¬ 

selves to their new country. Through the whole story runs the 

nostalgia for the lost homeland, and thus the drama of isolated 

individuals gains a collective significance. Symbolism, a lyrical 

frame of mind, and a deep love of humanity characterize this 

novel—and indeed all Venezis’s work. 

This lyrical and nostalgic spirit brought him to recreate his 

childhood in his homeland Aeolia in Aeolian Earth (1943). Venezis 

is not a writer with abundant creative fancy, and his themes 

are all drawn from his personal experiences and recollections. 

In this book the recollections are given with the vagueness of 

memory, and the enchantment of dream and legend as they 

appear to the bemused eyes of a child. This air of youthfulness, 

with its firm roots in the soil, gives the novel particular charm. 

But these positive virtues are counteracted by the looseness of the 

structure, the lack of a centre, the absence of the concrete, an 

emotional exaggeration, and even a certain flaccidity of style and 

language. 

Aeolic Earth is the last of Venezis’s three major works. He has 

not ceased from creativity, nor have his literary qualities lost 

their strength, but in his later work the faults we mentioned 

become more obvious, and critics have observed ‘a literary 

feebleness, and an exhaustion of the lyric impulse’.1 

Like Stratis Myrivilis, Kosmas Politis (pseudonym of Paris 

Taveloudis, born 1888) was older, but made his first appearance 

in 1930. The first representatives of the 1930 generation seem 

generally to have hesitated to appear under their own names. 

He was over forty when he published his first work Lemon Grove 

(1930), an uneven work, hardly that of a professional writer, 

but which at once revealed the ripe worldly personality of an 

idiosyncratic character who had a great deal to say. The charm¬ 

ing background of the lemon grove of Poros gives a springlike 

enchantment to the book; this love of nature is bound up with the 

feeling of love and the psychological problems of the characters. 

In Eroica (1938), perhaps his most polished novel, he escapes 

1 A. Karantonis, IJe^oypd(f>oi Kal 7Te£oypa<fii)fj.ara tt/s yevias tov ’j°> Athens, 

1962» P- r38. 
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from the atmosphere and the orthodox prose expression of his 

first works, and in a musical and suggestive manner that is 

quite his own he presents a band of boys in a wonderful chronicle 

of youthful life, full of melancholy and yet also of happiness, in 

an atmosphere of dream and of poetry. 
Politis’s poetic feeling seems to change in the works published 

after the war, which are marked by greater maturity and thought¬ 

fulness, and a turning towards every-day triviality, to the people 

and their toil. In Gyri (1946) he presents his recollections of 

the district of Patras of that name, while his last novel, At 

Chatzfrangos'1 (1963), is a more mature handling of the theme of 

Gyri. It has the sub-title Forty Tears of a Lost City, and it brings to 

life Smyrna, and one quarter of it in particular, forty years back, 

and a group of boys (the author’s contemporaries); throughout 

the book a nostalgia is felt for this great Greek city where the 

author spent his childhood, which takes most definite form 

in the lyric (or dramatic) parenthesis, ‘Parados’, where one 

of the boys of the neighbourhood, now old and a refugee in 

Athens, describes the great days of Smyrna, and the tragic 

catastrophe. 

While Myrivilis and Venezis first appeared with work inspired 

by their personal experience, George Theotokas (1905-66) made 

his first appearance with an essay, Free Spirit (1929), thus showing 

from the beginning the thoughtful direction of his mind. Of 

a well-to-do family of Constantinople, he studied in Athens, and 

later in Paris and London. He entered the literary world full of 

anxieties and questions, particularly about literature, anxieties 

and questions common to young men at that time. His essay 

revealed him as immature in many ways, but it was a work of 

youthful sincerity; it was a sort of manifesto, as was said, of the 

still unpublished ‘generation of 1930’. 

However, like others of his generation, Theotokas felt the need 

to express himself in the novel, even though this need was more 

the result of a logical conclusion than a natural necessity. He 

published three novels before the war. Of the pre-requisites of 

the novelist he chiefly lacked the power of plot creation (which 

we shall find superabundant in Karagatsis); moreover his 

personal experience and reminiscences have neither the passion 

of Myrivilis nor the poetical nostalgia of Venezis, and never take 

flesh in fictional characters that are living in their own right, 
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but only in symbols or classes of people. His fine sincerity, 

his civilized writing, and the clarity of his phrase never finally 
outweigh these basic limitations. 

In Argo (1933-6) he rendered the anxieties and ideological 

conflicts of the young of the post-war generation; in The Demon 

(1938) the characters are too much commented on by the author, 

instead of convincing us by their fullness of life. In Leonis (1940), 

perhaps his best achievement, the action is set in Constantinople, 

in the world of his childhood recollections; here the author tried to 

present the youthful anxieties and the development of his chief 

character against the historical background of a troubled time. 

The short story was not the form most cultivated by Theotokas, 

yet in Euripides Pentozalis (1937) the principal character is per¬ 

haps the most alive of all his creations. After the war, he devoted 

himself with enthusiasm to the theatre (see p. 265) and at the 

same time continued to write essays, with a strong political 

interest in the last years. He also published a fourth novel, Sick 

Persons and Travellers (1964), an account of the Greco-German 

war, the collapse of 1941, the Occupation, and the rising of 

1944. ‘I feel the time has come when we can look steadily at the 

theme of that terrible period . . . with the novelist’s eye.’1 Critics 

have not yet decided how far he succeeded in this attempt. 

Among Theotokas’s last works, his travel books merit most 

distinction: Essay on America (1954) and Travel in the Middle East 

and the Holy Mountain (1961). The first is rather an examination 

of the many problems that an acquaintance with the great 

transatlantic state poses to a cultivated European (as Theotokas 

always was). It is a book of rare sensibility, among the best on 

this theme. The second takes us into more familiar places which 

were once either part of or neighbour to the Greater Greece: 

Theotokas, born in Constantinople, saw them with special 

emotion and expressed it with characteristic warmth. Particu¬ 

larly remarkable is the revelation that he, a convinced Cartesian, 

received from the enclosed world of Mount Athos, and in con¬ 

sequence from the world of Greek Orthodoxy. It was a plunge 

into the interior of the soul from a new direction and an opening 

of his eyes to aspects of the Greek tradition closed to most of our 

writers. 

1 In a short note he wrote on the work, published in ’Errox^s (cited by 

A. Sachinis, Tle^aypa^oi tov Kai.povp.aS; Athens, [1967L P- 118). 
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A. Karantonis, one of his severest critics, wrote of him as 

£a fine conscience’.1 In fact the most important thing about 

Theotokas, more important than his work, was his presence in 

our world of letters: the presence of a cultivated mind, con¬ 

scious of the responsibilities of the intellectual, sincere in his 

aims, open to all ideas, and above all honourable in every aspect 

of his intellectual or personal life. An irreplaceable personality, 

and one of the most lovable men of letters, not only among his 

own generation. 
M. Karagatsis (1908-60, pseudonym of D. Rodopoulos) was 

a very different character, impulsive and explosive. One of the 

youngest of his generation, he made an early appearance, and 

by 1940 had already published four novels and two volumes of 

stories. By the time of his early death his literary works amounted 

to twenty or more. He was one of the most prolific of modern 

Greek authors. His productiveness chiefly sprang from his 

inventiveness of plot, his main virtue. Although there are many 

autobiographical elements in his work, he did not limit himself 

to these, but created types and had the gift of giving them life 

in his fiction. A permanent characteristic of his work is his per¬ 

sistent return to sex, which becomes boring and even repulsive 

in his less successful works. At his better moments sex, always at 

the centre of his characters’ action and psychology, takes on the 

nature of a biological force, a mysterious power which governs 

man and leads him into a tragic impasse. Karagatsis’s eroticism 

is far from being light-hearted; it is tragic; his characters are 

brought to disaster by the unquenchable passion that masters 

them. 

Realism is the atmosphere dominant in all his works, or rather 

a naturalism pushed to its extreme limits. For all his study of 

psycho-analysis, Karagatsis is not so much a depictor of psycho¬ 

logical states and shades of mind as a keen observer of reality, 

which he knew how to represent to its last detail. This flavour 

of realism without sentimentality or poetical vision, and his 

tragic conception of man’s destiny, often led him to a nihilistic 

pessimism or a humour full of irony, mockery, and sarcasm. 

Deeply realist and anti-idealist, he was dominated by a funda¬ 

mental disbelief in every kind of ideal or heroism. His charac¬ 

ters are profoundly, sometimes cynically anti-heroic. Often he 

1 A. Karantonis, op. cit., pp. 116-17. 
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deliberately chose well-known historical figures, in order to 

see them through his own prism as anti-heroic (in such a 

way he tried to write a History of the Greeks, an unsuccessful 
work). 

With these positive and negative qualities, Karagatsis was a 

writer who occupied a doubtful position in his time, with many 

admirers and many hostile critics. No one, however, doubted 

his unique literary vein or his power to create a real novel. He 

was indeed uneven; his work is full of contradictions and sudden 

bathos, and his style (being natural) is unstudied, unliterary, 

and—particularly in his last work—almost descends to the level 
of journalism. 

In his two first novels, Colonel Liapkin (1933) and Junkermann 

(1936), his principal characters are foreigners from the north (a 

Russian and a Finn) who come to Greece, acclimatize themselves, 

are successful, and lead a vigorous love life, but finally end in 

failure and disaster. In Chimera (1936, revised in 1953)—which 

some critics consider his best work—the main character is a 

woman, also a foreigner, and he gives the story of her love and 

her final collapse. After the war Karagatsis wished to write a 

roman fleuve, entitled The World that is Dying, in a number of 

volumes, a broad picture in which were to appear characters 

typical of Greece from before the War of Independence until 

today. He published only the first three books (1944-9), which 

revolve round the central figure of Michalis Rousis (the ‘kotzam- 

basis of Kastropyrgos’), a typically Karagatsian hero. Meanwhile 

he had issued one of his best works, The Great Sleep (1946), a 

psychological novel with many autobiographical elements; it 

stands apart from his other work by reason of its content and 

form. In his last fifteen years he wrote some of his strangest and 

most peculiar work, such as Amri a mugu (= In the hand of God, 

1954), where his eternal erotic theme is set in the African jungle, 

The Yellow File (1956), a work remarkable for its technical and 

psychological experiments, and Sergius and Bacchus, a doubtful 

joke, 573 pages long. 

While Karagatsis was above all a novelist, he also published 

a number of short stories; they do not add much to his personality, 

though some are distinguished by originality and force, such as 

‘Gust’ from an earlier collection (1935) and ‘The Man with the 

Cats’ Meat’, and others from the collection Fever (1945). 
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Th. Petsalis (b. 1904), of a well-known Athenian family, first 

appeared in 1925 with a volume of stories situated in a bourgeois 

setting; they were a welcome change from the lower-middle- 

class monotony in Voutyras and P. Pikros. He really began his 

career with a novel, The Vocation of Maria Parni (1933)5 the 
first part of a trilogy in which he wished to present the story and 

development of an upper-middle-class family. The three succes¬ 

sive novels (1933-5) were later revised (1950) under the general 
title Maria Parni. Petsalis is not a vigorous writer, and his novel 

is not the broad epic of bourgeois society that undoubtedly he 

intended (e.g. like the novels of Galsworthy). But he is sensitive 

and delicate, and accurate in his recording, and he was able to 

render the warmth and spirit of a rich bourgeois household. 

The experience of the war and of the occupation made Petsalis 

turn to other sources. Some stories in his volume Our Own 

Children (1946), sub-titled Chronicle of Servitude, are stories of the 

revolution of 1821, but leave a clear impression of the contem¬ 

porary servitude. In 1942, ‘at the time of the Italo-German occu¬ 

pation’ as he himself noted, he wrote the brilliantly moulded 

Bell of Holy Trinity (published in 1949), a mixture of story and 

chronicle, in which he relates the vicissitudes of a small church 

from 1304 till 1885, and, in the adventures of a small place the 

history of the nation during six centuries is condensed. This 

interest in the roots of the nation led him to tackle the same 

theme within the broader framework of the novel. In the two 

volumes of Mavrolyki (1947-8) he follows a Greek family through¬ 

out the Turkish occupation through all the adventures of the 

nation, particularly from the mid seventeenth century till the 

time of Rigas (1799). However, the condensation which gave its 

force to The Bell is missing from this broader historical picture 

and, as critics complained, the historical outweighs the fictional 

character of the book. Petsalis also published a book, in the form 

of a chronicle, inspired by the struggles of Cyprus (1956)— 

a fictitious chronicle of the twelfth century with obvious parallels 

with modern times. More recently he published another work 

with a historical basis, the fruit of many years, and more perfect 

in its prose and fictional form, The Greek Dawn (three volumes, 

1962). Here the work gains by the action being condensed into 

far fewer years, those just before and after the revolution of 1821; 

and instead of the fictional Mavrolykos family, the well-known 
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statesman Joannis Kolettis is at the centre and provides a link 

between the people and happenings, and the atmosphere of the 
time is more authentic. 

Like Petsalis, Angelos Terzakis (born 1907) first appeared 

before 1930 with two volumes of short stories, which, in the 

manner of the time, followed the line of D. Voutyras, but showed 

also the influence of the Symbolist prose of Chatzopoulos. The 

grey background of petty bourgeois life persists in his first two 

novels (1933 and 1934); but the third, Violet City (1937), already 

shows a significant change. Here the characters move in the same 

surroundings, but are described with more clarity; their conflicts 

are more dramatic, and the chief of them—especially the heroine 

—have a real existence as human beings. 

Immediately after the war Terzakis attempted something al¬ 

together different, a historical novel, Princess Tsabeau (1946), which 

is thought to be his most perfect prose work. In this lengthy 

work he brings a past age to life, the Frankish Peloponnese 

of the thirteenth century, and his achievement is purely within 

the frame of the novel. A number of characters of secondary 

importance revolve round the principals and add a lively 

colour to the broad picture. More significantly, in the Frankish 

princess Ysabeau, and the young Greek Nikiforos Sgouros, and 

their dramatic love we see the opposition of two races and 

civilizations, one worn out and approaching its end, and the 

other still immature, but on the way of progress. In the enslaved 

villeins’ struggles for liberty we recognize memories of recent 

painful experience. 

Terzakis is perhaps the writer with the most problems in his 

generation. At the centre of his investigations we always find 

contemporary man with his distressing problems. Perhaps that 

is why he has devoted so much time to the essay, and has sought 

expression in the theatre (see p. 265) which allows the writer to 

communicate his ideas and anxieties more immediately to the 

public. 
Tsabeau is itself in the midst of such a world of conflict and 

anxiety, though the form of the historical novel presents these 

ideas in a different aspect. In the three novels that followed 

Terzakis returned to the low-toned bourgeois novel; but now 

a more violent pessimism is discerned, and the writer’s problems 

and ideas are expressed with greater literary ease. Without God 
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(1951), a novel, has already a sufficiently emphatic title. His 

latest book, Mystic Life (1957), has a place of its own, on account 

of its barely hidden, dramatic, confessional tone, expressing the 

distress of a man tormented by doubts and difficulties, and 

unable to adapt himself to the commonness of life around him. 

The youngest of the 1930 generation is Pantelis Prevelakis 

(born 1909), from Rethymno in Crete. After a youthful ‘epyllion’ 

(1928), he made his real debut with a ‘romance’, Chronicle of a 

Town (1938), in which he gives us his childhood reminiscences, 

and shows his native town in the process of silent decay. The 

sensibility and careful style of this young writer at once made an 

impression. Prevelakis, moreover, is one of the most cultivated 

men of his generation; he has written valuable studies on 

aesthetics and the visual arts, and has nourished his sensibility 

upon the models of the Renaissance (he has translated comedies 

of Macchiavelli and of Calderon). After a historical story, The 

Death of the Medici (1939), he brought out two books after the war, 

both drawn from the history of his island, which are certainly his 

most perfect and representative work. Wretched Crete (1945) is, as 

the sub-title tells us, a ‘Chronicle of the Rising of 1866’, the 

biggest of the risings in Crete. The Cretan (in three parts, 1948-50, 

and revised for the second edition of 1965) refers to events from 

the 1866 revolution until 1910. It was not the author’s intention 

to analyse any one individual, but ‘to express the whole soul of 

the Greek people at one period of its history’. Thus historical 

personages, particularly Venizelos, are introduced into the two 

later parts, and in consequence (as critics have observed) history 

outweighs fiction. 

Prevelakis is meticulous about style, although, in his attempt 

to render the rough heroism of his theme, he never quite escapes 

from affectation. He is a pupil and imitator of Kazantzakis; but 

while Kazantzakis’s indifference to literary style makes many of 

his faults acceptable, the same defects are disagreeable in the 

obviously polished language of Prevelakis. 

Until now we have referred to the chief representatives of the 

1930 generation. If we cast an eye back, we must agree that 

modern Greek prose made a great advance between 1922 and 

1945, despite some isolated failures and some unsuccessful 

attempts. 
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Beside those authors whom we have examined there were other 

members of that generation who either did not reach the same 

standard, or else failed to stay the course, or for one reason or 

another have a lesser importance in literary history. Neverthe¬ 

less some of their names should be recorded. 

Near in style and subject to the first work of Myrivilis and 

Venezis is the History of a Prisoner (1929) by Stratis Doukas (who 

also came from Aeolia). It is a short tale about a prisoner during 

the Asia Minor disaster and his adventures and escape. The 

author lets his character speak in the first person, in a popular 

style suitable to the subject, but condensed and without super¬ 

fluity ; without ornament, he goes straight to his point. 

Many have tried to make literary material of the Second 

World War, and especially of the Albanian campaign of 1940-1, 

but the national exaltation of that time has seldom found a 

worthy transubstantiation into letters. Among the best of such 

novels is Men in Arms (1947) by the Cypriot Loukis Akritas 

(1909-65), who was a journalist from 1931 onwards and sent 

remarkable articles to the newspapers from the front. In his later 

years Akritas took an active part in politics, and was under¬ 

secretary for education in the Papandreou Government (1964). 

A second book on the Albanian war, The Broad River by Jannis 

Beratis (1904-68), is broader in composition, and more literary. 

It is a subjective story like a journal, in which the day-to-day 

events are related in every detail. The value of the book, however, 

is in the individual way in which the writer relates these every¬ 

day happenings, fascinating us by the immediacy of his descrip¬ 

tion. In the same manner, though perhaps with less success, he 

composed the Itinerary of fj (1946), referring to the national 

resistance at the time of the occupation. His prose work is com¬ 

pleted by Whirl (1961), a very interesting experimental novel. 

A powerful novel, in spite of its imperfections and unevenness, 

is Land and Water (1936), the first work of G. Abbot (born in 

1906 of a Hellenized English family), in which he describes the 

lives of lepers in the remote island of Spinalonga (off Crete). 

But it is neither document nor fiction; the writer has a rich inner 

world of ideas which he expresses with passion. There are scenes 

(like the revolt of the lepers), which are extremely tense, and 

others (such as the birth of a child to a leper) which are most 

tender and human. His last book, Dimitrios Gabriel (i960), 

8157215 s 
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develops the theme of the Greeks of the diaspora, and gives him 

the opportunity to explore a theme fundamental to modern 

Hellenism. 
A great stir was caused by the publication of The Lost (1935) by 

Lilika Nakou (born 1903): it was a testimony and confession 

given with rare realistic power, with a deep tone of pessimism. 

But her woman’s intuition and narrative skill are not accom¬ 

panied by other literary attributes, or by sufficient strength, and 

the style is careless to a degree. This defect becomes more evident 

in her later work, while her talent has lost its first powers. 

More and more genuine literary qualities are shown by another 

woman writer, Melpo Axioti (born 1906): her first book, Difficult 

Nights (1938), with its originality and boldness of technique, its 

lack not only of plot but of elementary sequence of narrative, 

produced various reactions, and even a certain amount of 

scandal. The most authoritative critics perceived the qualities 

of a new style and the vigorous originality behind the apparent 

collapse. Among those who praised it was a veteran writer with 

acute critical powers, Gregorios Xenopoulos; he described the 

book as having been written ‘with the most modern and the most 

attractive inconsistency’. Next year Mme Axioti issued a poetical 

effusion (Coincidence, 1939), of unrestrained sensitivity and facility, 

not unlike that which we shall later see in Ritsos. Her second 

novel, Let’s Dance, Maria (1940), with many digressions into 

poetry, is on the same lines as the first. In the first years after the 

war (1945-6), she issued what she called a series of ‘chronicles’; 

they record recent events, but the definite political commitment 

has had a bad effect on the quality of the writing. 

With the exception of Kavafis’s Alexandria (a real exception), 

literary activity in Greece has been centred in the capital, at 

least since the death of the Heptanesian school with Mavilis and 

Theotokis. The generation of 1930 was no exception in this 

respect; though many of its representatives came (as we have 

seen) from Greater Greece (Mytilene, Smyrna, Constantinople), 

they almost all settled in Athens, and here printed and circulated 
their work. 

But in the decade 1930-40 another great Greek city, Thessalo¬ 

niki, began to make its individual character felt. It had been 

incorporated in the Greek state in 1912, and in 1926 the second 

Greek university was founded there (though at first only an 
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Arts Faculty). In 1932 a small circle of men ofletters founded 

a periodical, Alacedonian Days, which gradually became a paper 

of the vanguard with a line of its own, both in poetry and 

much more in prose. (We may mention that the first Greek 

translations of Kafka appeared in its pages.) 

One of this circle, Stelios Xefloudas (b. 1901), published in 

1930 The Notebooks of Pavlos Fotinos, a prose work in the then new 

form of the ‘interior monologue’, in which the author (as he 

himself wrote) wished to express ‘the inner world and its states 

that pass through us like a music dissolving in the infinite’. 

By 1940 he had written five prose works, and in 1944 issued 

a somewhat different novel, Men of Fable, his experiences on the 

Albanian front. In his last years (1957-62) he brought out three 

novels, with the same technique of self-analysis (sometimes 

coming near to the essay in form); he gives the drama of human 

loneliness in the contemporary world, and the pursuit of the 
unattainable dream. 

A. Giannopoulos (b. 1896), also of the circle of Macedonian 

Days, never got away from the atmosphere of inner life and sug¬ 

gestion cultivated by the school of Thessaloniki. His culture and 

finesse led him towards the short story, which he sought to 

infuse with new life. Eleven stories make up his first collection, 

Heads in Line (1934), which are distinguished by originality of 

expression, youthful vivacity and grace, and (as was said) a sort 

of ‘nervous sensibility’. Giannopoulos continued to write stories, 

and published three collections (1938, 1944, 1962) and a longer 

story (1950). His one novel, The Salamander (1959), has the same 

peculiar character as his stories, and his introvert and almost 

confessional personality finds expression in the epistolary form 

of the novel. 
A low-toned writer of the inner world is G. Delios (b. 1897), 

to whom we owe four novels (1934-65) and many stories (clearly 

under the influence of Katherine Mansfield and Virginia Woolf). 

His work is less distinguished by tension and more by a tendency 

towards psychological analysis and a polished style that is some¬ 

times ‘fine writing’ for its own sake. Chamber Music is the typical 

title he gave to one collection of stories, and Shore of Cassandra, 

the title of his last stories (1967), shows the kinship between his 

atmosphere and the landscape of northern Greece which is so 

rich in finer shades. 
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The youngest of this group of Thessaloniki, N. G. Pentzikis 

(b. 1908), though belonging to the same atmosphere, is more 

personal and individual, with a rich creative vein and a broader 

field of expression; he has written verse and prose, and is also 

a very original painter, always consistent in the steady continuity 

of his unadaptable originality. He first appeared in 1935 with 

a prose work under the pseudonym Stavrakios Kosmas, and his 

last work, The Novel of Madame Ersi, was published in 1966.1 

Pentzikis pushed the interior monologue to its furthest limits, 

abandoning logic and sometimes even grammatical connection 

in his writing, which can be called neither stories nor novels, 

(‘instalment’ he labels one of his books), but are always interest¬ 

ing and attractive. The title of one of his books, Knowledge of 

Facts (1950), is typical, for this scorner of logic shows himself as 

a lover of fact and of concrete detail. Moreover this very modern 

writer and painter found an outlet from the decadence of our 

age in the stiff forms of Byzantium and eastern Orthodoxy, and 

his style is influenced by Byzantine chroniclers and the fathers of 

the Church. These roots, together with his ‘knowledge of facts’, 

give his style an uncommon solidity, and counteract his odd 

idiosyncracy. 
Together with the school of Thessaloniki and close to Pentzikis, 

we may mention another eccentric prose writer and poet, Jannis 

Skarimbas (b. 1897), who lived his whole life far from the capital 

in the small provincial town of Chalcis. He made an appearance 

with a series of short stories in 1930, and two novels followed, 

and a collection of poems, Ulalume (1936). Paradox and im¬ 

probability are his chief characteristics, a fancy pushed to the 

most arbitrary extremes, and a completely revolutionary form 

of expression which at its furthest limit leads to a perversion of 

syntax and the language. 

The prose writers of the 1930 generation had all appeared 

before the war, and most of them had published their most 

characteristic work in the decade that preceded it. The years of 

enemy occupation, especially 1942-4 (after the famine of the 

winter of 1941-2 and before the rising in December 1944), were, 

in spite of difficulties, very productive. With few and insignificant 

exceptions the nation, after the exaltation of the Albanian war, 

lived through those years in proud endurance and a steady belief 

1 More publications have followed in recent years. 
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in ultimate victory. At the same time it felt the need for greater 

self-awareness, for knowledge of its historical foundations and of 

its literature, ancient and modern. Never at any other time have 

Greek books been so much read, and production was also plenti¬ 

ful. We saw established prose writers continuing their activity 

in those years, even with work immediately influenced by the 

situation (Aeolian Earth, The Bell of Holy Trinity). At the same 

time new prose writers appeared (as had Gatsos in poetry) who 

followed the line of the 1930 generation, and thus found their 

place among those already mentioned and in the rich production 

of the post-war years. One who continued until later times and 

achieved a considerable body of work is Tasos Athanasiadis. 

He also originated in Asia Minor (b. 1913) and came as 

a refugee to settle in Athens. Then still very young, he made 

a short study of Fotos Politis (1936) and of why the younger 

generation turned to his criticism, and in 1943 published a 

volume of stories, Pilgrims of the Sea. It is concerned with inner 

moods, with lyrical colouring, and is exquisitely written. His 

second book, Journey into Solitude, a lyrical biography of Kapo- 

distrias, is in the same manner. After the war he abandoned this 

type of lyrical prose and attempted the composition of a vast 

roman fleuve, Panthei (1948-61), his main work. He endeavours to 

present the adventures of a family, the Panthei, in three succes¬ 

sive generations, from 1897 to 1940. Besides the biographical 

details of his particular heroes it was his object to give a broad 

and comprehensive picture of Greek bourgeois society during 

the first forty years of our century. 

T. Athanasiadis turned his attention to another branch of 

prose, to biography. Not the lyrical biography (which he had 

created in the case of Kapodistrias), but a form owing much to 

fiction, yet more to fact, and more objective (what he called 

a ‘fictional representation’). Thus he gave us a biography of 

Dostoevsky (1955)—in which he is particularly successful with 

the Russian atmosphere—and lately a more genuine biography, 

Three Sons of Their Century (1957) about Hugo, Dostoevsky, and 

Tolstoy, and Albert Schweitzer (1963). 

THEATRE AND CRITICISM 

In a former chapter (p. 217) we saw that between 1920 and 
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1930 there were attempts at a theatrical revival; the prevailing 

situation, however, was that of more or less extemporized pro¬ 

fessional performances grouped round a protagonist, without 

direction and with very rough and ready scenery. Things changed 

definitely when (at the instigation of G. Papandreou, then 

minister of education) the ‘National Theatre’ was founded in 

1932; this at once caused an improvement in the theatre, and 

influenced also the independent theatres. 
Although the two great ‘leading ladies’, Marika Kotopouli 

and Kyveli, were not part of its company, the National Theatre 

gathered a complement of good actors, and in the first years 

enjoyed the direction and general artistic supervision of Fotos 

Politis; it gave performances of high quality, and was fully 

recognized by the public. There were older, trained actors such 

as E. Veakis, N. Rozan, N. Papageorgiou, Eleni Papadaki, and 

Sappho Alkaiou, and younger ones such as Katina Paxinou, 

Katerina, A. Minotis, and M. Katrakis, and others at the very 

start of their careers. The works performed represented the 

most important stages of world drama from the ancient classics 

to Stefan Zweig, and also important works from the older 

Greek theatre (such as The Sacrifice of Abraham and Babel). After 

the premature death of Fotos Politis the theatre followed the 

same lines under the artistic direction of his pupil, D. Rontiris, 

though there was a gradual falling off and a lack of the creative 

spirit. 

The independent theatre competed with the National Theatre 

in the quality of its performance. Kotopouli and Kyveli, rivals 

all their lives, collaborated under the direction of Spyros Melas. 

At the same time new groups were being formed. Karolos Koun 

(b. 1908), who started his career with Aristophanes performed 

at Athens College, gave a remarkable performance of Erofili in 

1934 (on the ‘Popular Stage’, with scenery by Tsarouchis and 

a strong folklore character); he founded later his own ‘Arts 

Theatre’, which was to become one of the most important 

theatrical centres after the war. We should also mention Socrates 

Karantinos (b. 1906), who studied production in Vienna and 

founded the ‘New Dramatic School’ (1933), and with a body 

of devoted students gave performances distinguished by their 

seriousness. After the war he was for a time producer at the 

National Theatre and director of its Dramatic School, and from 
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1961 to 1967 the first director of the newly founded State Theatre 
of Northern Greece at Thessaloniki. 

A number of the prose writers of this generation tried their 

hand at drama. Those most concerned with the theatre were 

Theotokas and Terzakis; it is no accident that it was they who 

also were most concerned with the essay and criticism. For a time 

Theotokas was director of the National Theatre and (after 1961) 

president of the administrative committee of the State Theatre 

of Northern Greece. His works are set in a historical background, 

and were not successful on the stage; the best is The Game of 

Madness and Prudence, a somewhat cerebral work, set in Comne- 

nian times, in which there is an attempt to make use of popular 
Byzantine legend. 

Angelos Terzakis has certainly a stronger theatrical per¬ 

sonality. He also likes historical themes, especially those drawn 

from Byzantium, as in his first play, The Emperor Michael, and 

the tragedy Theophano (1953), which many think his best. His 

characters are convincingly drawn and his great success and 

especial interest is in presenting dialectical conflicts through 

dramatic conflicts; we note particularly Two-Souled Thomas 

(1962), which puts forward the subject of unbelief. 

The subjects of Pantelis Prevelakis’s four plays are also 

historical: the Florence of the Medici, the blowing up of the 

monastery of Arkadi, etc. We may speak here of a poetical 

theatre. To the poetical theatre (and in the line of Sikelianos) 

belong also the tragedies of A. Matsas on ancient themes 

(Clytemnestra, Jocasta), in which there is an attempt to revive 

ancient myth and to use the methods of ancient tragedy 

(especially the chorus) together with the sensibility of contem¬ 

porary lyric speech. 

It was natural that the 1930 writers, so marked by maturity 

and thoughtfulness, should give great weight to criticism; in 

particular they tried to cultivate that difficult and autonomous 

form, the essay. We have spoken of the Essays of Seferis, models 

of richness of thought and of a responsible confrontation of 

problems. Elytis at one time wrote literary articles and art 

criticism, while another poet, G. Themelis, pursued an active 

critical career in recent years (see p. 273). 

As we saw, G. Theotokas made his first appearance with an 

essay, and in later years he systematically cultivated this form; 
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it was well suited to his meditative and inquiring nature, and 

also to his clear and enlightened mind. The volumes On the 

Threshold of New Times (1945), Problems of Our Time (1956), and 

Intellectual Progress (1961) show his continual thoughtfulness, 

especially on general literary and critical subjects. 

A. Terzakis (see p. 257) is a regular critic, chiefly in newspapers 

and periodicals. His articles go far beyond the limits of ordinary 

criticism; he enters upon fundamental themes and shows deep 

thinking and a solid philosophical training. For many years he 

has had a regular column in To Vima, and till 1967 he was 

director of Epoches, a fine magazine in which there was free 

exchange of ideas. Some of his essays are collected in Adjustments 

to the Cetitury (1963). 
An older man, but one who first appeared after 1930, was 

P. Spandonidis (1890-1964); he was of the circle of Thessaloniki. 

As a man of letters he published some uneven and unsystematic 

studies on philological subjects, but as a critic he was often just 

in his aim, particularly on subjects relating to contemporary 

poetry and prose. Jannis Chatzinis (b. 1900) has sensibility and 

a true critical eye. From 1941 he was the regular critic (especially 

for prose) in the Nea Estia, and had the opportunity of judging 

old and new prose writers in his column. His most important 

criticism is published in Greek Texts (1956), Preferences (1963), etc. 

But the title of critic-in-chief of the 1930 generation must go 

without doubt to Andreas Karantonis (b. 1910), who was editor 

of the periodical of the generation, Nea Grammata. Karantonis has 

written a great deal, and this has perhaps damaged his writing, 

but his criticism is always sensitive and penetrating, sharp in 

its judgements and direct in its aim. His criticism springs from 

a centre, which may be identified with the Weltanschauung of 

his generation, and is based on a solid knowledge of European 

literature, especially poetry. 

Side by side with Karantonis we should mention (from the 

group of Nea Grammata) George Katsimbalis (b. 1899), wh° 

turned his attention to systematizing the bibliography of modern 

Greek literature, and published many exhaustive annotated 

bibliographies of Palamas, Kavafis, Sikelianos, and others. Fie 

also translated Greek poetry into English and French, or assisted 

in the translation. Although he had contributed no critical or 

literary work, his lively appearance in our world of letters and 
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his abundant vivacity and enthusiasm (he is the hero of The 

Colossus of Maroussi by Henry Miller) have markedly influenced 
the literature of our time. 

V. Varikas (1913-71) was also a regular critic, and from 1953 

occupied the columns of literary and theatrical criticism in two 

influential Athenian papers, To Vima and Ta Nea. 

The case of the prematurely dead D. Kapetanakis (1912-44) 

is quite exceptional. He was born at Smyrna and studied law, 

philosophy, and social science in Athens under P. Kanellopoulos. 

He first published poems and a dramatic work in 1933, and 

a philosophical essay in 1934. His was an unquiet spirit, gifted 

with subtlety of feeling and open to every vibration, able to 

take to any new environment. From 1935 to 1937 he studied 

in Heidelberg where he was initiated into the philosophy of 

K. Jaspers and the school of Stefan George, taking a doctorate 

with a thesis on Love and Time. He returned to Athens and con¬ 

tinued to write on philosophical and aesthetic subjects (Mythology 

of the Beautiful, Rimbaud) and in 1939 went to Cambridge with a 

British Council scholarship. He remained in England during the 

war, an experience which radically changed him, and repudiated 

(not without exaggeration and injustice) his German teachers. He 

published critical studies in New Writing and Daylight—and (though 

he knew little English on his arrival in England) wrote English 

poems that were well received by John Lehmann, Edith Sitwell, 

and others. Kapetanakis died in England of leukaemia in 1944. 

Apart from pure literature, the 1930 generation encouraged 

the development of literary studies and the creation of an 

independent branch of research in modern Greek letters. K. Th. 

Dimaras (b. 1904) was from 1926 occupied with the essay and 

literary criticism, and later with responsible literary research, 

particularly for the period of modern Greek Enlightenment, on 

which he is the leading authority. His History of Modern Greek 

Literature (1948) is a fine book, the most perfect and authoritative 

on the subject. E. Kriaras (b. 1906), professor of medieval Greek 

literature in the University of Thessaloniki, has published many 

philological and literary studies, and is mainly concerned with 

Cretan literature. G. Th. Zoras (b. 1909) held the chair of 

modern Greek literature in the University of Athens, and has 

issued many publications, especially editions of older texts and 

studies in literature of the Heptanesian school. 
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Philosophical thought was also pursued by two university 

professors. V. Tatakis (b. 1896) has been mainly concerned with 

the history of philosophy, and in particular with Christian and 

Byzantine philosophy {La Philosophie byzantine, 1949). Joannis 

Theodorakopoulos (b. 1900), from the Neo-Kantian school of 

Heidelberg, has studied in particular Plato, Plotinus, and Kant. 

From the same ideological atmosphere and from the school of 

Heidelberg come P. Kanellopoulos and K. Tsatsos, who have 

both played an active part in politics. P. Kanellopoulos (b. 1902) 

was several times deputy Prime Minister, and twice Prime 

Minister (1945 and 1967); he has published several studies in 

social science, many other writings, and a compendium, History 

of the European Spirit. K. Tsatsos (b. 1899) taught philosophy of 

law in the University of Athens till 1946, and apart from his 

learned works he has published many essays and literary works, 

and a monograph on Palamas. 

Special mention should be made of E. P. Papanoutsos (b. 

1900), who, after studying philosophy and education in Germany 

and Paris, for many years served as an educationalist, and from 

1944 to 1952 held a high office at the ministry of education. 

As Secretary for Education under the Papandreou government 

(1964-5) Papanoutsos initiated a progressive policy for educa¬ 

tional reform. Apart from many articles and essays (he was a 

regular contributor to To Vima and directed the periodical 

Education from 1945 to 1961), he also published Aesthetics (1948), 

Ethics (1949), Theory of Knowledge (1954), and other works distin¬ 

guished by their clarity of thought and a gift for popularization 

on a high level, and by his faith in liberalism and progress. 
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POST-WAR POETRY AND PROSE 

though twenty-five years have passed since the 

end of the war, it would perhaps still be premature to 

JL _1_ attempt an objective historical account of literature in 

those years. The great trials of the war left their trace above all on 

the generation that lived through it as young men, and also on the 

following generation, as did the problems that tormented the 

post-war world. These have been reflected in creative literature, 

but have not found genuine expression. Unlike the pre-war gene¬ 

ration, so rich in young writers of prose and verse, the post-war 

generation—perhaps on account of its trials and its inward lack 

of coherence—has not given us (it would seem) its poet or its 

prose writer. Nor must we forget that after the end of the war 

Greece had to face the difficult years of civil war (1947-9), and 

that life did not return to normality before 1950. 

For all these reasons, a responsible historical account is still 

difficult. However, for the sake of some completeness, we shall 

attempt to indicate the main lines of development in this 

excursus. 

Never have so many volumes of verse been published in 

Greece as in the twenty-five years since the war. This is deceptive 

and on the whole discouraging. Verse seems to have been the 

easiest form of expression for commonplace sentiments and at 

times for deeper forms of disquiet. Few of the volumes are better 

than mediocre, and they follow worn-out methods of expression 

considered modern by their writers. Nevertheless, among this 

disturbing multitude of poets, some personal voices are heard, 

more serious and apparently of a more lasting value; only these 

concern us here. If this poetry has nothing of the impulse and 

brilliance of the poetry before the war, yet it compensates with 

a personal atmosphere befitting the age :• its tragic seriousness, 
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its impasse, its lack of dreams and false sentiment. It is an atmo¬ 

sphere of depression and pessimism, accompanied by an attach¬ 

ment to things not for their attractive surface but for their inner 

essence—a poetry of ‘essence’, as it has been called. Some critics, 

poets themselves, have emphasized the positive side of this poetry, 

while sharply criticizing the poets of the 193° generation. But it 

is doubtful whether they could have reached this advanced level 

if they had not taken advantage of the achievements of their 

forebears. 
Minas Dimakis, Aris Diktaios, and G. Geralis, who were born 

between 1917 and 1919, began with poems published before the 

war. Miltos Sachtouris and D. Papaditsas, more or less their 

contemporaries, appeared a little later and are among the most 

productive and representative poets of the first post-war genera¬ 

tion. So is Eleni Vakalo (b. 1921) who is working on a kind of 

‘essential’ poetry that is deliberately anti-lyrical. 

In Thessaloniki a short-lived periodical, The Snail (1945-8), 

represented modern tendencies. In this group G. Themelis and 

Zoe Karelli stand out. Themelis (b. 1900) was a prolific writer, 

brought out twelve volumes of verse in the years 1945 to 

1968, distinguished by undoubted sensibility and sureness of 

writing, yet not free from verbalism and loquacity. The poetry 

of Zoe Karelli (b. 1901) is more cerebral, concerned with the 

problems of time and death. Manolis Anagnostakis (b. 1925), 

who belongs to the war generation, expresses the ideological 

world of the disappointed hopes of the young of his time with 

a peculiar intensity and succinctness, combined with a low-toned 

confessional mode. 

Among poets who first appeared after 1950 two are outstanding 

on account of their constant output and their higher quality. 

The language of T. Sinopoulos (b. 1917) is particularly polished 

and clear; and N. Karouzos (b. 1926) seeks relief from anxiety 

in religious faith and the presence of Christ. In Thessaloniki 

D. Christianopoulos (b. 1931), who writes exclusively love poems, 

expresses himself in a realistic and laconic style which leaves 

nothing dubious. 

Post-war prose is perhaps of greater interest and diversity than 

the verse of the period; it is based more, either directly or in¬ 

directly, on the problems of our time, and tries to get away from 

the narrative and the genre-writing traditions. On the whole the 
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newer trends in European prose writing seem not to have reached 
Greece. 

Immediately after the war many writers wished to write about 

the recent events, particularly about the occupation and the 

resistance. This writing, with its strong political feeling (coming 

mostly from leftist writers), was rarely more than a simple 

chronicle. An exception is the trilogy of Stratis Tsirkas (b. 1911 

in Alexandria): three novels with the general title Cities Adrift, 

about the wrar in the Middle East, and in particular about the 

mutinies in the Greek expeditionary force. The trilogy charac¬ 

teristically was not published until after i960. A. Kotzias and 

N. Kasdaglis have presented with hard realism the conflicts 

between Greeks of opposing ideologies during the years of the 

occupation; the latter in The Shaven Heads (1959) has given us 

the chronicle of the infantryman undergoing his military service. 

His realism stems from that of Karagatsis. 

Rodis Roufos (b. 1924) wrote a trilogy, Chronicle of a Crusade, 

also concerned with conflicts of the war and the occupation. 

It contains many autobiographical elements, and the tone is 

emphatically anti-communist. His later work, Bronze Age, is a 

chronicle, in the form of a journal, of the struggle of Cyprus for 

independence. Angelos Vlachos (b. 1915), a career diplomat like 

Roufos, has particularly favoured the historical novel, placing 

his characters either in the classical period (My Lord Alcibiades) 

or in that of the Gomnenian emperors (Their Last Serene Majesties). 

Both these writers use a fluent language and have an elegant and 

witty style reminiscent of Theotokas. On the other hand Renos 

(Apostolidis, b. 1924) has a tense, aggressive, and very personal 

style, qualities that in general colour his life as a writer. 

The sensibility, the lyricism, and the emotionalism of feminine 

writing we find in the work of Margarita Lymberaki and Galatea 

Saranti. But while the first in her novel The Other Alexander 

showed herself capable at last of dealing with deeper psycho¬ 

logical problems, the latter is a lyrical writer in the vein of 

Venezis. Tatiana Milliex (b. 1920), who started her career as 

a member of the resistance group of writers, showed in her 

latest novel that she has been creatively influenced by the new 

tendencies in French prose. 

A critic has suggested that perhaps the most essential con¬ 

tribution of post-war prose writing has been the revival of the 
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short story. One of the most considerable short-story writers is 

D. Chatzis (b. 1913 in Janina, he now lives in Budapest). He 

describes the world of a small town collapsing because of changed 

economic conditions; in a later volume (1966) he writes about 

events during the occupation and the Civil War. He is successful 

in rendering the inner world of his people and the warmth of 

relationships. He is among the best writers of post-war prose. 

Spyros Plaskovitis (a judge of the higher court, now in prison), 

as time went by, developed as a writer, dealing with more 

urgent contemporary problems, his style becoming more epi¬ 

grammatic and tight. Richer in symbolism (derived from Kafka 

and Camus) is his only novel, The Barrage. M. Lazaridis sets his 

stories in Africa, where he is working; he depicts well the tropical 

atmosphere and the fiery and violent sensuality of his characters. 

G. Grigoris, who began in 1938, is exclusively a short-story 

writer. G. Kitsopoulos (b. 1919) has in his stories followed the 

Thessaloniki tradition of the inward narrative. 

A younger generation of writers has done more interesting 

work, in trying both to protest more clearly and more vehemently 

and to find new ways of writing through experiment. A. Sama- 

rakis (b. 1919) has a strong and uneasy personality and expresses 

himself with originality and a sarcasm that sometimes touches 

the absurd. V. Vasilikos (b. 1933 in Thessaloniki) gave us one of 

the finest works of post-war prose with his trilogy, The Leaf, The 

Well, and The Message (1961), where in modern, succinct, and 

vital language he expresses, in a purely literary manner, the 

collapse, confusion, and protest of our time. I do not think that 

in his later work, which is more directly ‘engaged’ (nor in 

which had great success as a film), he has surpassed the remark¬ 

able achievement of the trilogy. 

We shall mention a few names of writers who have appeared 

since 1959: A. Frangias, G. Kachtitsis (d. 1970), who settled in 

Canada, and G. Ioannou; the last has a frequently repulsive 

realism, shattering in its accuracy. The Third Wedding (1962) of 

Kostas Tachtsis, with its astonishing narrative fluency, is perhaps 

one of the best novels of the last decade. 

Playwrights around 1950 wrote under the influence of 

Lorca or with a social message (N. Pergialis, J. Kambanelis, 

G. Sevastikoglou). The novelist M. Lymberaki has, with some 

success, sought new means of expression in the theatre, while 
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Loula Anagnostaki has written one-act plays in a modern, tense 

style, in the manner of the Theatre of the Absurd. 

Criticism has been written notably by G. Themelis, by 

Manolis and Nora Anagnostaki, by Renos (Apostolidis), and A. 

Argyriou; G. Dallas and the calm and reflective Zisimos Loren- 

tzatos have been essay writers. In the field of literary research we 

have the important contribution of Professor G. Savvidis (editor 

of Kavafis, Karyotakis, and Sikelianos), the work of A. Sachinis, 

who has specialized in the criticism of prose, and of K. Stergio- 

poulos. Responsible literary criticism has appeared in the columns 

of JVea Estia, of Epoches (under the direction of A. Terzakis), and 

the Review of Art. 
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TEXTS OF THE POEMS QUOTED 

p. 26: 

P- 31: 

p. 36: 

p. 38: 

p. 41: 

p. 44: 

p. 63: 

AvaQepiav ra ypapipiaTa, Xpiare, Kal onov ra OeXei! 

Kal apya j3pa8v, otciv e<f>e£e Kal i^e^rjv to (j>eyyiTOiV, 

efiyalvovv els tov rjXiaKOV tfjs Koprjs ol Kavylraes, 

va otIkovv Kal va Xeyovaiv, (f>lXe fiov, KaraXoyiv 

Ayovpos noOoaiypidXaiTos, an6 ra yoviKa tov 

els to epivoaroavaXlfdaSov rjX9e Kal KaTovvever 

avyrj noTe ov Koip.ll,ei tov, vvkta ov KaTanovel tov . . . 

Elne p101, KaKopLovoovpe Kovpdovrj, t'i V’ ra Xeyeis ; 

IJiKpoifiajve, KaKoOojpe, pivpioaTvyiopievr), 

AlyvnTiaaa pie to piav8lv, TiAAow pie to KapKaXiv. 

ndvTios ov Xeycv tpepiara, rj^evpovv nodev elaai, 

yvvauca Kapfiovvdpiooa and to Mavpov "Opos. 

ndXi pie ypovia, pie Kaipovs, naXi 8iKa pias eivai. 

av eivai Krjnoi Kal 8evrpd, novXid va KiXaSoven, 

Ki ave pivpll,ovv ra flow id Kal ra SevTpa v’ aQovcn, 

av elv' AtjSaSia 8poaepa, cf>voa yXvKVS aepas, 

Xapinovav r’ aoTpa r’ ovpavov Kal avyepivos aoTepas; 

A I8e i TTJV jjpdoTTjV OTO XafinpOV Tj (flVOTJ, 

a to yioviv 8l8ei KpvoTrpV, 8l8ei aanpd8av- 

Xapinpdv ay to Xapinpdv va fiyrj evai XPVarl> 

to yioViV naXe /3yaXXei piapyuipidSav. 

Mnopei to yioviv to Xapinpdv Va a^rparp, 

KaXa Ki av 8idjyvrp to Xapinpdv ttjv KpvaSav 

Ki epievav to Xapinpdv piov 8e pinvpl^er 

fiyalvvei ’nov paav rp noia navra yiovl^ei. 

’Evvia pirpves a' e/3doTa£a, t4kvo piov KavaKaprp, 

's TOVTO TO KaKOplt,iKO Kal OKOTeiVO KOV(f>dpi . . . 

Kal Tiopa, ne piov, noia yap a fiovXecra i va piov 8cocrrps; 

oav doTpanrp Kal ad (dpovTrp, 6es va yaOrps, va Xauarjs. 
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p. 65: 

Texts of the Poems Qiioted < 

Air' 0, rt KaXXp eyei adpamos, ra Xoyia 'yovv rp ydpp 

va Kavovai KaOe KapSta Trappyopia va Trapp, 

ki ottov /careyet va paXp pie yvivap Kal pie 7730770, 

kavet i<at /cAatcrt teal yeXovv ra /tarta twv aOpanra). 

p. 66: Bito<=vt£,os etv’ 0 rroipTps, /cat cm) yevid Kopvdpos . . . 

p. 76: Xicuriaaa eipiai, XuvTiaaa, rt pie parras, Tra-rra prov, 

yia tovto ei/iai, ws Oatpcis, evpiop<f>p, Seanora p.ov. 

p. 84: '0 "OXvpiTros /ct’ 0 KtaaaBos, Ta 8vo fiovva piaXeovovv. 

p. 85: ’0 pXios ejBaalXetJie—"EXXpvd p.ov, /SaalXeifje— 
/cat to (joeyydpi eyadp, 

/ct’ 0 Kadapos avyepivos ttov rraei kovtcl cm)v rrovXia 

ra Teaaepa KovjBevTiai^av . . . 

p. 85: ’ HX6’ rjXdc yeAtSa/v THp9e, pp9e ycAtSova 

KaXas cop a.s ay ova a pp9e kl aXXp jieXipXova, 

/cat KaXovs iviavrovs. Kadiae /cat XaXpae 

/cat yXvKa KeXa8pae. 

p. 86: KoLpLpcrov darpt, KOipipaov avyp, Kopipoov vi6 <f>eyydpi, 

KOipipaov ttov va ae XaPV 0 vios ttov 6a ae Trapp. 

Koipipaov ttov TrapdyyeiXa arpv IJoXp ra xpv<Jd aov, 

arp Beverta ra povxa aov /cat ra Sta/xaitrt/ca aov. 

p. 86: Ae ao-rrperre, 8e ao/aoiale arp yp KpefBaTOOTpdvap, 

/aov’ ao-rrpeTTe, /lcov’ aopioiat,e otov Map to TrepifioXi, 

dvap.eaa ae 8v6 pipXies, ae Tpets vepaT^OTrovXes, 

va TrefjrTovv t’ avd’ d-rravov aov, ra pvfjXa cm)v rro8id aov, 

ra Kpeprel,oyapov(f>aXa Tpiyvpuj oto Aatpro aov. 

p. 86: Bid I8es reaipov ttov StaAe^e 0 Xdpos va ae Trapp, 

Tcopa 77’ dv9it,ovv Ta /cAapta /cat /3ya£et p yps yoprapt. 

p. 87: jP/art etvat piavpa ra fiovva Kal crre/cot/V povpKUJpieva; 

Mpv dvep.o’s Ta TroXepid, pupva jSpoxp ra 8epvei; 

Ki ov8’ avepios ra rroXepid, Ki’ ouSe Ppoxp Ta 8epvei, 

piove 8ia/3atvei 6 XapovTas pie tovs arrodapievovs. 

Sepvei tovs viovs arto pvrrpoaTd, tovs yepovTes KaTom, 

ra Tpvfjjepd TraiSorrovla cm) aeXa apaStacr/zeva. 

p. 89: ZYa epirra tov yt'Atou? eicotpe, otcl £e/3ya 8vo ytAtaSey, 

/cat oto KaXo to yvpiapra Kaveva 8ev d(f>pvet. 

8157216 T 
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PP-92-3: 

P- 93: 

P- 93: 

PP-93-4: 

p. 94: 

p. 94: 

p. 94: 

p. 94: 

P- 95: 

P- 95: 

P- 95: 

p.104: 

Tl eyovv rrjs Zlyvas to ftovvd teal OTeKovv papapdva; 

Mr/va yaAat,L ra /3apel, pr/va fiapvs yeLpdvas ; 

Ov8e yaAa£t to /3apef, ov8e papvs yeLpcuvas, 

6 NiKOTodpas TroAepaeL pe rpla /3tAaerta. 

To Aev ol kovkkol ora /cAaSici kl’ ol 7rdp8iK€S ora nAdyt 

to Adve kl’ ol /JAayttOTtcrcre? to pavpo poLpoAoyL. 

Tpla TTOvAaKia KaOovrav ott) payr), <jto ArjpdpL, 

to ’va Tr/pdei top AApvpo, t aAAo Kara to BolAto, 

to tpLTO to KaAvTepo poLpioAoyaei koI Adei . . . 

Aitov ’vai vi09 Kai 8ev -nerd pe tov Poppa ra vdcj>r], 

tPTa ttj 6dAei tt] (,ojr) otop Koopo va trjv eyt)! 

Nd ’aovv otov KapLTro AeCpovLa, kl iyd> otol opr) yiovi, 

va AuLvoj va rroTi^owTaL ol Spooepol aov kAcovol. 

’Eplaeipes Kai p’ dprjaes oav rrapaTrovepevr), 

adv iKKArjOLa dAeLTOvpyrjTrj ad yd)pa Kovpoepdvr). 

Trjs vvyras ol apparoAoi Kai trjs avyrjs ol KAd(f>Tes. 

OdAere 8eVTpa avdloere, OdAere papaOrjre. 

Mava AojAt), papa rpeAr), pava pepvaALcrpdvr). 

Bapel 8e^La, papel i^ep^a, fiapeL pirpoord Kai ttlou). 

OdpveL t’ aAapLa ^covravd, t ayplpLa pepwpdva, 

pdpveL kl dp a AaporrovAo orr) adAa tov Sepdvo. 

BaAe top t)Alo irpooLOTro Kai to peyyapL orrjdos, 

Kai tov KopaKov to <f>Tepo paAe yaLTavoppvSL. 

’ Eyapa^ev rj AvaroAr) Kai po8ioev rj Avar). 

Kai pLa yLopTT), pLa KvpiaKT), pia TrlorjprjV rjpdpa. 

Tpia TOVpdKLa tov ’ pi^av, ra Tpla apa8a apa8a, 

to Va tov Tralpvei oto rrAevpo, Kai t’ aAAo oto /ce^iaAt, 

to TpLTO to pappaKepo avapeoa ora pdrLa. 

MoLpoAoyovaav kl’ eAeyav, poLpoAoyovv Kai Aeyoov. 

'ids 7tot€, TraAArjKapLa, va £ovpev ora oreva, 

povayoi oav AioVTOjOia ores pdyes, ora flowd; 

KaAAio ’vaL pids dopas iAevOepr) >r) 

rrapd aapavTa ypovoi OKAa/ULa Kai (f>vAaKr)! 
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Na jxrj (fiOdaoj, vd /xr/ dfaoj 

av pad piepa 8ev (fnXrjou>, 

ki av Tredavw, v' anedavaj 

ora <f>iXa.Kia piov dvdvu>. 

"E^u> e£<u ra /3t/3Ata 

ctt?) <f>a>Tid rj cfjXvapla . . . 

vd yevrj /3apeXodrjKTj 

77 Xpvor] pifiXiodrjKrj. 

p.109: 'H dvofrj errepaae, 

to KaXoKalpi yepaoe, 

yeipudviaae /cat rraei. 

Kai rojp’ aTreXmopieva 

ra TTpcorjv avdicrpieva 

to yiovi ra yTVTraei. 

Td yopra i^epddrjKav 

Kai t avOrj ipiapadrjKav, 

yv^iVcdOrjKev rj yrj. 

To KaXXos tyjs iofirjodr), 

oto ydos ifdvOioOrj, 

OTTjV TTpdjTTj TOV TTTjyij. 

pp. I 10—I I : 'H yXvKVTaTij avofrj 

p. 111 : 

pie t dvdrj UToXia/ievr], 

po8o(TT€(f>ava>piev7], 

T7j yrj yXvKOTTjpdei. 

Ki rj yrj Trj yXorj vrvverai, 

ra 8dorj tijs iokhvvovv, 

ra Kpva yidvia Xuovovv, 

6 ovpavos yeXdei. 

Edv neraXovSa arrj (f>a>Tid a’ iaeva yvpes (j)epa>, 

Ki oy Trj (fttoTid 7Toil Kaiyopiai vd <f>vyu> 8ev rj^dpuj. 

p. 115: TrjV ei8a TrjV ijavdovXa, 

rrjv ei8a ifies apya, 

ttov ipiirrjKe orij jdapKovXa 

vd Trdrj arrjv £eVina. 

p. 116: Ee yvwpfa) G,7ro rrjv Koifjrj 

tov arradiov rrjv rpopieprj, 

ae yvojpi^oj and TrjV oifjrj, 

7rod pie fjia [xerpdei rrj yrj. 
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p. 118: 

p. 121: 

p. 122: 

p. 122: 

p. 123: 

p.127: 

p.132: 

Appendix 

•—'rXvKO 'vai trjs TlapdSeiOos 

va peXeras t<z KaXXp. 

— IliKpp 'vai ?) pofiepcoTaTp 

tov Koopov avepot,aXp- 

pov' e’Sai pdavet o avTbXaXos, 

8e p9ave 1 77 TpiKvpua. 

Kai pes OTps Xlpvps to. vepd, on' epOaoe /x’f donovda, 

enape pe tov iokio Tps yaAct^ta 77eraXovSa, 

ttov evd)8iaoe tov vttvo rps peoa otov aypto Kplvo• 

to OKovXrjKaKi fipioKeTca o' ojpa yXvKbd Ki' inelvo. 

Mayepa p pvois Ki' dveipo ottjV opoppid Kai yapp, 

p pavprj nerpa oXoypvop Kai to £epo yoprapr 

pe yiXies [Updoes yvveTai, pe yiXies yXdvooes Kpaivei- 

oVoto? ireOdvp op pep a yiXies popes rreOaivei. 

Ilplv Trap' p peyaXopvyp nvop yapa yepit,ei. 

’AoTpape pws kl iyvtupLoev 6 vios tov eavTO tov. 

MaKpvs 6 Xokkos rr' avope Kai /cAet to ytyavra pov. 

MlKpds 7TpOpTjTTjS epi£e 0€ KOpaOld TCL paTia . . . 

"Ottov TpepovoLV drreipa 

ra pd)Ta Tps vvktos, 

e/cet vppXa nXaTvveTai 

6 FaXopias /cat yvvei 

Spooov OTayovas. 

To 7Totov KaOapov 

OepancveL rd pvXXa, 

Ki ottov appKe to yopTov 

evpioKeu po8a 6 rjXios 

Kai pvpco8Lav. 

'Eov ttov npdjrp enpofdaXes 

oav ovebpo epnpooTa pov 

Ki' avapes naOp aKolppTa 

OTTjv a8oXp KapSbd pov, 

a! ttov 'oai, ires pov, ayanp pov, 

ttov 'oai, yXvKia pov eXniSa; 

Tp ypv eye is narplXa 

p t' aoTpa t’ ovpavov; 
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p. 142: 

p. 144: 

p. 146: 

P- 154: 

p. 156: 

P- 156: 

p.160: 

p. 161: 

Texts of the Poems Quoted 

IlAovoiai TTopirai npos OToArjV 

SiaAidoi ovvelyov 

rrjs Koprjs ttjv avafdoArjv, 

k els tt)v ypvorjv ttjs xe<f>aAr)V 

TOV TrAoVTOV TCOV fioOTpVyUJV. 

’HAOes, Maprie, rjAOes Aolitov, 

k eTrpaalvioav ttoAlv ol xdpiroi, 

kcu to flAeppa tov eapos Aaprrei, 

Adp.Tr' els oArjv ttjv yfjv yapaondv. 

Trjv OeAco aoOevrj eyed tt)V (f>lArjv pov, TayeZav, 

wypav tt)v OeAco Kal Aevxrjv los vexpixrjv oivSovrjv, 

pe eiKooi (fiOLvoTrcopa, pe dvoiQv xapplav . . . 

peTe^Ar/Orj evTOS pov 

kcll 6 pvOpos tov xoopov . . . 

i'a ae 7too; 

. . TTU>S dAAlCJS 

6 ovvoSonropos . . . 

ZwodonropoL val, paQ xivrjoape 

OTrjs Teyvrjs to yAvxo^rjpepcopa — dpcos, 

pe tov xaipov to irepaopa, yapdyTrjxe 

tov xaOevos pas ycopcoTOS o 8popos• 

'Eov GTTjs 8d<f>vr]s r’ axpoxAcovapa avAcooes, 

kl iydo oe xaOe yopTO xal fioTavr 

OTecf>dvL eyeis <f>opeoei. ano 8a<f>vd(f>vAAa — 
Alyo Ovpapi tov joovvov pov (pTavei. 

yia t' dvefiaopa Qivd. ttov oe xaAel 

da aloTavOrjs va oov cfiVTpcdvovv, cd yapa ! 

ra (f>Tepd, 

ra (f)Tepa ra npooTivd oov ra peydAa! 

Ta TrptoTa pov ypovia t d^eyaoTa ra ’(rjoa 

xovtcl ot axpoyiaAi, 

art} OdAaooa exel tt) prjyr] xal ttjP rjpepr), 

orrj OdAaooa exel TrAand, rrj peydArj. 

(“Mia Trlxpa") 
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TiavviUiTiKa, ojxvpvaoTiKa, noXiTiKa, 

jxaKpoavpra rpayovdia dvaToXiriKa, 

XvnrjTepd, 

nws p pvyp piov oepvercu /xa£i era?/ 

Elvai yvpievr] ano Tp piovaiKp eras 

real Trace pee ra Sued aas ra pTepa. 

(“AlvaroA^”) 

p. 162: KvpiaKp. IJaidaKi. Tov 8aaKaXov naprj. 

rXvrea tov uttltiov. ZojovXa or aKpoyidXi. 

Tcdpa TTjv npoapJvoj rp pieyaXrj 

KvpeaKrj■ yea navTa, Xea>, 6a pd avanaprj. 

p. 180: "Orav dno Spoaonayo kXlto real piapywpievo 

piVpOKei arov Kapino oXovvkt'is t AnpiXrj to XovXovSi 

Kal Tpv avyovXa to piXovv pioXis tov pXiov ol ayTides 

kl ck€ ivo dvaOeppiaiveTai Kal ijenaycdvei dydXta, 

ki rj Xpvaaj ctoi pendycoae . . . 

p.182: MnpojjaXe piepa XijSavp kC dveipo^ediaXvrpa 

va 8iu>£rjs to, loKicvpiaTa tov vnvov and /covra peov 

penpopaXe peepa, Koipaae Tpv vnvopavraoid peov, 

nov eved Koipiovpiai £aypvnva rj vvyronapcopiTpa. 

p. 182: pea rj dyia p purTid, /aid noofdrjoe, 8ev Tpv avaftei nXid 

dvOpcdnivo npoaavapipia p nvpodoTrjs. 

p. 183: Eevviovpiai an’ tov novo• 

ki anXeuvco ki anXidvu) 

ki’ anXdivopiai nepa 

ki anXcdvopiai yvpaj 

ae dynes Kal ae f3v0r] 

avvTpijijiia va onelpoj. 

C
O

 
C

O
 

’IdaviKes puives ki’ ayanrjpieves 

cKelvutv nov nedavav . . . 

. . . erdv otdpiaTa (Lpaia veKpwv nov 8ev eyepaaav 

Kal ra ’/cAeiaav, pie daKpva, ae piavaa>Xeio Xapinpo, 

pie po8a oto KepdXi Kal ota nodia yiaaepua. 

p. 189: nov nore p opuXla eivai yia ra. (hpaia aopiariKa, 

Kal noTe yia. Ta epeoTiKa tojv ra, epalaia. 

(“ 'HpeddrjS Attikos”) 
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p. 190: 

p. 191: 

p. 194: 

p. 196: 

p. 200: 

p. 201: 

p.203: 

Texts of the Poems Qiioted 

(to) dearpov ottod pia evcoais iyevovrav Trjs diyvrjS 

pk res epuiTixks rijs adpxas raoeis / 

(“ '0 TovXiavos xal oi AvTioyeis”) 

ttov xi 6 pvdpos xd rj xd6e (f>pdoi<s va SqXovv 

ttov yi AXetjavSpivo ypdxfiei AXetjavSpivos. 

(“Tid tov Appovf’) 

. . . xal Xarpeipa, 

xal CTTTj Xayrdpa pov el—a: 

naAe to avtl era ^o^u-ara. 

Kal (fraVr) pov nobs rj xapSia 

rrjs yrjs fiapia aVTiyTVTra. 

Tov iltvyoodfipaTov cf>iXl — orov vttvo pov, cos va (f>vyrj 

t oveipo — apya, ra paria pov ott) veav avyrj, tt’ dvoiyei! 

An’ to fiadvv evTvyiapo to we pa pov cos ^vwdei 

pes <JTTjV iyxoapia yXaXorjV ottov to rvpavvdei, 

8k Xeco rj dypavTTj yapd yid peva dv ava^pv^rj 

xi 6 yXvxaapos ttov aoiyrjTO TpayovSi povppovpi^er 

aipa Vat 6 1 oxios, d£a<f>va, ttov andvoo pov Siafiaivei 

xal ttjv ovpavoplXrjTTj yXvxidv aycb fiovfialva, ! 

Pearl /3a6id pov 8o£acra xal TrloTeiJja cttt) yrj 

xal utt] cf>vyr] 8kv d-nXcoaa Ta pvoTixa <f)T€pa pov, 

pa oXaxepov ipfcoaa to vov pov ott) cnyrj, 

va ttov, o,ti OTaOrj icf>ripepo, era avyvecf>o avaXubvei, 

va ttov xi 6 peyas OavaTOS pov ylvqxe a8ep<f>os ! . . . 

’A'i! pk to yvcfjTLXO t,ovpva 

pk VTayepk ttov xovSovva 

avpe oxottov avrapixo. 

’EoTpajiwoa rq <f>eaa pov, 

epcoTas ttov ’vat, peaa pov 

yea va yopeifioj Toapixo. 

As vnoOeoovpe Trios 8kv eyovpe (f>Taoei 

and ixaro 8popovs Ta opia Trjs aiyrjs, 

xi as t payovSrjoovpe —• to TpayovSi va poidor] 

vixrjTTjpio oaX-niopa, ^eonaapa xpavyrjs —- 

tovs Trvppovs Salpoves, ora eyxaTa Trjs yrjs, 

xal, ifjrjXd, tovs avOpcovovs va SiacrxeSacnq. 
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p.232: 

P-233: 

P-234: 

P-235: 

P-235: 

Appendix 

Sto neptyiaXt to Kpvpo 

kiX dorrpo adv Trepiaripi 

8upaoape to pearjpepr 

pa to vepo yXvpo. 

(“ Apvrjai/”) 

' IepovoaXrjp, aKvjiipvrjTrj voXirela, 

'IepovcraXrjp, TroXireia rrjs itpoopvylas . . . 

ovveyi^ovpe rrjv -nepiodeia pas 

noXXes opyiXs Kara) dir’ rrjv impaveia tov Alyaiov. 

AyyeXiKo Kal pavpo, <f>ws, 

yeXto rcov KvpaTuiv oris Srjpooies tov ttovtov, 

Sahcpvcrpevo yeXt.o, . . . 

AyyeXiKrj Kal pavprp pepa- 

rj yXvcpq yepr/ rrjs ywa«o? rrov pappaKwvei to pvXaKiopevo 

fiyaivei an’ to Kvpa 8pooepo KXojvdpi aroXiapevo oraXes. 

T’ ar]86via 8e cr’ dprjvovve va Koiprjdfjs crrls TJXdrpes . . . 

Ki 6 aSeppos pov; 

AtjSopl drjdovi drj8ovi, 

t’ etVai Oeos; rl prj deos; Kal tL t dvapeao tovs; 
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Evangelika, 207 

Evening Draws On (Oa ^pabLa^rj), 156 

Evening Legends (Bpa8evoi OpvXoi), 183 

Everyday (Ka6yp.epives), 204 

exchange of populations (1923), 207 

Exile, poem on (Ilepl rfjs 35 

Exile, The (' O i£6pioTos), 141 

Eyes of My Soul, The (Ta jiana T-rjs 

ipvxys p.ov), 158, 180 

Falieros, Marinos, 41 

Fallmerayer, J., 155 

Father Goes to School, The ('0 p.Trap.nas 

CKTraibevCTai), 217 

Fauriel, C., 83, 91 n., 93 n., 95 f., 104 

Faust, 183, 228 

Fausta (0avora), 149 

Ferrara, Council of, 45 

Fever (TIvpctos), 255 

Fichte, J. G., 181 

Filaras, L., 49 

Filelfo, F., 45 

Filippidis, D., 79 

Filyras, Romos, 201 f. 

First Love (npuiTy ayaTry), 176 

First World War, see World War, First 

Five-Syllables and the Pathetic Whispers, 

The (01 TrevTacvXXa^oL Kal ra 

rradyriKa KpopopiXyp-aTa), 161 

Flanginis, Th., 50; School (Flangi- 

nianon Hellenomuseion), 50, 71-3 

Floire et Blanchefleur, 32 

Floor, The (To 8anc8o), 245 

Florence, Council of, 45 

Florio e Biancifiore, Cantare di, 32 

Florios and Platziaflora, 8, 32 

Flower and Essence of Old and New 

Testament (IJaXaia re Kal Nia 

AiadyKT), rjroi to av9os Kal avayKaiov 

ainrjs), 48 

Flowers of Piety (Avdy evXaftelas), 71 

folklore movement, 155, 164 

folk song, see demotic song 
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Forster, E. M., 193 

Fortounatos (fPopTouvaros), 59 

Fortunate and Unfortunate (Togepol Kai 

drvxoi), 176 

Fortune of Maroula, The ('H royr) tt}s 

MapovXas), 178 

Foscolo, Ugo, 106, 114, 124, 126, 140 

Foskolos, M. A., 59 

Fotiadis, A., 184 

Fotiadis, F., 208 

Fotiadis, Lambros, 78 

Fotinos (0cot€lvos), 134 f. 

Fourteen Lines, The (Ta SeKarerpaoTixa), 

161 

Fragments (EwTplp.p.ara), 184 

France, influence of, 74, 78, 103, 135 

Francis of Assisi, St., 228 

Frangias, A., 272 

‘Frangochiotika’, 15 

Franks, Frankish influence, 91 ; Frank¬ 

ish occupation, 7, 27 f., 38, 68 

Fraser, Francesca, 123; John, 122 

Fratricides, The (01 d8ep<f>ocj>d8es), 228 

Free Besieged, The (01 iXevdepoi TroXcopKr)- 

fxevot), 120 f., 128, 134, 193, 200 

Free Spirit (’EXevdepo ttvevp.a), 252 

Free Stage (’EXevddpa Zktjvti), 217 

Friar, K., 224 

Froissart, J., 47 

Furnace ('YtfiiKdpuvos), 238 

Galatea (FaAa-ma), 146, 148 

Galaxidi, Chronicle of, 76 

Galsworthy, J., 256 

Game of Madness and Prudence, The 

0To rraiyvldi rrjs rpeXas /cat rfjs 

<f>povip,d8aj), 265 

Garden of Graces (Karros Xaplrcov), 76 

gasmules, 28 

Gatsos, N., 246, 263 

Gautier d’Arras, 35 

Gautier, Thdophile, 182 

Gavriilidis, V., 152 

Gemistos (Plethon), 45, 159 

Generation: of 1880, 150-6, 206, 230; 

of 1920, 231, 247 f.; of 1930, 127, 

i39> 203-4; poetry, 230-46; prose, 

247-68; theatre, 263-5; criticism, 

265-8 

‘genre’ story, 133, 164-70, 172, 1748, 

211, 213 

Gentil de Vendome, P., 43 

George I, King of Greece, 105, 207 

George, Prince, 207 

George, Stefan, 267 

Georgiadis, Th., 96 

Georgillas, E., 10, 34,35 

Geralis, G., 270 

German idealistic philosophy, 132 

Germany, influence of, 142, 183, 214 

Gerusalemme Liberata, 57, 132 

Ghost, The (' 0 fiovpKoXaKas), 175, 214 

Giancarli, 59 

Giannopoulos, A., 261 

Giannopoulos, P., 209, 240 

Giannoulis, E., 51 f. 

Gide, A., 237 

Giovio, Paolo, 52 

Giraldi, G. B., 56 

G linos, D., 208 

Glykas, M., 27 

Glykys, G., 39 

Glyzonios, E., 48 

gnomic songs, 88 

Goethe, 83 

Golfis, R., 217 

Golfo ('H Tk6X<Poj), 178 

Gospels, translation of, 51, 207 

Gouzelis, D., 106 f., 149 

Grassetti, G., 113 

Gray, Thomas, 128 

Great Interpreters, 74 

Great Sleep, The ('O pieyaXos vnvos), 

255 
Greco, El, 55, 225 

Greco-Italian war (1940-1), 198 f., 240, 

253; 256, 259, 261 f. 

Greece against the Turk ('H roopKo^axos 

'EXXds), 141, 143 

Greek Dawn, The ('EXXr)vu<6s opdpos), 

256 

Greek Soil ('EXX-t/piko. xd>p.ara), 249 

Greek State founded (1828), 4, 137 f. 

Green Book, The (To npacnvo jSijSAio), 250 

Green Shoot, The (To pivTavaKi), 216 

Gregoire, H., 23 f. 

Gregory XIII, Pope, 49 

Grigoris, G., 272 

Groto, L., 61, 63 

Gryparis, J., 181 /., 184, 201 

Guardian of the Infected Ships 

(BapSiavos ora orropKa), 168 

Guarini, G. B., 70 

Guilford, Earl of, 114, 117 

Guillaume II Villehardouin, 28 

Guitar ('H Kid6.pa), 140 

Gust (To p.v-ovplvi), 255 

Gymnasium, Greek, in Rome, 49 
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Gyparis (Panoria), 56, 60 f. 

Gyri (To Tvpl), 252 

gyrismata, 96 

Gyron le Courtois, 33 

Halcyon Days (AAnvovlSes), 156 

Hamlet, 133 

Harley, E., Earl of Oxford, 70 

Hastings, F. A., 129 

Hauptmann, G., 214 

Haxthausen, W. von, 97 

Heads in Line (KepaXia ott/ oeipa), 261 

Hegel, F., 132 

Hellenocentric movement, 209 f. 

hendecasyllable, 17, 56, 60 

Heptanesian school, 10, 124-36, 137, 

!43> I93> 260 
Heredia, J.-M., 182 

Herodes Atticus, 6 

Heroic and Tragic Song for a Second 

Lieutenant Lost in Albania (Ao^a 

rjpoju<6 Kal TrevOigo yea rov ya/xevo 

avdvnoXoxayo rfjs AAfiavlas), 241 

Heroine of the Greek Revolution, A ('H 

r/pwls rrjs 'EXXr]ViK'ijs ’Enavaordoecos), 

147 

Hesiod, 159 

Hesseling, D. C., v, 26 

hexameter, 96 

Hinterland (’EvSoxcopa), 239 

Historia Apollonii Regis Tyrii, 33 

Historical Book (BifUAlov loropiKov or 

Xpovoypdpos), 52, 71 

historical songs (demotic), 88 

History and Dream ('Iaropia koI oveipo), 

41 

History of the King of Scotland and the 

Queen of England ('Iaropia rov pe rfjs 

EKorQas p.€ rr/v pf/yiaaa rfjs TynXc- 

reppas), 39 

History of a Prisoner ('Iaropia ivos 

alypiaAcbrov), 259 

History of the Romaic People ('Iaropia rfjs 

Pwpuoovv^s), 174 

Holderlin, F., 69 

Homer, 133, 228, 242 

Honest and Dishonest (Tlpioi Kal dnp.01), 

176 

Honeycombs (Kr)pfjdpes), 200 

Honour and Money ('H np.17 real to 

XPVfsa), 212 

Hugo, V., 187, 263 

Humanism, religious, 50 

Humanists, Greek, in Italy, 45 f. 
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Hymn to Athena ('0 v/ivos rrjs Adrjvas), 

158, 173 
Hymn to France, to Bonaparte, and General 

Gentilly ( Yp,vos ecs rfjv TrepLprjpov 

TaXXlav, rov dpxiarpdrr]yov Bova- 

iraprriv Kal rov arparriyov TevrlAX-qv), 

!°5 
Hymn to Liberty ("Ypevos els rrp> 'EXevde- 

plav), 92, 116, 123 f. 

Hymnology, ecclesiastical, 242 

Iambs and Anapaests ("IapBoi. Kal dvd- 

Traeoroi), 158 

Ibsen, H., 178, 214, 216 

Idas, pseudon., 209 

Idols, The (To. e'lSwXa), 152 

‘idylls’, pastoral, 60-2 

Idylls (ElSvXXia), 156, 180 

Ikonomopoulos, J., 201 

Ikonomou, Th., 215 

Iliad, 86, 90, 130, igo; translation of, 

i33> 03= 175 
Iliakopoulos, D., 136 

Imperios and Margarona, 32 

In the Secret Places of the Lagoon (Era 

IxvariKa rov fidArov), 210 

In the Time of the Bulgar-Slayer (Erov 

Kaipo rov BovXyapoKrovov), 210 

India (’IvSles), 246 

interior monologue. 261 f. 

intermezzi, 57 

Ioannou, E., 204 

Ioannou, G., 272 

Ioannou, P., 70 n. 

Ionian Academy, 117, 125, 129, 140 

Ionian Anthology (Tovlos AvdoXoyla), 

periodical, 118 

Ionian Islands, 4, 54, 68, 77, 125, 127, 

193; after 1669, 70 f., 73, 76; in the 

years 1797-1815, 105; United State 

of, 105; union with Greece, 137, see 

also Heptanesian school, Ionian State 

Ionian Sailor, The (' O vavr-ps rov 

Tovlov), 136 

Ionian State, 105 

iotacism, 14 

Iphigeneia, tragedy, 71 

I sack, Lo, 62 

Island Tales (NrjauI>ri.Kes ioroples), 174 

isometry (in the demotic song), 94 

Istrati, Panait, 221 

Italy, Southern, Greek dialects, 9 

Itinerary of ’43 (' OdoinopiKo rov 43), 259 

Ivan, song of, 35 
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James, W., 222 

Janina, 110 f. 

Jaspers, K., 267 

Jassy, Greek school, 78 

Jeffreys, Mrs. E. M., 33 n. 

Jeremias II, Patriarch, 48, 50 

Joannou, see Ioannou 

Jocasta, 265 

John II Comnenus, 25 

John Roger, 27 

John Tzimiskes, 21 

Jorga, N., 2 

Journal of Penelope, The ('Hpepohoyio 

rrjs TlT]ve\6m]s), 201 

Journey of the Archangel (Ta£l8i tov 

ApXayye\ov), 243 

Journey, My, see My Journey 

Journey into Solitude (TatjlSi (71-17 p.ova£id), 

263 

Journeys (74 77-0877 p.iey), 202 

Jouve, P., 238 

Judas, 217 

Julian, Emperor, 191, 226, 228 

Julian, tragedy, 225 

Junkermann (Ti.ovyKepp.av), 255 

Justinian, 7 

Kachtitsis, G., 272 

Kafka, F., 261, 272 

Kairofylas, K., 119 n. 

Kakridls, J., 15 

kalanda, 85 

Kalligas, P., 148, 165 

Kallimachos and Chrysorrhoe, 31 

Kalomiris, M., 215 

Kalvos, A., r8,124-7, 129, 158, 163, 237 

Kambanelis, J., 272 

Kambanis, A., v, 217 

Kambas, N., 152, 154-6, 179, 238 

Kambouroglou, D., 167 

Kambysis, J., 178, 182, 214 

Kanellopoulos, P., 267 f. 

Kant, 173, 181 

Kapetan Michalis (Kanerav Mixa\-qs), 

227 f. 

Kapetanakis, D., 267 

Kapodistrias, J., 128, 137, 141, 226, 

228, 263 

Kapsomenos, S., vi, 9 

Karagatsis, M., 252, 254/., 271 

Karagiozis the Great (KapayKio^ys 6 

p.eyas), 219 

Karaiskakis, George, 84 

Karantinds, S., 264 

Karantonis, A., vi, 240, 251 n., 254, 

266 

Karasoutsas, J., 144 f. 

Karatzas, J., Prince, 108 

Karelli, Zoe, 270 

Karkavitsas, A., 169f, 213, 247 

Karouzos, N., 270 

Kartanos, J., 48 

Karyotakis, K., 202f, 204, 220, 231, 

243 f-. 2 73 
‘Karyotakism’, 203, 240, 243 

Kasdaglis, N., 271 

Kasimatis, P., 73 

Kastanakis, Th., 214, 248f. 

Kastorianos, Manolakis, 52 

katalogia, 30, 39, 83, 88, 91 

Katartzls, D., 78 f. 

Katerina, Mme, 264 

katharevousa, 81, 139, 152 f., 169, 187; 

official language, 13, 138E; of 

Kavafis, 192; of Papadiarnantis, 168, 

see also language question 

Katrakis, M., 264 

Katsaitis, P., 70 f. 

Katsantonis, 147 

Katsimbalis, G., 162, 237 n., 240, 266 

Katzarapos, see Katzourbos 

Katzourbos (Kotlov ppeiros), 56, 58 f. 

Kavafis, K., 1, 186-93, 220, 236 f-, 246, 

266, 273 

Kazantzakis, N., 1, 185, 200, 219, 

220-9, 258 

Keats, J., 69 

Keeley, E., 236 

Khan of Gravia, The (T6\dvi rrjsTpajSiaj), 

143 
King Rodolinos, see Rodolinos 

King’s Flute, The ('ll <f>\oyepa tov 

jSaaaAia), 160 
Kiss, The (To (plX-qfxa), 128 

Kitsopoulos, G., 272 

klephtic songs, 2, 88, 91-3, 96 

klephts, 91 f., 135 

Knos, B., v, 3, 31 n. 

Know Thyself (TvcbOi oavrov), 79 

Knowledge of Facts (TJpayp.aToyvoi(jla), 

262 

Koine, Hellenistic, 4-6, 14; Con- 

stantinopolitan, 7 

Kokkos, D., 178 

Kolettis, J., 257 

Kolokotronis, Theodore, 84, 128 f., 216 

Kondylakis, J., 176 

Konstantas, G., 79 
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Kontoglou, F., 214, 248, 249 f. 

Kontorevithoulis (' O KovTope^dovX-qs), 

215 

Kontos, K., 12, 149, 170 f. 

Kora'is, A., 4, 12, 80-2, 84, 101 f., 118 

Korakistika (KopaKiariKa), 80, 148, 219 

Kornaros, Vitsentzos, 64-7, 69, 83, 132 

Koromilas, D., 178 

Korone, 39 

Korydaleus, Th., 51, 74 

‘Korydalism’, 51, 73 

Kosmas the Aetolian, 77, 84 

Kosmas, Stavrakios, pseud., 262 

Kotopouli, Marika, 215, 217 

Kottounios, J., 50 

Kotzias, A., 271 

Kougeas, S., 22 n., 84 n. 

Koukoulas, L., 219 

Koun, K., 264 

Koursoulas, N., 51 

Koutouzis, N., 106 

Kriaras, E., 2, 11, 66 n., 71, 267 

Kritiki, periodical, vi 

Krumbacher, K., 2, 160, 208 

Krystallis, K., 163, ijgf, 184 

Kuhn, E., 208 

Kutchuk Kainardji, 69 

Kydoniai, school at, 101 

Kyriakidis, S., vi, 85 f., 88 f., 94 

Kyriazls, A., 185 

Kyveli, Mme, 215 

La Bruyere, 130 

Lafayette, General, 124 

La Fontaine, 111 

Laforgue, J., 204 

Lamber, Juliette, v 

Lambros, Sp., 111 n., 155, 166 

Lambros ('O Adprrpos), 118 

Lament of the Peloponnese (KXaSpds 

lleXo-iTovvriaov), 71 
Land and Water (Trj Kal vtpo), 259 

Landos, Agapios, 53 

language, medieval Greek, 7 f.; modern 

Greek, 4-10 ; of the demotic song, 95 ; 

literary in Crete, 55 

language question, 10-13, 78 f., 142, 

170 f., 207 f., see also archaism, 

demotic, katharevousa 

Lapathiotis, N., 202 f. 

Laskaratos, A., 123-31, 151 

Laskaris, Janos, 46, 49 

Last Days of AliPasha, The( Ai reXeuratai 

rjpepai too AXfj iraoa), 147 
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Last Orphic Dithyramb, The ('0 reXev- 

raios 8i6vpap.pos), 198 

Last Temptation, The ('O rtXtvralos 

TTtLpaOpOs), 228 

Latin, language, 6, 8; alphabet for 

writing Greek, 14 

Laura (Aaovpa), 176 

Lavagnini, Br., vi, 3 

Lavras, pseud.. 184 

Lazaridis, M., 272 

Leaf, The (To <f>vXXo), 272 

Leander (AeavSpos), 140 

Learned Pumpkin, The (' O koXokvOovXtis), 

111 

Lechonitis, G., 191 n. 

leftish ideology, 243, 271, see also com¬ 

munism, Marxism 

Legrand, E., 23, 46 n., 49 n., 171 

Lehmann, John, 267 

Lemon Grove (Aep.ovo8d.oos), 251 

Lenin, 223 

Leo X, Pope, 46, 49 

Leonis (Aecovijs), 252 

Leonora, ballad of, 90 

Leopardi, G., 145 

Let's Dance, Maria (OeXere va xop^ovpe 

Mapla), 260 

Leucas, 135, 193 

lianotragouda, 86, 93 

Libanius, 89 

Libistros and Rodamne, 30 f., 35 

Liddell, R., vii, 195 

Lidderdale, H. A., 85 n., 139 n. 

Life (Ziorj), periodical, 201 

Life of Alexander (Bios AXe£dv8pov), 33 

Life and Death of Karavelas, The ('H £0117 

Kal 6 ddvaros rod KapafieXa), 212 

Life Immovable (’H doaXeurr) £co rj), 

158 f., 161, 188 

Life and Love in Solitude (Zcorj /«’ ayamj 

or 17 p.ova£ia), 172 

Life and Manners of Alexis Zorbas, The 

(Bios Kal rroXiTtla too AXfr] Zopp-nd), 

226 

Life in the Tomb (’H lair] tv ra^to), 249 

Light that Burns, The (To <j>d>s ttov 

Kaiti), 200 

Light-Shadowed, The ('0 dXa<f>pot- 

OKUUTOs), 193 f., 199 

Little Poor Man of God, The ('0 

<f>TOJXOvXris tov Oeov), 228 

Locke, John, 78 

Logbook (’HpttpoXoyio Karaorptbp-aTOs), 

232 f. 
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Lorca, F. G., 246 

Lord of the Morea, The ('O av8evrr)s tov 

Mo pews), 147 

Lorentzatos, Z., 273 

Lost, The (napaoTparr]p.evoL), 260 

Lost Bodies (Xapteva nop;aid), 213 

Louis XII of France, 46 

Loukaris, Kyrillos, 50 f., 74 

Loukis Laras (Aovkt/s Adpas), 164. f. 

Louth, Lincolnshire, 125 

love-songs, demotic, 86; Cypriot, see 

Cypriot love-poems 

Love in the Village (Ayamj gto xwpio), 

211 

Lover of the Shepherdess, The ('O ayattt]- 

tlkos rrjs fioaKorrovXas), 178 

Ludwig I of Bavaria, 129, 141 

lullabies, 85 

Lurier, H., 28 n. 

Lusignan, 47 

Lute and Stick (Tap.novpds xai kottovos), 

172 

Lygeri ('H Xvyepr/), 169 

Lykoudis, E., 167 

Lymberaki, Margarita, 271 f. 

Lyra ('H Avpa), 124 f. 

Lyre of Old Nicolas, The ('H Xvpa tov 

yepo-NiKo\a), 178 

Lyric Life (AvPlk6s filos), 193, 195, 199 

Lyrics (Avpixa) (Christopoulos), 107 f.; 

(Kalvos), 124E 

Macedonian Days (Maxchovixes 'Hp.epes), 

periodical, 261 

Macedonian dynasty, 21, 24, 160 

Macedonian Struggle, 206, 209 f. 

Machairas, L., 10, 47 

Machiavelli, 258 

Macleish, A., 237 

Mahabharata, 181 

Maitland, Lord, 117 

Makrygiannis, General, 84, 129, 138f, 

m, 237 
Malakasis, M., 184 

Malalas, 7 

Malanos, T., vi, 188 f., 220 

Mallarm6, St., 201, 236 

Malta, Siege of, 43 

Man without a Country, The (*0 

dvaTpis), 143 

Man who Ought to Die, The, 227 

Man's Death, A (Odvaros rraXXrjKapiov), 

162 

Mantis, J. Rizos, 75 

Mani, 87; Maniot mirologia, 87 

Manousos, A., 97, 136 

Mansfield, Katherine, 261 

mantinades, 86 

Mantzaros, N., 117 

Manuel I Comnenus, 25, 27 

Manutius, Aldus, 46 

Manzikert, 21, 24 

Margarita Stefa (Mapyaplra Zre^a), 176 

Margounios, M., 50, 53, 71 

Maria Doxapatri (Mapla Ao^anaTprj), 

149 
Maria Parni (Mapla ndpvf), 256 

Markoras, George, 117 n. 

Markoras, Gerasimos, 113f, 163 

Marmontel, J. F., 34 

Marriage of Alexander the Great, The 

(01 yap.01 tov MeyaXov AXe£av8pov), 

128 

Martelaos, A., 105 f. 

Martzokis, A., 136 

Marx, K., 223 

Marxism, 200 f., 208 

Master Builder, The (’ 0 TrpwTop.daTopas), 

222 

Matesis, A., 113, 128, 149, 176, 216, 

219 

Matsas, A., 246, 265 

Mavilis, L., 17, 181, 184, 211, 260 

Mavrogenis, Prince, 102 

Mavrogiannis, G., 136 

Mavrogordato, J., 24, 63 n. 

Mavrokordatos, A., 51, 74, 76 

Mavrokordatos, A., jr. (1821), 114 

Mavrokordatos, N., 74, 76 

Mavrolyki (01 MavpoXvKoi), 256 

Mazarakis, A., 73 n. 

Medici, Lorenzo, 46 

Megas, A. E., 78 n. 

Melachrinos, A., 184, 201 

Melas, Pavlos, 206 

Melas, Sp., 216 f., 219, 264 

Melissa, 225 

Melissinos, Sp., 136 

Melodies of Dawn ('Ewdeval p,eXwSlai), 

144 

Men in Arms (AppaTw/ievoL), 259 

Men of Fable (Avdpwrroi tov p.vdov), 261 

Mermaid Madonna, The (’ll Tlavayid 17 

Topyova), 250 

Merope, 149 

Message, The (To ayyeXiaapa), 272 

Metastasio, P., 102 

Metaxas, J., 11 
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Miaoulis, Andreas, 216 

Michai'lidis, K., see Eftaliotis, A. 

Michalopoulos, F., 219 

Michaud, H., 238 

Milias, Sp., 73 

‘Military League’, 207 

Miller, Henry, 267 

Milliex, Tatiana, 271 

Milton, J., 49, 69 

Miniatis, E., 72/., 76 

Minotis, A., 264 

Mirambel, A., v, 3 

mirologia, 63, 86 ff. 

Mirror of Women, The (Kadpenr-qs 

yvvaiKcbv), 75 

Miserables of Athens, Les (01 adAiot 

tu>v Adqvwv), 176 

Missolonghi, 116, 120, 160 

Missolonghi, 143 

Mitsakis, M., 166, 177 

Modern Geography (TeenypacjslavecoTepiKrf), 

79 
Moisiodax, J., 78 

Moldavia, 74 

Moliere, 69 

Momars, 75 

Montesquieu, 103 

Monti, Vincenzo, 113 

Montseleze, Th., 70 

Moreans, The (01 Mopatres), 106 

Moreas, J., 154, 158, 184, 204, 209 

Morezinos, J., 53 

Moskov Selim (Mooku>\3 TeAr/p), 166 

Most Learned Traveller, The (' O Aoyio- 

raros Ta^iSecuTTjs), 80, III, 118 

Most Useful Thoughts for Acquiring the 

Fear of God (Troyaoey wpeAipoTares 

81a rrjv dnOKTrjOLV tov <f>of3ov tov 

Oeov), 73 

Mother of God (MqTqp Oeov), 195, 199 

Mother's Ring, The (To hayrvAlhi. rrjs 

pavas), 214 

Mourning for Death (TJevdos davarov), 39 

Mourouzis, Prince, 108 

Mousa, periodical, 219 f. 

Mousouros, M., 46 

Murad II, 92 

Murder in the Cathedral, 237 

Murderess, The ('H povioaa), 168, 175 

music, Byzantine, 95, 197; Greek 

popular, 93, 95 f. 

Adusical Voices (MovcriKes Waives), 183 

Musset, A. de, 187 

My Cretans (01 Kpfjres pov), 167 
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My Journey (To raftSi pov), 151, 170, 

172, 174 

My Lord Alcibiades (' O Kvpios pov 

AAKL^LaSr/s), 271 

My Adother’s Sin (To dpdprqpa rijs 

pr/rpos pov), 165 

Myrivilis, St., 249f., 251 £, 259 

mysteries, ancient, 195; medieval, 54, 

62 

Mysteries of Cephalonia, The (Ta 

pvarr/pia rijs Ke<j>aAAovias), 130 

Alystic Life (Mvorucf] £<017), 258 

Adythistorima (MvdioropTjpa), 232, 238 

Mytilene, 173, 249, 260 

Nakou, Lilika, 260 

Napoleon (Bonaparte), 104, 106, 125 

narrative songs, 85, 88-91 

National Theatre, 181, 217, 219 f. 

Naturalism, 175, 177, 214 f., 254 

Nauplia, 137, 140 

Navarino, 117 

Nea, Ta, newspaper, 267 

Nea Estia, periodical, vi, 220, 266, 273 

Nea Grammata, periodical, 240 f., 245 f., 

266 

neo-Classicism, 142 f., 149, 154 

Nepenthe (Nrjnevdrj), 202 

Nero, 199 

Neroulos, J. R., v, 80, 148, 219 

New Athenian school, 150-6 

‘New Dramatic School’, 264 

New School of the Written Word (Nea 

rryoA'q tov ypapopevov Aoyov), 140 

‘New Stage’, 210, 215, 217 

New Writing and Daylight, 267 

Nicepborus Phocas, 21 

Nicolai, R., v 

Nietzsche, F., 209, 211, 216, 222 f. 

Nights of Phemius, The (01 vvyres tov 

0r/pLov), 162 

Nikitaras, 129 

Nikli, Angeliki, 112 

Nikolaidis, N., 213 

Nikousios, P., 74 

Nobel Prize for Literature, 231 

Nostalgias (NooTaAyies), 202 

Notebooks of Pavlos Fotinos, The (Ta 

TerpriSia tov FTavAov <Pa>Teivov), 261 

Noukios, Nikandros, 48 

Noumas, periodical, 13, 208, 217, 219 f. 

novel; of 1930 Generation, 247 f., 252 ; 

of town life, 175 f.; historical, 147 f., 

164, 210, 256 f.; psychological, 172 
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Novel of Madame Ersi, The (To 

pvdicrTOprjpa Trjs Kvplas "Eporjs), 262 
novellistica, 32 
Nugent, Lord, 118 
Number 31328 (To vovpepo 31328), 250 

Oath, The (' 0 opxos), 134 
Occupation, Italo-German, 198, 253, 

256, 259, 262 
Odysseus, tragedy, 223 
Odyssey, translations of, 133, 175 
Odyssey (of N. Kazantzakis), 200, 221, 

223-5 
Of Music (Trjs povoLKfjs), 246 
Offering (T7pooif>opd), 244 
Office of the Beardless Man (AkoXovOIo 

tov crravov), 37 
Old Knight, The (' O npeoflvs IrrrTOTrjs), 33 
Old Loves (17aXi.es dydrres), 169 
Olive Gatherer, The ('H p.a£<7>xTPa), 04 
One Journey of His Life, The (To povov 

Trjs ffsrjs tov rafbiov), 166 
O’Neil, Eugene, 220 
Opsarologos, 37 
Orbecche, 56 
Oresteiaka, 207 
Orfanidis, Th., 143 f. 
Orientations (npoaavaToXiapoi), 241 
Orloff, 101 
Orphism, 159, 194 f., 199 
Orthodox Church, Orthodoxy, 53, 167, 

248 
Ossian, 126, 128 
Other Alexander, The ('O aXXos 

AXfavSpos), 271 
Otho, King of Greece, 128, 137, 141 
Otto I, Emperor, 21 
Our Literary Language ('H ^tAoAoyuoj 

pas yXchcroa), 133, 174 
Our Own Children (Ta Sixd pas naiSid), 

256 
Ourani, Eleni, see Thrylos, A. 
Ouranis, K., 202 f. 
Ovid, 61 

Padua, University of, 50, 55, 68, 73, 
108, 110 

Paidiophrastos Tale about Qiiadrupeds 

(Airjyrjois naiSioppaoTOs tojp rerpa- 

ttoScov iwosv), 36 
Pain of Man and Things, The ('O ttopos 

rod avdpiorrov Kal tcov ■npayp.a.TOjv), 

202 

Palaeologi, 7, 27 

Palamas, K., 4, 17, 127, 1306, 133, 145, 
152 f., 154-6, 157-63, i67> 02^, 
07, 09-88, 1926, 201, 215-17, 
219, 236, 238, 240, 266, 268 

Palladas, Gerasimos, 72 
Pallis, A., 172 {., 175 
Palm-Tree, The ('H poivixid), 159 
Palmer, Eva, see Sikelianos, Eva 
Pamphlets of Gerodimos, The (<t>v\XaBes 

tov Tepohrip.ov), 174 
Panagiotopoulos, J. M., vf., 220 
Panas, P., 136 
Panathinaia, periodical, 217 
Panorama of Greece (navopapa Trjs 

'EXXaBos), 141 
Panoria, see Gyparis 

Panthei (01 navdioi), 263 
pantomime, tragic, 89 
Pantzelios, 88 
Papadaki, Eleni, 264 
Papadiamantis, A., 166-g, 217 
Papadiamantopoulos, J., 154 
Papaditsas, D., 270 
Papaflessas, 217 
Papageorgiou, A., 131 n. 
Papageorgiou, N., 264 
Papandreou, G., 11, 259, 264, 268 
Papanikolaou, M., 203 
Papanoutsos, E., 189, 191, 268 
Papantoniou, Z., 184 
Paparrigopoulos, D., 145, 163, 187 
Paparrigopoulos, K., 145 
Papathomopoulos, M., 33 n. 
Papatsonis, Takis, 204 
paraloges, 85, 88 
Paraschos, A., 1466, 150 
Paraschos, Kleon, 219 
Parerga of Philotheos (TiXodeov xrdpepya), 

74 
Paris et Vienne, 66 
Parnassianism, 134, 152-6, 181, 193, 

200, 238 
Parnassds, literary society, 130, 150 
Pasagiannis, Sp., 1836., 210, 215 
Passings and Greetings (nepdapara xal 

yaipeTicrpoi), 161 
Passow, A., 87 n., 91 n., 93 n., 97 
Pastor Fido, 70 
pastoral poetry, 61 f., 115 
Pater, Walter, 202 
patinades, 86 
Patouchas ('O 17arovyas), 176 
Patriarchate of Constantinople, 44, 69, 

74; School of, 51, 74 
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Paul III, Pope, 46 

Pavia, University of, 112 

Paxinou, Katina, 264 

Pedro Cazas, 248 

Pentzikis, N. G., 262 

Peresiadis, S., 178 

Pergialis, N., 272 

Pernot, H., 26, 131 n. 

Petimezas, N., 184 

Petrarch, 44, 55, 136; Petrarchism in 

Cyprus, 43 f. 

Petropoulos, D., 97 

Pezophrastos Tale, see Paidiophrastos 

Phanariots, 74 f., 77, 84, 101, 138, 141 ; 

Phanariot poets, 17, 107-10, 126, 

139-42 

‘Philadelphian’ competition, first, 154, 

158, 173; second, 179; third, 133 

Philhellenism, 96 

Philotheos, Parerga of, see Parerga of 

Philotheos 

phonetic spelling of Greek, 14 

Phrynichus of Bithynia, 6 

Phyllada, see Chap-book 

Physiologus, 48 

Pierre de la Cypede, 66 

Pierre de Provence et la belle Maguelone, 32 

Pigas, Meletios, 50, 71 

piitarides (TTOirjTdprjSes), 88 

Pikatoros, J., 42 

Pikros, P., 213, 256 

Pilgrims of the Sea (QaXaoenvoi npoo- 

KW7]Tes), 263 

Pillage of a Life (AerjXaala peias £,a>fjs), 

177 

Pirandello, L., 216 

Pistas, P., 103 n. 

Pius VII, Pope, 114 

Pivot, B., 231 n. 

Plaskovitis, Sp., 272 

Plato, 110 

Player of Life, The (' O dearplvos rrjs 

Koorjs), 202 

Plethon (Gemistos), 45, 159 

Plutarch, 46 

Poems of the Fields (Ayporiud), 179 

Poems Old and New (LIoi-qfiaTa 7raXai,d 

Kal via), 154 

poesie pure, 201, 236, 245 

Poetical Works (LIoitjtikcl epya), 134 

‘poetry of essence’, 270 

Polemis, J., 152 f., 179 

Political Parallels (LIoXltlko. TrapdXXrjXa), 

108 
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Political Sophisms (77oAiru«x o o S1 o par a), 

108 

Political Theatre (Oearpov ttoXltlkov), 74 

Political Thoughts (Fpovrlapara ttoXl- 

TLKa), 74 

Politis, F., 217-19, 248, 263 f. 

Politis, Kosmas, 251 f. 

Politis, N. G., 86 n., 87 n., 89 n., 90 n., 

91 n., 93 n., 97, 155, 158, 166, 218 

Polydouri, Maria, 203 

Polylas, J., 113 m, 114 n., 123, 132f, 

136, 146 n., 167, 174, 181, 218 

Pontani, F. M., vi, 216 n., 234 

Pontus, 9 f., 22, 25 

Pope Joan ('H irdmcroa ’ Icoavva), 147, 

‘Popular Stage’, 264 

Porfyras, L., 183 

Porfyris, song of, 90 

Porikologos, 37 

Portos, Frankiskos, 46 

‘post-Byzantine’, 2 

post-war poetry and prose, 269-73 

Poulologos, 36 

Pound, Ezra, 236 f. 

Prevelakis, P., vi, 222 ff., 226 n., 258, 

265 

Princes, The (01 nplyKi-rres), 248 

Princess Tsabeau ('H rrpiyiaTriooa 

T^ap.Trd>), 257 

Prodigal, The ('0 acnoros), 141 

Prodromika, 25f, 35 

Prodromos, Th., 25 f. 

’Professional Dramatic School’, 219 

Prologue to Life (IJpoXoyos ctti) C019), 

194 f. 

Prometheus Bound (Aeschylus), 197 

pronunciation of modern Greek, 9, 14 f. 

prose, demotic, see demotic prose 

Prose Rhythms (LIet,ol pvdp.oi), 185 

prosody, modern Greek, 15-18, see also 

decapentesyllable, hendecasyllable 

Protestants, German, 48, 51 

Provelengios, A., 154 

Psalidas, A., 111 

‘psychagogic’ method, 52 

Psycharis, 4, 12 f., 151, 155, 169, 170-5, 

217, 248 

psycho-analysis, 254 

Ptocholeon, Story of, 17, 35 

Ptolemy, 46 

Purple Book, The (To fivo-cnvl fiifilXlo), 

250 

Pyramids (Llupap.lSes), 243 
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Quadrupeds, Tale about, see Paidiophrastos 

Rabagds, periodical, 152 f., 158 

Racine, J., 69 

Radiant Darkness (rPuyrepa axroraSia), 156 

Raftopoulos, D., vi 

Ramfos, K., 147 

Rangavls, A. R., v, 141/., 143, 147, 

i49> I53» 165 
Rartouros, A., 48, 50 

Raskagias (PaoKayias), 249 

Re Torrismondo, II, 57 

Realism, 175, 254 

Red Book, The (To kokklvo fhfiXlo), 250 

Red Rock, The (' 0 kokklvos fipayos), 176 

Red Shirt, The (To kokkivo rrovKa-piao), 

216 

Red Stories (Kokklvss loropUs), 249 

Regaldi, G., 113m, 122, 143 

Regency, Bavarian, 141 

Remarque, E. M., 249 

Renaissance, Italian, 45, 66, 224 

Renaissance poetry in Crete, 40—3 

Renan, E., 171 

Renos, see Apostolidis, Renos 

Report to Greco (Avapopd otov Tkpcko), 

228 

Restif de la Bretonne, 103 

Results of Love (“Epcoros drroreXeo par a), 

103, 108 

Revelation of St. John, 238 

Review of Art ('Enidecbp-qari Tiyyqs), 

periodical, 273 

Revolution, French, 75, 80, 105; 

Greek (1821), see War of Indepen¬ 

dence 

rhetoric, ecclesiastical, 72 f. 

Rhode, E., 33 n. 

Rhodes, 10, 39 

rhyme, in the demotic song, 93 

Rich and Poor (IJXovatoi ko.1 pTcoyol), 176 

Richelieu, 49 

Rigas Velestinlis, 77, 79, 102-4, 105, 

108 

Rimada of the Girl and the Youth (PipaSa 

Koprjs Kal vlov), 42 

Rimbaud, A., 267 

Rime Improvvisate, 113 

Ritsos, J., 243 f., 260 

Rizos, see Manes, Neroulos, Rangavls 

Rodinos, Neofytos, 53 

Rodokanakis, PI., 210 

Rodolinos, King, 57, 71 

Roidis, E., 147 b, 1506, 154, 166, 219 

Romaic Language, The (' H poop, el kt] 

yXcbaaa), IIO, 128 

roman courtois, 29 

Roman de la rose, 35 

Roman de Troie, 33 

Romances of Chivalry, 3, 29-32, 83; 

with a national subject, 33 f. 

Romanticism, 96, 115 ; in France, 135; 

in Greece, 139-49, l52> 178; in Italy, 

113 

Romioi, 7 

Romids, O, periodical, 153 

Rontiris, D., 264 

Roses of Myrtale, The (7a pod a rrjs 

MopraX-qs), 244 

Rossi, Don Santo, 112 

Rosy Shores (Pobiva aKpoyidXia), 168 

Rotrou, J. de, 34 

Roufos, Rodis, 271 

Rousmelis, Savogias, 106 

Royal Theatre, 207, 215, 217 

Rozan, N., 264 

Ruined House, The (To yaAa apevo 

ottItl) ,216 

‘rule of three’, 94 

Russia, 221, 2236; literature of, 182 

Russo-Turkish war (1787—92), 101 

Ruzzante, 59 

Sachinis, A., vi, 227 n., 253 n., 273 

Sachlikis, St., 36, 40f, 91 

Sachtouris, M., 270 

sacre rappresentazioni, 54 

Sacrifice of Abraham, The ('H Ovola tov 

Afipaap), 62f, 66, 264 

St. Minds (Tlyios- Mqvas), 143 

Sainte-Maure, Benoit de, 33 

Salamander, The ('H oaXapdvTpa), 261 

Salvation of Sinners, The (ApaprcoXwv 

oioTqpia), 53, 71 

Salvatores Dei, 223 

Samarakis, A., 272 

Samothrace (ZapodpaK-r)), 209 

Sanders, A., v 

Sannazaro, J., 44 

Sansovino, 52 

Sapphic stanza, 125 

Sarantaris, G., 245 

Saranti, Galatea, 271 

Sathas, K., v, 23, 78 n., 155 

Satires (Edropai), 140 

satirical songs, 88 

Savvidis, G., vi f., 194 n., 242, 273 

Scandinavian literature, 182, 211 
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Scarabs and Terracottas (Txapa^atoL xal 

Teppaxorrcy), 181 f. 

Schiller, Fr., 132 

Schlumberger, G., 160 

Schmid, W., 6 

Schmitt, John, 28 

scholars of the diaspora, Greek, 45-50 

School for Delicate Lovers, The (Z^oXclov 

twv vreAt/cdra/v epacrruiv), 103, 108 

school in Venice, Greek, 4g 

Schoolmistress with the Golden Eyes, The 

('H Sacr/caAa pe ra ypvod paria), 

249 f. 

schools in Turkish-occupied Greece, 

51 f., 68 f., 101 

Schopenhauer, A., 181 

Schweitzer, A., 263 

Scott, Walter, 147 

Secret of Countess Valeraina, The (To 

pvoriKO Trjs Kovreoaas BaXepaivas), 

176, 216 

‘secret schools’, 49 

Seferis, G., 1, 4, 17, 650., 127, 139, 

193, 220, 230-8, 240, 242, 245, 265 

Segneri, Paolo, 72 

Sergius and Bacchus (Zepytoy /cat Baxyos), 

255 
Sevastikoglou, G., 272 

Shadows (Z/ctdy), 183 

Shakespeare, 55, 149, 174; translations 

of, 133, 164, 173 

Shaven Heads, The (Kexappi-vot), 271 

Shelley, P. B., 69 

Shepherdess, The, see Voskopoula 

Sherrard, P., 236 

Shore of Cassandra (Kaoaavhpivr] axT-rf), 

261 
Short Journeys (Mixpa ra£l8ia), 134 

short stories, 103, 151, 162, 164, 166, 

211, 213; of the generation of 1930, 

249 f-> 253, 255-7, 261-3; of the 

post-war generation, 272 

Sibyl, The ('H ZifivXXa), 199 

Sick Persons and Travellers (Aadevcis /cat 

dSocn-opot), 253 

Sideris, J., 216 n. 

Sikelianos, A., 1, 17, 184 f., 133-200, 

209, 215, 219-22, 232, 236, 240, 

265 f., 273 

Sikelianos, Eva, 197 

Silence and Taygetus ('O TavyeTOs xat J 

ClOJTTTj'), 243 

Simeon, Joseph, 57 

Simple Language (AIt-At) yXdiaca), 128 

Simple Ways (JlrrXol rporrot), 183 

Singer of the Village and the Pasture, The 

(' O TpayovSeOTrjs tov yovpiov /cat Trjs 

ordvrjs), I 79 

Sinner's Prayer (ApapTwXov rrapaxXriois), 

35 
Sinopoulos, T., vi, 270 

Sitwell, Edith, 267 

Six and One Regrets for Heaven ("E£t /cat 

/ata rdi/rety yta tov ovpavo), 241 

Skarimbas, J., 262 

Skiathos, 167 

Skipis, S., 185 

Sklavos, Manolis, 39 

Skoufos, Fr., 72 f., 76 

Slaves in their Chains (01 a>cAd/3oi otcl 

Scopa rovs), 212 

Smyrna, 80, 143 f., 260 

Snail, The (' O Koyhlas), periodical, 

270 

socialism, 183, 211 f. 

Sofianos, N., 11, 46-9, 52 

Soly Sombra, 202 

Solomos, D., 12, 14, 176, 69, 81, 83, 

92, 97, 102, 105-7, 112-23, 124-36, 

140, 142 f., 146 n., 1576, 193, 195, 

200 f., 218, 232, 242 

Son of the Shadow, The ('0 yios tov 

loklov), 211 

song, demotic, see demotic song; see 

also narrative songs, work songs 

Song of the Sister, The (To TpayovSt Trjs 

dSepcfrrjs), 243 

Song of Songs, The, 238 

Songs of Exile (TpayovSia £cvnevpevov), 

173 
Songs of My Country, The (Tarpayov81a 

Trjs rrarplSos pov), 158 

sonnets, Greek, 71 

Sons of Andronicus, song of the, 90 

sophistic age, romances of second, 29, 33 

Sorrows of the Lagoon, The (01 xarjpo 1 

Trjs XtpvoBaXaooas), 160 

Sougdouris, G., 51 

Soumerlls, see Rousmelis, Savogias 

Souris, G., 152 f., 179 

Soutsos, Alexandras, i4of., 143, 147 

Soutsos, Pan., 139f., 141-4, 147 

Spadaro, G., 28 n. 

Spandonidis, P., 266 

Spaneas, 26 f. 

Sparks in the Ashes (Errides arrj ard-XTr)), 

156 

Spatalas, G., 219 
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‘Speeches’ (op. lAiey), theatrical per¬ 

formances, 106 

spelling of modern Greek, 14 f. 

Spider's Webs ('Iarol apayv-qs), 152 

Spiritual Armour (TlavonXla nveuparLKT/), 

53 
Spiritual Exercise (HuK-qais rrvevpaTiKrj), 

53 
Spiritual Table (Tpaneb,a ■nvevp.a.TLK-f]), 75 

Squall, The (To prrovplvi), 217 

Stalactites (Et aXaKTir ai ), 156 

State Theatre of Northern Greece, 265 

Stathis (Erddrjs), 59 

Stella Violanti (EreXXa BioXavry), 176 

Stergiopoulos, K., vi, 204 n., 273 

Stoicheiomachia (ETOLyaopayla.), 75 

Stories (A Lqyq par a), 169 

Stories about animals, 36 f. 

Stouditis, Damaskinos, 48, 50 

Strange Story (Ap-qyqais rrapagevos), 40 

Strani, L., 114 

Strindberg, A., 214 

Sturm und Drang, 207 

Suli, Suliots, 88, 135, 177 

Sully Prudhomme, 152 

Sun the First (" HXios 6 -uponos), 241 

Surrealism, 238-46 

swallow song, 185 

Symbolism, 158, 182-5, r93> 200 f., 

204, 210 f., 214 

Synadinbs, Th., 217 

Synaxarion of the Estimable Donkey 

(Evva^apiov tov Tipqpcvov yaCSapov), 

37; 43 
Synizesis, 16 

Syntipas the Philosopher, 47 

syrtds-kalamatianbs, dance, 95 f. 

Tachtsis, K., 272 

Tagiapiera, admiral, poem on him, 

('Ioropla tov Tayiamepa), 39 

Tagiapieras, Dionysios, 113 

Taine, H., 150, 171 

Tale of Apollonios of Tyre, see Apollonios 

Tale of Consolation about Good and Bad 

Fortune (Aoyo ? rrapriyoprjTiKos nepl 

Avorvylas ko.1 EvTvyias), 35 

Tale of the Donkey, The Delightful, see 

Chap-book of the Donkey 

Tale of the Sweet Land of Cyprus, The 

('Efjy-qoLS t fjs yXvKelas 

Kvirpov), 47 

Tanalias, Dirnos, pseud., 200 

Tangopoulos, D., 208, 217 

Tasso, Torquato, 55, 57, 66, 69, 106, 

132, 224 

Tatakis, V., 268 

Tau, Max, 222 n. 

TayraplopaTa, 85 

Techni, periodical, 182-4, 214; 217 
Tempest, The, 133 

Teresa Varma Dakosta (Tepe^a Bdppa 

AaKoerra ), 176 
Tertsines (Tepralves), 225 

terza rima, terzina, 56, 225 

Terzakis, A., 257 f., 265 f., 273 

Testament, New, 5 f., 9, see also Gospels 

Thanos Vlekas (Odvos BXckos), 148 

Theatre, in Byzantine times, 54; in 

Crete, 54-63 ; in Italy, 55, 58; (1830- 

80), 148-9; (1880-1900), 177 f.; 

(1900-30), 214-17; (1930-9), 263-5; 

post-war, 272 f. 

Theatre of the Absurd, 273 

Their Last Serene Majesties (01 TeXcvraioi 

yaXrjvoTaToi), 271 
Themelis, G., vi, 265, 270, 273 

Theodorakopoulos, J., 268 

Theophano, 265 

Theophrastus, 130 

Theotokas, G., 252-4, 265, 271 

Theotokis, K., 211 f, 220, 260 

Theotokopoulos, D., see Greco, El 

Theramenes, 125 

Thesaurus (O-qoavpos), 48 

Thessaloniki, 207, 244; prose writers, 

261 f.; post-war poetry, 270; Uni¬ 

versity of, 208, 218, 261, 267 

Third Wedding, The (To rplro orecfidvi), 

272 

Thomopoulos, J., 103 n. 

Those Living (" Oaoi ^covravol), 209 

Thousand and One Nights, 29 

Three Kisses (Ta, rpta ^>iAta), 215 

Three Secret Poems (Tpla Kpvjd 7ron^ara), 

236 

Thrush, The (KtyXrj), 234, 236 

Thrylos, Alkis, 193, 219 

Thucydides, 110, 173 

Thyestes, 71 

Time and the River ('O ypovos kcli to 

1norapu), 243 

Timid and Cruel Lines (AeiXol koi 

OKXrjpol arlyoi), 161 

Tiri-Liri (Tlpi-Aipi), 143 

Toda Raba, 221 

Tolstoy, L., 263 

Tomb, The (’O ra^oy), 158 
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Tombs (Ta pvrj par a), 136 

Tower of the Akropotamos, The (' O 

■rrvpyos tov AKponoTapov), 211 

Tractor (TpaKTep), 243 

tragedies, ancient, 88 f.; in Crete, 56 f.; 

of Sikelianos, 199 f.; of Kazantzakis, 

225 f.; of 1930 writers, 265 

tragicomedy, 71 

tragicommedia pastorale, 60 f. 

TpayovSl, TpaycoSetv, rpaycpBla, 88 

transcription of Greek names, xiii 

Transcripts (AvTiypa<f>es), 237 

Travel (Ta£i8evovTas), 228 

Traveller, The ('0 oSonropos), 139, 148, 

238 

Traviantonis, A., 177 

Triantafyllidis, M., vi, 6, 9, 16, 111 n., 

208 

Triantafyllos, Kleanthis, 152 

Trikoupis, Charilaos, 151, 154, 157, 

206 

Trikoupis, Spyridon, 1148 

Trisevgeni (TpjoevyevTf), 162, 215 f. 

Trivolis, J., 39, 46 

Troilos, J. A., 57 

Trojan War, The (TloXepos ttJs TpcoaSos), 

33 
True Apology of Socrates, The ('H aXrfdivrj 

dnoXoyla tov EwKpaTrj), 201 

tsakismata, 96 

Tsakonia, Tsakonian dialect, 5, 9 

tsamikos, dance, 96 

Tsarouchis, J., 248, 264 

Tsatsos, K., 237, 268 

Tsimiskis, tragedy, 219 

Tsirimokos, M., 184 

Tsirkas, S., vi, 189, 271 

Turco-Venetian war (1645-69), 66 

Turkish-occupied Greece, 45 f., 68 

Turning-Point (Erpojjrf), 230 f. 

Two Brothers, The (Ta 8vo a8ep<fua), 172 

Two-Souled Thomas (©copas 6 Shfivgos), 

265 

Typaldos, J., 131 f., 136, 163 

Tzanes, E., 70 

Ulalume (OvXaXovu), 262 

Untimely Poems (Ta 7rapaKaipa), 161 

Vafopoulos, G., 244 f. 

Vakald, Eleni, 270 

Valaoritis, A., 129, 134, 135f, 150 

Valavanis, D., 747, 163 

Valery, P., 236 

Valetas, G., 108 n., 172 n. 

Varikas, V., 267 

Various Poems (Aid<f>opa noi-T/para), 142 

Varnalis, K., 185, 200f., 220 

Varouchas, A., 72 

Vasiliadis, Sp., 146, 148 

Vasilikos, V., 272 

Vasiliou, Sp., 248 

Vasilis Arvanitis ('O BaalXrfs 6 Ap/Ha- 

vl-nfs), 250 

Veakis, E., 264 

Veli Pasha, 110 

Venezis, E., 251 f., 259 

Venice, 46 f., 68, 70 f., 105; Greek 

community, 49 ; Greek presses, 48 

Venizelos, E., n, 157, 207-9, 258 

Vernardakis, D., 149, 171, 178 

Vernardakis, Gr., 149 

Verses (2Ytyoi) (Kambas), 152, 238; 
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